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ABSTRACT 
This research offers a systematic analysis of the physical features of residential Vernacular 
Architecture (VA) of  Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR) in Libya, linking them to the governance 
system of heritage conservation in Libya and to the Responsible Institutions (RIs). Libya has 
experienced different historic stages, such as the Amazigh, Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans, 
Muslims, and Italian colonization. It is distinguished by a historic continuity, which has enriched 
its historic and architectural features. This study investigates and documents the main physical 
unique features of residential VA in NMR and related factors that influence Conservation 
Processes (CPs) within the current governance system delivered by the RIs. By clarifying the 
elements that make residential VA unique and by understanding current issues undermining its  
effective conservation, this study offers valuable and original insights for informing future 
conservation policies and for putting in place measures aimed at restoring, preserving, and 
maintaining this unique architectural and historical heritage. This research also produces new 
knowledge about VA of the NMR in Libya, a topic on which no studies have been available so 
far. By filling the gap in current knowledge, this study raises awareness about the value of the 
VA in the NMR and contributes to support the conservation of such a unique heritage. 
The research methodology for this study uses both qualitative and quantitative approaches 
(Mixed Methods). The researcher has selected and justified three examples of Vernacular 
Dwellings (VDs) in NMR and collected the data through observation, analysis of dwellings 
maps, photos, interviews and a questionnaire. Visual survey has been conducted by visiting 
relevant sites and systematically collecting visual evidence, such as photographic and technical 
survey including structures and technological spatial details. Spatial analysis methods have 
been adopted to uncover the rationale of the VA development and construction. Semi-structured 
interviews with relevant parties have been administered at senior, middle, and junior 
management level of the RIs and complemented with the review of archival documents and 
relevant government reports. Findings from the research outline the main challenges to VA in 
NMR that include a lack of appreciation and understanding of heritage among owners, scarcity 
of local materials and traditional building skills, lack of government support as well as 
insufficient documentation. All the findings were triangulated prior to the development of the 
initial recommendations and further decision-makers and expert validation was obtained to 
establish the final recommendations. Conclusions and recommendations on how to preserve 
residential VA in NMR context will assist policy makers in Libya, when setting strategic national 
plans for VA conservation, and will provide a useful point of reference for academics and 
researchers. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
o 
 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION  
This chapter provides an introduction to the thesis. It includes a background to the study and 
introduces the key areas of research: Conservation Processes (CPs), Vernacular Architecture 
(VA) and the context of the research in Libya and the Responsible Institutions (RIs) in the 
Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR). Furthermore, it presents the statement of the research 
problem, the research questions and the objectives. Moreover, this chapter discusses the scope 
and significance of the research.  Finally, it demonstrates the structure of the study. 
1.2 BACKGROUND 
 
The term “Vernacular” has different meanings and implications depending on the context of 
its use in various different forms (Oliver, 2006). This term has been used by architects, 
historians, archaeologists, folklorists and others (Brunskill, 2006). Vernacular Architecture has 
been defined as the architectural relationship among people with respect to the use of traditional 
resources (Rudofsky, 1964). Vernacular architecture is increasingly becoming a subject of 
major interest not only to architecture theorists, but also to designers and technologists all over 
the world (Dabaieh, 2011). 
Encyclopedias, books, research and scientific journals refer to the building product as cursive 
vernacular, popular, traditional, indigenous, native, ethnic, folk, aboriginal, ancestral, 
anonymous, spontaneous, pedigree, and conventional, local, populist and rural architecture. 
(Marwa, 2011). Each adjective has been used to describe this architecture in a special region, 
climate and culture. However, this study adopted the term “Vernacular” because it remains the 
most common term adopted and used by academics and professionals concerned with these 
types of buildings and by the general public as well. Moreover, it is a term used by UNESCO 
and ICOMOS in their publications and documentation (UNESCO ICOMOS Documentation 
Centre, 2009). 
 
This research represents an ambitious attempt to create new knowledge on residential VA with 
a focus on Vernacular Dwellings (VDs) in ancient settlements located in the NMR, Libya. The 
ancient settlement of Yifren municipality is considered one of the most important 
municipalities in NMR in the north of Libya. Vernacular buildings (VBs) in ancient settlements 
of NMR has long been ignored and neglected by the Local Authorities (LAs) and its unique 
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historical and cultural heritage has been left to stand alone, affected by the ineffective state 
strategies and local management.   
 
Maintenance of cultural heritage is critical in the core of human culture and to future 
generations. The conservation concept is often defined as maintaining the presence of the past 
at the present time; the historical environment, which comprises the old and historic buildings, 
traditional street patterns, activities and urban landscapes to provide a local distinctiveness to 
the city that reflects the culture and civilization of the indigenous people. Thus, urban heritage 
consists of all elements that shape the urban fabric, including the local people, their activities 
and way of life. These elements have to be seen as a whole, as they jointly contribute to the 
character of the cities. Thus, conservation efforts must focus on maintaining these qualities, so 
that the whole historic environment is kept as an ensemble. 
Recently, both UNESCO and ICOMOS have begun promoting a general policy, which aims 
to give heritage a function in the life of the community and link heritage conservation to living 
traditions. The community plays the most important role in the CPs. As the Nara Document 
asserts: “Responsibility for cultural heritage and the management of it belongs, in the first 
place, to the cultural community that has generated it, and subsequently to that which cares for 
it” (Jones, 2010). 
 
The rapid pace of modern development has seen many communities on the verge of 
disappearing. There is little effort in considering the impact it has on the communities and their 
living heritage. In view of this, organisations like World Bank implemented social and 
economic policies that are highly significant: they allow local initiatives to protect urban 
heritage to be re-conceived and valued as community building (Ahmed, 2012). 
 
UNESCO’s LEAP Program (Local Effort in Asia and the Pacific) is another similar approach 
that recognises the importance of community involvement in safeguarding the living traditions. 
It promotes the view that when a site loses the involvement of its community, the problems 
related to conservation increases. It is essential to restore community involvement and enable 
the community to benefit from conservation works while maintaining social and spiritual 
traditions.   There are others who express similar views for example Briggs (2003) identifies 
the differences between the conventional and participatory approach, as shown in Table 1.1: 
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Table 0.1: Promoting Deliberation (Briggs, 2003, p 22.) 
Conventional approach  Participatory approach  
The fastest thinkers and most articulate speakers 
get more “air time.”  
Everyone participates, not just the vocal few.  
Differences of opinion are treated as conflict that 
must either be stifled of solved. 
Opposing viewpoints are allowed to co-exist.  
People with discordant, minority perspectives 
are commonly discouraged from speaking out.  
Even in the face of opposition from the person in charge, 
people are encouraged to stand up for their beliefs. 
 
However, regarding the function, (ICOMOS, 1990) stated that the VBs that we can still see 
today “are those which have been most successfully adapted to new and changing uses over the 
time since their construction”. The previous citation points out that these buildings still have a 
role or they can perform a function. In addition, it indicates that a change in use is necessary to 
extend a VBs life. Historically, (ICOMOS, 1990) stated that as VBs are rare buildings, they 
have become unique, matchless buildings that contain historic information that cannot be 
obtained from any other supply. 
Furthermore, regarding the age of the building, the English principles of age and rarity for 
registering VBs classifies the ages of a building into four groups, as shown in Table 1.2. 
 
Table 0.2: Principles of age and rarity for registering VBs in England (Council, 2007) 
Buildings’ age or date 
of erection 
General principles for registering vernacular Buildings 
 
Before 1700 Buildings that contain a significant proportion of their original fabric are listed 
From 1700 to 1840 Most buildings are listed 
After 1840 Because of the greatly increased number of buildings erected and the much 
larger numbers that have survived, progressively greater selection is necessary 
Less than 30 years Listed only if they are of outstanding quality and under threat 
 
Filippi (2006) observes that VA is an essential component of cultural heritage, a repository of 
a tradition of integration of different cultures. Thus, VA contributes preserving and protecting 
a sense of traditional community identity.   
Vernacular architecture has been recently declining, because of not only new materials and the 
shortage of local materials; it is also affected by the breakdown of the traditional professions in 
construction, which were family based (Brunskill, 1978; Atroshenko, 1991& Oliver, 2003). In 
the case of Libya, which is suffering from insufficient and ineffective strategic planning, 
Sheibani (2008) showed a massive lack of awareness of available techniques / tools, which have 
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limited the knowledge of decision makers / planners and their ability to solve housing problems. 
Hull (1998) stated that developing sufficient and effective techniques / tools will provide the 
required knowledge that has been lacking, and therefore increase the impact of housing 
strategies and policies. Vernacular architecture structures in ancient settlements in NMR, Libya 
were facing dramatic problems. In the 1980s, the Libyan government decided to bring down 
the ancient settlements in the NMR and rebuild new cities (Report, 20/1980). Since the historic 
core is strategically located in the hub of the Central Business District (CBD), they have been 
the focus for speculative commercial development and subjected to intense pressure for change. 
This may be attributed to the fact that there are only VA of ancient settlements in NMR, which 
currently include some colonial buildings and other areas, such as the marketplace, and these 
reflect the social interaction and activities in the main street and other areas, which have suffered 
serious destruction over the past century, as shown in Figure 1.1. 
 
Figure 0.1: Destruction of the Ancient Yifren Marketplace in NMR (before and during new construction works) 
 
Furthermore, VA buildings and historical places in the region are part of the historical and 
traditional heritage core which contribute significantly to the sense of place; these factors must 
be considered in future for any development or reconstruction through the architectural 
qualities, townscape and activities that provide the life and charm of cities. 
 
 
Therefore, there is a need for more empirical studies to explore and document the issues of 
conservation of urban heritage, national strategy and their impact on VA characteristics. An 
empirical investigation into the Libyan national culture and its impact on implementing 
guidance on the conservation of VA in NMR was needed and would lead to results of practical 
utility. 
 
Currently, there is a gap in the body on information or data on the unique features of the 
residential VA in the NMR. This gap prevents local authorities from establishing effective 
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conservation strategies and policies. Furthermore, it prevents local builders from appreciating 
those values, which could still be applied in contemporary residential constructions. This 
research aims at filling this gap in the data or information, by offering a systematic, original 
discussion on the spatial features of residential VA in the NMR and how they are related to the 
social and cultural context. This study is based on empirical data, gathered in challenging 
conditions and allowing to clarify the value VA and major threats. Consequently, the body of 
information or data created by this research can be used by Libyan authorities to inform 
conservation strategies and policies for the VA in the NMR.  
1.2.1 Argument 
The cultural identity of the NMR people is under threat. It is beyond the scope of this study to 
provide a comprehensive identification of the reasons of this and of the key elements, whose 
future should be ensured. However, this study seeks to provide policy makers with a sufficient 
body of knowledge to allow conservation strategies aimed at ensuring the continuity of a 
specific aspect of the local culture of the NMR, which is the tangible heritage embedded in its 
VA with particular attention paid to the residential. The reason of this choice stems from the 
assumption that residential VA covers a significant part of the local tangible heritage and, 
at the same time, the demand for new housing represents a relevant factor of pressure for 
the cultural heritage. Preserving the tangible heritage of the NMR does not simply mean to 
ensure continuity to some physical artefact but it holds an immense cultural significance. Hence, 
the major argument for this research is that the conservation of the residential VA in the NMR 
is imperative, and this study paves the way for allowing Libyan authorities in charge of heritage 
conservation to be able to put forward a consistent set of strategies and policies aimed at the 
conservation of this huge cultural asset. In addition, it allows fostering Libyan government 
to prepare a tentative list and to select sites from it, addressed to present a nomination file 
to be considered for inclusion into UNESCO’s World Heritage List. The area studied by the 
researcher virtually should be preserved and restored so that in the near future it could represent 
a new non-oil economic asset for the area. International of tourists could be a valid alternative 
economy, as Minister of Tourism of Libya recently declared. In Wadi Adrar Vision, including 
the Jefara, Nafusa Mountain and Hamada al Hamra Cultural Landscapes into UNESCO’s 
World Heritage List could also encourage the development of a "Nafusa Libyan Berber" ethnic 
and social identity related to the "Amazigh", which could also promote social stability and 
cohesion. “The deliberate destruction of heritage is a war crime; it has become a tactic of war 
to tear societies over the long term, in a strategy of cultural cleansing. This is why defending 
cultural heritage is more than a cultural issue; it is a security imperative, inseparable from that 
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of defending human lives.” 
Beside this major argument for this study, it has to be considered as well that, VA plays a key 
role not only in ensuring the respect of local identity but is holds also a role model with respect 
to the future of the construction industry. In facts, many authors highlighted the interconnection 
between VA and sustainability (Fathy, 1997; Vijayalaxmi, 2016).  
The fundamental purpose of buildings is to provide a comfortable living environment protected 
from the extremes of climate. In this regard, VBs evolved gradually to meet environmental, 
socioeconomic, and sociocultural characters of the society to meet the changed lifestyle over a 
period of time. The concept of sustainability, which arose during the 1980s, evolved very 
rapidly from an ecologically friendly approach to a series of rather high-tech and expensive 
responses. Nevertheless, Vernacular Heritage (VH) throughout the world was, and is, very 
much alive and still plays an active role in present society and its architecture. 
In oil, rich developing countries, many housing projects encourage the use of expensive 
imported materials, such as steel and cement, above the use of local ones. For this reason, such 
countries have become dependent on the import of building materials and infrastructure 
components.  Additionally, such buildings are not suitable to the climatic conditions of the 
region. 
Libya, like most developing countries, experienced rapid growth in the construction sector 
during the last fifty years. Unfortunately, this growth was only in favor of “modern” 
construction, which gave rise to large numbers of uniform-type reinforced concrete structures 
being built all over the country, with practically no regard for the conditions prevailing in their 
vicinity, climatic and otherwise. This resulted in not only uncomfortable and energy-consuming 
buildings but, according to the author’s firm conviction also in severance of ties with the 
historical past and culture of the local people. 
This study allowed understanding some of the significant factors underlying the apparent 
success of the construction patterns that were dominate in the country until the 1970’s in the 
residential VA. The main advantage of the traditional styles was that they were friendly to their 
environment by way of using local building materials and by their design, which not only 
respected, but also took advantage of the governing climatic conditions in the area. 
This led to buildings that offered good comfort to their occupants. In very simple words, they 
were to a high extent, warm in winter and cool in summer. In addition, there was a special 
building style for every environment or region in Libya. A style that was dependent mainly on 
whether the region was coastal, mountainous or desert. In contrast, it was clear that their 
replacements, the modern concrete buildings fell quite short on this count, as well as in terms 
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of other environmental concerns. A very strong argument for this study is related to the 
importance to clarify the potential of VA in ensuring a sustainable architecture. Hence, 
this study is not only targeted to Libyan stakeholders in charge of ensuring the conservation of 
the tangible Libyan heritage, but also to designers and developers willing to learn more about 
specific features of the residential Libyan VA, which could be applied to the contemporary 
residential developments.  
 
1.3 CASE STUDY AREA (DWELLINGS NAFUSA MOUNTAIN REGION) 
The region of study is situated in the north-western part of Libya with a surface area of 1354 
thousand square kilometres Mawlud (2003) as shown in (Figures: 1.2) and which has the plain 
of Jefara and the subsidiary region of Tripoli to the north and Masrata to the east and to the 
south, there is part of Hamadah Hamra and on the west, there is the frontier with Tunisia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.2: The plan and some sites of VA in ancient settlements of Yifren in NMR 
 
NMR lies within the province of Tripolitania as shown in (Figure: 1.3). It can be reached from 
Tripoli by two principal routes. One of these is the main road running south to Gharyan (about 
70 km. from Tripoli) and then West passing through the cities, towns and villages of the NMR. 
This road is known as “upper road’’. The other is another main road, which runs South West 
from Tripoli, crossing the Jefara plain until it reaches the city of Nalut (Lalat) which is about 
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280 km. From Tripoli, the road and the Jefara plain is shown in (Figure: 1.4).  
 
 
Figure 0.3: Shown three of provinces in Libya 
 
 
Figure 0.4: The view of the road from Tripoli to Nalut 
In the past, NMR received scant attention from writers. The two most important mediaeval 
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descriptions were those of Ibn Hawqal, and al-Bakri. Ibn Hawqal (1839) wrote of NMR as a 
high mountainous area in which there were two towns; Sharwas in the west of NMR and 
another town in the middle called Yifren, which was inhabited by the Amazigh, and who had 
settled there before the rise of Roman. AI-Bakri (1857) wrote that NMR was six days’ journey 
from Tripoli, and that there was a tribe called Banu Zammur who had a well-defended fort.  
Near here there was another tribe called Banu Tandimmirt, who had three forts. Between these 
tribes stood the town of Yifren where there were dwellings, markets, Jews temples and Christian 
churches. He pointed out that the “mother’’ of all the villages in the Mountain was Sharwas, 
which was an Amazigh town. He also mentioned that there was no mosque in Sharwas, nor in 
any of its three hundred surrounding villages. 
The case study of the NMR has been selected because the research aims at contributing to 
preserve the rich VA of that area and the community, which is seriously endangered. The 
housing sector has been targeted both to maximise the preferential methods of the research 
outcomes and because of the uniqueness of the housing methodology and typological specific 
features.  
 
1.4 THE NEED FOR THE RESEARCH 
There are a number of factors, which make this research a valuable area to be investigated, these 
are outlined below. 
1.4.1 The Links Between the Researcher and the Subject 
 
The researcher is a Libyan citizen in addition to being originally from NMR, has a long personal 
experience of the area of traditional architecture, and seeks to contribute solutions to help solve 
the problems of local VA in NMR. 
1.4.2 The Importance of the Nafusa Mountain Location 
Nafusa Mountain Region is a mountainous area and occupies a strategic location, linking the 
north and south west of Libya. NMR is considered an attractive tourism area; it has many 
ancient settlements descending from and before Roman era. In addition, it contains a large 
amount of underground raw materials, such as clay, gypsum and silica, which could be invested 
in building materials, such as cement, ceramics and glass production. 
1.4.3 The Importance of the Vernacular Architecture Conservation to Libyan Cities 
The literature reveals that VA conservation has a significant impact on saving human cultural 
legacy and local traditional architecture. VA is one of the most important sectors in building 
and conservation, and governments have to take this into consideration. Moreover, the literature 
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argues that VA conservation is important to the state economy and society and has future 
benefits associated with Libyan plans for economic development. 
 
To achieve VA conservation and avoid losing the local traditional architecture in Libya, all 
Libyan institutions, bodies, organisations responsible and National Consulting Bureau  
(NCB) must communicate and cooperate in the planning and implementation processes in order 
to achieve this national goal. 
 
1.4.1 The Shortage of Vernacular Architecture Conservation Research  
Recent years have witnessed a revitalised interest in VA and a growing awareness of the 
importance of vernacular conservation (Bourdier and Trinh, 2011). Furthermore, VBs became 
more than just objects of ethnographic concern for architectural, historic and cultural 
disciplines. However, in the case of Libya, the situation is different. According to Bilghit (2007) 
and Sheibani (2008), there is a lack of extensive and formal empirical studies in the planning 
sectors in Libya.  
Additionally, there is limited documentation and listing efforts by local authorities. Traditional 
vernacular settlements of NMR are being abandoned, and are deteriorating and/or are being 
demolished intentionally or unintentionally as shown in (Figure: 1.5). 
         
       
Figure 0.5: Deterioration of vernacular dwellings and replacement with concrete ones. 
The lack of empirical studies and poor coordination and co-operation between the different 
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planning sectors in Libya were the main root cause of this research awareness. This study is the 
first one conducted in relation to Libyan VA conservation and in particular to NMR, to 
investigate the impact of the current situation in VA conservation.  
 
Therefore, this research contributes to the knowledge in the area of study and in addition, the 
developed guidance given by this research is a first attempt to help Libyan decision-makers to 
limit the problems of deterioration VA that have resulted from the ineffective conservation 
processes in VA. 
 
1.5 RESEARCH JUSTIFICATION 
During the past few decades, interest in ordinary architecture has grown rapidly and in diverse 
directions. Scholars and field professionals apply the term "vernacular architecture" to a range 
of structures including traditional domestic and agricultural buildings, industrial and 
commercial structures, twentieth-century suburban houses, settlement patterns and cultural 
landscapes. 
The evidence compiled through numerous research and archival records as the justification for 
supporting the argument. Additionally, direct observation based on authors’ perceptions 
captured supplementary information as the result of field investigation. 
The empirical findings from the evidence discussed, provided a new understanding of the 
effectiveness of social, cultural and environmental context and concluded with the powerful 
overview of contemporary quality of style that could learn about VA in NMR. 
The literature review to date has focused on VA in ancient settlements of Libyan generally, and 
NMR especially, yet little has been found that discusses conservation for the future of VA. 
Additionally, according to UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova addressed today’s public 
briefing of the United Nations Security Council on New York, 24 March 2017 “Maintenance 
of international peace and security: destruction and trafficking of cultural heritage by terrorist 
groups and in situations of armed conflict,” where the UN Security Council unanimously 
adopted resolution 2347 for the protection of heritage. Furthermore, the current civil war in 
Libya that started in 2011 as shown in (Figure: 1.6) can be seen as a most historical moment, 
which may influence and change NMR culturally, socially and architecturally.  
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Figure0.6:The map of civil war in NMR (www.Mapzone.com) 
 
However, Nafusa Mountain Cities (NMCs), as other Libyan cities, has been undergoing a 
significant social, economic, political and cultural change and dramatic physical transformation 
in the architectural and urban built environment. The development of NMCs has not taken 
account of local conditions, such as social, traditions, habits, climate and characteristics of the 
place. Additionally, according to the Minister of Tourism of Libya, NMR is recently declared 
as a world heritage site, UNESCO (2014) works to list the Jefara, Nafusa Mountain and 
Hamada Al Hamra Cultural Landscapes into UNESCO’s World Heritage, which will 
encourage the development of a "Nafusa Libyan Berber" ethnic and social identity related to 
the "Amazigh”. UNESCO promoted social stability; the studies of NMR as a historical, 
descriptive and investigative documentary to devise characteristics of city identity, which can 
be used in the field of application in future projects. 
 
It is important to create a comprehensive knowledge base about VA in Libya, using analysis 
and their classifications in general with a goal of creating a number of vernacular regions 
derived from influences (climate, cultural heritage and materials). It is, therefore, essential that 
any future development should be informed by an understanding of these problems and 
shortcomings.  
• Recent years have seen great interest in VA on the level of global organizations such as 
(UNESCO and ICOMIS) and increased awareness of the importance (Bourdier and Trinh, 
2011). However, in the case of Libya, the situation is different. According to Bilghit (2007) and 
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Sheibani (2008), there is a lack of extensive and formal empirical studies in national and local 
organizations responsible of VBs such as Responsible Institutions of Historic Cities (RIHCs) 
in NMR, Libya. 
• Additionally, ancient settlements of NMR are being abandoned and also being 
demolished intentionally or unintentionally as shown in (Figure 1.5). 
• Ancient settlements of NMR are historic settlements and a good example of urban 
settlement in Libya. It is well known for its location and its rich cultural heritage, but has been 
neglected and ignored by national and local authorities and is on the verge of extinction at the 
moment. 
• The other purpose of this research is to throw some light on some Berber (Amazigh) 
sites, which should receive priority when carrying out excavations in NMR 
 
Therefore, this study aims to investigate and document the main factors that impact on the 
Conservation Processes (CPs) of Vernacular Architecture (VA) and to provide appropriate 
recommendations for Responsible Institutions (RIs) of NMR, Libya and to provide an 
appropriate guidance document for implementing CPs of VA in the NMR, and taking into 
account the cultural, social and economic conditions in the current Libya. 
1.6 PROBLEM STATEMENT, RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND RESEARCH 
AIM  
1.6.1 Problem Statement 
As De Vaus (1990: 34) clarifies: "The formulation of a research problem is a process involving 
interaction between the problem and data. The final research problem will evolve in this 
process as we reflect on and try to make sense of data". The problem identified by the researcher 
is the need for filling the gap in the body of knowledge or data on CPs of VA in the NMR that 
currently prevents both authorities in charge of heritage conservation from elaborating effective 
strategies and policies allowed at ensuring a future for the local tangible assets, and developers 
from understanding the potential of VA for contemporary developments. With respect to this 
problem, the set of data to be collected were both qualitative (interviews with decision-makers) 
and quantitative (Questioners with experts, stakeholders and survey to understand what values 
are currently underpinned in VA).  Due to the gap in the information or data on CPs of VA in 
the NMR as emerged from the secondary data, the researcher has also developed a systematic 
discussion of the typical features of VA in the NMR through fieldwork aimed at gathering data 
such as visual evidence (photographs, notes from the visual analysis of the buildings) 
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complemented by further data from the visual survey.   
1.6.2 Research Questions  
According to Robertson et al. (1996), a strong research question is the base on which a 
researcher builds their research. It helps in deciding upon the sort of required data, and the best 
method for collecting and analysing it. However, the questions that were drawn from the 
problem statement are: 
1. How the concept of VA is currently understood in the Libyan context and what is its 
relevance to Libyan RIs? 
 
2. What factors influence the VA in the NMR context? And what is their impact?  
 
3. What are the key issues, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the conservation 
of VA in the NMR? 
 
By answering these questions, the problem of how to support effective conservation of the VA 
in the NMR is understood, leading to the development of recommendations targeted to the 
RIs for the conservation of the VA in the NMR and aimed at allowing the conservation of 
VA in the NMR. 
 
 
1.6.3 Research Aim / Objectives 
The main aim of this research is: to investigate residential VA in the NMR and to understand 
issues related to its conservation, in order to produce a set of recommendations for RIs.  
Accordingly, to accomplish the aim, the following objectives were developed: 
 
• To investigate the concept of VA in general and more specifically in Libyan context: 
• To investigate issues of conservation of VA within the framework of the current CPs as 
delivered by the RIs in Libya;  
• To draw out key findings, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to VA in the 
NMR for the RIs; 
• To develop recommendations for effective conservation of VA in the NMR targeted to 
the RIs and similar institutions. 
 
To achieve the aim and objectives of this research, the research methodology discussed in the 
next Section (1.10) was adopted.  
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1.6.4 Research Objectives, Research Questions, and Data Resources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Primary data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.7: Research objectives, questions and data collection 
 
1.7 SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 
1.7.1 Research Scope 
This research study aims to develop recommendations aimed at supporting RIHCs in 
delivering effective strategies and policies for the CPs of VA in the NMR (Libya), with specific 
reference to VDs. The definition of historic buildings demonstrated that are old buildings 
“which have been most successfully adapted to new and changing uses over the time since their 
construction” (ICOMOS, 1990). These buildings mostly have certain features that have been 
classified by Feilden (2004) as “architectural, aesthetic, historic, documentary, 
archaeological, economic, social and even political and spiritual or symbolic values”.  
Secondary 
data 
Literature 
Review  
 (Interviews) 
Main study 
)Questionnair
e) 
Objective 1: To 
investigate the concept of VA 
in general and to develop 
understanding of VA in the 
Libyan context; 
Objective 2: To investigate   
issues of conservation of VA 
within the framework of the 
current CPs as delivered by 
the RIs in Libya;  
 
Objective 3: To draw 
out key findings, strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats to VA in the 
NMR for the RIs; 
 
QUESTION 2: What 
factors influence the VA 
in the NMR context? And 
what is their impact? 
   
DATA  
COLLECTION 
Fieldwork  
Visible 
Survey 
 Observation 
Documents 
QUESTION 1: How 
the concept of VA is 
currently  understood in 
the Libyan context and 
what is its relevance to 
Libyan RIs?  
Objective 4: To develop 
recommendations for 
effective conservation of VA 
in the NMR targeted to the 
RIs and similar institutions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 3: What 
are the key issues, 
strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats 
in the conservation of VA 
?NMRin the  
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The research is not dealing with ancient monuments such as Roman or Greek monuments 
or relatively new buildings, even on historic sites, since the subject of this research is the VA 
of NMR in Libya.  
The researcher decided to include all of these levels in order to gain in-depth information and 
a full picture of all participants in VA conservation organisations and within NMR in Libya. 
After collecting the data, it was analysed qualitatively and quantitatively to identify and explore 
the key factors that allow understanding key factors for the CPs of VA in RIHCs of NMR, 
Libya, using VDs as a case study. 
1.7.2 Research Significance 
As mentioned previously, the VA in Libya has been suffering for long time from neglect and 
lack of interest. For this reason, this study is timely and necessary, since it focuses on VA and 
how to rescue these heritages. The significance of the research comes from its contribution to 
the conservation of the significant cultural heritage of Libya, through investigating the current 
situation of dealing with the essential required for conserving of VA in RIs of NMR. Also, it 
develops recommendations for studying and understanding the key factors which are 
influencing the CPs of VA in RIs, bodies and will provide a reference base for further research 
regarding the VDs in CPs of VA in RIs. Furthermore, the study will contribute to decision-
maker and experts in RIs in general and in NMR specifically, by making them more aware 
of the significance of VA their RIs to improve the performance of conserving of ancient 
settlements in Libya. 
 
1.8 CONTRIBUTION KNOWLEDGE 
 
This research contributes to the research on VA by presenting a thorough study of VDs in 
NMR that aims to highlight the richness of its built heritage.  
 
• The research makes a contribution to knowledge by evaluating the VA in Libya, using 
VDs in NMR as the case study;   
• The research seeks to apply knowledge in order to develop a recommendations for 
achieving an effective protection for VA, focusing on VDs in NMR issues against the 
loss of this sense of place in Libya;  
• The research seeks to foster Libyan Government to prepare a tentative list and to select 
sites from it, addressed to present a nomination file to be considered for inclusion into 
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UNESCO’s World Heritage List; 
• The area studied by Libyan Government virtually should be preserved and restored so 
that in the near future it could represent a new non-oil economic asset for the area. 
1.8.1 Contribution to Theory  
 This study contributes to theory by adding new knowledge in the area of VA in Libya and its 
conservation. This study contributes to an understanding of the Architectural Heritage (AH) in 
NMR to conservation of the local AH by informal community bodies and the extent to which 
various community management issues are reflected in the built heritage of traditional 
neighborhoods.  Ancient settlements of NMR share the common traits as those of many other 
ancient settlements that face challenges of conservation, so the findings of this study may be 
useful as a theoretical reference to further studies of areas with similar urban heritage issues. 
1.9 BENEFICIARIES 
The thesis proposes methods and approaches for the application by inhabitants of Nafusa 
Mountain communities, architects, folklorists Nafusa Mountain architecture studies specialists, 
planners, anthropologists, archaeologists and ethnographers as well as architectural, social and 
cultural historians in responsible governmental organisations and bodies and organisations, 
which are not-for-profit. 
 
1.10 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
The adopted methodology for this research leads to achieving the overall aim of the study, i.e. 
to investigate the factors that influence the VA in NMR, Libya and develop recommendation 
aimed as supporting implementation of effective VA conservation strategies and policies as 
follows:  
 
• A mixed approach of qualitative and quantitative research approach for collecting and 
analysing data and information has been adopted. Multi-methods have been used for 
collecting data and information: literature reviews, visual survey, fieldwork, interviews, 
questionnaires, direct observation and analysis of organisational documents. Triangulation 
was undertaken by cross-checking fieldwork findings against the wider literature. 
• The research approach is deductive as the research starts from the literature to develop 
a theoretical framework and then is tested by empirical observation i.e., it moves from general 
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inference to particular;     
• The strategy adopted in this research is a single case study strategy.  Vernacular 
dwellings of ancient settlements of Yifren municipality in NMR, Libya are used for 
investigating the factors that impact on the VA conservation, the factors that promote/inhibit 
the VA conservation, the impact of successful/poor admiration practices, and implementation 
of guidance in order to achieve higher CPs of VA in Libya; 
• The data collection methods adopted in the present study was the explanatory 
descriptive phase, where site field survey of the current site situation was conducted in 
addition to a literature search to collect materials on the history of the ancient settlements of 
NMR (site architectural measurements, mapping and photographing) and semi-structured 
interviews in the pilot study phase and postal questionnaires in the main study phase. In 
addition, the postal questionnaire technique is used to collect data from the participants to 
validate the guidance for implementation of effective VA conservation in Libya as shown in 
(Figure: 1.8). 
 
Figure 0.8: Categorization of methodology 
 
1.11 THE RESEARCH STRUCTURE 
The thesis includes six main parts (stages) and nine chapters. The first part includes the 
literature review. The second includes the research methodology. The third part includes 
conducting the field research in terms of data and information collection. The fourth part 
includes analysing the collected data: organisation documents and quantitative and qualitative 
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information. The fifth part includes triangulating and discussing the key findings. The sixth 
part includes conclusion, recommendations, and future work. The references and appendices 
were included at the end of the thesis. The appendices include the questionnaires, interview 
pro-forma, the visual survey and observations, data collection form for historic building, and 
the details of the research interviewees. However, the research chapters include the following 
issues: 
• Chapter 1: The purpose of this introductory chapter is to set out the background of the 
research area, the aim, objectives and underlying research questions. It presents the research 
introduction and provides the background to the research problem, the need for the research, 
aim and objectives of the research together with research questions, research methodology, the 
contribution to knowledge, and the outline of the research structure. Also, it includes the 
background of the case study; 
•  Chapter 2: The aim of this chapter is to achieve the first and second objectives. It 
discusses issues such as concepts and systems of the conservation of the VA. This chapter also 
provides context and critical analysis of key lessons and review relevant practice, which 
informed the critical evaluation of the existing development of VA. Also, it provides the 
effective role of the VA systems and how these systems can work as major factors against 
conservation of the VA.  
•  Chapter 3: This chapter presents a comprehensive literature review to identify the 
major and most important factors affecting the conservation of VA and concepts &systems. 
This chapter divided into two main parts. The historical background and retrospective of the 
conservation of the VA in Libya. Based on the literature review, this chapter identifies Libya 
context into different periods. Also, it provides the main factors and limitations and for of VA 
conservation;  
• Chapter 4: This chapter is concerned with research methodology. This chapter 
presents philosophical and paradigm approaches and discusses their strengths and weaknesses. 
Philosophical and paradigm approaches are presented to illustrate and justify the research 
methodology adopted by this research.  The research structure and stages are also presented 
to clarify how the process of the research was systematically developed and advanced in all 
its stages until the end. Finally, justification for carrying out semi-structured interviews in the 
pilot study and a justification of the approach used in the main study to collect data were 
elaborated upon. 
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•  Chapter 5: In this chapter, review the patterns of VBs in NMR, Libya. And, review the 
building materials and techniques, which used in the construction of vernacular dwellings in 
NMR, Libya. And, review the results of visual observations of three type's VBs in ancient 
settlements of NMR, Libya. 
• Chapter 6: The objective is to analyse the qualitative data that was collected from the 
interview and documentation records regarding to CPs of VA from decision-makers in the 
RIHCs in NMR.  
• Chapter 7: The objective is to analyse the quantitative data that was collected from the 
questionnaire regarding to CPs of VA from experts in the local governmental, non-
governmental and academic institutions in NMR. 
• Chapter 8: This chapter includes triangulation and discusses the key findings of the 
research. It identifies the key issues: essential data and its availability, factors influencing 
CVA, and the current condition for dealing with CPs and the effect of VA in RIHCs in NMR. 
It also identified strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats regarding CP of VA in the 
RIHCs. Finally, the factors that affect CPs of VA in the RIHCs were discussed and concluded 
in a model for studying and understanding CPs in VA in RIHCs in NMR. 
• Chapter 9: presents the final part of the research and provides the conclusion and 
recommendations of this thesis. This chapter also discusses the research limitations, findings, 
recommendations, and areas for future research. 
Brief summary of each chapter is illustrated in (Figure: 1.9). 
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     Figure 0.9: The structure of the thesis 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW  
PART 1-THE CONSERVATION OF THE VERNACULAR 
ARCHITECTURE (VA), CONCEPTS &SYSTEMS   
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
The aim of this section is to achieve the first and second objectives by examining the 
Conservation Processes (CPs) of Vernacular Architecture (VA) relevant to this research area. 
This section discusses issues such as concepts and systems of the CPs of VA. The importance 
is drawn together to provide a potential recommendation for the conservation of VA which 
will be subjected to further evaluation in this research. This review will focus on six thematic 
areas, which have a direct bearing on the area of study. These themes are: definition of VA, 
concept of VA, and influences elements /principles on CPs of VA. 
 
2.2 BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTS  
 
The term of the VA is used to describe structures built by people whose design decisions are 
influenced by traditions in their culture (Barros, 2017). Vernacular architecture varies widely 
with the world's vast spectrum of climate, terrain and culture (The Middle East Institute 2010). 
In this context, UNESCO-ICOMOS (2011) showed that VA contains inherent, unwritten 
information about how to optimize the energy performance of buildings at low cost using local 
materials; This point was echoed by Oliver (2006) who emphasis that the Vernacular Dwellings 
(VDs) have evolved to respond to challenges of climate, building materials and cultural 
expectations in a given place. Furthermore, Terra report (2008) found that VDs have been 
gleaned through a long period of trial and error and the ingenuity of local builders who possess 
specific knowledge about their place on the planet, a commodity that is becoming increasingly 
scarce in our era of remote communication and outsourcing. As such, there is a value in 
understanding and applying attributes seen in the ancient VA and also to new buildings. 
The literature was focused on the topic of Vernacular Buildings (VBs) and the CPs of VA 
process (Oliver, 2006; Folklorists and Brunskill, 2006; Terra, 2008). The most extensive 
document linked to issues such as climate and the ‘‘Vernacular responses’’ of the local 
heritage/ cultures (Greenberg, 1968; Alexander, 1977; Oliver, 2003), and another volume 
focused on Construction materials (Elwefati, 2007; Azlitni, 2009). Another has evolved out of 
traditions of VBs over the course of human history (Azzuz, 2012; UNESCO ,2014; Mileto 
etl.,2014). A study conducted by Dayaratne (2000) on learning from tradition for an 
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environmentally responsive architecture shows how VA has been inherently sustainable. For 
example, the literature on climatically responsive indigenous buildings and settlements in two 
desert conditions of India conducted by Krishnan et al. (2001) reveals that there is a high 
thermal performance in these buildings. In addition, Naciri (2007) points out that VA has some 
features that could inspire the designers and engineers interested in passive climate controls. 
Additionally, Kazimee (2008) underlines that “vernacular architecture is a learning method by 
which global challenges can be addressed, which are global warming, housing crises, and 
economic equality.” In this context, Ozkan (2006) and Moradi (2014) emphasize that VA as 
the earliest form of sustainable building, as it not only uses the most accessible materials, but 
also employs available technologies. According to Rakoto-Joseph et al (2009), VA presents a 
simple and efficient solution for buildings in order to struggle with the climate conditions and 
topographic constraints. Moreover, Zhai and Previtali (2010) state that considering the features 
of VA as an approach to improving building energy performance can help enhance the 
performance.  
In the sustainability context, analysing environmentally responsive features of VA and related 
CPs will provide significant insights and lessons for designers who are involved in the 
development of future sustainable built environments. Hence, in this study VA is focused in 
order to explore inherited experiences and knowledge related to sustainable considerations, and 
lessons learned from the past. Evidently, the VA can be represented as an inherent, unwritten 
information for understanding the value of experiences related to sustainability. As a result, the 
conservative process to VBs and correspondingly settlements can be accepted as a knowledge 
source for sustainable building design ideas. Therefore, lessons learned from VA can help in 
designing of environmentally friendly built environments. 
 
In brief words, Conservation of VA can reflect relationships between local people and 
architectural patterns directly, and between heritage principles in their dealings in VA. A 
review of existing literature on Conservation of VA indicates that VBs and correspondingly 
settlements have ecological implications for sustainable architecture and the conservative 
aspects. 
2.2.1 Architecture Definition   
 Ruskin and Morris as the architectural scholars have provided a definition for architecture as 
a composition of body and knowledge (substance + art). Ruskin in his book as “The Seven 
torches of architecture” (1846) has defined the architecture, as “architecture is the art of 
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building and decorating a construction by human”.  Architecture has a strong organization 
and geometry and the more important is the creation that displays the beauty and is far from 
boredom (Akrami, 2003). Architecture is a phenomenon based on thought and a mixture of 
emotions, feelings and technical knowledge (Callins, 1996). Architecture is embodied music, 
Mirror of History, Registration book of Human works and expresses ideas and values (Taghi, 
2015). Architecture is intersecting fields of culture, art and technology (AbolGhasemi, 2000). 
Architecture is a new method of thought whose results are not calculated yet (Bene Velu, 2011). 
2.2.2 Vernacular Architecture 
The Vernacular architecture (VA) is generally characterised by a continuous process over time, 
as it has been growing in response to actual needs with the available means of every place. VA 
definition is characterised widely as there are a lot of definitions (Millar, 1989). Oliver (2003) 
emphasis that VA is better and more worthwhile for architects to study vernacular than all the 
highly self-conscious academic architectural attempts. Moreover, UNESCO-ICOMOS (2011) 
used the term in their publications and documentation. This may be attributed to the fact that 
the vernacular relationships as a concept and the vast diversity of its forms contribute to the 
people. For example, Oliver (1997) stated that “the vernacular term generally refers to 
language or dialect of the people”. Therefore, VA can refer to those natural features as well as 
man-made structures of special architectural or historic interest. According to Brunskill (2006, 
p. 56) defined VA as “buildings designed by an amateur without any training in design; the 
individual will have been guided by a series of conventions built up in his locality, paying little 
attention to what may be fashionable”. Thus, vernacular is a term that use when facing 
architectural objects with a wish to understand their meanings (Glassie, 2000; Oliver, 2006). It 
is worth noting that Wright (1969) described VA as a primitive form of design, lacking 
intelligent thought. Many scholars disagree with his definition, when he says that the designs 
lacked an intelligent thought. The designs saved a purpose and that his definition does not look 
at the general VA, he probably looked at a small section of VA and did not look at the wider 
spectrum of VA. Therefore, The VA can be defined as peoples’ dwellings that are related to 
their local environmental contexts and available resources. Since dwellings are normally owner 
or community-built and utilize traditional inherited technologies (Mete, 1990; Oliver, 2003). 
 
   It is worth mentioning here that the definition of VA is has been defined as the architectural 
relationship among people with respect to tradition resources. For example, this term has 
been used by architects, historians, archaeologists, folklorists and others. The VA term has 
many interpretations, its core definition suggests structures made without the intervention of 
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professional architects, an indigenous but anonymous architecture, it is “Architecture without 
architects” (Rudofsky, 1978). 
 
Many different terms have been used to describe how people design and build their own 
dwellings and deal with their needs as translated into the forms of their heritages. Mainly the 
terms describe the way people construct such shelters with respect to climate, environment, 
culture, traditions, beliefs and the local materials available. Architecture without architects, 
handmade, low tech, no engineers, self-help and craftsmen are some terms used to describe the 
above-mentioned processes. They are usually characterized by an important adaptation to the 
conditions of the natural environment. Encyclopaedias, books, research and scientific journals 
refer to the building product as cursive vernacular, popular, traditional, indigenous, native, 
ethnic, folk, aboriginal, ancestral, anonymous, spontaneous, pedigree, and conventional, local, 
populist and rural architecture. Nonetheless, VA, also referred to as traditional, anonymous, 
native or indigenous to a specific time and place, is the architecture of people (Naje, 1970; 
Oliver 2005). For example, Oliver and Senosiain (2002) explained the vernacular term as the 
type of building that is not designed by professional architects or builders. It is further explained 
by Oliver (1997) that such architecture is built to meet specific needs and to accommodating 
local values, economies and the ways of life of the cultures that produce them. Oliver also 
offers the following simple definition of VA the architecture of the people and by the people 
(Oliver, 2006). Richardson (2001) and Mileto et al. (2014) show that about five percent of the 
world’s built environment is not vernacular; this five percent is designed by architects or built 
by planned processes.  
 
 
Consequently, VA should principally be viewed as the architecture of the people that is built 
to meet the local traditional values, materials, needs and comfort without being designed and 
built by professional architects or builders. Local building materials and inspiration from the 
surrounding environment are the key elements in the success of VA and that sustain it to this 
day. Each adjective has been used to describe this architecture in a special region, climate and 
culture. However, the vernacular term was the most common term adopted and used by 
academics and professionals concerned with these types of buildings and by the general public 
as well.  
2.2.3 The Concept of Vernacular Architecture 
Vernacular Architecture (VA) is derived from the Latin word “vernaculus” usually refers to 
indigenous, local, which means “native”. Vernacular with regard to the field of architecture 
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means to domestic and functional rather than public buildings (Concise Oxford Dictionary 
2004). Rudofsky (1964) called this type of architecture: vernacular, anonymous, spontaneous, 
indigenous and rural.  Therefore, this term refers to belonging of people to the regions, where 
they are from and the places, where they refer their original nationality or hometown. The words 
nationality and hometown associate some meanings and concepts such as identity, belonging 
and the heritages from the previous generations. 
The VA comprises the dwellings and other buildings of the people, related to their 
environmental contexts and available resources; they are customarily owner- or community-
built, utilizing traditional technologies. Oliver (2006) gives a description about the context of 
VA concept: “Within the context of vernacular architecture it embraces what is known and 
what is inherited about the dwelling, building, or settlement. It includes the collective wisdom 
and experience of a society, and the norms that have become accepted by the group as being 
appropriate to its built environment.” The VA concept refers to the language or dialect of one's 
native country, while its use in architecture is concerned with every day, ordinary buildings 
rather than their monumental counterparts.  
The innate local wisdom embodied in VA is praised by the Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy: 
“Thousands of years of accumulated expertise has led to the development of building methods 
using locally available materials, climatization using energy derived from the local natural 
environment, and an arrangement of living and working spaces in consonance with social 
requirements” (Fathy,1986). Similarly, Rudofsky (1965), throughout his exhibition with regard 
to "vernacular, anonymous, spontaneous, indigenous, or rural architecture," he stated: 
Vernacular architecture does not go through fashion cycles. It is nearly immutable, indeed, 
unimprovable, since it serves its purpose to perfection. As a rule, the origin of indigenous 
building forms and consumption methods is lost in the distant past. 
 Therefore, vernacular describes a traditional language of building, usually of unknown 
authorship, constructed from local materials to suit their native setting, indigenous climate, and 
specific local needs (Jiboye, 2014). 
However, according to Oliver (1997); all forms of VA concept are built to meet specific needs, 
accommodating the values, economies and ways of life of the cultures that produce them. In 
this context, Rapoport (1969) made a comparison between the buildings that belong to the 
grand design tradition and those of the folk tradition since the monument- buildings of the 
grand design tradition- are built to impress either the populace with the power of the patron, or 
the peer group of designers and cognoscenti with the cleverness of the designer and good taste 
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of the patron. Accordingly, the folk tradition is much more closely related to the culture of the 
majority and life as it is really lived than is the grand design tradition, which represents the 
culture of the elite, so; folk tradition also represents the bulk of the built environment (Porter, 
2004). According to Porter (2004), being built from locally available materials such as stone 
clay, timber and thatch, vernacular buildings make little reference to mainstream style or to any 
prevalent theories of architecture. It would be clear that VA concept is a generalised way of 
design derived from folk architecture. It can be used for spiritual, monumental and utility 
buildings but limits of propriety are set taste and judgment. 
According to the above reviews, the literatures focused on various attitudes concerning the 
subject of VA forms and disagree in others, so the most agreed items are discussed in the 
following: 
• The regional pattern’s, materials and technology; 
• Forms that reply to specific needs of human and environment; 
• Forms that reply to the values, economics, and way of life of certain culture (people); 
• Dwelling buildings as the major representation of VA; 
• Conservative process in relation to VA aspects. 
 
Thus, in order to derive the factors of the VA which are more related to the subject of various 
forms and conditions, the research addresses a set of factors that have real influences related 
the VA in Libyan cities. 
These items determine forms characteristics to be used in sample selection in the next step of 
the practical part. 
Table 0.1: Comparison between groups of writers of VA 
The Author A B C D E F G H 
Oliver         
Rapoport         
Fathy         
Baker         
Porter         
Jiboye         
Rudofsky         
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A: Materials and technology. 
B: Forms needs of humans. 
C: Vernacular as a culture. 
D: The values, economic, way of life of certain culture (people). 
E: Vernacular forms as norms accepted by people. 
F: Variation in models and types. 
G: Without theoretical background. 
H: Types of vernacular dwellings. 
2.2.4 Vernacular Building  
Vernacular buildings (VBs) are architectural products that emerged as a response to the 
requirements of societies before the industrial period and to the insurmountable limits created 
by the region and climate, and because of the unique interaction between human mind and 
experience gathered by observing natural phenomena, Engin (2007). VBs, either individually 
or a whole settlement, are the best examples of the harmony among human behavior, building 
and the natural environment, Engin (2007). 
Paul Oliver is one of the first researchers who investigated VA and its concepts. He believes 
that VA is a genre of architecture that grows within communities in which it could adapt itself 
with social, climatic and technological conditions during ages. Additionally, it is compatible 
with values, economics, lifestyle and the originated cultures (Oliver, 2012). Hubka has a similar 
theory about VA and he believes that we could not consider VA unconsciously since this 
architecture is the product of human ingenuity and intelligence, (Hubka, 2012). Amos Rapoport 
also implies the existence of inner abilities in creating VA. He believes that the man-made 
products or constructions of vernacular people are in relation to the usage of their inner 
capability more than their need for controlling the environment. He assumes that architects try 
to make a balance between architecture and nature (Rappaport, 2009). 
Edward Brian finds out preserving the environment as the most important issues in today’s 
world and he implies that human has no solution except reducing energy consumption and he 
should use passive systems of energy for environmental comfort in buildings (Brian, 2002). 
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It has been elicited that VA has a particular priority in human societies mainly because this 
type of specific designing has not been costly, and it has been in adaptation with environment 
and climatic conditions. Figure 2.1 indicates some conceptual diagrams about VA from some 
scholars’ points of view. 
 
Oliver (2012)                                                                                        Hubka (2012). 
 
Rappaport (2009)                                                                                   Brian (2002). 
Figure 0.1: Conceptual diagrams of vernacular architecture from some scholars’ points of view. 
 
2.2.5 Vernacular Architecture and its Relation to Sustainability  
The sustainability of VA is also about managing the balance between preservation and use. Arid 
and rural vernacular dwellers show multi-layers of wisdom in their use of the limited local 
materials, the minimum waste of such resources and an ability to be inspired by forms from 
nature. In addition, from an economical point of view, such local building materials are almost 
cost-free, as locals use wood trees and palm trees grown on their farmlands, and cast mud and 
stone using earth from their surroundings. People build their own dwellings, so there is almost 
zero labor cost. The possibility of re-using the earth material is another aspect of sustainable 
mountain vernacular as NMR. 
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According to the issue of sustainability, with two different attitudes to technology to achieve 
this ultimate aim, Dabaieh (2011) refers that the harmony could be created by using the modern 
technologic advances which at the same time had socially corrective potential. Thus, he was apt 
to realize the harmony through the combination of indigenous architecture and the modern 
technology. Fathy (1997) felt that technology should be subservient to social values, and 
appropriate to popular needs. He found the truest expression of technology in VA, as he 
believed that it had solved the function problems with the available material and least energy 
consumption. The vernacular technology stood for the hundred years’ test and was 
fundamentally suitable for the climate and local economy and social conditions. Although Fathy 
(1997) used traditional elements in his work, he did not intent to just make copy of the work of 
the past. His new forms were the adaptations of the prototypes. The sustainability can only 
consist in the utilization of appropriate technology.  
Sustainable design balances human needs (rather than human wants) with the carrying 
capacity of the natural and cultural environments. It minimizes environmental impacts, and 
thus minimizes the import of goods and energy as well as the generation of waste. Besides the 
environmental response to the local climate and geography, vernacular also enhances a feeling 
of community. 
 
2.3 THE INFLUENCES ELEMENTS ON VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE  
 
In practice, the VA can be attributed to different aspects as a concept and forms of the human 
behavior and environment. Even neighboring towns may have subtly different approaches to 
the construction and use of their dwellings, even if they at first appear the same. In fact, 
management of VA may engage with a wide range of factors related to the human behavior and 
environment: 
2.3.1 The Climate 
One of significant influence factors on VA is the climate of the area in which the building is 
constructed. Buildings in cold climates have high thermal mass or significant amounts of 
insulation (Gideon, 1984; May, 2010). The Buildings are usually tight in order to prevent heat 
loss, and openings such as windows tend to be small or non-existing. De Dear (1997) state that 
a climate classification system is generally accepted as the most accurate method of mapping 
world climates, it includes 14 zones separated by temperature and humidity (Figure 2.2). 
However, the Koppen climate zone map was found to be considerably complex for the purpose 
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of this research and a simplified map based on the Koppen climate classification system 
developed by (DeDear, 1997). Through classification German climatologist Koppen the 
classification of Libya and the case study area of Nafusa Mountain is located in the 
Mediterranean climate zone. 
 
 
Figure 0.2: A simplified map of world climates (De Dear, 1997) 
The influences climate in VA is important and can be extremely complex. Buildings take 
different forms depending on precipitation leading to dwellings on stilts in many regions with 
rainy monsoon seasons. Flat roofs are rare in areas with high levels of precipitation (May, 
2010). Similarly, areas with high winds will lead to specialised buildings able to cope with 
them, and buildings will be oriented to present minimal area to the direction of prevailing 
winds. The climate of Africa is extremely varied, from forests and to deserts, coast climate 
(Wazeeri, 2002; May, 2010). The availability of building materials is also varied, from mud to 
stone and to thatch, and they change region by region. In order for us to see how climate, 
culture, environment and materials influence VA, there are three different regions in Africa. In 
North Africa, Central Africa and southern Africa, the regions are different in climate, culture 
and environment. 
African architecture works on a traditional village scale, rather than following global 
architectural styles. African architecture is a direct evocation of its physical environment, and 
it is stylish depending on tradition as shown in (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 0.3: African Sahara vernacular forms (Google pictures) 
 
Similarly, Northern African vernacular often has very high thermal mass and small windows 
to keep the occupants cool, and in many cases also includes chimneys, not for fires but to draw 
air through the internal spaces (Elwefati, 2007; May, 2010). In case of VA in Libya, 
Mediterranean VA often includes a courtyard with a fountain or pond; air cooled by water mist 
and evaporation is drawn through the building by the natural ventilation set up by the building 
form.  
 
Therefore, the existence of climate influences continuity in VA is extremely important. Also, 
such influences are not designed, but learn by trial and error over generations of VA in way of 
building construction, often existing long before the scientific theories which explain why they 
work. 
 
2.3.2 Local Legacy and Traditional Culture 
The method of life of building residents, and the way they use their sanctuary, is of great 
influence on building forms. The family size units, who shares which spaces, how food is 
prepared and how people interact, and many other cultural considerations will affect the design 
and size of dwellings. Additionally, the family togetherness of several African ethnic 
communities lives in family compounds, in which separate single-roomed residences are built 
to house different members of the family (Warren, 1982; Sharaf, 1995; Elwefati, 2007). For 
example, in polygamous communities there may be separate residences for different wives, and 
theme sons who are too old to share space with the women of the family. Social interaction 
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within the family is governed by, and privacy is provided by, the separation between the 
buildings in which family members live (Atroshenko, 1991; Conkey, 2011). By contrast, in 
Europe, such separation is performed inside one dwelling, by dividing the structure into 
separate chambers (Sharaf, 1995; Elwefati, 2007). Oliver (1971) goes on to say that “a culture 
without the presence of its history is a culture without roots and meaning”. For example, Oliver 
(2006) points out that: “vernacular architecture comprises dwellings and all other buildings 
constructed by the people related to their environmental contexts and available resources”, 
and they are customarily owner or community-built, utilizing traditional technologies. Culture 
also has a great influence on the appearance of VBs (Elwefati, 2007).  
The women often decorate buildings in accordance with local customs and beliefs as shown in 
(Figure 2.4). 
 
  
                                 Figure 0.4: African women often decorate buildings (www.pinterest.com) 
 
The way shelters are used, is of great influence on building forms. Culture is not composed of 
elements which can be disassembled and re-composed: culture has to be lived. Cultures mature 
and sediment slowly as they become fused into the context and continuity of tradition. Culture 
is an entity of facts and beliefs, history and present material realities and mental condition. It 
proceeds unconsciously and cannot be manipulated from outside (Pallasmaa, 2007). 
 Mawlud (2003) showed that the size of family, who shares which spaces, how food is prepared 
and eaten, how people interact adman other cultural considerations will affect the space and 
size of the dwellings. Some of Troglodyte show internal inscriptions such as both Judean and 
early Christian symbols that could shed new light in Nafusa Mountain historical background. 
Therefore, the decorations are done according to the customs and religious beliefs (Jewish-
Christian and Islamic) as shown in (Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 0.5: Some decorations according religious beliefs (Mawlud, 2003) 
In summary, culture has a great influence on the appearance of VA, as occupants often decorate 
buildings in accordance with ethnic communities and local customs and beliefs. 
 
2.3.3 Local Building Materials  
In vernacular architecture, use of material always refers to the availability of the material in its 
local context. In formation of the rural settlement, the material usage is one of the main issues 
because in most of the cases the building material is in harmony with the context.  
Many studies focused on the benefits of using local construction materials as a solution to many 
problems such as; pollution, economy, complicated construction. Aran (2000) shows that: 
“During the selection of indigenous building materials from natural environment, the builder is 
primarily concern with whether they can be easily carried to the building site, if they can be 
worked by means of tools available to him, and if they can easily joined together”. Oktay (2006) 
also emphasis that what makes inhabitants to use the available material in the settlement is the 
accessibility to the material and the ease to carry them to the construction site. Ghobadian (2006) 
found that diverse regions have different preferable material use because of ease transportation 
to the site. Vernacular Architecture embodies a plurality of constraints from places where it 
belongs, in which the use of local materials and techniques is one of the VA main features. 
Vernacular materials have usually low environmental impacts, relating them with the territory 
lithology, agricultural crops and the climate (Elwefati, 2007). 
Vernacular Architecture materials are another popular determinant factor. They are largely the 
result of local climatic conditions and are often placed in context because of their local 
availability (Forsyth, 1997; Prussin, 1995; Rapoport, 1969).  
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However, Materials and resources, as part of the topographical constituency of a region or area, 
and as a necessary ingredient in the construction of all buildings (as opposed to climate or 
cataclysmic events) suggest strongly, due to they are important contributors to vernacular form. 
Also, one restricting factor lies in the extent to which the three major defining features of a 
building (floor, walls, and roof) are designed according to types of materials and resources. For 
example, the royal compound was made of circular reed fence around thatched houses (Dorsey, 
1944). The houses were carpeted with mats and had a clay hearth in the center for the king, his 
wife, and entourage. The royal house was close to 200-100 yards (Oliver, 2003; Jiboye, 2014). 
It looked like a huge maze of connected huts and granaries as shown in (Figure 2.6). 
Therefore, the people living in the hot dry climates-built houses with high thermal mass as a 
result of the big temperature differences between day and night, and very low humidity. What 
they have in common is that, they all have picked up the right forms, using the local building 
material, and they have overcome the negative impacts of the climatic conditions. 
 
Figure 0.6: African VA Mwami Palace (Jiboye, 2014) 
The buildings have to be protected from bad weather conditions, for instance in areas with high 
precipitation, the clay bricks have to be recovered almost every year with some thin clay plaster, 
to protect and preserve bricks (Oliver, 2003). Agricultural vernacular comprises of granary, clay 
or grass/wood barns, these were mostly for the purposes of their personal produce and were 
located within the homestead for security reasons, so as to deter thieves from stealing. The 
materials used varied with areas and partly influenced by climate, culture and environment. Paul 
Oliver (2006, p9) points out that, “Vernacular architecture comprises dwellings and all other 
buildings constructed by the people related to their environmental contexts and available 
resources”, and they are customarily owner or community-built, utilizing traditional 
technologies. 
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African VA uses a variety of materials: grass, leaves, limestone, sandstone, coral, twigs, 
bamboo, raffia palm, hardwood, mangrove timber, papyrus reed, semi-dessert soil, high clay 
content soil or laterite soil, sewn goat skin, woven camel hair, mud, mud brick Jiboye (2014) as 
shown in as shown in (Figure 2.7). 
 
 
 
                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.7: Samples of Vernacular Architecture (Jiboye, 2014) 
It is clear that the forms of VA are built to meet specific needs, accommodating the values, 
economies and ways of living of the cultures that produce them. Therefore, local environment 
characters and Materials have a great influence on the appearance of VA, it is seen that another 
restricting factor depends on what is available, and what is reasonable in getting it to where the 
location of the VA buildings. 
 
2.4 THREATS AGAINST VERNACULAR ARCHITECTUREA 
The key reasons for conserving VA could be attributed to their values and their vulnerability to 
threats (Dann and Worthing, 2005). The causes of VA decay are varied; Feilden (2004) 
identified the major causes of this decay when he stated that the most uniform and universal is 
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gravity, followed by the actions of man and then by diverse climatic and environmental effects. 
However, the natural and human factors are the main reasons for VA decay. 
1.11.1 Natural Factors That Decay Vernacular Architecture 
Climate plays such an important role in construction that it is imperative to discuss in some 
detail how climatic factors help influence the technologies involved. The natural factors that 
cause VA deterioration and loss can be classified into natural disaster and climate impacts. As 
Lourenco (2005) noted an aggressive environment, earthquakes, settlement, vibration, pollution 
and micro-climate are some of the natural threats against VA. Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, 
hurricanes, floods, landslides, fires caused by lighting and so forth are natural disasters. Feilden 
(2004) found that climate impacts, however, include temperature, moisture in its many forms 
vapour clouds, rain, ice, snow, ground water, wind and sunshine. Buildings in the climate warm, 
by disparity, tend to be built of lighter materials and to allow cross-ventilation through openings 
in the building (Atroshenko, 1991). The possibility of several functions for a specific 
construction element cannot be overlooked; walls of stone or mud blocks are heavily constructed 
for obvious climatic reasons as well as to provide the structural strength necessary to support 
the weight of the normal vaulted masonry roofs. The materials used in constructing courtyard 
stone have high absorption qualities, which delay the heat from entering the rooms adjacent to 
the court until evening. Through the night, the heat radiates into the sky and by morning, the 
house is cool again. 
Table 0.2: Natural Factors That Decay Vernacular Architecture 
       
 
 
 
Natural Factors 
NATURAL DISASTER CLIMATE IMPACTS 
Aggressive environment Temperature 
Earthquake Moisture 
Settlement - Vapor clouds 
-  Rain 
-  Ice 
- Snow 
- Ground water 
Vibration 
Pollution 
Volcanic eruptions 
Hurricanes 
Floods Wind 
Landslides, Sunshine 
Fires caused by lighting  
Temperature  
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1.11.2 Human Factors that Decay Vernacular Architecture 
The main human factors that affect VA are negligence and ignorance, in addition to economic 
reasons. Feilden (2004) claims that neglect and ignorance are possibly the major causes of 
destruction by human, coupled with vandalism and fires. Furthermore, maintenance and the 
use of VA are associated with higher costs, whether for the owners or the responsible 
governmental institution. In recent times, it is notable that VA is losing not only to new 
materials and the shortage of local materials; it is also affected by the breakdown of the 
traditional professions in construction which were family based (Brunskill, 1987; Atroshenko 
,1991; Oliver ,2003). In the case of Libya, the country is suffering from insufficient and 
ineffective strategic planning.  
 
Table 0.3: Human Factors That Decay Vernacular Architecture 
Human Factors 
AWARENESS ECONOMIC REASONS 
Neglect  Maintenance  
Ignorance Higher costs 
-Material 
-Labor 
Vandalism 
Fires 
Construction materials Factors 
NATURAL MATERIALS INDUSTRIAL MATERIAS 
Stone  limestone plaster 
Mud blocks  cement  
Clayey soil concrete  
Lime soil White Bricks 
Sandstone cement Bricks 
Gypsum  
Timber  
 
2.5 CONSERVATION OF VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE 
2.5.1 The Conservation 
The conservation is way of keeping alive and genuine the cultural works of the past. The term 
of conservation can mean the means all the processes to retain cultural significance. According 
to Deslagen (2009), “The image of the cities that has grown historically over the centuries 
cannot be put on ice during conservation”. Conservation encompasses the activities that are 
aimed at the safeguarding of different kinds of cultural resource so as to retain its historic value 
and extend its physical life. According to Denslagen (2009), another issue related with the 
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revival of historic and VBs of historic centres is connected with the reconstructions of buildings 
that have been completely destroyed.  
Although aspects of conservation differed in terms of their approach and methodology, they 
nonetheless share the same objective: to ensure that the maximum life cycles of both the natural 
resources and built environment are maintained (Core Strategy & Development Managing 
Policy DPD, 2010). Indeed, conservation is a continuous process in lieu of the interests of the 
future generations. 
In addition, it is a reflection of visions and high humanitarian contents as well as natural shell 
of human intervals with the surroundings. Therefore, the conservation, preservation and 
rehabilitation processes must be conducted in the utmost seriousness, precision and care. The 
success of such programs depends on developing a mechanism of administrative and technical 
intervention needed for success, such as public participation, direct economical and 
institutional support. All of them share a broad concept of conservation that embraces one or 
more strategies that can be placed on a continuum that runs from least intervention to greatest; 
that is, from maintenance to modification of the cultural resource. All operations are designed 
to understand a property, know its history and meaning, ensure its material safeguard and, if 
required, its restoration and enhancement. 
2.5.2 Defining of Conservation 
English architect Bernard M. Feilden author of Conservation of Historic Buildings (CHBs), 
discerns two general types of cultural heritage destruction: intentional and unintentional . 
Intentional heritage destruction is guided by the will of people i.e. economic earning, 
ideologies. Unintentional heritage destruction is led to by natural forces, such as deterioration 
due to neglect, earthquakes, flooding (Feilden, 2003). The following analysis elaborates on the 
type of events leading to both unintentional and intentional destruction of heritage during times 
of peace. 
Governing authorities play a major role in determining a nation’s conservation of cultural 
heritage . Through the enforcement of policies and the reiteration of historic patterns, they 
choose the portion of cultural patrimony that is most representative of the country’s heritage 
and uphold its preservation. In the context of this analysis, the process leading to this end will 
be indicated by the term selective preservation . 
The term has been adopted for its literal meaning to represent practices leading to the 
conservation of a chosen portion of a nation’s cultural patrimony, and the active destruction or 
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the abandonment of the remaining share .Patterns of selective preservation adopted by 
governments sometimes are not representative of the nation’s cultural identity. 
Destruction by way of selective preservation can occur by means of intentional or unintentional 
actions. This study defines the process of obliteration by non- violent, action as Soft 
destruction. Soft destruction usually implies annihilation by way of indirect action (i.e. 
neglect), however it is considered to be a consequence of ideologies and therefore not fully 
unintentional. The term is an antonym of violent destruction; it refers to the contrast between 
the concepts of harsh versus soft, associated respectively with war and peace. Destruction 
during peace can occur both in the form of soft and violent action, however it is most often 
characterized by soft destruction and, for this reason, goes unnoticed. 
 
The cases presented in this study are representative of both soft and violent examples of 
destruction resulting from selective preservation practices. They exemplify instances of 
destruction that took place prior to social turmoil and during the ensuing conflict. The first case 
introduced is Afghanistan. This case differs from the other two because it is an example of 
selective preservation by way of violent destruction. In this case, the destruction of cultural 
heritage was dictated by the ideology of the leading authority and was therefore intentional see 
(Figure 2.8). The case study explicitly reveals patterns that are less visible in instances of soft 
destruction. For this reason, causes and consequences of destruction during peace observed in 
Afghanistan have been applied to better understand the subtler examples of Libya and Egypt. 
The cases of Libya and Egypt are both examples of soft destruction but are not identical. While 
destruction in Libya was mostly caused by neglect, in Egypt, decay was in some cases 
acknowledged by the government who opted for urbanization rather than rehabilitation. The 
three countries differ in the level in which they prioritize preservation at the time of destruction. 
While preservation was highly prioritized by Egypt, it played a moderately important role in 
Libya and was not explicitly considered by the Taliban government in Afghanistan. (Feilden, 
2003) In all these cases, the nature of the government influenced the nation’s approach to 
preservation. 
 
Observations have been developed around causes and effects of the process, to illustrate the 
correlation between governments and cultural heritage destruction. An analysis of the nations’ 
involvement in preservation at international level (i.e. UNESCO, ICOMOS) contributed to 
underlining their priorities in the field of heritage conservation.  
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Emphasis has been placed on the connection existing between heritage preservation and the 
protection of a nation’s cultural identity. As states decide what to preserve, people’s perception 
of their cultural identity is altered to follow newly enforced standards of significance applied 
to heritage conservation. In this manner, sites are forgotten, at times destroyed, and the cultural 
values associated with them are lost.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.8: Bamiyan in Afghanistan (David, 2010) 
2.5.3 Conservation and Maintenance Programs                      
It is clear that the conservation and maintenance programs must be created in a scientific and 
professional way qualitative and quantitative for the individual and group of buildings as well 
as the surrounding environment, in addition, to the archaeological sites of historical value. 
According to Denslagen (2009) the success of such programs depends upon as in (Figure 2.9):                    
• Public support: through direct and indirect participation of public. 
• This may include individual people, professionals and relevant administrations; 
• Economical support: can be done through public institutions, private with interest in 
      urban and architectural heritage; 
• Institutional support: It includes institutions and all public departments and state  
• companies. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 0.9: Categorization of conservation 
Conservation 
Economical support 
Public support 
Institutional  
support 
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The term 'heritage' is used widely in a variety of contexts. Traditionally, the word 'heritage' 
relates to the natural environment, buildings and monuments, the arts, social customs and 
traditions. Man's contribution to the natural environments has resulted in buildings and 
monuments of significant historical value, which can be broadly termed 'the built heritage'. 
According to UNESCO (2002) the heritage is classified into two categories; firstly, the cultural 
heritage, which involves a monument, group of buildings or site of historical, aesthetic, 
archaeological, scientific, ethnological or anthropological value such as Ghadames, in Libya 
known as 'the pearl of the desert', stands in an oasis. It is one of the oldest pre-Saharan cities 
and an outstanding example of a traditional settlement as shown in (Figure 2.10). 
 
         
     Figure 0.10: Old city of Ghadames (Photographer Georg Steinmetz Biography-National Georaphic-2013)  
 
It is domestic architecture is characterized by a vertical division of functions: the ground floor 
used to store supplies; then another floor for the family, overhanging covered alleys that create 
what is almost an underground network of passageways; and, at the top, open-air terraces 
reserved for the women and  Rock-Art Sites of  Adrar  Acacus On the borders of Tassili 
N'Ajjer in Algeria, also a World Heritage site, this rocky massif has thousands of cave 
paintings in very different styles, dating from 12,000 B.C. to A.D. 100 (Shaoash,2008). They 
reflect marked changes in the fauna and flora, and also the different ways of life of the 
populations that succeeded one another in this region of the Sahara in Libya. Secondly, the 
Natural Heritage, outstanding physical, biological, and geographical features; habitats of 
threatened plants or animals' species and areas of value on scientific or aesthetic grounds or 
from the point of view of conservation (UNESCO, 2002). Building conservation generally 
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involves the renovation of old structures, which could bring them back to fulfilling their 
original function by contemporary standards or adapt them to new uses. Sometimes a building 
could be stripped down to its historic facade to act as frontispiece for a new function space. 
"Urban culture indicates human heritage. The aim of urban heritage conservation is to retain 
its character" (Cohen, 2001). Montgomery (2003) argued that all good cities have distinctive 
identities and character. It gives worldwide reasons for living in congested cities. Aesthetic is 
basically for human pleasure while historical quality need to be determined through careful 
analysis. 
 
2.6 RESTORATION AND CONSERVATION 
The ancient settlements faced with several challenges; to stop the deterioration and the ad-hoc 
additions to the houses in old residential districts that are destroying both their physical and 
social fabric, to restore historically significant buildings by searching into the causes of 
deterioration and finding the proper solutions, and by developing conservation strategies. 
The Conservation presents the brightest side of architecture (Ozkan, 2006). There is a wake 
of awareness of the value of heritage as a representative of culture and there are attempts to 
conserve and restore historic sites and buildings. Restored areas became places of recreation 
and cultural activity for the city, and the conservation, management and maintenance became 
the responsibility of the local government and community. The people are putting forward 
immense efforts to restore and revive their rich culture. They are in great need for educated, 
structured support to direct these efforts. 
 As shown in the above discussion, the literature review primarily involves two bodies of 
literature; one is the theoretical discourse of the nature of VA from different perspectives; the 
other is the understanding of the factors that influence upon the conservation of VA. In the 
literature, relevant to VA, a large number of studies have been conducted on the understanding 
of the nature of vernacular tradition and its dynamic properties. It indicates a tendency that a 
further understanding of VA should focus on sustaining VA tradition through investigation of 
the adaption and transmission process embodied in the architectural practice. While in the 
literature associating with interrelationship between Libyan conservation institutions and 
similar institutions and VA, many cultural themes related to influence of conservation on the 
nature of the vernacular built environment have been discussed. Nevertheless, we are less 
informed about the nature of VA tradition as a dynamic cultural process within the responsible 
governmental bodies and organisations in the twenty-first century. However, the adaptation 
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and transmission of VA tradition within historic buildings development is closely relevant to 
the sustaining of VA in the era of globalization, which is an area worthy of intensive 
investigation. In terms of the theoretical location, although the main investigation of the study 
is a cross discipline subject, the essence of the study is to gain further understanding and 
conservation of the dynamic nature of VA. Therefore, study of the influence of climate, culture 
and resources of materials on conservation of VA within development and avoid losing the 
local VA in Libya, is the theoretical gap identified through the literature review.  
The study is to discuss the VA in social science, and the findings of the study will contribute 
new knowledge to the discipline of VA. Therefore, the theoretical location of this topic is 
perceived on the map of VA within the architecture discipline. 
2.6.1 Heritage Conservation  
Heritage conservation has gained importance in contemporary society because of people’s 
desire to find connection (tangible and intangible) to their historical roots and a ‘sense of 
place’, especially for those places that are slowly losing their identity and unique character by 
the onslaught of modern development. Most contemporary societies recognize the importance 
of conserving what remains of their past in the form of heritage. Conservation is a continuous 
process and responsibility of every generation; to save and pass on the elements of heritage 
value to the succeeding generations unimpaired. The scope of heritage conservation has 
broadened significantly since the later part of 20th   century, particularly in the last few decades.  
The long ‘accepted’ ideas of heritage conservation have been continuously stretched and 
challenged with growing recognition of the importance of seemingly ‘unimportant’ objects of 
built environment or a local craft, that are more important to the local community than the state 
recognized monuments and other structures, because of the memory and values associated with 
them.  Thus, shifting the focus from individual monuments or structures of religious or civil 
importance, it now encompasses common unpretentious buildings, ensembles of old buildings 
in traditional neighborhoods or historic districts, and sites of cultural importance often referred 
to as cultural landscapes.   
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Table 0.4: Key issues in heritage conservation (www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco.) 
Authors   Key issues and elements  
The Venice Charter (1964)  Refers to cultural, architectural, historical, scientific and social significance. Identifies the 
importance of heritage setting and original fabric, documentation, contribution from all periods 
in the buildings character, maintenance of heritage for social purpose.     
The Burra Charter   
(1979, with revisions in 1981, 1988 
and 1999)  
Highlights cultural significance and value, “Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, 
scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present or future generations and is embodied in 
the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings, records, related places and 
related objects.”   
The Washington  
Charter on the  
Conservation of  
Historic Towns and  
Areas (1987)  
Promotes conservation of historic urban areas to be an integral part of economic and social 
development. “Qualities to be preserved include the historic character of the town or urban 
area and all those material and spiritual elements that express this character, especially: urban 
patterns as defined by lots and streets; relationships between buildings and green and open 
spaces; the formal appearance, interior and exterior, of buildings as defined by scale, size, 
style, construction, materials, colour and decoration; the relationship between the town or 
urban area and its surrounding setting, both natural and man-made; and the various functions 
that the town or urban area has acquired over time.”  
ICOMOS New Zealand Charter 
for the  
Conservation of Places of Cultural 
Heritage  
Value (2002)  
Highlights cultural heritage value and cultural meaning. States comprehensive definitions and 
conservation processes; and principles to guide the conservation of places of cultural heritage 
value. These places: “have lasting values and can be appreciated in their own right; teach us 
about the culture of those who came before us; provide the context for community identity 
whereby people relate to the land and to those who have gone before; provide variety and 
contrast in the modern world and a measure against which we can compare the achievements 
of today; and provide visible evidence of continuity between the past, present and future.”  
The Nara Document on 
Authenticity (1994)  
Promotes the importance of authenticity relative to local culture: “within each culture, 
recognition be accorded to the specific nature of its heritage values and the credibility and 
truthfulness of related information sources……depending on the nature of the cultural 
heritage, its cultural context, and its evolution through time, authenticity judgments may be 
linked to the worth of a great variety of sources of information, which may include form and 
design, materials and substance, use and function, traditions and techniques, location and 
setting, and spirit and feeling, and other internal and external factors.”   
Hoi a Protocols for best 
conservation practice in Asia 
(2001)  
Identifies the main problems leading to erosion of heritage fabric of Asian urban areas. It 
promotes: “regional standards of best conservation practice which will assure that the values 
inherent in the heritage sites of Asia are safeguarded and that their authenticity is preserved 
and truthfully explicated during the process of conservation, restoration, rehabilitation and 
subsequent maintenance and use.”  
Principles for the 
Conservation of Heritage 
Sites in China (China 
principles, 2002)  
China principles promote that: “The heritage values of a site comprise its historical, artistic, 
and scientific values. Heritage sites should be used in a rational manner for the benefit of 
society. The values of the site should in no way be diminished by use for short term gain.  
Convention for the  
Safeguarding of the  
Intangible Heritage  
(2003)  
Identifies the importance of the intangible cultural heritage and defines it by the domains of: 
(a) oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural 
heritage; (b) performing arts; (c) social practices, rituals and festive events; (d) knowledge and 
practices concerning nature and the universe; (e) traditional craftsmanship.  
Quebec Declaration (2008)  Recognizes the importance of spirit of place and the fact that it is a “continuously reconstructed 
process, which responds to the needs for change and continuity of communities, it upholds that 
it can vary in time and from one culture to another. It defines “the spirit of place is made up of 
tangible (sites, buildings, landscapes, routes, objects) as well as intangible elements 
(memories, narratives, written documents, festivals, commemorations, rituals, traditional 
knowledge, values, textures, colors, odors, etc.),  
 
2.7 THE VALUES OF VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE 
 
The values of Vernacular Architecture (VA) is the main reason for conserving them. However, 
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most scholars in the field of VA conservation, including Brereton (1991), Feilden (2004), and 
Dann and Wood (2004), in addition to official departments such as ICOMOS (1987), BS7913 
(1998), English Heritage (2004), Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG) 
(2007), Council (2007) and HELM (2010), agree that the architectural and historic values are 
the most significant reasons for preserving VA. For instance, DCLG (2007) stated that 
particular architecture and historic interests were the main reasons for adding buildings to the 
statuary list compiled by English heritage. 
Furthermore, some standards and scholars, for instance, British Standard BS7913 (1998) and 
Feilden (2004), emphasize the significance of the economic, environmental and social values 
that are associated with conserving VA. Also, Dann et al (1999) highlighted that the 
significance of conserving VA resides in the continuity of its function (economic and social 
values) and the culture that it includes. Furthermore, the identification of heritage assets 
according to historic and architectural values contributes “an appreciation of the relevant 
sociological and economic aspects” (Seeley, 1987). However, the values which have to be 
analysed in order to define the significance of VA and the importance of their conservation can 
be classified into  five  categories:  historic,  architectural, economic, environmental and social 
as in (Figure 2.11). 
             
Figure 0.11: Categories of values of vernacular architecture 
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2.7.1 The Historic Value of Vernacular Architecture 
 
The main reason for conserving VA is their historic value. The value of VA is increased by the 
past events they witnessed, the civilization they presented, the famous people who lived or dealt 
with these buildings, or significant events that happened in them. As  ICOMOS (1999) stated, 
“A place may have historic value because it has influenced, or has been influenced by, an 
historic figure,  event,  phase or activity.  It may also have historic value as the site of an 
important event. For any given place, the significance will be greater where evidence of the 
association or event survives in situ, or where the settings are substantially intact, than where 
it has been changed or evidence does not survive”. 
To document a history objectively, historians should prove the events by determining where 
they happened.  However, VA embody evidence of facts and  events  that happened in the past. 
As BS7913 (1998:4) emphasises, earlier period facts are present in VA. Moreover, Feilden 
(2004) mentions that VA provide a feeling of impressiveness and encourage investigation about 
the people and culture that produced them. They give the feeling of re-living the past as they 
tell the history of a country or city and the time periods it passed out. 
2.7.2 The Architectural Value of Vernacular Architecture 
 
Regarding Vernacular Architecture’ (VA) architectural values, BS7913 (1998:4) mentioned 
that VA: 
“Can have strong cultural meaning for people, whether residents or visitors in an area, 
because of their architectural quality, character or history, also, because they are built of local 
materials in a local way; or simply because they are familiar and are a known and recognizable 
feature of a place”. 
Vernacular Architecture is often highly visible local landmarks (HELM, 2010). One example 
of a VA that is recognised as a landmark in a city as the minaret of Mzab Mosque no one can 
describe the city of Mzab without mentioning this minaret as shown in (Figure 2.12). 
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Figure 0.12: Vernacular minaret of Mzab city (www.alamy.com) 
Furthermore, VA provide an architectural diversity, as Steven (2001) stated: 
“The aesthetic appeal of an historic place may result from the combination or juxtaposition of 
many  buildings  rather  than  the  individual  merits  of  any particular building. Most cities 
are made up of buildings from a range of periods in a variety of styles and idioms. Thus, the 
past may be valued because of its juxtaposition with the present; in particular, older buildings 
provide a potent contrast to the interminable sterility and monotony of modernist architecture 
such diversity is usually viewed positively”. 
However, the type of VA that is of special architectural interest for statuary listing, as DCLG 
(2007) emphasized, is one as described below: 
“A building must be of importance in its architectural design, decoration or craftsmanship; 
special interest may also apply to nationally important examples of particular building types”. 
Furthermore, BS7913 (1998) and Feilden (2004) consider the aesthetic aspects included in VA, 
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such as fine architecture and works of art or craftsmanship representing architectural value. 
Moreover, VA provide a live example for the study of the history and theories of architecture, 
in addition to studying a space. They provide an ideal environment to study design concepts, 
style, the human scale, and the microclimate of the buildings. Indeed, Vellinga (2007) calls for 
“teaching architectural regeneration and understanding cultures and creative intervention,” 
as provided in VA. 
2.7.3 The Economic Values of Vernacular Architecture 
 
The conservation of Vernacular Architecture (VA) can affect economic values, and these can 
be classified into direct and indirect ones. The direct ones reside in using VA for their proper 
functions (BS7913, 1998) and (Feilden, 2004). However, if VA have not been used for a period 
of time, a rapid decay of these buildings will occur, as HECC (2010) stated: “buildings that 
are unused and do not receive maintenance quickly become susceptible to the elements and 
decay can be surprisingly rapid”. One of the direct benefits of VA can come from tourist 
functions,1 as El-Belazie (2004) stated: “one of the direct benefits of tourism to urban 
conservation is the reuse of buildings for the tourist function”. However, Khatwa (2007) stated 
that one of the threats to world heritage sites comes in the form of uncontrolled tourism. This 
changes the economic benefit to a threat against VA. El-Belazie (2004) stated that the 
associated conflicts include: 
• A clash of policies regarding new development and conservation 
• Meeting the needs of the tourist culture and those of the local culture 
• Maintaining the quality of the urban environment in the face of the quantity of tourists. 
 
Most surviving VA, where it is deemed appropriate for them to have an economic value and be 
display as a positive element, will need to be altered from time to time, and some will require 
a conversion of use (BS7913, 1998).  This may be caused by population growth and housing 
pressure, in addition to business and commercial growth. However, HECC (2010) claims that 
“inappropriate conversion resulting in loss of character poses a threat which needs to be 
balanced with the benefits of losing historic buildings altogether through neglect”. Also, the 
interest of people who use VA for their business toward their culture value is not often, as 
Milstead (2007) stated: 
“Residents prioritize home improvements, partly from a functional perspective, and largely 
from a financial perspective often associated with home re-sale value, but rarely from a 
heritage perspective”. 
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Moreover, Earl (2003) presents philosophical issues regarding investment in VA, which may 
cause conflict: 
“Two nearly opposed philosophies are at work: one viewing the building as an inheritance to 
be safeguarded, the other seeing it as an opportunity to be exploited (investment)”. 
On the other hand, the indirect economic values of VA reside in their “character, quality, 
interest or beauty [as it] enhances the value of the immediate area in which it is set or of the 
wider area or country as a whole” (BS7913, 1998:6). Conserving VA contributes to an increase 
in the value of their areas, improves the travel and tourism industry of the city and provides 
new jobs. These may be not only jobs in the field of travel and tourism but also in conservation 
projects. 
However, conservation principles in terms of minimum intervention contradict the business of 
running VA. As maintenance should be repeated from time to time, this means periodically 
stopping the business for a time, and this negatively affects the business in these buildings. 
Moreover, the refurbishment process (a high level of intervention) takes a long time and also 
stops the business running, despite being a process which only occurs once every 10-20 years. 
This type of intervention is more appropriate for certain types of business in VA. 
2.7.4 The Environmental Value of Vernacular Architecture 
 
Protecting and improving the environment are the main environmental values that can be 
achieved from conserving Vernacular Architecture (VA). Regarding protecting the 
environment, BS7913 (1998) stated that: 
“The continued use of existing building stock, whether or not of particular architectural merit 
or historic interest, coupled with measures to improve energy efficiency, is a global priority”. 
The sustainability concept calls for careful management of the existing built environment. 
HELM (2010) stated regarding old school buildings that: 
“Demolition and replacement of existing (school) buildings involves a high carbon impact, 
landfill implications (and associated costs) as well as the material impact of the replacement 
new build and the loss of the embodied energy within the buildings demolished.  The energy, 
waste and pollution embodied in the construction and the procurement of the materials used 
typically accounts for about ten years’ environmental impact of a (school) in operation”. 
Also, sustainability is achieved through continued use of buildings which have environmental 
benefits. For instance, it “cuts waste, [and] keeping what we have got minimises requirements 
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for new materials” (McCallum, 2009). Moreover, English Heritage (2004) stated that: 
“Retaining existing elements of construction in old buildings and seeking to enhance their 
thermal performance in benign ways, rather than replacing them, is a heritage conservation 
principle in line with this concept of sustainability”. 
However, work on VA should aim to: 
“improve energy efficiency where and to the extent that it is practically possible, [but] not 
prejudice the character of the historic building or increase the risk of long term deterioration 
to the building fabric or fittings” (McCallum, 2009). 
On the other hand, the improvement of the environment offers advantages for communities 
through quality of space. BS7913 (1998) stated that: 
“There is ample evidence that environment affects human happiness and that people like living, 
working and simply being in beautiful, established places, in which buildings, trees and 
landscape have had time to mature together”. 
Furthermore, at the level of the micro-climate, VA provide better ventilation and better a micro-
climate in comparison with modern ones, as HELM (2010) noted:  
“Higher ceilings (and therefore increased volume) in older buildings provide better ventilation 
than modern equivalents. Together with the thermal mass of the solid walls, this can also 
provide night-time cooling”. 
Moreover, conserving VA has a role to play in improving the environment. As HELM (2010) 
stated, it “can provide a cornerstone for wider regeneration projects and can restore 
confidence and vitality to neighbourhoods”. Also, Feilden (2004) mentioned that VA 
contribute to the townscape, landscape and ecology. For instance, many VA are “much valued 
local landmarks, both by their local community and for the contribution they make to local 
character and street scape” (HELM, 2010). Finally, BS7913 (1998) mentioned that “fine 
architecture and good buildings in sound condition can be of great important to the 
establishment and maintenance of good environment”. 
2.7.5 The Social Value of Vernacular Architecture 
The nature of social values embraces the qualities for which a place has become a focus of 
spiritual, political, national or other cultural sentiment to a majority or minority group 
(ICOMOS, 1999). Some of the emotional values which VA provide help to reinforce people’s 
sense of belonging and local identity, continuity,  wonder, symbolism  and spirituality (Feilden, 
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2004) and (McCallum, 2009). Furthermore, a sense of identity for the local community might 
be produced as a result of the continued use of VA (Garrod, 1996). Moreover, regarding school 
buildings, HELM (2010) stated that: 
“In addition to giving identity and a sense of educational purpose, retaining the existing school 
buildings in the same previous use can contribute with continuity of their ethos and character”. 
 
2.8 SUMMARY   
 
From the international status of research in traditional buildings it is understood that the VA of 
North Africa and Middle East declines causing an increase in random and losing the traditional 
forms of architectures. Conservation and development of VA are not antithetical but are part of 
a continuum. The VA is not simply a vestige of the past, but a viable component of 
contemporary life. This is especially true as issues of social and environmental sustainability 
gain increasing importance in a fragile world. Across the globe enormous research had been 
carried out in the area of thermal comfort study of buildings, in particular thermal comfort 
studies are more relevant for VBs. The literature reviews carried out here exemplify the thermal 
comfort studies of traditional residential buildings under various categories stated to VA and 
its conservation. 
The CVA embodies a tremendous amount of local information and intuitive engineering that 
can provide useful and important indications for its continued care as well as for new building. 
Therefore, Monitoring and maintenance are essential to the survival of the VA’s heritage, 
wherever it occurs and whoever is responsible for its care. Similarly, traditional systems for the 
transmission of local information should be respected and preserved. It is notable from that VA 
is affected by the breakdown of the traditional professions in construction, which were family 
based. In case of Libya, the country is suffering from insufficient and ineffective strategic 
planning (Elwefati ,2007; Azlitni ,2009; The Middle East Institute ,2010b; UNESCO-ICOMOS 
,2011; Azzuz ,2012; UNESCO ,2014; Mileto et al.,2014). 
 There are, therefore, a massive lack of awareness, which has limited the information of decision 
makers/planners and their ability to solve the housing problems. There is thus an urgent need to 
look at how they can and should take measures to save what's left of this Architecture value.  
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CHAPTER THREE:  
PART 2: THE CONTEXT OF VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE IN 
LYBIA 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter focuses on the Libya context. It present general background information 
concerning Libya and detailed the historical development of Vernacular Architecture (VA) into 
different periods by reviewing the VA’s main regulations and practices. It assesses the 
historical background and retrospective issues of VA in Libya focusing on Vernacular 
Dwellings (VDs) in Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR) issues. 
The objective of this chapter is to briefly set our historical and geographical context for the 
development of housing in Libya.  
The objective of this section is to provide the background to the research context and the 
institution that is responsible for conserving of VA in Libya. In addition, it aims to explore and 
analyse the organisational issues that are relevant or that influence the conservation of VA in 
the Responsible Institutions of Historical Cities (RIHCs). This section is divided into five 
sections. The first subsection introduces the chapter. The second demonstrates the location of 
the research context and its valuable architectural heritage. The third subsection discusses the 
organisational issues that are relevant to the conservation of VA and their effect; the 
accountability, financial resources, the main RIHCs headquarters’ location and design, 
organisational structure, awareness regarding VA, and the effect of leadership. The fourth 
section analyses regulations and policies that affect the management of conversation process 
in RIHCs. Finally, the chapter ends with a summary. 
3.2 THE RESEARCH CONTEXT OF THE RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTION OF 
HISTORICAL CITIES (VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE) IN NMR –
LIBYA 
 
 
3.2.1 Research Context 
 
Libya is in the North Africa on the Mediterranean coast. It has experienced several civilisations 
that have left their marks on the Libyan architectural heritage. The NMR is the part of Libya 
(Figure 3.1). It has witnessed several different historic ages: Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans, 
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Muslims, and a period of Italian colonialism. This history is an important factor, which has 
enriched its historic and architectural features. Libyan Historical Buildings (LHBs) include 
Vernacular Buildings (VBs), such as residential buildings, commercial shops, religious and 
military buildings which have their cultural significance from this varied history, and a group 
value with other buildings.  Other Libyan Trinational Buildings (LTBs) were built by 
professionals  to  conduct  service functions, such as mosques, schools, banks and embassies in 
addition to residences for governors and officials. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.1: The location of the research context, NMR, Libya 
 
In the NMR of Libya, there are three main local design concepts for VDs: living 
accommodation open to the inside (courtyard) or multi-story dwellings open to the outside 
(streets) and underground dwellings (Figure 3.2). Firstly, the first type includes buildings that 
do not have any windows overlooking the street. The main idea of the design is that all the 
spaces of the building are open to the main courtyard in the centre and there is no front or rear 
garden. This style is known as Mediterranean style. In addition to climate advantages, this 
design reflects Muslim culture and its keenness to provide privacy through the housing design, 
particularly for women, without being deprived of the surrounding environment of the air, sun, 
moon and stars. Furthermore, the second type is those dwellings whose windows overlook the 
street. These VDs belong to the indigenous Amazigh who lived in the cities of NMR. 
However, the design of some historic public dwellings is open to the outside as privacy is not 
necessary in such buildings. Moreover, the third type contains an underground courtyard and 
there are no windows. This type is found in NMR only in Libya or in the southern part of 
Tunisia. These species belong to the indigenous people of North Africa. 
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Figure 0.2: Dwelling open to the inside and multi-stories dwellings open to the outside streets 
 
Regarding the materials that were used to build the VDs of Libya, these are mainly materials 
such as lime stone, red brick, wood, lime mortar and mud. Such materials were used to build 
historic buildings (Appendix 5). However, some imported materials, characterised by their 
quality, were used to build some of the more sophisticated (for that period) buildings.  For 
instance, Maltese stone was used to  build  exterior  decorations  of buildings or some interior 
elements, such as columns in the cities of coast. 
Regarding the function of VBs in the research context, buildings of worship and most 
houses in the historical cities of  Libya have  continued  their  functions  since  their 
establishment. Their other jobs have changed several times over time. For example, the former 
churches and temples (Appendix 5) in the old cities of Libya turned into mosques and the 
home of an Ottoman official before they became government headquarters and schools as 
shown in (figure 3.3).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ottoman building became government headquarters  :3.0Figure  
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Another example is the former Ottoman garrison (Figure 3.4) in NMR (Appendix 3), 
preceded by the Italian colonization of Libya in 1911. With some internal changes, historical 
continuity continued to be used as a museum until it was later transformed into the headquarters 
of the historic cities of NMR (Mawlud, 2003). 
 
 
Historic cities building of NMR : 4.0Figure     
 
 
Libyan historic buildings  are  evidence  of  the  history  of  the  country.  They are regarded 
as a national heritage for the country and should therefore be maintained. This called for 
establishing a responsible institution for conserving them. 
 
3.2.2 The Responsible Institution for Conserving VA in Libya 
 
The operational responsibility to preserve VA in the historic cities of Libya has undergone 
several stages, starting with the formation of a committee in 1966. Its mission was to count 
historic places and remains. The establishment of several consulting committees without any 
executive mission followed this committee.  In 1985,  the  Libyan government issued decision 
number 40 GPC (1985) regarding the establishment of the project for the Organisation and 
Management of Old City of Tripoli (IOMOCT) which was the start of the transfer to actual 
execution work Management of Historical Cities Bureau (MHCB, 2004). This organisation, 
then started its actual work in 1986, and has become the section responsible for refurbishment 
projects in the historic cities of Libya accountable to the prime ministry. However, its 
accountability has changed several times to different ministries. 
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3.2.3.1 The Responsible Institution of historic cities Accountability 
The accountability of the Responsible Institution of Historic Cities (RIHCs) has changed four 
times since its establishment in 1985 (Table 3.1), from the Prime Ministry to the Ministry of 
Culture and Media in 1997, then to the Ministry of Facilities in 2001. According to the Libyan 
Tourism Ministry’s decision number 2 General People’s Committee (GPC) (2006) regarding 
the RIHCs organisational structure, the accountability of this institution changed to the 
Ministry of Tourism and its tasks became managerial instead of implementation ones. Its most 
recent name is the MHCB and its responsibilities cover all the historic cities and buildings in 
Libya, except the Roman and Greek cities and Ghadames (the desert city), which belong to 
Archaeology Board. However, the MHCB accountability changed in 2011 into the RIHCs 
which in turn is accountable to the ministry of culture. 
 
Table 0.1: The sequence of the RIHCs accountability since its establishment 
 
The changes in the RIHCs accountability have caused some instability and have had an impact 
on its organisational structure, according to the plan of each governmental board. 
Some of the responsibilities of this institution have changed. For instance, in 2006,  the   
MHCB   became   management-oriented   instead   of   an   implementation organisation, and 
its responsibilities now cover all VBs in Libya. 
 
3.2.3.2 Financial Resources in the RIHCs 
 
The RIHCs has an allocated governmental budget in addition to resources from its 
investments. Government decision number 125, article 8  GPC , (2006), regarding establishing 
the RIHCs identified the financial resources for it as follows:   
 
•    The allocation of the general budget of the state  
 
•    Fees for entering some VBs used as museums or galleries 
 
 
Year 
 
The accountability of the RIHCs 
1985 The Prime Ministry 
1997 The Ministry of Culture and Media 
2001 The Ministry of Facilities 
2006 The Ministry of Tourism and Archaeology 
2010 
 
Archaeology Department (accountable to the Ministry of Tourism) 
2011 The Ministry of Culture  
2014-2018 The Ministry of Local Government  
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•    Property rents for VBs that belong to the RIHCs 
 
•    Loans according to legislation 
 
•    Unconditional local or international (if permitted) assistants and grants. 
 
 
However, legally this institution has items to pay for, such as employees’ salaries, training, 
stationery and collectibles. Any other payments require a permit from the board that it is 
accountable to. 
 
3.2.3.3 The Organisational Structure and the Interaction within the RIHCs Departments 
According to decision number 125 GPC (2006) regarding changing the accountability of the 
RIHCs to the Ministry of Tourism, the organisational structure of the RIHCs (Figure: 3.5) is 
now comprised of four departments and numerous sub-sections: 
 
•   The technical affairs department , with three sections:  design and architectural studies, 
implementation supervision and urgent maintenance sections, in addition to a technical 
inspection committee 
•   The planning and studies department, with four sections: historic and social studies, 
documentary, planning and follow-up, and training sections. 
•   The administration and financial department, with four sections: administration, 
financial, employees' affairs and services and general relations 
•   The marketing and investment department, in two respective sections. 
 
The RIHCs has a small branch in Benghazi city (the second city in Libya). Also, according 
to governmental decision number 125 GPC (2006), the MHCB can open other branches 
in other cities. However, this organisational structure did not change in 2011 when its 
accountability switched to the RIHCs. 
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Figure 0.5: The structure of the RIHCs http://www.akhbarlibya.net 
 
Regarding the responsibilities of key departments in the RIHCs, two main departments are 
responsible for main conservation work in RIHCs:  The Technical Affairs Department and 
Planning and Historic Studies Department.  
1. The Technical Affairs Department is responsible for preparing studies, designs for 
implementing projects, maintenance works, rehabilitation, and technical supervision. Also, it 
is responsible for researching local architecture, and identifying and developing materials and 
traditional construction techniques. Furthermore, this department provides consultations and 
issues permits to the owners of VDs for maintenance and restoration work. It also cooperates 
with consultancy offices and organisations in the fields of surveying, architecture, 
construction, and mechanical and electrical works. The organisation’s policies permit 
employees to contribute at conferences, symposia and workshops that are organised locally 
and internationally in this field. These tasks were concluded in the six items mentioned in 
Libyan governmental decision number 152 GPC (1995: Article 21) regarding the tasks of the 
technical department in the RIHCs, as below: 
a) Conducting architectural surveys, and preparing the drawings and details of VBs and HCs 
b) Preparing the technical specifications for maintenance, restoration, rehabilitation and re-
construction 
 
c) Following-up and technically supervising the implementation work on historic sites 
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d) Conducting the architectural and constructional studies for the re-construction and 
rehabilitation projects in the old cities and historic neighbours 
 
e) Preparing technical reports and architectural and constructional designs regarding 
restoration or rebuild in the old cities 
 
f) Preparing drawings for registering VBs in the institution of estate recording. 
 
However, the responsibilities of each section in the technical affairs department were 
mentioned in governmental decision number 2 GPC (2006: Article 10), about the 
organisational structure and description of administrators’ tasks, as shown in Table 3.2. 
 
Table 0.2: Responsibilities of the technical affairs section (GPC, 2006) 
 
 
Section 
 
Responsibilities 
 
D
es
ig
n
 a
n
d
 a
rc
h
it
ec
tu
ra
l 
st
u
d
ie
s 
• Prepare technical studies and research regarding identifying VBs and HCs 
according to the regulations 
• Architectural surveys and assessment of VA elements; preparation of drawings and details 
• Studies regarding economic visibility and the environmental impacts in the rehabilitation 
projects of VBs and HCs 
• Prepare technical studies and research regarding a building’s structure and use of the 
VBs in the historic cities. Prepare technical reports and drawings regarding rehabilitation 
and reuse of the buildings 
• Prepare procedures for studies, research and designs relevant to conservation projects and 
do it by themselves or in cooperation with others 
• Help the owners of VBs and provide them with technical consultation for the restoration of 
their buildings 
• Provide technical consultations regarding the re- use and rehabilitation works of VBs in 
the old HCs  
• Prepare technical studies and research for restoration projects 
• Prepare drawings for registering the buildings that are owned by persons in real estate 
documenting institution 
• Issue permits for building, restoration work and reuse of VBs in HCs 
• Contribute to developing the plans of the HCs 
 
S
u
p
er
v
is
io
n
 t
h
e 
Im
p
le
m
en
ta
ti
o
n
 w
o
rk
 
• Technical procedures for contracting and implementing restoration projects 
• Maintenance work for the RIHCs headquarters and other dependent buildings 
• Supervision of the implementation restoration projects that are contracted and prepare 
technical progress reports 
• Identify traditional construction materials and similar materials that have the same 
specifications as the original for the purpose of maintenance, restoration and rebuilding 
• Identify the equipment, instruments and machines used in restoration work 
• Adopt the samples of construction materials according to contract specifications 
 
U
rg
en
t 
• Urgent maintenance work in terms of support buildings and arches for buildings and walls 
that are on the verge of collapse 
• Support buildings and arches to protect people 
• Remove failed buildings and transfer ruins. 
• Urgent maintenance of water supply and sewage systems 
• Cooperate with relevant bodies to prepare plans and procedures for emergencies such as fire 
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These decisions  illustrate  aspects  of  knowledge  that  should  be  provided  by the RIHCs 
to conduct both studies and researchers regarding the technical, economic and social aspects 
of VA conservation. The essential knowledge aspects derived from Table 3.2  that  should  
be  available  for  conducting  VA  conservation  work  in  responsible sections could be 
concluded as: assessing and documenting VBs values and conditions, and  deciding  on  the  
type  of  intervention,  contracting  and  supervising  of  the conservation work. However, 
more precisely these can be identified for each section as follows: 
 
a.   The section of design and architectural studies requires knowledge regarding: 
 
•     Preparing drawings and details of VBs (architectural survey) 
 
•     Assessing VBs architectural values 
 
•     Assessing economic visibility 
 
•     Assessing the environmental impact of the rehabilitation projects of VBs 
 
•     Diagnosing the VBs condition (conditional survey) 
 
•     Deciding on the rehabilitation and reuse of the buildings 
 
•     Deciding on the type of restoration. 
 
b.  The supervising the implementation work section requires knowledge regarding: 
 
•     Implementing the maintenance work for the RIHCs headquarters and 
subsidiary buildings 
•    Technical procedures for the contracting process 
 
•    Supervision of the implementation restoration projects 
 
•    Identification of traditional construction materials and similar materials 
 
•    Identification of the equipment, instruments and machines used in restoration 
work 
•    Adopt the samples of construction materials according to the contract’s 
 
specifications. 
 
c.   The urgent maintenance section requires knowledge regarding: 
 
•    Urgent maintenance work in terms of support VBs that are about to fall, in 
order to avoid their risk 
•    Urgent maintenance of the water supply and drainage systems 
 
•    Procedures for emergencies such as fire. 
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2. Planning and Historic Studies Department includes three sections: historic and 
social studies section, information and documentary section and training section. The 
responsibilities of each section in this department were mentioned in Libyan tourism ministry 
decision number 2 (GPCT, 2006: Article 9), about the organisational structure and description 
of administrators’ tasks, as shown in Table 3.3. 
 
Table 0.3: Responsibilities of the Planning and Studies Department (GPCT, 2006: article 9) 
 
Section 
 
Responsibilities 
 H
is
to
ri
c 
a
n
d
 
so
ci
a
l 
st
u
d
ie
s 
•     Conducting historic studies regarding establishing and developing VBs 
 
•     Conducting social surveys if the subject of work is neighbourhoods 
 
•     Conducting social studies regarding customs, traditions and arts in VBs and cities 
 
•     Conducting economic studies about VBs 
 In
fo
rm
a
ti
o
n
 a
n
d
 d
o
cu
m
en
ta
ti
o
n
 •     Establishing a database for VBs and cities in cooperation with other departments and 
 
sections in the RIHCs. Collecting and store all historic and technical documents and 
drawings in addition to publications, pictures and visual media 
•     Documenting studies and researches and the RIHCs activities 
 
•     Documenting the situation of VBs and HCs 
 
• Providing a comprehensive library, providing it with books, pictures, and visual media 
regarding VBs and HCs 
• Preparing comprehensive files about historic cities for the purpose of registering them 
in the international heritage list and relevant organisations by coordination with relevant 
bodies 
 T
ra
in
in
g
 s
ec
ti
o
n
 
•     Planning for training programmes according to the needs of the RIHCs, supervising 
 
their progress and evaluating the performance in cooperation with departments and 
relevant parts 
•     Utilising information from international conventions and restoration project contracts in 
 
Libya to provide training courses 
 
• Organising symposia and study circles relevant to the field of training and share in it for 
developing the efficiency of employees in the RIHCs. 
 
The governmental decision number 125 GPC (2006: Article 3.18) regarding establishing 
the RIHCs, stated that the RIHCs should prepare studies and researchers regarding the 
technical, economic and social aspects including architecture, urbanism, construction materials 
and buildings techniques.  It should also prepare a guide for rehabilitation, use and investment 
in the historical cities and VBs as stated in article 3.20. The Research and Development (R&D) 
section should develop knowledge of such aspects. However, there is at present no R&D 
section in the organisational structure of the RIHCs 
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Furthermore, historic   and   social   studies   provide   essential   information   that contributes 
to assessing the historic value of VBs in addition to identifying historic functions and previous 
alterations in VBs that contribute to deciding the type of intervention in them. However, this 
section is located in a different block in the RIHCs headquarters. As it was observed, the 
presence of historians in the technical affairs department is very limited and vice versa. Also, 
there is routine when dealing between the Technical Affairs Department and the Historic 
Studies Department. 
Moreover, the Documentation Section, which is responsible for  documenting technical 
and historic documents, is in the Planning and Studies Department , and this means technical 
work should be submitted to the documentation section for storing. In the case of a technical 
staff member who wants to review documents, a permit is required from both departments, 
and obviously such routine procedures cause delay.  Furthermore, it was observed that this 
situation prevents updating of the database information because it is not easily accessible. 
Moreover, the training section is in the planning and historic studies department, meaning that 
technical training courses are organised away from the technical department. 
 
Finally, according to article 6 of decision number 2 GPC (2006), regarding tasks of 
relations and technical cooperation in the office of the RIHCs, it is responsible for providing 
knowledge from external sources and supporting the technical conservation work.   It   receives   
reports, research   and   studies   from   international   bodies   and organisations to disseminate 
them into relevant departments. Also, it provides opinions regarding conventions in the field 
of VA and city conservation. Moreover, it connects and   strengthens   the   link   with   relevant   
specialists, centres and organisations. Furthermore, it follows the agreements and conventions 
regarding conserving and developing VBs and cities. However, although the significant role 
of this office as it was considered in the RIHCs organisational structure is not activated in 
the RIHCs, it does not in fact exist at all. 
 
 
3.3 HISTORY OF LIBYA 
Libya is an Islamic state with multi-cultural society and post war country. it has Islamic 
influence on the architecture (Despois, ,1935; Fathy, 1998; Elwefati, 2007; Azlitni, 2009). 
Elwefati (2007) declared that Libyan VA was developed with respect to Mediterranean 
vernacular environmental and climatic factors but also with respect to culture, traditional 
construction materials and morphology. 
 
Despite the far distance between Europe and Libya, it was possible to find similar vernacular 
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strategies under the influence of both the Mediterranean climate and Islamic cultures. Climate 
is one of the most significant influences on Libyan VA, in the Saharan climate buildings have 
high thermal mass so as to keep the inside of the building cool during the hot day and warmer 
at night when the building discharges the heat accumulated during the day. 
Also, buildings have chimneys not for fire but to draw air in through the internal spaces to cool 
the building and small windows to keep the occupants cool by not allowing too much hot air 
certainly climatic influences on VA are substantial and can be extremely complex. As a result 
of the inhabitants tried to overcome the weather conditions of the area so, such specializations 
are not designed, but learnt by trial and error over generations of building construction, often 
existing long before the scientific theories which explain why they work. 
  
Libya has Mediterranean climate at the areas near the coastline on the Mediterranean Sea that’s 
why, climate in these areas in Libya the dwelling often includes a courtyard with a fountain or 
pond so as to allow air to be cooled by evaporation and air is drawn through the building by the 
natural ventilation set up by the building form but, some parts of Libya is covered by Saharan 
desert, as one move away from the sea in land accordingly, the climate has had a very big 
influence on the VA. 
3.3.1 Socio-Economic Background  
 
Libya is a country with small population of nearly 6.4 million according to the 2011 Report 
(Shoab, 2012). This is distributed unevenly as result of its physical features, with 90% of the 
land uninhabitable, being mainly desert. The remaining 10% of the land area contains about 
90% of the population, mainly occupying the Northern coastal area with the distribution 
illustrated in (Figure 3.6) (Nadya, 2014). 
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Figure 0.6: Population distribution in Libya (General Information Authority of Libya, 2006) 
3.3.2 Topography  
Libya is located in the Northern part of Africa, covers area of about 1,759,540 square km2 and 
has the longest coastline in Africa, stretching well over 1770 km, on the Northern border. The 
Western border is 1100 km long, lying next to Tunisia and Algeria. The Eastern border is 1400 
km long, lying next to Egypt and Sudan while the Southern border lies next to Niger and Chad 
(Khlil, 2004) as shown in (Figure 3.7). 
The presence of the great Sahara Desert and Mediterranean Sea are the important factors in 
conditioning the geography in Libya. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.7: Libya's position in North Africa (General Information Authority of Libya, 2006) 
 
 The country possesses a number of topographic areas, each with different soil characteristics. 
These can be characterized into to three significant topographic regions as illustrated 
NMR 
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(Surveying department of Libya 2005).  Firstly, the north coast and Jefara plain: this is the 
most recognizable region, which extends from the east to the west of the country. Its width 
ranges from 3km to 100km narrowing close to Al Akhdar Mountain and expands to 100km 
width before Nafusa Mountain. This area is associated with the greatest cultivation in the 
country. Apart from the Gulf of Sirte where the coastal region projects far into the desert, this 
coastal strip is the richest of all Libyan regions in water and fertility.  There are hardly any 
plain lands in Libya and there are very few agricultural tracts. The Jefara plain is located in 
the north west of the country. It has an area of 22000 km2 and accommodates about 60% of 
the whole Libyan population. Economically the region is very important since the agriculture 
sector produces more than half the country’s agricultural products. The plain slopes toward the 
sea, ranging in height from 200m to 300m near the mountains down to 20m close to Tripoli. 
Other parts are more level and in some cases merge with the desert. Secondly the mountains: 
There are a number of highlands in Libya, the highest point in Libya being the Tibesti 
Mountain. There are two main mountains, Nafusa Mountain and Al Akhḍar Mountain. Nafusa 
Mountain is located about 50 to 100 km south of Tripoli, to the south of the Jefara Plain where 
it rises steeply above the Jefara plain. Its average width is around 20km, extending towards 
the east about 400 km from the Tunisian border to 110km west of Tripoli and containing a 
high range of hills from 500m to 960m high. These mountains are associated with old olive 
trees, which cover many mountains and valleys as  in (Figure 3.8) (Surveying department of 
Libya 2005).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.8: Topography of Libya (General Information Authority of Libya, 2006) 
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3.3.3 Climate of Libya  
A number of different classifications of climate zones have been developed by geographers, 
the common factor that has been shared is that classifications have always been related to the 
vegetation zones or the rate of precipitation and temperature. However, one of the most well-
known and widely used classifications is based on the vegetation that may be grown, rather 
than the vegetation that exists in the zone and the extreme diurnal temperatures.  
The climate of Libya is characterized by its aridity and by its variation in temperature.  As a 
result of its location and the lack of high mountains barriers, the country is open to the 
influences of both the Sahara Desert and the Mediterranean Sea. In addition, the size of the 
country causes climate variation even in the same region, such differences also associated with 
the contrast between the low-lying areas and the mountains. 
 
However, the climate generally can be divided into four types, plus an unclassified mountain 
climate. Within Libya, as many as five different climatic zones have been recognized, Libya’s 
climate is dominated by the hot, arid Sahara, but it is moderated along the coast by the 
Mediterranean Sea. The Saharan influence is stronger in summer. From October to March, 
prevailing westerly winds bring cyclonic storms and rains across northern Libya. A narrow 
band of semi-arid steppe extends inland from the Mediterranean climate of the Jefara Plain, 
the Nafusa Plateau, and the Al-Akhḍar Mountains. The desert climate of the Sahara reaches 
the coast along the southern fringes of the Gulf of Sidra, where the Al-Ḥamrayah (Sirte) Desert 
borders the sea. Periodic droughts occur, often lasting several years.  
Rainfall is scanty, and the dry climate results in a year-round 98-percent visibility; most of the 
country receives less than 400 millimeters and, in the Sahara, 50 millimeters or less. The 
weather is cold in the highlands, and frosts occur at maximum elevations. In the desert interior, 
the climate has very hot summers and extreme diurnal temperatures. There are also numerous 
springs, those best suited for future development occurring along the scarp faces of Nafusa and 
Al-Akhdar Mountains as shown in (Figure 3.9).   
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Figure 0.9: The general classification of Libya's climate (Buxtehude, 1981) 
  In conclusion, by plotting the general classification of Libya’s climate, on the population 
distribution map, we can conclude that the Libyan population is mainly distributed in three 
climatic zone (Surveying Department of Libya 1985):  
• Semi-Mediterranean on the coastal area (Hot-humid).  
• Mediterranean climate- on the mountains (cold zone) case study NMR. 
• Desert (hot-arid).  
 
3.4 THE LIBYAN HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF VA ADMINISTRATION 
Libyan Historical Background of VA Administration can be classified within four main periods 
according to the main administration forms of VA and Sustainable CPs of VA: 
3.4.1 Before Islam Period  
The history of Libya’s VA goes back as far as the first millennium BC when the Phoenicians, 
the Greeks, the Garamantes and the Romans came to Libya and left then enduring imprint upon 
the country, particularly in terms of housing and massive masonry works whose remains are 
strewn along the Mediterranean (Elwefati ,2007; Azlitni ,2009). 
3.4.1.1 The Phoenicians 
Contacts with the Tripolitanian coast took place near the end of the second millennium BC. 
According to Elwefati (2007), the Phoenicians were the first people to settle in Libya during a 
period, when the country was economically very poor, with limited natural resources. People 
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were pastoral nomads (Bedouin) living on meat, dates and milk, using portable shelters, types 
of which are still used in some parts of the country. 
One of the important features of this simple shelter is its ability to modify the extremes of 
temperature which can occur. It creates a cool space during the summer season and warmth for 
the cool season. It is made from animal fur, which is available locally. It is interesting to note 
that this type of simple dwelling still successfully meets the Libyan family’s socio-cultural 
needs, particularly in terms of privacy. 
Its interior space is very flexible, for example when the family has a visitor, they can divide 
the interior space into three spaces, one for family use, one for kitchen space and the other for 
the visitor’s use, by using a curtain as a partition.  
There is little evidence remaining of the private courtyard type of house built during the time 
of the Phoenicians at either Lepties or Sabratha. This means there is no clear evidence to show 
exactly what the Phoenician dwelling was like as only a few ruins remain (Azzuz ,2012; 
UNESCO ,2014).  
3.4.1.2 The Greeks period  
The Greeks were the first settlers in the eastern region of Libya, Cyrenaica. In the first half of 
the seventh century BC Cyrenaica was dominated by the Greeks and within 200 years of 
Cyrene's founding four important Greek cities were established in the area, Barce (Al-Marj) 
Hesperides (later Berenice. present-day Benghazi) Teuchira (later arision, present-day Turkish) 
and Apollonia (Susah) (UNESCO-ICOMOS ,2011).  
During this period the country, like the ancient world generally, underwent great changes in 
architecture, political, social, economic and artistic life. The Greek private houses are far less 
well known than public buildings in Cyrenica, because there was a society in public life that 
was more developed than private life (UNESCO-ICOMOS, 2011) as in shown in (Figure 3.10). 
                 
                       Theatre (6th century BC)                                                  Temple of Zeus Greek 
198)1985, p(Bukamur, (Greek Period 500 BC) to Byzantine period  Cyrenaica :10.0Figure  
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The remains show the thickness of walls and stairs used in this type of dwelling, which 
consisted of more than one story, with "porticoes” running along one side or around the whole 
courtyard (Essayed, 1982). The courtyard house that was introduced to this part of North Africa 
during the Greek and Roman periods went through an adjustment and adaptation process 
borrowing from the primitive Amazigh (Berber) in order to fit the physical environmental and 
socio-cultural conditions of the area. 
3.4.1.3 The Garamantes  
The Garamantes were an ancient hamitic people who inhabited the Libyan Sahara from the 
time of Herodotus until the Roman period of North African history (Azzuz, 2012). The people 
who lived in this part of the country were mostly Bedouins, removed from outside interference, 
scattered over a wide area. Speaking their tradition tongue and the local dialects, they were 
living in portable houses such as tents.  
This type of dwelling provided comfortable space in terms of the cruel climate and fitted the 
socio-cultural needs see (Figure 3.11).  
   
     Figure 0.11: Dwelling typology during Garamantes parried (Irregular walled courtyard houses in Fezzan)  
(Bukamur, 1985, p198) 
However, these Sahara Desert settlements were not like those in the coastal or mountain areas 
and remained unaffected by colonization. Excavations have shown forts and houses without 
any clear evidence about their type as Roman cisterns dug later Shiaboub (1979) see (Figure 
3.12). 
 During this period the settled habitations of the Grammas comprised of one or more apartments 
and their walls were plastered with coloured lime or gypsum (UNESCO-ICOMOS, 2011).  
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Libyan Archaeological -The excavated compound in the oasis of Fewet (photo by the Italian: 12.0Figure      
Mission in the Acacus and Messak, Università “La Sapienza”, Roma). b) Graphic reconstruction of the 
compound (by Cristiano Putzolu). 
 
3.4.1.4 The Romans  
The Romans started to take over the country from 146 BC and there were significant changes, 
particularly in housing. They paid great attention to Leptis Magna, Sabratha and Oea 
(UNESCO-ICOMOS, 2011; Azzuz, 2012; UNESCO, 2014) (Figure 3.13). 
In dealing with domestic architecture, the Romans copied the Greek courtyard houses because 
they were well suited to the relatively complex Roman civilization and appealed strongly to 
Roman taste. However, this type of housing was more appropriate for the indigenous people’s 
socio-cultural values, environmental and surroundings needs (Mileto etl, 2014). There is some 
evidence still standing, particularly in the Leptis Magna and Sabratha areas of the type of 
private Courtyard house found in the old city of Tripoli. The excavations of luxurious per style 
houses and villas (Figure: 3.14) in the suburbs of Leptis Magna, Sabratha, Oea and Prolemats 
are examples of the summer residences used by the upper-class members of the society and 
were produced by a characteristic style of life (Essayed,1982). 
These existing courtyard houses consisted of two stories containing an internal portico and 
open court usually with a palm tree or a fountain in the centre and a cistern, which collected 
water from the roofs or a well to one side (Figures 3.15 and 3.16). It is clear that these houses 
reflect socio-cultural patterns as well as historical and environmental factors.  
 
  b  
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                The Arch of Marcus Aurelius represents the Roman era   The Castle Oea (Tripoli) 
     
Theatre Leptis Magna was founded by the Phoencian merchants around 1st millennium B.C, 
 
   
Sabratha theatre 
     Figure 0.13: The three great cities of the Libyan coast, Oea, Leptis Magna, and Sabratha (Mawlud, 2003) 
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     Figure 0.14: Roman villas and plan in Leptis Source: (Made, 2015) 
  
Figure 0.15: Dwelling typology during            Figure 0.16: Dwelling typology during 
Roman period in Tarhhuna.                             Roman period in Tripoli 
                                                             (Shiaboub, 1979) 
3.4.2 The Islamic Period  
3.4.2.1 The Arab period  
In the 7th century Libyan society underwent significant change particularly in its socio-cultural 
values. The whole country followed the new aspects of life, language, religion, privacy and 
patterns of living which have characterized Libya ever since. The fundamental principle of 
Islamic law is drawn from the Quran and involves issues of visual privacy, particularly for 
shielding female members from the eyes of male strangers. Building heights and the location 
of doors and windows, which involved a right, were important factors, but the right not to be 
overlooked was primary (Hassan, 1982). A clear distinction between public and private space 
is emphasized in the Libyan dwelling. This strong differentiation between the public private 
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and semi-private character of the residential neighbourhood dwelling design is a reflection of 
the social-cultural requirements for sex separation and securities from outside the kin’s groups. 
 
         
Figure 0.17: Dwelling typology during Arab Period (comparing with Roman dwelling) 
Source: (El-Shorbagy, 2010). 
 
The new socio-cultural values figured the traditional Libyan dwelling, which displayed the 
same basic principles and consisted of the same basic elements throughout the country. The 
Arab-Muslims did not bring a new housing design to fit these new aspects of life, but adapted 
the previous courtyard as shown in (Figure 3.17) 
3.4.2.2 Ottoman period  
It is a mistake to believe that the type of courtyard housing widespread in Libya was from the 
Ottoman period, or that it belonged to Ottoman architecture. Most of these dwellings were re-
built in the 16th century during the Turkish existence in Libya on the earlier debris of Arab 
houses, resulting in irregular shapes (El-Shorbagy, 2010). 
The Ottoman, like the Arabs, also developed this type of dwelling relation to Islamic values. 
The courtyard dwelling plan is the result of this ancient history and shows how the dwelling 
fitted Libyan society and local environmental needs (Figure 3.18). This form of culture is 
primarily bound by a common worldview of ideas and choices and by a set of socio-cultural 
values and rules that produce their life style and manners as embodied in their image of their 
environment. For example, there is a clear difference between a built environment in Western 
culture and a built environment in a tradition Arab Islamic culture, such as Libya, where issues 
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of socio-cultural needs, particularly privacy and religion, were seen in the separation of public 
and private life. This characteristic affected the use of spaces, the dwelling settlement system, 
and the streets system, which represented a space organisation for different purposes, according 
to the different needs and desires of groups or individuals. 
That meant that the choice of the traditional Libyan dwelling type was not a random 
phenomenon but was related to many factors, including historical, environmental, social, 
cultural and economic conditions.  
The present traditional dwelling in Libya developed during different periods is similar to most 
traditional houses in Tunisia. Tunisian and Libyan models are more developed and richer in 
ornamentation due to the presence of the richer Islamic cultural traditions and crafts, which had 
developed in those countries. Old Tripoli (Medina) provides good examples of houses 
representing the traditional dwellings of the country. These traditional houses have a 
rectangular or quadrangular with one or two floors and a courtyard in the middle surrounded 
by rooms it. The rooms are often divided into back niches and central space to avoid unsuitable 
long areas. These niches (Sedda) are used either for sleeping or for roof terrace or to the second 
floor (El-Shorbagy, 2010). Wells and fountains are a common feature in traditional houses. 
Particularly in Tripoli, courtyards are often square. The degree of prosperity of the household 
can be judged by the quality size amount of decoration and the type of building materials used. 
Significant elements are arched entrances, simple colored plaster and ceramic tiles, which may 
cover part of the courtyard walls. Colored glass and tiles, which are often used for window 
decoration as well as the fountain in the central yard (Mush Arabia) is simple and common, 
being rectangular in shape and the existing traditional plan in general consists of a covered 
ground floor living area for different social functions. The main entrance is located adjacent to 
the living room (Marbua) where the inhabitants receive their guests.   
The traditional architecture was arranged so that the main entrance was built to avoid disturbing 
the privacy of the female members of the household. There was an open space (central 
courtyard), for summer parties and religious festivals as well as to allow the women of the 
house to carry out their daily activities in complete security and privacy. The service area, 
kitchen and stores, which were the women’s domain, were also located on the ground floor. 
The second floor was used mainly as a sleeping area and as a private space for the family 
members. It usually had a long space on both sides with recesses for sleeping called Asedda.   
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Figure 0.18: Courtyard of a traditional house in Tripoli with air movement enhancing thermal 
 (El-Shorbagy, 2010). 
The organisation of interior space in developed courtyard houses related to users socio-cultural 
values. These values such as religion, privacy, security relations with neighbours and the 
surrounding environment conditions dictated the arrangement of the interior space as well as 
the relationship between interior and exterior spaces. The domain of the men and guests was 
the living area and the domain of the women was the private area such as the kitchen and 
sleeping areas.  
In most cases their owner’s traditional houses that were completely involved in the process and 
took full responsibility for financing designing the houses, choosing materials and organising 
construction. The houses were constructed mainly from local natural building materials and 
had thick load bearing walls of sandstone, limestone or black mud, whichever was available. 
The roof, which usually was flat, was built from joists and flat timber, if available, or from 
palm trunks covered by compressed small stones mixed with lime.  
3.4.2.3 The Italian colonisation 
When the Italian occupied Libya in 1911 they intruded to create new European type housing, 
totally different from the local architecture. They created a European city with piazzas, wide 
streets, modem shops, and multi-storied building. They achieved their purpose by preplanning 
the Arab houses, shops and markets, making them confirm to an Italian style, and planning the 
vacant land to fit their aims. This policy created adverse situation for the local people 
particularly during the Fascist regime. 
 During the Italian colonisation, 1911-1943, many attempts were made by the Italians to 
influence the Libyan society's social-cultural infrastructure, with intention of demonstrating 
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their power locally and internationally. They were dominant in every way possible, including 
in architectural style and urban development. They totally rejected local socio-cultural values 
as (Hassan, 1982) states: 
The Libyan people suffered greatly from this policy in which the local socio-cultural customs 
were dismissed to open the way for domination by what was called the "superior Culture" of 
Italy, particularly in the fields of education, economy, politics and architecture. Early in the 
Italian colonising period, the land was taken from the people and given to recently arrived 
colonists.  
 
This resulted in the deportation of local people from their settlements in many parts of the 
country, particularly along the as coast cities, the local people were ignored because of the need 
to house immigrant families. These Italian families introduced new building design and 
techniques and caused the breakdown of the local system of settlements. 
The development of house building during the Italian colonisation can be divided into three 
periods: the first is the period of initial occupation 1913, the second period continued until the 
rise to power of fascism in Italy, in 1929, and the third ended in 1943 when Italy lost Libya as 
a colony in the Second World War. 
 
In the first period 1911-1913, when Italy still did not control the whole country only a few 
simple army houses were built and some administrative buildings on scattered coastal sites. 
During the second period the Italians still did not have full control over the country and there 
was hostility in sonic areas. They adopted a strategy of establishing some co-operation with 
local people in an attempt to control the conquered land. They had no wish to start destroying 
or rejecting the local architecture and tried to learn from the French experiences in North Africa 
by trying to give new life to the old Arab residences. Architecture, they hoped to be seen as 
paternal caring and not rejecting the traditional: they took the position of trying to unite 
differences in the interests of everyone (Fuller, 1992). 
 
During this period, traditional houses and settlements, were left to die and their inhabitants 
lacked the political and economic power to save them. For example, most of the wall of the old 
city of Tripoli was demolished and a new one constructed for military purposes to enclose, 
within the new wall the old Tripoli became a small neighbourhood of a big European style city 
(Essayed, I982). Colonists tried to make Libya an "Italian country" and planned to settle 
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100,000 colonists by 1942 and one-half million by the 1960 to counterbalance the native 
population (Wright, 1982). 
 
In 1938 the Italians started a programme of colonisation in Tripolitania and Cyrena by taking 
over land for new houses and villages. In Tripolitania about 1752 single dwellings were built 
in keeping with European forms and design. In 1938-1942 they constructed 538 urban 
dwellings for Italian settlers which varied from single houses to apartment buildings, all 
designed to suit the Italian social-cultural needs and life style. These new settlements 
introduced new components such as piazzas and squares with a road network designed in 
accordance with the Italian building style. (Examples of the new city of Tripoli see in Figure 
3.19).  
The Italians dispensed with the tradition courtyard replacing it with an outdoor garden, and the 
traditional latticed windows gave way to open windows and balconies. The private family area 
also ceased to exist in the Italian style house and the entrance usually led directly to a single 
corridor with rooms arranged on both sides Moreover new extensions were built on to the pre-
colonial settlements. The traditional quarters were restructured, and parts even destroyed to 
allow the construction of new roads, piazzas, squares and public buildings. 
    
 
  Tripoli the Miramare theatre                       Tripoli - Sea-front promenade in Construction 1923 
 
  
Building the new farming centre   Taking possession of a new farmhouse 
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Figure 0.19: Tripoli - Area of the Park, as it was in 1928 and in 1940.       Hotel in Yifrin (Jeffren Hotel 1936 
From the book "Tripolitania - Some photographic representations of Italy's action" (1946) 
 
3.4.2.4 The Independence periods 
The old town was devastated by an earthquake in February 1963 Barce (El Marj) in Cyrenaica, 
which had been, devastated an earthquake (Azlitni, 2009). A comprehensive plan was drawn 
up for the construction of a new town, for kilometres to the west of the ruined site and was 
published in 1964 (Elwefati, 2007). The main features of the new town were fundamentally 
Western in origin-detached houses with front gardens wherever possible. In 1966, the Idirs 
Housing, programmes was introduced by the government on a national level with the sum of 
400 million Libyan pounds, allocated to build 100.000 homes over a period of five years at a 
rate of 20.000 units per year (Figure 3.20). Western ideas appear to have been introduced 
wholesale and indigenous figures abandoned uncritically. Other features of the new public 
housing schemes ignored the socio-cultural values of the Libyan family or community. In 1969, 
the second five-year plan came into existence but was halted by the Revolution of September 
1, 1969, when it was replaced by new revolutionary and progressive plans.    
The main goal of this policy was to house all Libyan people by giving them the opportunity of 
owning an adequate home. The aim was to raise the standard of the whole Libyan population. 
The absence of traditional housing experiences makes it extremely difficult to give a clear 
picture of housing construction activities. As already mentioned, it was becoming apparent that 
problems of an environmental and social nature are also being created. There was a sharp break 
in the continuum of the evolution of urban development following rejection of architectural of 
heritage by Westernisation. There was a shortage of studies and research about the nature 
housing required and the needs for manpower and the lack of knowledge and experience. It 
was important to achieve to these components as their lacking had affected the performance of 
organization. 
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), 2014McManus (: Contemporary building in Tripoli 20.0Figure  
 
3.5 VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE IN LIBYA 
 
Libyan culture was as varied as the regions of that area. There exist cultures related to religion; 
Islamic culture; cultures associated with geographic features; desert, mountainous and 
Mediterranean cultures; and cultures related to the type and origin of people; Amazigh, Tabu 
and Arab cultures and to a large extent, a mix of more than one of these cultures.  If we view 
architecture as cultural expression, we should expect similar variations in the built environment 
as well. 
In Libyan history, the Greeks, Romans, Vandals and Byzantines, have all been foreign 
occupants who imposed their rules upon the country. However, the most significant cultural 
and historical changes occurred when the Moslem Arabs led by Omer Ebn-Elas conquered 
Libya in 642 AD, bringing with them a religion, culture, language and certain pattern of living 
which became deeply rooted and which have characterised the country ever since. In 1911 the 
Italians invaded and occupied the Libyan coast until 1943. This briefly affected the civilisation 
process in the country; consequently, the Libyan people have inherited many methods of house 
construction, depending upon the local climate. 
Every geographical and climatic area has its own particular type of houses, which meet the 
needs of the people, and the differences are clear between various countries and also within a 
large country like Libya. Excavation during the 1940s has revealed the remains of house types 
in Libya from the Roman and Greece periods. Fortified houses from the Roman period were 
found in the Tripolitania region both in the olive-growing areas of the western mountain 
(Nafusa Mountain) and in pre-desert areas the (Hamada Al-Hamara) region south of the 
western mountain (Reynolds, 1976). 
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These houses were often built with large well-dressed masonry. With regard to occupancy, it is 
clear that such houses were always used by more than one family. 
This type of housing could also have been influenced by the two Arabic tribes of Bani Hilal 
and Bani Salim, who emigrated from the Arabian Peninsula south of Hijaz to the North Africa 
before the rise of Islam. This possibility is derived from the similarity between these fortified 
houses and the ancient architectural style of Yemen, the homeland of these two tribes. The other 
evidence is the Arabic names for these houses, Qasr and Kilah ( Bukamar, 1985). 
Libya is divided into three main regions according to geographical and climatic characteristics. 
Each region has its own type of VA. 
 Most of these dwellings were designed with the local material and suitable construction 
method. They were designed to be in harmony with climate, topography and environment. They 
were evolved and developed over time as the cultural, social environment and needs have 
changed. These can be categorized as shown in (Figure 3.21). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.21: Categorization of vernacular dwelling types  
 
3.5.1 Dwellings in the coastal region  
The coastal zone is located on the north border of Libya along the Mediterranean Sea and it 
extends from Egypt in the east, to Tunisia in the west. A part of the North African coast it 
consists mainly of fertile agricultural flat land. On the coastal strip, there are some commercial 
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centres towns such as Tripoli, Misurata, Alzawia, Khoms and Benghazi. Their cities are similar 
to the other coastal cities such as Alexandria in Egypt, and Tunis in Tunisia. One of the 
important traditional cities in the coastal area in Libya is old Tripoli. 
The scheme of the old city of Tripoli follows no superimposed grid system; it gives an obvious 
example of organic growth (Figure 3.22). The widths of streets or alleys are only 2 to 3 meters. 
Some streets are buttresses between the opposite walls of the houses that provide support of the 
houses See (Figure 3.22). This scheme gives access to inward facing courtyard houses (Rghei 
1978). The type of house used in this zone is mostly courtyard house. Azzuz (2012) indicated 
that the consideration of climate, customs and traditions were major factors in shaping this city. 
    
Figure 0.22:  Scheme and courtyard houses of the old city of Tripoli. www.alamy.com-A89G0N 
 
3.5.2 Dwellings in the desert region 
The desert zone in Libya forms a major part of the Sahara Desert. In the southern part of the 
country it extends from the edge of the coastal strip along the Mediterranean Sea and North 
mountains, Nafusa Mountain to the west and Jable El-Akhdar to the East. This area includes 
two regions, the Fezzan region in the southwest and the Kufra Region in the south east. The 
land is mostly flat, dry and rocky, is covered with sand with a few scattered oases, such as 
Sebha, Ghadames, Murzuk, Ghat, and Kufrah (Figure 3.23 & 3.24). The desert settlements 
are located only where water is available in these Oases. Most of the desert towns demonstrate 
an urban style of unity and homogeneity in their planning and methods of protection from the 
harsh climate. Generally, the houses in this region can be categorised in two types as follows: 
• Courtyard dwellings in Fezzan and Murzuk; 
• Covered dwellings (non-courtyard house) in the area of Ghadames 
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Figure 0.23:  Courtyard dwellings in Fezzan. www.alamy.com-A89G0N 
  
      
 Figure 0.24:  Courtyard dwellings in Ghadames. ( http://www.sea-desert.ne) 
3.5.3 Vernacular dwelling in the mountain region 
Libya consists of two mountainous areas, one of them being the Mountains of Nafusa Mountain 
which are located in the north-western region of Libya extending from Tunisian in the west to 
Khoms in the east. This is an irregular hilly expanse rising in some places to 900m from sea 
level. The population is seminomadic and consequently the inhabitants are farmers or 
shepherds, mainly growing barley, olives and figs. 
The houses in the mountain area have rural characteristics and appearance and are arranged in 
a compact grouping as shown in (Figure 3.25), which means that relatives usually live together, 
or live as near neighbours. 
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      Figure 0.25: The compact grouping of underground vernacular dwellings in NMR 
 
During the early centuries of Islam, the mosque and storehouse were the focal points of the 
community, and the layout of settlements reflected their importance by placing these buildings 
at the centre and constructing houses, which were usually adapted to the climatic conditions, 
around them (Warfalli, 1981). Mountain houses, as already mentioned, were generally 
inhabited by extended families, following the custom in traditional Libyan society. Two clear 
designs can be seen, these being underground and houses above the ground level. Within these 
designs, there are flat-roofed courtyard houses, vaulted-roofed houses and the storehouse 
(Qasr). According to Shaiboub (1979), the locally available materials, such as stone, clay, 
gypsum and olive tree-trunks were used for such buildings, and the type of soil in the Mountain 
area made it easy to dig troglodyte dwellings. 
3.5.3.1 Underground vernacular dwelling 
In general, the underground dwelling is one of the types used by ancient civilizations in many 
parts of the world. It is found in North Africa, particularly in Algeria and Tunisia, where the 
culture and climate are similar. For example, the town of Matmata in Tunisia. This town located 
in south of Tunisia is famous for its underground dwellings. The people of Matmata have been 
living in these houses for over 700 years. When times became more secure, the underground 
dwelling was the ideal building solution in a region of great extremes of temperature, however, 
such houses were also widely used in China, Finland, France, and the United States where the 
culture is different, but where climatic similarities such as extremes of heat and cold, are 
prevalent (Sun, 1982, El-Fortea 1989). A number of examples can be seen in Figure 3.26. 
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Figure 0.26: Examples of underground dwellings of Matmata in Tunisia. (www.alamy.com) 
 
In Libya, the underground dwellings are located in the Mountains of Nafusa Mountain for 
example in the Gharyan and Yifern area (Figure 3.27). In the western mountains, such 
troglodyte dwellings e. g. as found in Gharyan, were the VBs since they were well suited to 
the climate, which already identified, has high diurnal and annual temperature changes with 
little rainfall. Consequently, these dwellings remain comfortable throughout the year (Rghei, 
1987). Troglodyte dwellings can be categorised into three types as follows: 
•  First type: (Aboskefa) this is completely underground without any elevation; 
• Second type: (Al-Feseal) this is partially underground with some elevation; 
• Third type: (Al-Mgara) is a "hanging" house i. e., it is cave-like excavation in a vertical cliff 
face. 
 
 
 : Example of the underground dwellings in NMR27.0Figure  
 
3.5.3.2 Vernacular dwellings built above ground (mountain area) 
This type of dwelling can be categorized into three types: 
• Flat-roofed courtyard vernacular dwellings; 
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• Vault-roofed multi stories dwelling vernacular dwellings; 
• The Storehouse. 
 
I. Flat-roofed courtyard dwellings 
 
This type of courtyard dwellings is found in the mountain area, and its form is similar to 
courtyard dwellings in the coastal area, in terms of the location of the courtyard, which is placed 
in the middle. However, the form and character of the courtyard and the rooms differ in that the 
shape and rectangular form of the court are not exact and the corners, rather than being right-
angled, have a tendency to curve. El-Fortea (1989) pointed out that, "The form is similar to 
houses in the coastal area but has a more rounded court thought to have been influenced by 
Berber traditions." The materials used in the construction of this type of dwelling was rough 
local stone, lime and clay mortar. The stone is not well shaped or cut, but is rather simply 
collected from fields and valleys and used without much alteration. Plaster coating is used to 
finish the walls, and the flat roof is formed from palm-tree trunks and olive branches, which are 
placed across the small rectangular rooms, and then covered with a mixture of straw, clay and 
pebbles as shown in (Figure 3.28).   
 
 
.:  Plan that shows the materials used in the construction of courtyard dwellings28.0Figure  
 
The characteristic form of this type of dwelling is for the courtyard to hold complete dominance 
over the rest of the dwelling. 
Sometimes rooms are built on one or two sides of the court with a wall enclosing the courtyard 
on the other sides, depending on the level of affluence of the family. In some cases, the 
courtyard dwelling is formed by a cluster of joined small nuclei or cells can be (see Figure 
3.29).  
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 : Some of courtyard dwellings in NMR29.0Figure  
 
II. Vaulted-roofed vernacular dwellings 
 
These Vernacular Dwellings (VDs) show great similarity to the more developed Qasr in which 
there would be a courtyard for animals with the storage rooms leading off. When danger did 
not threaten, people built their own small vaulted stores on top of the houses and then mirrored 
the pattern of the Qasr in the house itself. The vaulted roof was stronger and could, therefore, 
hold a considerable weight throughout a long period. Building, however, was still unrefined, 
although more advanced than in the flat-roofed dwellings as show in Figure 3.30.  
 
Figure 0.30: Vaulted roof of dwellings in NMR  
 
The material of construction is uncut local stone, see (Figure 3.31) laid in rows leaning in to 
form the barrel-vaulted roof. The vault could be left in curved form or made into a flat terrace 
with a covering of clay and plaster. Buttressed walls carried the weight of archways beneath but 
were often not strong enough, and they show signs of constant repair work being necessary, due 
to cracks. These problems often led to total collapse and the form was consequently not one that 
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found favour in a wide area. Rebuilding was often influenced by the coastal settlements, where 
flat roofed houses were used. 
  
Figure 0.31: Uncut local stone of material from the barrel-vaulted roof of dwellings in NMR 
 
3.6 CONSERVATION OF NAFUSA MOUNTAIN REGION   
The Libyan Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR) has not taken account of local conditions such 
as social, traditions, habits, climate and characteristics of the place. Additionally, according to 
Minister of Tourism of Libya the Nafusa Mountain is recently declared. Also, the UNESCO 
(2014) helped to list the NMR into World Heritage. The UNESCO (2014) promoted social 
stability the studies of Nafusa Mountain as a historical, descriptive and investigative 
documentary to devise characteristics of city identity, which can be used in the field of 
application in future projects. 
 
At the end of the 12th century, new historical events began to create a new but slow 
transformation in the structure of the cities, which continued for the coming three centuries 
(Scarin, 1940). In addition, the migratory process following the Arab invasion influenced the 
configuration of the settlements located in the north and south parts of Jabal border. The 
progressive displacements of Indigenous people (Amazigh) from Jefara plain and from the 
south part aided the creation of\several villages bordering the plateau and, for the first time, 
also in the southern limit of the plain, which was still the economic engine for the communities 
of that area. According to Despois (1945), the first configuration of the settlements, before the 
Hilalian invasion, was related to a semi nomadic condition dedicated to goat-breeding and 
cereal cultivation. The climatic conditions of Mountain border were favorable when compared 
to the south plateau, the so-called Dahar, and the particular territorial morphology allowed 
control of the territory. 
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In fact, it is important to create a comprehensive information base about VA in Libya using 
analysis and their classifications in general with a goal of creating a number of vernacular 
regions derived from cultural heritage and materials influences. It is, therefore, essential that 
any future development should be informed by an understanding of these problems and 
shortcomings. 
    This, however, is due mainly to the topographical circumstances of the area, as are illustrated 
in (Figure 3.32).  
 
: Nafusa mountain cities map. 32.0igure F 
 
     The ancient settlements of NMR are faced with several challenges; to stop the deterioration 
and the ad-hoc additions to the houses in old residential districts that are destroying both their 
physical and social fabric, to restore historically significant buildings by searching into the 
causes of deterioration and finding the proper solutions, and by developing conservation 
strategies. 
3.6.1 Vernacular Architecture in Nafusa Mountain Region  
In the sixth century, the Libyan cities such as the Tripoli and Nafusa Mountain were under the 
Phoenician authority that was predominant in the Berber (Amazigh) centers (Child. 1951). The 
tribes were independent from authority, and depended on local coalitions and agreements, 
except some of the small villages that represented commercial importance (Doadis, 1964). 
These tribes provided security and accordingly they were not in need of controlling the region. 
The pattern of housing of movable huts known to the Romans by the name (Mapalia) and 
Magalia and had been made from the branches of asphodel (Figure 3.33). They constituted an 
excellent protection from the heat of the sun and the severe sandy winds.  El Barguti (1976) 
stated that the ceiling takes a conical shape with a pointed tape on its top and the purpose of 
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which is to absorb the smoke. Under the Roman authority, Libya cities were established 
(Elmahmudi, 1997).  
        
Figure 0.33: The shapes of ancient Libyan huts used as a dwelling. ( www.alamy.com-A89G0N) 
  
Due to the Romans’ politics of serving their commercial interests in the first place, the Romans 
established a military fortress as their first defensive line in El Karayat and Gadamas (Ahmed, 
1985). Their second line was along the mountains of Gherian, Yefren and Nalut. The human 
settlement in this region had effectively flourished (El-fady, 1992). Roma had created many 
monuments through the military construction of public works along the coast from Tunis to 
Syrt (El-Baghuti, 1976). In practice, the shape of Mabalia had been different from one region 
to another (Figure 3.34). The tent was the traditional dwelling for nomads (Bedouin) in the 
Desert region. The Bedouin tent was the most famous kind of house that people used long ago. 
It was a useful and adaptable structure made of goat hair, sheep wool, or camels' hair made not 
by professional weavers but by the women of the family as required. Thus, the tent is called 
Bait al Sha‘ar meaning the House of hair. The tent is designed in a way that can fit both hot 
and cold weather (Al-Zubaidi, 2007) 
Therefore, this kind of housing had been part of nomadic life for much of the African shepherd. 
Therefore, such mobiles houses were not in existence in Libya only but throughout North of 
Africa. 
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: Mobile dwelling for nomads (Tent) 34.0Figure  
 
Libya consists of coastal, desert and mountainous areas, one of them being the Mountains of 
Nafusa Mountain, which are located in the northwestern region of Libya extending from 
Tunisian in the west to Khoms in the east. This is an irregular hilly expanse rising in some 
places to 900m from sea level. The population is semi no medic and consequently the 
inhabitants are farmers or shepherds, mainly growing barley, olives and figs. 
The vernacular dwellings in Nafusa Mountain area have rural characteristics and appearance 
and are arranged in a compact grouping can be seen (Figure 3.35), which means that relatives 
usually live together, or live as near neighbors. 
 
 
Figure 0.35: The ancient settlement of vernacular dwellings in NMR  
 
3.7 SUMMARY 
 
The objective of this section was to provide the background to the research context and the 
institution that is responsible for conserving VA in Libya. Also, it aimed to analyse 
organisational issues that are relevant to or which influence the VA in the RIHCs. 
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The operational trials to preserve VBs in the city of Tripoli have gone through several stages 
without any executive mission. In 1985, the IOMOCT was established to start actual execution 
work, and it became the responsible section for refurbishment projects in the old city of Tripoli.  
However, its most recent name is the  MHCB and its responsibilities cover all the historic 
cities and buildings in Libya. 
The accountability of the RIHCs since its establishment has changed five times. It was 
changed to ministry of tourism in 2006 and its tasks became managerial tasks instead of 
implementation tasks. The accountability at present is to Archaeology Department, which is 
accountable to the Ministry of Tourism. The changes of accountability cause a type of 
instability in the RIHCs. The heads of this institution have changed more than seven times. 
Also, RIHCs became a management-oriented organisation. The changes to the RIHCs tasks 
have caused a change in the knowledge and data that is required for  performing  its  tasks  and  
impacts  on  organisational  structure according to the plan of each governmental board. This 
also has an impact on the technical employees, some of whom have left the RIHCs along with 
their knowledge. 
The RIHCs headquarters office is located near of the historical city of NMR; this location is 
helpful for easy contact with VBs. That the employees in the RIHCs coexist with VBs makes 
them have a good sense and knowledge of them. The pattern of work places and provision of 
a lecture room provides opportunities for meeting and sharing knowledge and data between 
technical staff.  However, according to social reasons the places were divided between male 
and female employees. 
The RIHCs has an allocated governmental budget in addition to resources from its 
investments. Legally this institution has items to pay for, such as employee salaries, training, 
stationery and collectibles. Any other payments require a permit from the board that it is 
accountable to. 
The current organisational structure of the RIHCs includes four main departments and 
numerous sections, in addition to a small branch in Benghazi city. However, the main sections 
in the RIHCs that are responsible for VA conservation work are accountable to technical affair 
department: design and architectural studies, implementation supervision, and the urgent 
maintenance section, in addition to the historic studies section which accountable to the 
planning and historic studies department; other sections are supporting sections.  However, it 
was observed that historic studies section is located in a different block in the RIHCs 
headquarters and the presence of historians in the technical affairs department is very limited 
and vice versa. Also, there is routine when dealing between the technical affairs department 
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and the historic studies department. This situation means limited direct contact that lead to 
insufficient knowledge and data sharing between the technical staff and historians. 
Furthermore, the supporting sections which accountable to the planning and historic studies 
department are documentation section and the training section. Technical studies are stored in 
the documentation section in the planning and studies department. This makes reviewing and 
updating the database information less easily accessible for technical staff. Moreover, no 
research and development section in organisational structure, which should create new 
knowledge for conservation work. 
 
In the RIHCs context, the answers regarding CPs of VA expression indicate some awareness. 
The definitions reflect the point of view regarding knowledge itself ‘is it tacit or explicit 
knowledge.’ Furthermore, the current management is keen to develop the human resources in 
this institution.  This appears in some specialized training courses in  the  field  of  VA  
conservation  and  the  head  of  the  RIHCs  shares  his knowledge with others. However, 
some seniors hold the opinion that some leadership positions in the RIHCs are not filled with 
proper persons. They are not interested in developing employees’ knowledge of CPs of VA. 
Finally, the Libyan governmental decision regarding establishing the RIHCs concluded its 
tasks. They illustrate aspects of knowledge that should be provided by the RIHCs to conduct 
these tasks. Also, the regulations and organisation policies permit or support developing 
national skills. However, the RIHCs suffers from a lack of organisational policies regarding 
staff motivation and retention. 
 
It is notable from that VA is affected by the breakdown of the traditional professions in 
construction, which were family based. In case of Libya, Libya is suffering from insufficient 
and ineffective strategic planning. There are, in fact, a massive lack of awareness of available 
techniques /tools, which has limited the knowledge of decision makers/planners and their 
ability to solve the housing problems.  
In case of Libya, ineffective state strategies and local managements is the most frequently cited 
category of root causes of building requirement cost, routine overruns, and conservation 
shortage. It also, results in a quality of national planning’s delivery and state strategies being 
below the required standard and establishing new policy that fail to meet specified performance 
requirements.  
In other words, the Libyan VA buildings and historical places are mentioned as the historical 
or traditional heritage cores contributed significantly to the sense of place, which must be 
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considered in future for any development or reconstructions through the architectural qualities, 
townscape and exciting activities that provide the life and charm of our cities. 
To tackle the current problems of state strategies, this research adopted ambitious attempt for 
VA development, which showed considerable focus on the VBs in inaction settlements of 
Yifren in NMR. Yifren is considered one of the most important municipalities in the NMR. 
The VA in inaction settlements of NMR has long been ignored and neglected by local 
governments and its unique historical and cultural heritage was left under ineffective state 
strategies and local managements. 
     Therefore, this study aims to investigate and document the main factors that impact on the 
VA and conservation processes in the NMR in Libya, the impact of local conflict situation on 
the main activities of VA conservation; and to provide a recommendation an appropriate for 
implementing CPs of VA in the NMR, and taking into account the cultural, social and 
economic conditions in current Libya. 
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CHPTAER FOUR: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chapter four concerns with the research methodology adopted in this study.  It presents the 
ethical considerations of the research, clarifications of general notions/concepts of research 
methodology such as research definition, methodology, methods, approach and their 
distinction; and investigations of the philosophical approach based on Saunders et al, 
(2016) research onion model. Finally, the last section provides the development and 
administration of the questionnaire, together with the reliability and validity of the collected 
data. 
 
4.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
In academic research, methodology is a body of knowledge that allows a researcher to 
underpin the research questions through use of various types of evidence that can be gathered 
(Clark, et al., 1984). According to Avison and Fitzgerald (1995, p. 63), a methodology is a 
collection of procedures, techniques, tools and documentation aids…but a methodology is 
more than merely a collection of these things. It is usually based on some philosophical 
paradigm; otherwise, it is merely a method, like a recipe.  Collis and Hussey (2003, p.55) 
define the research methodology as the overall approach to the research process, from the 
theoretical foundation to the collection and analysis of the data. 
 
However, methodology is mainly concerned with the techniques and tools used to gather and 
analyse data. Wass and Wells (1995) argue that research methodology is as an attempt to 
develop a language for the relationship between a methodological approach and the area to be 
studied. 
 
Berry (1983) argues that research methodology is not just about data collection and the rules 
for evidence but more about the nature of explanation and the means by which explanations 
are produced. However, there is no one universally accepted scientific methodology, but rather 
a combination of methodological paradigms used to form the methodology of the research 
undertaken.  Therefore, in order to identify presuppositions and consequence to research 
advances, research methodology is important to any study (Miller, 1983). Clearly, the choice 
of research methodology is an important part in any research project. It provides a coherent 
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and systematic framework during the research process. However, every methodology is 
unique and applicable only for its intended purpose. 
By considering the above issues, it becomes clear that the methodology used for the research 
needs to be sympathetic to the issues being investigated. 
Therefore, the research methodology adopted in this study shown in (Figure 4.1) and it has 
been defined as the overall approach to the research process, from theoretical underpinning to 
the collection and analysis of data. The researcher commences from the literature review to 
develop a recommendation, which is then tested by empirical observation by collecting and 
analysing quantitative data. 
According to Collis and Hussey (2003), the basic beliefs about the world will be reflected in 
the research design, methods of data collection and analysis, and even the way in which the 
thesis is written. The basic beliefs about the world will determine the entire course of the 
research study undertaken. Therefore, it is important for researchers to take in consideration 
the research philosophy when deciding on the research design. 
 
Saunders, et al, (2016) portray the research process by the five-layered onion ‘where 
assumptions must be made at each stage of the research approach as shown in (Figure 4.1). 
 
The first layer raises the question of the research philosophy. The second layer considers the 
subject of the research approach that flows from the research philosophy. The third layer 
represents the research strategy. The fourth layer is about time horizons, and the fifth layer 
is about data collection analysis about doing research. 
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                Figure 0.1: Research Onion Model (Saunders et al., 2016) 
 
Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2012), Saunders et al., (2016) state that the research 
philosophy reflects the way we think about the development of knowledge, which in turn 
affects the way we go, Easterby-Smith et al, (2002) state that understanding of philosophical 
issues is very important as it helps in clarifying research designs and helps the researcher 
to recognise which design will work and which will not. There is no definite rule regarding 
which philosophy to select when doing research. It all depends on the nature and scope of the 
thesis, source of the data, research questions and hypotheses or proposal, constraints and scope 
of the research, together with the overall research aim (Yin, 1994). 
 
4.3 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY 
 
Methodological assumption is concerned with the process of the research. The term 
methodology refers to the overall approach to the research process. The positivistic approach 
is concerned with   ensuring that any concepts can be operationalised and described in such a 
way that they can be measured. In the positivistic approach, large samples are used and the 
phenomena under investigation are reduced to its simplest parts. The focus is on what to 
regard as objective facts in order to formulate hypotheses for seeking association or causality. 
In a phenomenological approach, a small sample is used over a period of time, to obtain 
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different perceptions of the phenomena seeking to understand what is happening in the situation 
and looking for patterns which may be repeated in other similar situations. 
 
To summaries, ontology is the reality that researchers investigate, epistemology is the 
relationship between that reality and the researcher, axiology is the role of values in the 
reality, rhetorical assumption is the language of the study, and methodology is the technique 
used by the researcher to investigate that reality. 
 
This research refers to the aspects of human activity and focuses on the measurement of socio 
phenomena rather than a subjective state of the individual. Therefore, by considering the 
epistemological extreme, the social objectivism (positivism) approach was found to be more 
appropriate for this research.  
 
In addition, as the nature of the research is to investigate the facts or causes of social phenomena 
of human actors, then ontological assumption leans more to objectivism. In socio-positivism 
studies, the researcher is detached from the subject to be studied.  Therefore, the act of 
investigating reality has no effect on that reality and the axiological assumption is more 
leaning to value free. These three assumptions will help to position the research within the 
philosophical continuum.  Accordingly, (Figure 4.2) shows the positioning of this research 
within the philosophical continuum in terms of ontological, epistemology and axiology 
assumptions. 
 
 
Figure 0.2: Positioning the research within the philosophical continuum 
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When conducting research, an underlying theoretical perspective should be implemented by the 
researcher (Gray and Malins, 2004). This underlying theoretical perspective is referred to as 
the ‘philosophical paradigm’ (Collins, 2010; Fellows and Liu, 2015; Saunders, 2011; Trochim 
and Donnelly, 2001). As reported by Saunders et al. (2011), the research philosophy explains 
the essential assumptions regarding the style in which a researcher sees the world. The required 
assumptions will support the choice of research strategy and methods used in achieving the 
objectives. The key impact is the specific views of the relationship between knowledge and the 
process employed in creating it. Philosophical positions can be considered under three main 
categories that guide the design of any research, namely: epistemology, ontology and axiology 
(Saunders et al., 2011). Furthermore, Sexton (2003) argues that contrasting viewpoints on 
research philosophies are characterised by the contrasting views taken on the ontological, 
epistemological and axiological assumptions, which are illustrated in Figure 4.3.  
  
  
Figure 0.3: The dimension of the research philosophy (Sexton, 2003)  
The selection of the research philosophy also precepts the assumptions on how the world at 
large is observed by the researcher (Collins, 2010). These assumptions will underpin the 
research strategy (Creswell et al., 2007); for example, a positivist approach is frequently 
quantitative and is often employed for classic scientific research. This approach understands 
that an objective reality exists external to the persons involved and that new knowledge 
becomes supplementary to existing knowledge in a consecutive and augmented manner through 
the eradication of wrong hypotheses (Näslund, 2002). A phenomenological approach is 
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commonly characterised by a qualitative style of a research and is regularly used for 
administering social research, which often is built on observations (Wahyuni, 2012).   
Fumerton (2010) defines ontology, epistemology, and axiology as three divisions of 
philosophy. In the context of social research, Bryman (2015) defines ‘ontology’ as the 
reflection of reality with respects to social units and ‘epistemology’ as the reflection of the 
adequacy of knowledge. Meanwhile axiology is defined as a branch of philosophy that studies 
judgment about the value (Saunders, 2011).  
 
4.3.1 Ontological Assumption 
Ontology is concerned with the nature of reality and whether the world is objective and external 
to the researcher, or socially constructed and only understood by examining the perceptions of 
the human actors (Collis and Hussey, 2003).  Mason (2002) and Thomas (2004) argue that the 
concept of ontology ‘is a difficult concept to define due to the nature and essence of social 
elements, which are involved in understanding the chain of being ‘. In simpler terms, ontology 
is concerned with the reality ‘that researchers aim to study.  Phillimore and Goodson (2004) 
suggest that ontology is the study of being and raises questions about the nature of reality while 
referring to the claims or assumptions that a particular approach to social inquiry makes about 
the nature of social reality. 
 
Moreover, Lowe (2006) claims that ontology has two aspects; the first is objectivism which 
portrays the position that social entities exist in reality external to social actors concerned with 
their existence. The second is subjectivism, which holds that social phenomena are created from 
the perceptions and consequent actions of those social actors concerned with their existence. 
Thus, ontology is analysing the nature of the universe itself and everything within the universe 
through two aspects: objectivism and subjectivism. In other words, ontology is the study of 
reality and the selection of one category among categories. This helps clarify the argument that 
ontology is the selection of a research method among research methods to justify theories, 
beliefs and realities. 
Since ontology analyses the nature of the universe itself and everything within the universe 
through two aspects:  objectivism and subjectivism, this research ontology is objectivism 
according to the way it has been defined by researchers such as Lowe (2006); Phillimore and 
Goodson (2004), etc. Therefore, ontology/subjectivism does reflect the nature of the 
relationship between the researcher and research. 
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4.3.2 Epistemological Assumption 
Epistemology is concerned with the study of knowledge and what we accept as being valid 
knowledge. This involves the examination of the relationship between the researcher and that 
which is being researched (Collis and Hussey, 2003). Phillimore and Goodson (2004) claim 
that epistemology is the theory of knowledge and is interested in the origins and nature of 
knowing and the construction of knowledge, and the claims and assumptions that are made 
about what the nature of knowledge is. Moreover, the Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy 
(2005) defines epistemology as the study of knowledge and justified belief. 
 
Carson et al, (2001) indicate that while ontology is the study of the nature of reality, the study 
of epistemology is essentially concerned with the relationship between reality and the 
researcher. Easterby-Smith et al, (2002, p. 33) state that ontology is the assumptions that we 
make about the nature of reality and epistemology is a general set of assumptions about the 
best ways of inquiring into the nature of the world.  In other words, ontology is a way we see 
the world; epistemology is a way we investigate the world (McAuley, 2005). 
 
However, in an epistemological position, the theory of knowledge underpins the legitimacy and 
the framework for a process, which is involved in working out exactly how the research would 
count as evidence of knowledge of social elements (Mason, 2002). In contrast to ontology, 
epistemology is regarded as knowing ‘through imitation of principles, procedures and ethos of 
the natural sciences (Bryman and Bell, 2007). 
Positivists believe that only phenomena which are observable and measurable can be validly 
regarded as knowledge. They try to maintain an independent and objective stance.  On the other 
hand, phenomenologists attempt to minimise the distance between the researcher and that which 
is being researched. They may be involved in different forms of participative enquiry. This 
polarity between the two approaches has been captured by Smith (1983) who argues, in 
quantitative research facts act to constrain our beliefs; while in interpretive research beliefs 
determine what should count as facts. 
In this study, the researcher is detached from the phenomenon being study.  Therefore, the 
epistemology assumption of this research is positivism. 
4.3.3 Axiological Assumption 
The axiological assumption is concerned with values.  The Britannica Encyclopaedia Online 
(2009) states that the word axiology is from the Greek axia (value, worth), and is the study of 
value or quality. Positivists believe that they are detached from what they are researching and 
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regard the phenomena which are the focus of their research as objects. They are interested in 
the interrelationship of the objects that they are studying and believe that the objects were 
present before they took an interest in them. Furthermore, they believe that the objects they are 
studying are unaffected by their research activities and will still be present after the study has 
been completed. Therefore, the axiological assumption in positivistic belief is value free. 
 
On the other hand, phenomenologists consider the researcher has a value, even if it has not been 
made explicit. These values help to determine what are recognized as facts and the 
interpretations which are drawn from them. They believe that the researcher is involved in 
different participative inquiries with that which is being researched. Also, they believe that 
social reality is dependent on the mind. There is no reality independent of the mind and what is 
researched cannot be unaffected by the process of the research. Therefore, the axiological 
assumption in phenomenological assumption is value laden. 
In this research, the researcher does not involve in any participative form and is detached from 
the research being investigated; the axiological assumption is value free. 
In addition, (Figure 4.4) summarises the three research philosophies applied in business and 
management research studies.  
 
Figure 0.4: Summary of the research philosophies found in business and management research studies  
(Saunders et al.,2016) 
 
This section has provided detailed information of the first layer of the research onion model 
(research philosophy). The next section explains the justification for the adopted philosophy 
for this research.    
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4.4 RESEARCH PROCESS 
The actual research process is approximately six steps; identifying the research topic, defining 
the research problem, determining how to conduct the research, collecting research data, 
analysing data and finally presenting the results (Collis and Hussey, 2003; Zikmund, 1991). 
Within these steps operates the researcher and the quantitative and qualitative research 
approaches. 
 
In identifying a research topic, the researcher sorts through a broad research topic to clarify a 
precise set of ideas or concepts. Examination of any area for research can yield an infinite 
variety of questions however; there are constraints in resources and the requirements of future 
users. 
 
Therefore, it is essential to identify those questions which can be addressed within the 
constraints imposed, and the questions that match the needs of those using the research results 
(Davis et al.1989). 
To further clarify the research topic and define the research problem, a review of existing 
literature was undertaken. A review of existing literature identifies what researchers have found 
to be important and provide a basis for the researcher to work from (Davis et al., 1989, p.6). It 
is literally looking again at prior research. It further provides the researcher with a degree of 
competence within their research area assists in developing the researchers’ knowledge and 
identifies the boundaries of previous research therefore focusing and justifying the research 
problem. A sound literature review, “gives a good basic framework to proceed further with the 
investigation by clarifying the research problem and identifying likely variables” (Sekaran, 
1992, p.38). 
Research design is determining how to conduct the research and the methods used. The 
research topic has been refined into a problem statement or tentative question, the researcher 
is ready to compose a proposal. Research design has been referred to as "a master plan 
specifying the methods and procedures" (Zikmund 1991, p.42), and described by Hussey and 
Hussey (1997, p.114) as "a detailed plan which you will use to guide and focus your research". 
In this study, the research problem of Conservation of Vernacular Architecture (CVA) is 
identified from the literature review in the area of researcher interest conservation in Nafusa 
Mountain Region (NMR). Then research questions were generated for solving the research 
problem. A recommendation strategy will be developed, as it explains the research 
questions. It explains the relationships among the factors identified as important to the research 
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problem (Sekaran, 1992, p.63). The research questions are refined, and the research strategy 
introduced. In research design, causality is vital for a functionalist researcher to predict patterns 
of behaviour (Putnam, 1983, p.41). Therefore, the research purpose is causal or predictive and 
the research strategy would typically involve using secondary data, survey techniques and 
classic experiments. Exploratory research purpose would tend to favour as a strategy a case 
study involving participant observation or a field study with in-depth interviewing. A certain 
rationale emerges in research design that suggests, a particular unit of analysis (see section 
4.11), a particular data collection method or methods (see more details in section 4.13) and 
sample selection (see section 4.13.2.3). Sampling is the process of selecting a sufficient 
number of elements from a population to represent the properties or characteristics of that 
population (Sekaran, 1992, p.226). 
After to collect data from a representative sample, the next step will be the analyses and 
interpret the data. The objective at this stage in the research process is dependent on prior 
selections.  For example, a researcher with a predictive research purpose using a classic 
experiment or survey approach will typically be trying to prove or disprove their original 
hypothesis or research question. Variations throughout the research process including research 
purpose (Patton, 1990, p.373) "has a major effect" on how data is analysed. 
 
Finally, in presenting the results a quantitative approach, through the research design, would 
result in data being discussed as to the extent to which it either proves or disproves the research 
question. On the other hand, data analysis and interpretation are an ongoing concern with the 
qualitative researcher. According to Schultz and Hatch (1996), "In contrast to the causal mode 
of functionalist analysis, interpretive analysis is associative.  For the interpretivist, what is 
meaningful emerges from the data, therefore the process is inductive. In presenting results, it 
is the narrative of the participants that speaks. 
In this study, the researcher was interested in Vernacular Architecture (VA) (refer to section 
1.4.1), identified the research topic study of VA in Libya, case study dwelling of NMR and the 
research problem of VA in NMR current situation and the factors influencing it. 
A preliminary recommendation strategy was developed from the literature review and a pilot 
study was conducted to develop the research instrument for data collection. Data collection 
will be analyse by using Excel to investigate the factors that impact on the VA and 
development of recommendations for studying and understanding VA in NMR, Libya with 
drawing conclusion and recommendation and finally come up with thesis writing up (Figure 
4.5) shows the research process of this study.  
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                   Figure 0.5: Research Process  
 
 
4.5 RESEARCH APPROACH 
Kovács and Spens, (2005) state that back to Aristotle there are in science three fundamentally 
different kinds of reasoning, Deduction (called by Aristotle synagv´gh or a´nagv´gh), 
Induction (Aristotle ‘s and Plato‘s 1´pagv´gh) and Reproduction (Aristotle‘s a´pagv´gh, but 
misunderstood because of corrupt text and usually translated as abduction). Moreover, 
Trochim (2006) argues that in logic, there are two broad methods of research approach.  
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These two methods are the deductive and inductive approaches. The third method of research 
approach is the adductive method, which is a mix of both inductive and deductive 
methods.  The subsequent sections describe the polarity between the three approaches. 
4.5.1 Deductive Approach 
Deductive research is a study in which a conceptual and theoretical structure is developed 
and then usually tested by empirical observation; thus particular instances are deduced from 
general inferences (Collis and Hussey, 2003). Furthermore, Trochim (2006) believes that 
deductive research works from the more general to the more specific. Sometimes this is 
informally called a "top-down" approach. The steps of deductive approach are 
illustrated in (Figure 4.6). Thus, the first step is thinking of a theory about a topic of interest. 
This is narrowed down into more specific hypotheses that can be tested, and narrowed 
down even further when collecting observations to address the hypotheses. This ultimately 
leads to test the hypotheses with specific data that is a confirmation (or not) of the 
original theories. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                   
Figure 0.6: Deductive Approach (Trochim, 2006) 
 
4.5.2 Inductive Approach 
Trochim (2006) suggests that inductive research starts with moving from specific observations 
to broader generalisations and theories. Informally, it is sometimes called a "bottom-up" 
approach as shown in (Figure 4.7). Moreover, Collis and Hussey (2003, p.15) define the 
inductive research as a study in which theory is developed from the observation of empirical 
reality; thus, general reference are induced from particular instances, which is the reverse of 
the deductive method since it involves moving from individual observation of general pattern 
or laws, it is referred to as moving from specific to the general. 
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Figure 0.7: Inductive Approach (Trochim, 2006) 
 
Inductive approach, by its very nature, is more open-ended and exploratory, especially at 
the beginning. Whereas, the deductive approach is narrower in nature and is concerned with 
testing or confirming hypotheses. Even though a particular study may look like it is purely 
deductive (i.e., the research starts from the literature review to develop theoretical 
framework and then tested by empirical observation). 
 
4.5.3 Abductive Approach 
Kova´cs and Spens (2005) argue that the adductive approach stems from the insight that 
most great advances in science neither followed the pattern of pure deduction nor of pure 
induction. Thus, this means that mixing inductive and deductive research may lead to a 
greater and more significant result. According to Kirkeby (1990), there are different 
streams of adductive research that coexist in modern science. Abduction reasoning has 
entered various and different disciplines, each of which have developed the approach further 
in their own way. Moreover, the disciplines that are adopting abduction reasoning (mixing 
induction and deduction) range from learning, linguistics, logic, neural networks, artificial 
intelligence, computer science, etc.  (Eiter and Gottlob, 1995; Lindlof, and Taylor, 2002). 
 
Referring to (Figure 4.8), the deductive research scans and studies a theory in a literature 
review, derives logical conclusions from this theory and presents them in the form of 
hypotheses and propositions, tests these in an empirical setting and then presents its general 
conclusions based on the corroboration or falsification of its self-generated hypotheses and 
propositions. 
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                                                     Figure 0.8: Abductive aapproach (Kovacs and Spens, 2005). 
 
The logical sequence of the research starts from the rule to case to result. The inductive logic 
follows the opposite path of the deductive one in that it does not scan literature and knowledge 
of a general frame, which is necessary. Rather, observations about the world will lead to 
emerging propositions and their generalisation in a theoretical frame. Moreover, both 
induction and abduction start out with empirical observations prior to any recommendation 
strategy given or indicated in the research process. 
In the inductive process, the theoretical recommendation is missing entirely. However, the 
deductive research always starts from a given recommendation strategy: the hypotheses or 
propositions that should be further evaluated which is already given prior to any empirical 
research. Considering the aim of the different research approaches, the inductive approach 
aims at developing theory, whereas deductive approach aims at theory testing. 
 
However, the researcher started entirely from the literature review to identify a 
preliminary recommendation, which was used as a base for carrying out the case study 
(Saunders et al., 2007). The case study findings were analysed and customised to obtain a 
recommendation strategy and develop guidance for implementing the study in conservation 
of VA in ancient settlements of Yifren municipality in Responsible Institutions (RIs) of NMR, 
Libya. Therefore, the abductive approach was adopted in this study as it moves from the 
general to the specific and vice versa. 
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4.6 RESEARCH STRATEGY 
Saunders et al, (2007) explain that the choice of research strategy will be guided by research 
questions and objectives and whether or not it will meet the objectives. Some of the strategies 
include survey, case study, action research, experiment and field work. Epistemological, 
ontological and axiological assumptions together with the nature of the research topic can 
influence the selection of the research strategy. 
 
There are a number of research strategies in social science research (Velde et al., 2004; 
Yin, 2003), which include experiments, surveys, histories, analysis of archival information 
and case studies. Robson (1997) defines a case study as the development of detailed, intensive 
knowledge about a single case, or small number of related cases.  This strategy will be of 
particular interest to gain a rich understanding of the context of the research and the processes 
being enacted (Morris and Wood, 1991). 
 
Sekaran (2003) states that:  "Case studies involve in-depth, contextual analysis of similar 
situations in other organisations, where the nature and definition of the problem happens to 
be the same as experienced in the current situation" and Remenyi et al, (1998) describe case 
study as a detailed   investigation   of   the   context   and   processes   that   affect   a   
phenomenon   within organisations.  Moreover, Yin (2003) defines case study as: An empirical 
inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially 
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. 
According to Yin (1994), case studies are classified into three types for research purposes: 
 
•    Exploratory case studies: sometimes considered as a prelude to social research; 
 
•    Explanatory case studies: may be used for doing causal investigations; 
 
      •    Descriptive case studies: require a descriptive theory to be developed before starting 
the project. 
 
Case studies are often described as exploratory research, used in areas where there are 
few theories or a deficient body of knowledge (Collis and Hussey, 2003). 
Yin (2003) points out that there are three conditions, which can be used to select the 
appropriate strategy for research: 
1.   The type of research question posed 
 
2.    The extent of control an investigator has over actual behaviour 
 
3.  The degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events 
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Furthermore, Robson (1997) and Yin (2009) indicate that the case study is an appropriate 
strategy when how or why questions are being posed. The data collection methods employed 
may be various. They may include questionnaires, interviews, observation, and documentary 
analysis. Yin (1994) appears to operate from realist ontology when he defends the case 
method especially in relation to the three forms of validity: construct validity, internal validity, 
and external validity.  
Yin (2009) states that there are five different types of research design: the experiment, survey, 
archival, history and case study as shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 0.1:Relevant situations for different research strategies (Yin, 2009). 
Research 
strategy 
 Forms of research 
question 
Requires control of 
Behavioural Events 
Focuses on 
contemporary events 
Experiment How, Why? Yes Yes 
Survey Who, What, Where, 
How many, How much? 
No Yes 
Archival analysis Who, What, Where, 
How many, How much? 
No Yes/ No 
History How, Why? No No 
Case Study How, Why? No Yes 
 
This allows the researcher to determine not only what happened but also why it happened. 
He also recommends a single case study strategy when the researcher has no control over 
the events and when the focus is on contemporary events. A key suggestion for dealing with 
construct validity is to use multiple sources of evidence; for internal validity Yin (1994) 
stresses the importance of building cases over time in order to eliminate alternative 
explanation; and for external validity he points out that case studies rely on analytical rather 
than statistical generalisations. 
 
4.7 CASE STUDY DESIGN 
As Ensenhardt (1989b) states, the case study is a research strategy which focuses on 
understanding the dynamics presents within a single setting. The case study approach is 
governed by the social constructionist epistemology undertaking and an ontological position 
tiled towards idealist with value laden purposes. The nature of the research preferred intensive 
research methods, where case study was selected as the research approach. 
 
Case studies typically combine data collection techniques such as interviews, observation, 
questionnaires, visible survey and document analysis. Both qualitative data collection and 
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analysis methods (which are concerned with words and meanings) and quantitative methods 
(concerned with numbers and measurement) may be used (Yin, 1994, p. 14). Case research 
may involve inductive theory building or have clear a priori definitions of variables to be 
studied and the ways in which they can be measured (Benbasat et al., 1987; Yin' 1994, p. 34). 
 
Case study research can be used to achieve various research aims: to provide description of 
phenomena, develop theory, and test theory. Case study research has often been associated 
with description and with theory development, where it is used to provide evidence for 
hypothesis generation and for exploration of areas where existing knowledge is limited 
(Cavaye, 1996). 
Case study research has been used within both the positivist and the interpretivist 
philosophical traditions (Cavaye, 1996; Doolin, 1996). Case study research within the 
positivist tradition is designed and evaluated according to the criteria of the natural science 
model of research: controlled observations, controlled deductions, replicability, and 
generalisability (Lee, 1989). Although manipulation of variables in the experimental sense 
is not possible in case study research, theoretical constructs can be defined and empirically 
evaluated and measured, and naturally occurring controls can be identified (Lee, 1989; 
Cavaye, 1996). Literal and theoretical replication in multiple case study research provides for 
generalisability of case study research findings (Lee, 1989; Yin, 1994, pp. 46-51). 
 
The relationship between the data and theory is an issue that has been long debated by 
philosophers for many decades. The choice of whether the theory or the data comes first, 
relates fairly closely to the basic dichotomy between the use of positivistic and 
phenomenological paradigms (refer to section 4.6, Table 4.1) i.e. theory testing and theory 
building. According to Gill and Johnson (2002), a deductive research method entails the 
development of a conceptual and theoretical structure prior to its testing through empirical 
observation. The logical ordering of induction is the reverse of deduction as it involves 
moving from the empirical world to the construction of explanations and theories about what 
has been observed. In sharp contrast to the deductive tradition, in which a conceptual and 
theoretical structure is developed prior to empirical evidence, theory is the outcome of 
induction (Gill and Johnson, 2002). 
 
As Eisenhardt (1989b) states, case study can be used to accomplish both theory testing and 
theory generating. As this research uses the case study approach for the theory testing, it 
suggests a pure deductive approach using questionnaire survey. However, the development 
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of research questions and an interview before the collection of empirical evidence from the 
case study indicates a deduction approach to study. Resolving this, Eisenhardt (1989b) 
argued, case study research starts with a deductive reasoning approach with a problem 
definition and leads to an inductive reasoning process of theory building. Supporting this on 
case studies, Harre (1972) observed that we cannot describe the world in the absence of any 
prior understanding of it, to any theory Remenyi et al., 1998). Hence, the study used a 
deductive approach within the case study with a tight design by developing a 
recommendations and research questions, prior to the data collection. 
 
Case study approach may potentially fall into at least four basic types of study, with regard 
to the differences in design within each type (Yin, 2009). It can be single ‘or multiple 
‘studies and further can be holistic or embedded design, based on the unit of analysis. 
Thereby, in total, four of types of case study design are available as illustrated in (Figure 4.9). 
This study adopted the single, holistic case study for several justifiable reasons. According to 
Eisenhardt (1989), multiple cases permit extension among individual cases to develop a more 
elaborated theory. However, the single case study is an appropriate design under several 
circumstances and Yin (2009) states five rationales for a single case study: critical, 
unique, typical, revelatory, or a longitudinal case. A critical case can be used to confirm, 
challenge or extend the theory, and can represent a significant contribution to knowledge and 
theory building. 
 
 
      Figure 0.9: Basic types of case study designs (Yin, 2009) 
 
A unique case study is where the case is so rare and extreme, it is worth analysing it. In a 
typical case, the objective is to capture the circumstances and conditions of an everyday or 
commonplace situation. A revelatory case situation exists when the researcher has an 
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opportunity to analyse a phenomenon previously inaccessible to scientific investigation. A 
longitudinal case involves studying the same single case at two or more different points in 
time (Yin, 2009, p.39-42). The main rationale for using a single case study design for 
this study was based on the unique approach and the explanatory purpose of the study. 
 
This study principally concentrated on the RIs and non-governmental organisations and 
bodies. Therefore, the main aim of the study was to address the main factors that impact on 
VA and to implement effective VDs in ancient settlements of Yifren municipality in NMR 
guidance in responsible organisations and bodies. Accord single, the single unit of analysis 
was VA in NMR as shown in (Figure 4.10).  
 
In summary, the single holistic case study design was justified on the unique approach, 
through which a holistic emphasis on VA in NMR, Libya was placed. Further, within the 
single case study, the research used abductive approach was adopted (mixing inductive 
and deductive research) in this study as it moves from the general to the specific and 
vice versa.
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Figure 0.10: Map of Ancient Settlements of Yifern Municipality in NMR 
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4.8 UNIT OF ANALYSIS 
Defining the unit of analysis or the unit about which the conclusions are being drawn is an 
important component of research design (Yin, 1989). The unit of analysis must be decided 
before selecting cases and must be adequate for answering research questions (Babbie, 
1998). Unit of analysis may be an individual, a group, an entire organisation, an event or 
phenomenon, or a specific project or decision (Collis and Husset, 2003; Darke, et al., 1998, 
p.372). In this study, it will propose theory testing, data collection, and analysis it will conduct 
at the organisational level in the responsible governmental and non-governmental 
organisations and bodies in NMR. Therefore, the unit of analysis for this study is the 
Responsible organisations and bodies on VA in NMR, Libya 
 
4.9 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
While carrying out this research, certain ethical concerns were raised, and the researcher 
adequately addressed these concerns. These ethical concerns were identified as far as 
possible with the help of guidelines as stipulated by Salford University Ethical Committee 
and were adhered to. Some of these concerns and how the researcher approached them 
are described below. 
4.9.1 Informed Consent 
All participants, regardless of the degree of their contributions, age or status were fully 
informed of the purpose of this research work as well as the source and directional path it 
intended to follow. No form of deception or coercion was employed in order to gain the co-
operation of participants. The principle of well-informed consent was employed and all 
participants in this study got a clear picture of the subject purpose as well as their role and 
position in it before participating. The use of audio tape recorders (during the semi-structured 
interviews/pilot study) and the use of postal questionnaires (in the main study) were strictly 
based on the consent of respondents and participants (Appendix 3). 
4.9.2 Right to Privacy 
During the qualitative and quantitative data collection, participants are under no obligation 
to continue if they felt the urge to withdraw their participation and at no point of interaction 
during this study were participants obliged to contribute their views, ideas, or experience under 
duress. Hence, the right to accept or decline contribution remained with the contributors at all 
times. Partial or total withdrawal was acceptable and granted at any time, without any form of 
coercion originating from the researcher. 
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The researcher was not biased to the views, ideas, or contribution of any of the participants, 
and ensured that the participants were not at risk at all, by virtue of their contribution to this 
study. Most importantly, anonymity was granted to any participant who desired it, and the 
sources of results and data were kept in strict confidence, without compromise. Also, the results 
and conclusion of this study assured that will be open and available to all contributors and 
participants, without bias. 
4.9.3 Professional Honesty 
The researcher did not allow any personal interests in the study to lead or direct the study. 
Under no circumstances were data fabricated to support any conclusion, regardless of how 
seemingly noble or interesting that conclusion might be. All findings are reported with the 
utmost professional honesty.  In addition, full credit was given appropriately where 
deserved in the acknowledgment of this thesis. 
 
4.10 DATA COLLECTION METHODS 
There are numerous methods that can be used to gather requirements and identify tasks for 
research. Because there is no one method fits all studies, the specific requirements, research 
nature, and objectives of research will usually dictate the appropriate method or methods to 
use. Additionally, each method of data collection has its strengths and weakness, and these 
varied methods allow researchers to evaluate which method is most appropriate for a given 
situation. 
 
In this study, the researcher used semi-structured interviews to collect qualitative data in 
the pilot study stage and postal questionnaire to collect quantitative data in the main study 
stage. The pilot study was carried out using in-depth structured-interviews to establish the 
issues to be addressed in a large-scale questionnaire survey. Self-administered 
questionnaires it will use to collect data from the case study. It provides a quick, inexpensive, 
efficient, and accurate vehicle for obtaining information with respect to the population. 
4.10.1 Semi-Structure Interviews (Pilot study) 
The semi-structured interviews were carried out in the pilot study phase, the purpose of the 
interviews was to provide the researcher with a relatively flexible format for gathering of data 
in the main study; it is a technique widely used in the social sciences. Interviews can either 
be structured or semi-structured, though terms like guided and open-ended are also used 
(Creswell, 2003; Robonson, 1993). Structured interviews usually have a fixed number of 
questions and even the possible responses may be restricted.  It is argued that the structured 
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interview is more efficient in terms of the time taken to collect the data and the degree of 
reliability and validity are generally greater than in the more unstructured interview format 
(Creswell, 2003). 
 
According to Bryman (2004), semi-structured interview refers to a context in which the 
interviewer has a series of questions that are in the general form of an interview schedule but 
is able to vary the sequence of questions. The researcher carries out interviews that are semi- 
structured in nature but purposeful. The researcher reads out the questions and interviewees 
gave their responses; other forms of interaction were kept to minimum. The semi-structured 
interviews for this study it will conduct face to face. Face to face, interviews have advantage 
of providing both interviewer and interviewee with non-verbal cues, which promotes the 
development of a rapport between the two-people involved. The main drawback with face-
to-face interviews is that they tend to be costlier than telephone or video- conferencing 
interviews. The research also involved travels to the interviewees ‘location, which was a 
challenge in terms of time and money. 
It has to be noted that although interviews were not the main research method for collecting 
data, it was used for an in-depth understanding of the issues related to vernacular architecture 
conservation and to develop and validate the questionnaire design (Saunders et al., 2000), and 
to avoid any overlooked theme by the researcher on the main study. 
One of the advantages of conducting a pilot study is that it might give advance warning about 
where the main research project could fail, where research protocols may not be followed, or 
whether proposed methods or instruments are inappropriate or too complicated. De Vaus 
(1993, p.54) advocates do not take the risk, pilot test first". A pilot study provides an 
opportunity to test out some objectives, research questions, and to explore methods (Yin, 
1994), allowing any changes or amendments to be made before the main study is conducted. 
 
A pilot study can be based on quantitative and/or qualitative methods and large-scale 
studies might employ a number of pilot studies before the main survey is conducted. Thus, 
researchers may start with "qualitative data collection and analysis on a relatively unexplored 
topic, using the results to design a subsequent quantitative phase of study" (Tashakkori and 
Teddlie, 1998, p.47). 
 
However, Frankland and Bloor (1999, p.154) argue that piloting provides the qualitative 
researcher with a "clear definition of the focus of the study" which in turn helps the researcher 
to concentrate data collection on a narrow spectrum of projected analytical topics.  Piloting 
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of qualitative approaches can also be carried out if "the researcher lacks confidence or is a 
novice, particularly when using the interview technique" (Holloway, 1997, p.121). 
 
The organisation of this case study it will be average of 20 respondents, representing senior 
managers, middle managers, junior managers and non-manager personnel.  In order to get 
useful information, the researcher, selected the sample on the basis of management levels in 
order to get as the best possible representation of the management levels as possible as shown 
in Table 4.2. 
Table 0.2: Number of the participants in the field of interviews 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Before conducting the pilot study and according to the ethical regulations of Salford University, 
the researcher adequately addressed the concerns of ethical issues (refer to section 4.8). 
 
The participants are invited to participate in this study, before getting their consent to 
participate in interviews the researcher assured that the participants will not be identified with 
any of the opinions they express, Collis and Hussey (2003, p. 35) recommend   it may be vital 
to ensure anonymity, since this will encourage greater freedom of expression. 
The pilot study questions and the steps that have been taken before conducting semi-
structured interviews are presented in Appendix (3). 
4.10.2 Self-Administered Questionnaire (Main Study) 
The questionnaire allows collection of a large amount of data from a sizeable population in a 
highly economical way. Questionnaires over the past century, become a common method of 
gathering information (Sharp and Howard,  1996, p. 145). The selection of the data gathering 
method in research depends mainly on the accessibility of samples, desired sample size, and 
the research objective and budget (Vitalari and Venkatesh, 1987). The most commonly-used 
data gathering method is the self-administrated questionnaires. 
Management Level Number of participants 
Senior Manager    (SM) 2 
Middle Manager   (MM) 5 
Junior Manager    (JM) 5 
Non- Manager     (NM) 8 
Total         20 
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It can be defined as a pre-formulated written set of questions to which participants record their 
answers, usually within largely closely defined alternatives (Sekaran, 1992, p 200).  Also, 
deVaus (1996) defines the questionnaire technique as a general term to include all techniques 
of data collection in which each person is asked to respond to the same set of questions in a 
predetermined order. The design of the questionnaire differs according to how it is 
administered as shown in (Figure 4.11). 
 
Figure 0.11: Types of questionnaire (Saunders et al, 2007) 
  
Some of the limitations of a postal questionnaire include poor response rates, response bias, 
wording of questions, as well as the inability of the investigator to verify the information 
provided. Nevertheless, authors such as Flower (2002) have suggested that the demerits 
of a postal questionnaire method could be overcome by utilising a variety of techniques, such 
as follow-up letters, clarity of the instructions, etc., each technique having the effect of 
increasing the response rate. 
 
Saunders et al, (2000) mention that responses rates, validity and reliability of the 
questionnaire can be maximised by: 
1.   Careful design of individual questions; 
 
2.   Clear layout of the questionnaire form; 
 
3.   Lucid explanation of the purpose of the questionnaire. 
 
One of the most important aims of this research is to collect data to investigate the factors that 
impact on CPs of VA in NMR. Yet this research is constrained by time and resources. 
Therefore, a survey was deemed as an appropriate method for data collection of main study 
in this research. 
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4.11.1.1 Questionnaire approaches 
Having determined the standardised questionnaire as the data collection method for the 
survey in this study, questions arise as to how to deliver the questionnaires.  In this regard, 
there are four major approaches.   These are face-to-face, mail, telephone, and internet-based 
questionnaires (Czaja and Blair, 1996; Saunders et al, 2000; Zikmund, 2000). 
1-Face-to face approach 
It is possible to keep in touch with each of the prospective respondents in person with the face-
to- face approach.  Taking the transportation time into account, the total amount of time to 
complete a face-to-face questionnaire is long.  Moreover, the transportation expense will 
drive up the cost of the whole survey.  If the number of respondents required is small, the 
time cost and money cost involved may not be too high.  But given the large number of 
respondents required in this research and the limits of time, it is inappropriate to use face-to-
face surveys in this research. 
2. Mail approach 
The mail approach involves sending a cover letter and questionnaire with a pre-paid stamp and 
envelop to specific persons and addresses. It allows the collection of a large amount of data 
from a large population in a highly economical way (Saunders et al, 2000). Moreover, it 
provides a quick, inexpensive, efficient, and accurate vehicle of obtaining information with 
respect to the population (Zikmund, 2000). Due to the availability of the targeted respondents 
‘addresses in the organisation‘s data base and the availability of efficient post-delivery in 
NMR, this approach was considered to be suitable for this research. 
3. Telephone approach 
The telephone approach requires much less time than either face-to-face survey or mail survey. 
However, this kind of survey is suitable only for those surveys that involve only a small amount 
of time, such as opinion polls on election candidates.   As this research covers quite a wide 
spectrum of responsible governmental organisations and bodies employees, its resulting 
questionnaire takes around fifteen minutes to complete.  It is thought that a prospective 
respondent may get easily bored with the length of such a questionnaire and, therefore, the 
telephone approach was also considered not suitable for this research. 
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4. Internet-based approach 
The internet-based approach is an efficient and relatively low cost survey method (Sheehan 
and Hoy, 1999).  The low cost is partially triggered by saving the eliminating /reducing paper 
costs. Postage saving is another reason for the low cost (Dommeyer and Moriarty 2000).  There 
are two categories of Internet-based survey, i.e. web-based survey and e-mail survey 
(Dommeyer and Moriarty, 2000; Bradley, 1999).  A web-based survey is to invite prospective 
respondents to visit the site and complete the questionnaire, and respondents can rest assured 
that their filled-in questionnaires are anonymous and couldn‘t be identified. Conducting an 
Internet-based survey has been criticised as being subject to low representativeness of the 
population, because people who use the internet are likely to be clearly different from the 
overall population (Sheehan and Hoy, 1999). 
 
However, internet services have been recently introduced in Libya and are available in NMR 
and most of the employees have internet service in their workplace or at homes or smart phones, 
and therefore, an internet-based survey was also considered suitable for this research.  
From the previous comparisons of four data collection methods, it can be seen that post mail 
survey enjoys a number of advantages that are crucial to this study, and the questionnaire is 
quick and easy to administer (Fowler, 2002; Moser and Kalton, 1979). Therefore, this method 
is adopted as an appropriate measure to achieve the objectives of this research. 
 
Sample of population 
A survey is often a positivistic methodology whereby a sample of subjects is drawn from a 
population and studied to make inferences about the population. When the population is large, 
it would be impractical and uneconomical to collect data from every single person in a given 
population, as it is too time consuming and costly to collect data about every member of the 
population (Kelley et al., 2003; Collis and Hussey, 2003, Saunders et al., 2007).  When the 
total population is small, it is normal to collect data about each member of the population 
(Collis and Hussey, 2003). Saunders et al., 2007) recommend that it is important to ensure 
that the sample is not biased and is representative of the population from which it is drawn. 
 
Justification of sample selection 
In this study the researcher will present the draft of the questionnaire to a small sample 
(All technical staff and all historians in the Responsible Institution of Historic Cities  
RIHCs)  in NMR and Specialists (Outside RIHCs) in the field of VA and their 
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conservation) working in responsible governmental organisations and bodies which are 
not-for-profit and non-competitive who have the same characteristics of the target 
population as shown in Table 4. 3. The sample was chosen based on the following: 
Table 0.3: Number of the participants in the final questionnaire 
 
Questionnaire design and layout 
The questionnaire was designed to maximise the response and to encourage potential 
respondents to complete the questionnaire correctly, thus allowing efficient analysis of the data. 
For this purpose, the questionnaire type mainly employed in the research was fixed alternative 
questions, also called closed-ended questions. The advantage of this kind of question is that it 
requires less interviewer skill, takes less time and is easier for the respondents (Zikmund, 2000). 
More importantly, it makes group comparisons easy (Oppenheim, 1992).  
 
Of these questions, the respondents were asked to circle the appropriate level of impact on a  
number of pre-determined choices for collecting data, based on belief, behavior, and attribute 
(Saunders et al., 2000). The layout of the questionnaire consists of four main sections which 
were divided into (46) major question areas: 
•  Part one – general Information  
This section requested general information from the respondents. These include the respondents 
‘gender, job position, education level, and years of experience. 
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• Part two – Impact of Organisational Structure, Culture and IT on (CVA)  
This section explored the impact of organisational structure and culture on promoting CVA 
process within the responsible organisations and bodies. Respondents were asked to indicate 
(by circling the appropriate number) the level of impact of a set of variables of organisational 
structure and culture on the VAC process. 
 
• Part three– investigating the factors that promote or inhibit (CVA) 
This section identified the factors that promote or inhibit Conservation Process (CPs) of 
vernacular architecture. Respondents were asked to indicate (by circling the appropriate 
number) the extent to which a list of factors promote or inhibit the conservation of vernacular 
architecture process. 
 
Pre-testing the questionnaire 
Pre-testing is an important step where the researcher can find problems of comprehension or 
meaning that were not identified previously (Douglas and Craig, 2007). 
It is often beneficial to conduct a pre-test before the final questionnaire is completed. This can 
contribute to a better understanding of not the questionnaire itself, but also the procedure to 
execute the survey (Oppenhiem, 1992, Czaja and Blair, 1996). The purpose of a pre-test is to 
refine the questionnaire so as to ensure that the respondents would have no problems in 
answering the questions and researchers would have no difficulties in recording data. Jankowicz 
(2005) recommends that pre-testing of the questionnaire should be carried out and should 
include different groups, such as colleagues and potential users of the data. 
In this research, the initial draft of the questionnaire was presented to three researchers in 
the University of Salford and two academics at Al Jabal Al Gharbi University/ Nafusa 
mountain, Libya and also to the researcher’s    supervisor, to invite comments and suggestions. 
Their suggestions and contributions were taken into account in the final draft of the 
questionnaire (such as shorting the length of the questionnaire, re-wording the instruction for 
participants, eliminating barreled questions, making the layout more attractive and defining key 
terms in the introduction). 
Piloting the questionnaire 
Validity refers to the ability of an instrument to measure what it purports to measure. A good 
method of guaranteeing that the chosen instrument would address its intended purpose is to 
conduct a pilot study, which will apply through the entire study from sampling to reporting. 
Conducting a small pilot study is valuable and is generally inexpensive (Babbie, 1998). Using 
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a pilot study extends to replicating the instruments before commencing the real study and 
prevents any unforeseen problems that may occur. 
Even experts in questionnaire design find it virtually impossible to get a questionnaire right on 
their first attempt; therefore, it is vital to pilot the questionnaire before the "real" version 
(Leung, 2001). Even in a small study, it can save valuable time at a later date as any problems 
should be revealed at this stage (University of Portsmouth, 2006). 
The idea is to test the questionnaire on a small sample of people whose characteristics are 
the same or similar to those who will be completing the final questionnaire (Leung, 2001).  The 
pilot should not be carried out on people who might be members of the full study (Oxford, 
2005), as this may result in "questionnaire fatigue", meaning the person is less likely to 
respond the second-time round. 
General, it is difficult to give an exact number for the pilot group, but as a rule, 5-10% of the 
final sample number is sufficient (Galloway, 1997).  Peat et al, (2002, p.123) demonstrate the 
pilot study procedures to improve the internal validity of a questionnaire as follows: 
•    Administer the questionnaire to pilot subjects in exactly the same way as it will be 
administered in the main study 
•    Ask the subjects for feedback to identify ambiguities and difficult questions 
•    Record the time taken to complete the questionnaire and decide whether it is reasonable 
•    Discard all unnecessary, difficult or ambiguous questions 
•    Assess whether each question gives an adequate range of responses 
•    Establish that replies can be interpreted in terms of the information that is required 
•    Check that all questions are answered 
•    Re-word or re-scale any questions that are not answered as expected 
•    Shorten, revise and, if possible, pilot again 
 
Huxham (2005) recommends asking the pilot respondents for feedback on the questionnaire.  
If it is convenient, it is a good idea for them to complete the questionnaire while the researcher 
is present to note any questions they struggle with, check that they are interpreting the questions 
in the way intended and can record how long it takes them to complete the questionnaire. All 
data gathering instruments should be piloted to test how long it takes recipient to complete 
them, to check that all questions and instructions are clear and to enable you to remove any 
items which do not yield usable data (Bell, 1987). 
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• The pilot studies  
The pilot study was conducted in April 2016 at Salford University. This attributed to limited 
time for conducting the field research. However, the questionnaire (Arabic version) was 
distributed to six architects from Libya, Iraq and Saudi Arabia who are postgraduate 
researchers in the School of Built Environment. During the process, the researcher asked them 
to complete the questionnaire, make notes, and provide feedback on questions readability. They 
provided helpful notes, which contributed to the revision of some questions that were thought 
to be ambiguous. One of the most significant notes was to attach a definition of VA, as it is not 
a common term, particularly in Arabic countries. Also, definitions of other unusual terms were 
given, such as rotation system and mentoring techniques. Furthermore, the mean time period 
required for completing the questionnaire was identified.  
Reliability and validity of the questionnaire 
To reduce the possibility of getting poor results and to increase the credibility of the result 
findings, it is important to pay attention to the reliability and validity of the research instrument 
(Saunders et al., 2000). 
•  Reliability 
Reliability is concerned with whether a study generates the same result on different occasions 
and by different researchers (Saunders et al., 2000). 
Several stages, such as planning, designing, conducting, and analysis were taken into account 
seriously to ascertain the reliability of this research. Saunders et al, (2000) alleged that it is 
more likely to increase the validity and reliability of collection data by pre-test. Accordingly, 
a pre-test was conducted in this research. 
•  Validity 
Validity is concerned with whether the findings are really about what they appear to be about 
(Saunders et al., 2000).  Bell (1993, p.84) indicates that "all data gathering instruments should 
be piloted to test how long it takes recipients to complete them, to check that all questions and 
instructions are clear and to enable removal of any items which do not yield usable data". A 
research tool should be tested on a pilot sample of members similar to the target population. 
This process will allow the researchers to identify weather respondents understand the 
questions and instructions, and whether the meaning of questions is the same for all 
respondents (Kelley et al.,2003). 
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In order to enhance the validity of the questionnaire used in this study, a number of procedures 
were taken: 
• As the questionnaire, would be administered in Yifren municipality in Libya where 
Amazigh  is the native and Arabic is the second language, translation of the questionnaire from 
English to Amazigh and Arabic was an important issue. The questionnaire was translated into 
Arabic by the researcher and one English PhD student at the University of Salford and then 
given to another translator to confirm the translation back into English. The aim of this is to 
validate the questionnaire and to avoid the potential confusion of each individual question 
which might lead to misinterpretation of the data. The translated version was then pre-tested 
with selected potential informants.  Pre-testing is an important step where the researcher can 
find problems of comprehension or meaning that were not identified previously (Douglas and 
Craig, 2007). 
•    A draft of the questionnaire it was presented to sample of managers in municipal and 
responsible governmental organisations and bodies competitive of Yifren municipality in NMR 
seeking their comments and suggestions. 
 
Administration of the main study questionnaire 
The questionnaire was designed carefully to reflect the aim and objectives of the study and to 
foster high response rate. The questionnaire was written in simple, clear language and was well 
produced, using good quality paper and printing. In this respect Piel, et al., (1982) say: 
questionnaires are likely to get the best results if they are containing straightforward and easily 
answered questions. 
In doing this, the researcher ensure that the final questions will be direct, specific, clear while 
avoiding double-barreled questions, leading or emotive questions, and questions which are too 
complex or ambiguous (Figure 4.12), shows the steps that were taken by the researcher to 
develop and administer the final questionnaire. 
 
Figure 0.12: Steps of the questionnaire development 
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The first postal questionnaire has been sent directly to non-managers personnel of responsible 
governmental organisations and bodies competitive in NMR, Libya (Figure: 4.11 shows 
respondents of the guidance validation). 
 
The Responsible Institution of Historic Cities (RIHCs) is the only governmental organisation 
responsible for conserving Historic Cities (HCs) in Libya. This means that this organisation 
and its context is the only case available for studying a real situation in its context. Although 
the focus is the employees work in the technical department and work in the historic studies 
department in RIHCs, data has been collected from other sources such as other organisations 
that have a link with the HCs as members of the society for the protection of NMR architectural 
heritage as (NGOs, Consultancy offices) and academic sectors university staff members in 
(The field of architecture, civil engineering, archaeology, history  and fine arts departments). 
 
4.11 DATA ANALYSIS METHODS 
 Data has been collected from the study semi-structured interviews and the main study 
questionnaires have been analysed using Manual and SPSS software respectively. 
Manual has been adopted to analyse qualitative data it will be collect from semi-structured 
interviews carried out in the case study. SPSS software was used to analyse quantitative data 
collected by both postal questionnaires and survey from the respondents on the main study and 
on the guidance validation process see (Figure: 4.13). 
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Figure 0.13: Categorization of data analysis 
 
4.11.1 Qualitative Data Analysis (Manual) 
Manual is qualitative data analysis software. The fundamental components of Manual 
projects including documents, cases, attributes, queries, and models.  The package can enable 
a researcher to rapidly and accurately analyse research items such as questionnaires, transcripts 
of interviews and focus groups and other literature.  The initial procedures related to start a 
project include preparing and formatting documents in Microsoft Word, importing documents, 
editing documents, and creating cases linking to documents. It then follows creating nodes and 
coding documents (Richards and Richards 1995). 
 
Various coding methods those are available in Manual, attributes, assigning attributes to 
cases, as well as importing attributes from SPSS. Manual can also help analyse audio and 
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video recordings as well as digitized pictures (Bazeley and Richards, 2000). According 
to Bergin (2011),  
4.11.2 Quantitative data analysis (SPSS) 
SPSS is a Statistical Package for Social Science, is the most popular quantitative analysis 
software program used in social science research (Field, 2009). It is comprehensive and flexible 
and can be used with almost any type of file. It can be used to generate tabulated reports, 
charts, and plots of distributions and trends, as well as generate descriptive statistics and more 
complex statistical analyses (Crossman, 2011). SPSS provides a user interface that makes it 
very easy and intuitive for all levels of users. Menus and dialogue boxes make it possible to 
perform analyses without having to write command syntax, like in other programs. It is also 
simple and easy to enter and edit data directly into the program. There are a few drawbacks, 
however, which might not make it the best program for some researchers. For example, there 
is a limit on the number of cases that can be analysed. It is also difficult to account for weights, 
strata, and group effects with SPSS. 
 
The procedures and results of the analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data 
obtained during the data collection processes are explored in detail in chapter eight according 
to the research methodology. 
4.11.3 Visual survey data analysis 
As mentioned earlier, an architectural survey of the Vernacular Dwellings (VDs) of NMR was 
carried out and indoor and outdoor photos of VDs were taken was essential due to the lack of 
detailed or updated maps for NMR. The existing maps were used for guidance. They were 
updated on site and urban investigation was conducted for use in the urban and architectural 
analysis. Manual architectural measurements together with laser scanning were used for 
measuring samples of three types of VDs in ancient settlement in NMR All photographs were 
taken either by the researcher or with help of relatives and friends. A detail of these VDs was 
surveyed, and the drawings were prepared by the researcher are given in Chapter 5.  
 
4.12 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
In any research, having precise data and strong results are importance to achieve quality 
(Creswell & Miller, 2000; Golafshani, 2003; Suter, 2012; Yilmaz, 2013). Yilmaz (2013) 
presented a description for both validity and reliability. Validity is an "accuracy of data", 
however, reliability is a "consistency or the degree to which a research instrument measures a 
given variable consistently every time it is used under the same condition". A researcher needs 
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to satisfy specific standards in collecting and measuring data to obtain reliability and validity. 
Golafshani (2003) noted that biasness can be eliminated by achieving validity and reliability in 
a qualitative research. 
To maximise validity and reliability in social research, four tests are common used, namely, 
construct validity; internal validity; external validity; and reliability (Yin, 2014). For the 
construct validity, the researcher should consider it in data collection stage in order to create 
the accurate operational measures for the study context. Whereas to find a relationship between 
studies (Gibbert, Ruigrok, & Wicki, 2008). The external validity concerns on whether the 
findings of a study can be stratified in another study. Furthermore, the reliability is the 
possibility of achieving a mirror result by repeating the same case study. 
In this research, by choosing a suitable research design and appropriate data collection tool, the 
validity of the process can be achieved. Further, by triangulating the data collection methods 
and conducting the piolet study, presented in (Section 4.8), the reliability can be enhanced. 
In addition to these four tests, there is also credibility. It shows that to what extent the research 
findings can be believable and acceptable. By presenting how the interpretation has been 
conducted taking into account any bias, this issue can be addressed. For this research, the 
credibility was enhanced by using in-depth or detailed descriptions. 
4.12.1 Validity of the Recommendations 
After completing the analysis process of all data, the emerged finding from primary and 
secondary data was presented as sets of recommendations that are suggested to enhance the 
Responsible Institutions (RIs) in Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR), Libya. In order to verify 
and validate the recommendations, 20 executives responsible for conservation of vernacular 
architecture response in the Institution Responsible of Historic Cities (RIHCs) (purposely 
selected), representing senior managers, middle managers, junior managers and non-manager 
personnel were interviewed by the researcher (See section 6.2, Table 6.1 and 6.2). To refine 
the recommendations, the interviewees were questioned about the appropriateness of the 
recommendation, and to check whether they were classified appropriately under the 
different research themes. By conducting content analysis, few comments, which were 
received from experts, were addressed to make an improvements or changes to the final sets of 
recommendations (See section 9.3).  
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4.13 RESEARCH METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
To achieve the aim of the research and addressing the research objectives, the selected sources 
of evidence were tailored carefully by constructing a robust research design. Both Bryman 
(2012) and Creswell (2009) argue that the research design is the framework set by the researcher 
in order to collect the data and analyse them. Further, the researcher should clearly address the 
scope of the examination. In this chapter, the research methodology adopted for this study was 
discussed and justified. 
Therefore, in order to summarise the procedures used, this section shows the research 
methodological framework of the study as a flow chart, identifying the three main stages as 
expressed in Figure 3.14, in order to articulate the logical steps taken throughout this study. 
 
Figure 0.14: Research Methodological Framework  
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4.14 SUMMARY 
This chapter focused on discussing the research methodology. The research methodology 
has been classified according to the purpose of research, which means the reason behind 
conducting the research; and also by the research process, which means the way in which 
it will be to collect and analyse; the logic of the research, whether it is moving from the general 
to the specific or vice versa, and finally, the outcome of the research, whether the research is 
trying to solve a particular problem or make a general contribution to the body of knowledge. 
The chapter has   discussed   the   important   issues   related   to   research   methodology   
which   affect   the understanding, implementation and outcome of research. These issues 
include philosophy, research approach, research strategy, data collection techniques, 
development and administration of the questionnaire, reliability and validity, etc. A robust 
methodology has been adopted for the research project. It consists of a literature review, 
pilot study semi-structured interviews, and main study survey questionnaire. 
This chapter outlined the justification of the case study and the research instrument used in 
this research to collect data, procedures used to ensure reliability and validity of postal 
questionnaire, and development and administration of the postal questionnaire. 
Chapter nine was focuses on presenting the findings of data analysis of both qualitative and 
quantitative data obtained by semi-structured interviews, visual survey and questionnaire.  
 
Finally, this research adopted qualitative and quantitative approaches according to ontology, 
epistemology and methodology positions. Therefore, research questions and other 
considerations, as discussed throughout this section, determined the appropriate methods for 
data collection. These included: interviews, questionnaires, analysing organisational 
documents, and observation and visual survey. 
The research can give vision to policy makers, planner, architects to look into the traditional 
crafts and trades, understanding the vernacular traditions and incorporating them in the 
contemporary planning.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: CASE STUDY OBSERVATION AND VISUAL 
SURVEY  
5.1 THE PATTERNS OF VERNACULAR DWELLING IN NAFUSA 
MOUNTAIN REGION 
5.1.1 Introduction 
Across the world, vernacular dwellings (VDs) represent the heritage of a country and also 
reflect vernacular forms and values and the culture of the people of that country. It possesses 
distinct characteristics as regards to planning, use of materials and location. Vernacular 
Architecture (VA) in Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR) is largely built without formally trained 
professionals. Architects or engineers never designed VDs. The entire design and planning 
concept had been perceived and developed by the people i.e. the users according to their need. 
Buildings were built by construction labours. Continuity of vernacular needs planning, design 
regulations and guidelines as well as the establishment of a code of practice to govern and 
control the proper implications of immutable, regardless of whether the technology is new or 
traditional (Saleh and Al-Alkhalaf, 1999). 
 
The people of the NMR share a common history of cultural development. Each stage of 
development in this long history is marked by interactions and mutual exchanges between the 
people of its several regions/grouped villages. Within each stage of development, the cultural 
centre had shifted from region to region.  
 
Today, modern industrialisation has made an impact beyond the few pockets of urban 
concentration. Most of the population of NMR used to live in rural communities, the patterns 
of their daily lives being governed by herding and grazing economies of tribal people or old 
agricultural practices of feudal societies. The changing nature of the way of life over a long 
period of time has evolved forms of rural habitat corresponding to the livelihood of the people, 
the forms of society, material resources and climates of the region of NMR. 
On the larger scale, the villages physically express the social structure of the group of people 
living in them. Of course, the actual relationships vary from year to year as people are born, 
married, divorced, die, but the general structure remains fairly constant. 
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5.1.2 The Patterns of Vernacular Dwelling: 
Upon the study of vernacular dwelling (Daza, 1982) had described the dwelling in the west 
region of the mountain based on the forms of an outer ceiling, in the shape of a vault and of 
straight ceiling for the VDs. 
 
Through the study of these patterns of dwelling, it is preferred that classification depends on 
data other than the ceiling, for there are VDs that use the vault as the main ceiling. Classification 
will be, thus, based on: 
a) The underground dwelling. 
b) The above ground dwelling. 
5.1.2.1 Historical Insinuation About the Underground Dwelling 
An underground building is known throughout the history in many places. It gets more attention, 
especially in these days, as an energy-conservation strategy because the energy consumption 
has risen about 45% since 1980 in the world and is expected to increase to 70% by 2030 
(Alhasn, 2011). 
Therefore, the entire world is looking for a solution to this problem by using natural resources 
that already exist such as solar collectors and design green buildings. So, we should learn 
lessons from ancient civilizations and understand the basic concepts of underground buildings 
to improve the historical principles. 
 
In addition, underground dwellings offer protection from storms, never have to painted, 
shingled or have the eaves troughs cleaned out underground architecture is unobtrusive, leaving 
clear views, and can be covered with gardens.   
This should be modified in a way that can meet our modern buildings standards and cultural 
needs, at the same time respect nature and reduce pollution looking for the conservation of 
environment and our planet for coming generations, which is the principle of sustainable 
development. 
Early man sought refuge from the weather and hostile animals in caves and indentations in 
cliffs. Originally, these natural features were temporary shelters and the migrating occupants 
used them as found. As men began to reside more permanently in one area and tools were 
developed, the cave dwellers began to improve the natural underground space with partitions 
and utility features. The cliff dwellings of the southwestern Libya (Nafusa Mountain) are a 
good example of sophisticated development of naturally indented escarpments, which have 
been converted into apartment type complexes for entire tribes by ancient Berbers (Amazigh). 
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Where caves did not exist, men sometimes tunnelled underground for living spaces when the 
topographic and geologic conditions were favourable. Millions of people still live and enjoy an 
underground lifestyle in softly lit, often gently curved geospatial environments that produce 
comfort in frequently threatening climates, in marked contrast to the boxlike aboveground 
buildings of these mostly hot houses. 
Why did man choose the subsurface for living activities in the past? The most common reasons 
can be summarized under the following categories: 
 
1. Readily available and accessible space 
2. Protection from climate and weather 
3. Protection from enemies 
4. Favourable geology and topography 
5. Religious and ceremonial purposes 
6. Intensive land use of the surface 
 
The question of the origin of the cave dwellings the geographical conditions must not be 
neglected, for the upper soils and most of the ground in the NMR is suitable for digging caves. 
The climate may also explain to some extent the adoption of this original style of dwelling: the 
climatic advantages of the cave are undeniable and besides one could not live underground in a 
humid country where water oozes everywhere. However, these climatic conditions combined 
with geological conditions are found in many countries. As always, there are human reasons 
and unfortunately, these escape us. Yet these causes are unmistakably local: although some 
groups of cave dwellings can be found in Tunisia, in the Maktar, Kef and Beja areas, and in 
Algeria around Tlemcen and the mountains group of Aures (eastern Algeria near the Tunisian 
border), their adoption on a large scale is restricted to the curve outlined by the Demmer, NMR 
especially in the cities of Gharyan, Yifren and Nalut this is evidently one instance where a 
former Berber (Amazigh) building method is even more restricted in its area than the fortified 
lofts. Cave dwelling is certainly of very early origin, probably representing a prehistoric 
survival. Nothing is known of the stone ages in the NMR and they have not yet been studied. 
 
There are, however, a fair number of caves dug in the sheer limestone walls of Nalut, where it 
is not at all impossible to find stone workings.   These caves are supposed to have served as 
grain stores in the past. With an increasingly dry climate, the inhabitants may have dug their 
dwellings in softer grounds, and at least some of them may have retained the custom of living 
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in caves.  This is, of course, only a hypothesis.   However, by the 5th century B.C. some 
Ethiopians were living in caves on the other side of the Sahara, in the Tibesti Mountains 
(Warfalli, 1980). This leads one to think that the spread of cave dwellings may be a general and 
ancient phenomenon in the Sahara Desert and surrounding areas. 
One may also adduce the fact that the underground dwellings of NMR type, which are certainly 
fairly recent, are usually dug, even today, by workmen from Fezzan (Dell'aquila, 2007).   The 
strange thing is that this type of cave seems unknown in Fezzan itself, although the existence 
of cave dwellings in the area is attested by classical writers, who explain it as a necessity for 
protection against the extreme heat (Dell'aquila, 2007). 
 
One may also compare the distribution of the fortified stores with that of the cave dwellings.   
They coincide to some degree in western Tunisia, although the fortified grain-stores are also 
found in the Jefara (Besana, 2000). It must be added that these are just as common in the 
mountains of Morocco, where underground dwellings seem to be unknown (Besanae, 2000).  
Regarding the date of these cave dwellings, there must be a close connection between them and 
the cave dwellings of Southern France, Northern Spain, Sardinia, Sicily, Majorca, Southern 
Italy and Malta (Besana, 2000). The result of archaeological dating techniques on the antiquity 
of plans shows them to go back to at least 3000 years B.C., and the same date must be accepted 
for those caves of the southern coast of the Mediterranean found in our area. In prehistoric 
times, Gafsa in Tunisia was a home of Cafsian industry (Louis, 1968). Matmata was the centre 
of the same type of cave dwelling as those in NMR, which are only one hundred km from Gafsa 
and less than 40 km from NMR. However, in the 5th century B.C. the classical writers described 
the Ethiopians as dwelling in caves on the other side of the Sahara and in the Tibesti Mountains 
(Norris, 1953). This leads one to accept that the date and the spread of cave dwellings may be 
general, and an established fact, attested by classical writers. 
5.1.2.2 Some definitions 
Definition:  Earth sheltered, or underground, dwellings lie mostly beneath the ground surface. 
The surrounding soil provides natural insulation, making these houses inexpensive to heat and 
cool. The best location for an earth sheltered house is on a well-drained hillside. Windows 
facing the south or an overhead skylight will fill the interior with sunshine. 
 
Designers of underground dwellings have developed several methods for regulating the interior 
temperature. Some underground dwellings depend entirely on the natural insulation provided 
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by the walls and floors. Sometimes tubes are channelled through the earth to bring in air. 
Moreover, sometimes a heat pump is used to regulate temperatures. 
 
Earth sheltered dwellings are typically made of concrete. Construction costs can run 10% 
higher than that of a conventional dwelling. However, enthusiasts say that the lower 
maintenance and energy costs make earth sheltered homes a good buy (Alhasn, 2011). 
 
A later chapter will consider recent examples of professionally designed underground 
dwellings, and their relation to the VA as in (Figure 5.1). 
 
 
Figure 0.1: Categorization of rock – cut space (Mulligan, 1997) 
5.1.2.3 Form 
(a) The cliff dwelling or elevation design. This requires little site-work before excavation of the 
house and is adapted to steeply sloping sites. Examples are found in every cave-dwelling region. 
(b) The pit dwelling or courtyard type. Cave rooms surround a central sunken courtyard. This 
is often the entrance space, as in Matmata and NMR examples, but may function simply as a 
lighting and ventilation well. For example, in some places, the space may be partly or wholly 
covered to form an atrium. The design is more suited to flat sites.  
5.1.2.4 Relationship to build elements 
Built is used here (throughout) to distinguish elements of the entire construction which are not 
rock-cut. “Constructed” will be used as a general term for any element, which encloses space, 
and the corresponding verb will be used for the act of creating habitable volume, whether by 
building or excavation. 
Built elements enclose space additional to that, which has been excavated. 
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5.1.2.5 Construction 
Below ground space can be created by excavation, or by backfilling around the structure. These 
can be used in the construction of any of the layout types of the cliff dwelling. 
In the case of excavation, site preparation consists of levelling an entrance area often adjacent 
to a roadway and cutting a vertical facade. The living space is then hollowed out. The front wall 
may be monolithic or constructed of masonry or some other material after completion of 
digging; to some extent, this is dependent on excavation techniques and equipment. 
The overlying material, whether rock or compacted earth (for example, in Mediterranean 
Countries) must be competent, that is, capable of supporting the overburden across a span 
suitable for habitable rooms (Mulligan, 1997). 
 
5.1.3 Romans and Berbers (Amazigh) 
Little is known for certain on the provenance of the Berber tribes. Linguistic and other evidence 
points to an origin in Southwest Asia for these Caucasian peoples. 
 
However, based on records of their presence in North Africa from the mid-3rd millennium B.C., 
it must be a matter of conjecture whether the Berbers (Amazigh) brought troglodytism with them 
in the course of their migrations, or found it indigenous to North Africa (Bencini, 2007). The 
Mediterranean coast had its share of an inhabited natural cave, such as the 8th millennium site at 
Hagfet-et-Tera near Benghazi (Bencini, 2007). 
 
From this, Slouschz (1927) asserted that the core of troglodyte communities in North Africa was 
formed by specifically Jewish settlers. These might have accompanied the original Phoenicians 
founders of Cartage from Palestine who formed part of the Jewish military colonies established 
in Egypt and Libya by Ptolemy Soter in the 4th century, or forcibly deported after the fall of 
Jerusalem (70 A.D.), when Titus’ general Phanagorus is said to have transported thirty thousand 
Jews to Tripolitania. Slouschz reaches the conclusion that his researches proved "the survival in 
Africa of a more or less autochthonous Jewish race (Slouschz, 1927)” corresponding to the 
Berbers (Amazigh) themselves.  
 
The role played by colonisation by Phoenicians, Hellenized Egyptians or Roman legions in the 
development of underground construction in NMR remains obscure. There are several examples 
of underground construction dating from the Roman period, however, these semi-underground 
dwellings, are not the only examples in North Africa. In Cyrenaica, the hinterland of Benghazi in 
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north-eastern Libya, the use of natural caves, as at Hagfet-et-Tera, led to their adaptation and 
enlargement by excavation (Daza, 1982). 
 
Evidence of domestic underground structures of Roman date has been found in at least nine sites 
in Cyrenaica. Many of these are probably tombs, which have been adapted for habitation at a date 
considerably later than their original excavation, like the dwellings at Siwa in north-eastern Egypt 
(Shibany, 2008). 
A semi-subterranean house at Wadi Senab, probably of Roman date, has been described by 
(Goodchild, 1951). The lower floor of the two storeys House is cut into the rock and linked to the 
upper floor by an external staircase. Part of this upper floor is also cut back into the slope of the 
hill. It seems that here, as at the Roman colony of Dougga in Tunisia, the house was of the cliff 
dwelling type. 
The pit-dwelling or courtyard type is represented by the fort of Qasr-el-Heneia, which guarded 
the caravan routes to the south of the colony of Agedabia (Goodchild, 1951). 
5.1.4 Development of the Cave Dwelling in Nafusa Mountain 
Louis and Hallet (1979) have given a convincing account of the development of the different 
types of Berber cave community. 
They describe, how, in the 7th century AD when the Maghreb was overrun by Islamic forces 
from the east, the conquering Arab nomads found the land inhabited by a Berbers (Amazigh’s) 
race, who may be closely linked with other troglodyte peoples of the Near East 
(Bourdieu, 1972). Resistance to the conquerors proved futile; little by little, the Amazigh’s 
came to accept the Islamic faith with all that impacted on their own identity while some 
Amazigh’s mixed with the new culture and gradually adapted to it, others resisted it and took 
refuge in mountain strongholds such as the NMR fearing that they might lose their own 
language and culture. A chain of such strongholds formed a bather between the Muslim-
controlled plain of the Jefara extending northwards from the mountains to the Mediterranean 
Sea, and the seasonal pastures of the Sahara to the south. The development of these Amazigh 
villages is seen by Louis and Hallet (1979) as a reflection of the stages whereby the indigenous 
population came to terms with their conquerors as shown in (Figure 5.2). Over whole med by 
the Islamic conquest, the Amazigh fled to the NMR and at first sought shelter in natural caves, 
which they adapted to meet their needs, a yet more secure refuge might be provided by a citadel, 
Kalaa, constructed on the mountain peak. In certain instances, for example, new cave dwellings 
would be excavated into the mountainside, as need arose, and outbuildings constructed as 
described above to form an exterior court to the dwelling. 
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As the defensive function of the citadel grew less important and the villagers’ agricultural 
activities drew more often more from their fastness, the Kalaa was transformed into a Qsar or 
fortified storage place for grain and fodder (Norris, 1953). The Qsar consists of a number of 
barrel- vaulted cells, Ghorfas, each closed with a stout door, ranged around an oval court and 
sometimes superimposed on one another to a height of two or three stories. 
 
  
Figure 0.2: The development of Amazigh settlements. 
 
The Qsar form was adapted for use by a single family. A smaller version often constructed 
around the cave courtyard or lower on the mountain slope was adopted by the Amazigh’s and 
nomadic Bedouin, in order to store produce safely while they followed their flocks from place 
to place. 
 
The final stage in development was the creation of pit-dwellings. This is today the most 
characteristic form of troglodytes in the NMR, which bears certain superficial resemblance in 
layout to the “Maison de la Chasse” described above rooms open off a sunken courtyard, often 
several stones deep, which is reached by a tunnelled ramp. These, unlike their Roman 
counterparts, are dug directly into compacted loessial soil. In consequence, their ceilings take 
on a vaulted form to distribute forces more evenly and prevent collapse. 
 
Louis and Hallet on the contrary suggest that pit dwellings were constructed towards the foot 
of the mountains by agriculturists who had moved down to cultivate more fertile, better irrigated 
soils and found the situation of the old hilltop Ghorfas too inconvenient (Louis and Hallet, 
1979). During these period settlements, had been reached with those of the Arabs population.  
• Multi 
stories 
•cave 
•courtyard 
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Following this schema, the development of the (Berber) Amazigh dwelling has been one of 
continual descent, from the mountain peaks to the depths of the earth. This final form, the pit 
dwelling, has perhaps a history of only three hundred, or even 150 years Hallet (1979). 
5.1.4.1 The Underground Dwellings 
This kind of houses is divided into two kinds or patterns each having its elements, for one is 
built underground, while the other is built above ground.    
5.1.4.1.1 Cave dwelling   
This consists of a simple grotto or hole cut into the rock, without doors or any other form of 
construction as shown in (Figures: 5.3 and 5.4). This type is widespread, being found near 
plough and pasture lands as well as near plantation.  Basically, it is a temporary shelter for 
people who own large groves of olives or figs and who prefer to live in caves rather than in 
tents.  Depending on the nature of the rock they can be built in a few days in the softer soils, or 
longer in harder rocks. They are always dug with pick-axes (‘fass' in Arabic, ‘atcora’ in 
Amazigh), and the earth and the stones are removed in baskets made of esparto, while heavier 
stones are removed by animals (Bencini, Dell'Aquila, 2007). 
 
   
Figure 0.3: The cave dwellings with the one room at Yifren  
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Figure 0.4: Plan and section simple doweling with one room only and without courtyard at Yifren 
 
The shape and dimensions of the grotto depend essentially on the nature and the hardness of the 
soil. Caves are dug using the same method (unless found naturally in the mountains).  Although 
the words 'cave' and 'grotto' have the same meaning in English, they are of slightly different 
meaning in Arabic. Caves are found naturally but can also be excavated in rocky ground. Those 
caves and grottos described above are man-made. 
 
5.1.4.1.2 The totally underground dwellings (pit dwelling) 
 
This pattern had been known by the name of Taddart Nagher and which is different in the 
number of the rooms and may include 2 to 9 rooms as in (Figures: 5.7, 8,9 and 5.10).  The main 
element is this pattern is the courtyard. In (Figure: 5.11.), it had been divided into the spaces of 
accommodation.  In (Figure: 5.12), the space of the kitchen and the entrance of this room 
represent a gradient that ends up with space before the yard with a dust or a stony barrier around 
the yard for the protection from the collapse of stone. 
 
This kind of dwelling is built on the straight ground of mud or deposits for the yard extents to 
3 m and up 9 m while the width and deepness vary from one place to another. According to the 
type of soil which could be compact when the deepness is of lesser value and as long as the 
stony layer are compacted, the deepness may extend to 9 m. With the construction of the yard, 
it is possible to make the whole of the entrance connected to the yard with the outside by a 
corridor which differs in the length and inclination and location and that the length may reach 
12 m on the straight land. 
 
The inclination of the entrance will take the form of the stairs which vary in dimension from 25 
cm for the plane corridor, and to 40 cm for the uprising corridor or entrance as this corridor is 
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dug with a width of 2 m, and a height of 2.5 m which is the necessary space for the entry of a 
camel. The end of this corridor will be larger in order to be sufficient for many activities such 
as the storage of grains, sheep and equipment and with the completion of Tsakifa it is necessary 
to construct the other rooms and the removal of dust will be through the entrance instead of the 
yard as these spaces have rectangular form of a length from 3 m to 6 m and a width of 2.8 m 
(and which may reach 3 m). However, the ceiling in some instances may have a simple 
inclination for the parents to sleep (bedroom) with a height of 40 to 50 cm. It is not necessary 
to construct all the rooms at the same time for some rooms will sufficient for the needs of the 
family. 
Up to the compilation of the digging, the role of the men will be over. The women and children 
will finish the surface, remove the sharp edges and prepare the holes for the maintenance of 
equipment and the other needs of accommodation. 
 
Meanwhile the men or the worker will dig the tank for the collection of rainwater and which 
represent a ditch used for storage and collection of water from the yard, and to squander the salt 
at the bottom in order to assist the composition of the soil and the absorption of the water 
(Elzawieb, 1995). 
The plaster is used as a spray for the living room from inside and it is customary for the members 
of the family to agree about the allocation of a reception room, which will be sprayed by a 
mixture of gypsum and salt to achieve the beautiful appearance and increase the lighting of the 
room. 
The Nafusa Type or the deep type with a large courtyard is given the name 'Gar’ by the people 
of Matmata. This type is usually found where there are deep seams of firm soil, especially in 
Matmata in Tunisia and Nafusa Mountain in Libya.   They are constructed by hollowing a 
large square well about five to eight square metres, until a calcareous crust is encountered. This 
forms the roof of the whole; digging continues to a depth of another two metres to make a total 
depth of between eight and twelve metres.  Next a long underground passage is dug which forms 
the entry corridor. Then along the walls of the large square yard are excavated as many grottos 
as are needed, depending on the size of the family. 
 
They contain usually between six and eight dwelling rooms, some of these rooms being used as 
a stable or store room for straw, fodder, ploughs and other implements. Two or three granaries 
are excavated above the living quarters and these have direct access to the surface by means of 
a vertical shaft which has the dual purpose of allowing air to circulate and of allowing grain to 
be put into the granaries directly from the surface. The inhabitants of this type of dwelling store 
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their provisions inside their houses, because they do not have fortified granaries as Jado, Yifren, 
Gharyan   and western regions of Nafusa Mountain. 
This type of deep dwelling with a large courtyard at Yifren is not as unhealthy as at Nalut owing 
to the larger dimensions of the courtyard and the exclusion of animals from the living quarters. 
At Gharyan camels are accustomed to following the steep, dark passages down to the courtyard.  
There is usually a shallow well in the centre of the courtyard for domestic supplies. 
 
These habitations are comfortable enough, but their building costs are high owing to the 
enormous volume of earth that has to be excavated.   This deep type of dwelling with a large 
courtyard is less common in the NMR. It is found, however, in various villages in the eastern 
part and particularly at Rojban and Zintan. Some of them are more common at Nalut where the 
type has recently been adopted.   However, at Nalut the excavation of such dwellings presents 
real difficulties because no red earth as clayey as that of Matmata or of Gharyan is found.    The 
over sandy soil, the frequent absence of a calcareous crust, and the poverty of the inhabitants 
have led to a local adaptation of the Gharyan type. 
 
This variant is of smaller dimensions; the courtyard is not as deep or as wide and the grottos are 
less wide. The friability of the soil necessitates costly reinforcements. The walls of the inside 
of the house and the courtyard are sometimes reinforced with a mixture of gypsum and rubble. 
This is used to support the walls as well as the arches of all the grottos and entrances.  Solid 
buttresses in the form of pillars or buttress walls often contain solid olive wood beams, which 
run horizontally at door height. These beams support a revetment of dry stones, which goes up 
to the ground surface.   The courtyard is shored-up like a wall. It is to be noted that construction 
of such dwellings would be impossible in the western Mountain where the earth is not firm, 
being too sandy.  While other types of troglodytic dwellings are practicable, in most areas this 
superior kind is directly dependent on the nature of the soil. In theory it would be possible to 
construct them from Turonian soil, but the labour involved in excavating the rocky banks would 
be too arduous and costly. 
 
Although the elementary type serves simply as a temporary shelter, one cannot but be struck by 
the similarity of all these dwellings and by the clear influences the lay-out of domestic houses 
has on the plan of subterranean dwellings: all have more or less narrow rooms opening on a 
courtyard, the rooms never communicate with each other but open out through a door in the 
courtyard. Family life remains as much as possible out of public view.   The same idea is present 
in the old houses in Tripoli when visitors pass through the entrance to the guest-room without 
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seeing the women in the courtyard owing to the angled passage of the main entrance. The 
women's section of the house is only accessible from the inner courtyard through a locked door, 
a feature of all Arab houses because of the respect for privacy as shown in Figures: 5.3 and 5.6. 
 
Figure 0.5: Traditional Arab interior courtyard housing in old city of Tripoli (Amora, 1993). 
 
Figure 0.6: (From left to right): 3D View; Ariel View; Interior courtyard of Alqurmanli’s House.  
 
The house is planned so that neighbours cannot see into the house or courtyard from outside. 
The furniture, if such it may be called, usually consists of a few esparto mats, perhaps wool, 
camel or goat's hair carpet, one or two cases, some esparto baskets and a basin together with 
other odds and ends usually made of esparto. The furniture is very simple and, apart from a 
small grain mill, all items are easily transportable whether to a house, grotto or tent.   As the 
digging of a grotto is easier and less costly than the building of a room, the troglodyte dwellings 
often have an annexe that serves as a lumber-room where straw and fodder are kept. This is 
only found in a few surfaces houses, and is a main feature of all ancient troglodyte dwellings. 
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Figure 0.7: The open yards of underground   dwelling in Gharyan 
Figure 0.8: Deep of the underground dwellings   with covered court yard at Nalut 
 
Figure 0.9: Plan and section of the underground dwellings and which consist of the entrance, Elsakifa, the 
productive space, the open yard, the multipurpose room 
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Figure 0.10: The underground dwelling, which differ in deepness according to the nature of the soil 
        
Figure 0.11: The underground dwellings, which show the deep yard due to the compact soil  
      
Figure 0.12: The living room of the underground dwelling and which show the inclination of the ceiling of the 
room to increase the endurance. 
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5.1.4.1.3 Elfasil dwelling (mixed types, half house half cave) 
 
This kind of housing is built on the severely inclined ground and which include two parts, one 
is underground and which represent the main yard as in (Figure:5.13) and the other represents 
the room above the level of the ground and on the same level of the yard as in Figures: ,14, 15, 
and 16. In spite of the difficulty to determine the historical timing for the use of these patterns, 
it can be said that it is probably in the Roman era (Daza, 1982). 
After the determination of the location by the owner, it is necessary to dig the yard in the lower 
part of the location and to construct the fourth side of the yard. In case the owner desires to 
construct the rooms from stones, he should remove the outer side of the yard in a way that the 
rooms represent the cover for underground rooms. 
The owner will then dig the main rooms underground, which are not different from the rooms 
in the previous pattern. This is in regard of the internal form of the space or the dimension and 
with the use of the row stones for the construction of foundations at a depth from 80 cm to 1.5 
m and a width from 80 cm to 1.2 m which will be mixed with the gravel and gypsum to construct 
the walls of the rooms at a thickness of 40 cm to one meter and represent inclined walls 
supported by the other walls from outside as in Figure:5.17 and with the use of arches and bows 
to reinforce the support and to hoist the ceiling. 
 
The dimension of these rooms, of rectangular shape, varies from 3 to 7 m, with a width from 
1.5 to 2.3 m, and a ceiling of palm branches as in (Figures: 5.18). They are covered with a layer 
of small stones and dust in the form of a vault and the desire to have a larger width is possible 
by use of the adjacent vaults supported by columns of stone. These rooms have windows of a 
level above the ground level of less than 1.4 m and a height of 50 cm, with a width of 40 cm. 
These windows are staggered in the inner wall toward the direction of the yard and the doors 
except the reception room, which has the entrance outside the house. 
 
In case of bedrooms, the inner part or side of the ceiling will be higher by 40 cm. The other 
element in this pattern which represents the unit of storage representing the rooms above the 
level of the ground of the yard and with a height that allows the entry to the rooms underground 
through small upper holes for the storage of grains and oil and with a height of more than 2 m. 
The productive activities do to differ greatly in this pattern than the others. The underground 
living rooms and sleeping rooms are used for the reception of guests. The construction of these 
rooms in the yard is in two floors as the lower rooms are for animals (Daza, 1982). 
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Figure 0.13: Plans and section of the                                 Figure 0.14: plan dowelling of mixed types in 
             pattern of Elfasiel dwelling                                                          Nafusa Mountain Region 
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Figure 0.15: Plans and section of the dwelling of mixed types at Nalut 
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Figure 0.16: The underground dwelling, which differ in deepness according to the nature of the soil  
   
Figure 0.17: Represent inclined walls supported by the other walls from outside and with the use of arches and 
bows to reinforce the support and to hoist the ceiling.  
 
In spite of the differences between this pattern and the previous one about the element of 
entrance, this variety in the optic and visual rhythm regarding the differences in the masses and 
motion in the final emptiness in from of the entrance than the yard and functional spaces which 
depend on the same principle as in the dwelling underground. The parts of these dwellings 
represent one complete room except the bathroom, which is separated. This housing type 
reflects some of the simple solutions about the exploitation of the ordinary daily tools like the 
magic eye for the surveillance and which represent the neck of the pitcher, and the hinge of the 
door supported on porcelain, which receive, a little bit of oil in order to ease the movement. 
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Figure 0.18: The ceiling of palm and olives branches with a section of the ceiling for illustration 
 
5.1.4.1.4 The pattern of the dwelling above ground 
This second pattern is considered one of the patterns of the housing in the area of study, for all 
its elements are built above ground and that the common dominator between this pattern and 
the previous pattern is the existence of the yard. This kind of dwelling includes a group of rooms 
built around the courtyard. However, some parts of the sides of the courtyard will be used for 
to build a fence (Figures: 5.19, 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22). Other rooms will be built progressively 
depending on need. The kitchen and bathroom are also part of the rooms that are built around 
the courtyard. The shape and form of the rooms as well as the courtyard are not of regular 
angles. Usually the shape of the rooms follows that of the external fence. This kind of 
architectural arrangement is a mix between the Islamic and the specific culture of the region 
(Daza, 1982). 
This pattern includes all the functional elements of the previous pattern and as the dwelling is 
old it will have a horizontal perspective as in (Figure 5.23). After the preparation of the location, 
the foundations of the room are dug and the fence around the yard is built. The foundations in 
this case are different from the previous pattern regarding the largeness of the rooms and the 
location of the windows. The doors in (Figures 5.24 and 5.25) and all the rooms are opened 
from the inside except the guest room, which is an open shape with a restricted vision to the 
rest of the house to allow for privacy. 
The stones and the mould of gypsum and lime stone are the essential materials for the 
construction of foundations and walls. The walls have a thickness of 1.5 m at the base and then 
get thinner with the height.  The filling of the space between walls is with small pebbles, the 
mould of gypsum and lime stone. Walls are not built in one go, but in different stages. Initially 
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the wall is built to a height of one meter and is filled with small pebbles in order to achieve the 
cohesion between the components of the wall. 
 The outer walls are essential to filter the surrounding elements, as such it is necessary for these 
structures to present high thermal mass. The insulating capacity when dealing with low 
temperatures must be integrated into the design so as to withstand a high thermal gradient and 
thus the interior wall structures must have a large accumulation capacity to balance the extreme 
thermal fluctuations (Olgyay, 1963). Regarding the roofs, these must also present high thermal 
insulation capacities, with regard to form, the most suitable roof tops are inclined, which 
effectively allow the removal of snow accumulation by wind force.   
 Wood is used for the lintel of the doors as in (Figures 5.26) and the levelling of the stone layer 
in two days, meanwhile the process of construction will progress to other part of the wall until 
its completion. The number of floors in these rooms reaches two floors, where the basement is 
used for the domestic animals, while the upper floor is used for the reception of guest or for the 
bedrooms. The stairs are made from stones as in (Figures 5.27) of different forms. (Daza, 1982). 
 
 
Figure 0.19: The patterns of above ground courtyard dwelling at NMR  
 
Figure 0.20: This kind of dwelling include a group of rooms around the courtyard 
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Figure 0.21: The location of the windows and the doors and all the rooms are opened from the inside courtyard  
 
 
Figure 0.22: The patterns of courtyard dwellings in NMR with irregular horizontal perspective 
 
The inner walls are treated by a mould of gypsum and lime stone for the improvement of the 
texture of the surfaces and the use of the gypsum and salt to achieve the white colour or for the 
decoration of the inner surfaces with verses of the Quran or flowers. The productive activities 
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with this pattern are similar with the previous pattern and the yard is used for general productive 
purposes or for the entertainment for children and women. 
     
     
Figure 0.23: Different types of the wood doors in NMR 
 
Spatial organization in all type of houses has a basic principle, which is directly connected to 
the identity of perceiving a space, as a part of their life. Accessibility to the outside all the time 
is through entrance hall. Accessibility to all functions inside is through main hall, which is 
called heart of the functions. The other functions are most of the time separated because of 
different usage of them. Therefore, in all eight case studies, with all the resemblances and 
differences, this principle of organization is the same. 
Circulation and pathways in VDs is divided into three different subjects: stairs, ramps and 
original mountain rocks (Figure 5.24). 
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Most of the pathways among the floors and stores are stairs, which is developed by the local 
material from the close surrounding, in order to be bearable in terms of climatically issues. 
Main characteristics of the pathways in VDs can be categorized as: Narrow ramps, narrow 
stairways, high riser stairways, slippery ramps, unstable stairs, long ramps, and rocky stairs.  
As a difference from other ancient settlements of Libya, the accessibility to this settlement is 
not easy, which is achieved due to the geographical and topographical constraints, already 
thoroughly discussed. 
 
    
   
Figure 0.24: Different types for the stairs made from stones and wood  
Vernacular Buildings (VBs) were built by the local people for the uses in their everyday life 
and handed down from generation to generation. They are in various types for various purposes. 
However, most of them are for dwelling, and they always change in according to the changing 
conditions of socio-culture and environment of the locality.  Studies on VBs have been in 
conservative approaches. However, the research concerning about the adaptation of VBs has 
suggested clues that could ensure the sustainability of those dwellings.  Thus, there is the 
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possibility for exploring contemporary VBs.  The influences of materials upon VBs seem to be 
significant to the construction features. The adoption of modern materials is regarded as one of 
the most important factors in the change of VBs. New materials have resulted to changing 
methods of construction, and thus the appearance of the dwelling. Studies of NMR of VBs have 
been in various approaches.  However, there are only a few public literatures about materials 
and construction in NMR contemporary VBs. Thus, a study on contemporary VBs in Libya 
concerning their materials and constructions is still needed. Moreover, there are three distinct 
periods of architectural movement: tradition, early industry and contemporary. These can be 
applied to categorize both materials and methods of construction for this study.  
 
5.2 BUILDING MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS   
5.2.1 Introduction 
The main difference between current and vernacular building materials is that the older cultures 
made use of what was at hand, in close accord with the environment. Some materials are self-
regenerating, such as stone and mud; others are not. While all builders, architects and owners 
are motivated by the idea that their structure will survive forever, most structures have a limited 
useful life, at least for their original purpose. Perhaps a basic evaluation is in order to determine 
the practical useful life of a particular structure in order to select minimal materials that will 
meet that need. Some steel and other metal products used as reinforcing can be replaced with 
low value wood structures or with laminated wood products, small pieces welded together for 
greater strength, thus making use of short-term growth products. Quite readily, modern 
counterparts for all the basic traditional building materials that have examined may be found. 
Concrete resembles mud in many respects; concrete block, burned bricks and other masonry 
units resemble stone. Steel, glass, and plastics and various man-made fibres and chemicals can 
also replace synod and other traditional materials and surpass many of their qualities. 
However, many modern materials that are non-renewable are designed to be expendable. Using 
such resources for expendable materials is a waste, particularly when they require the use of 
fossil fuels to process and transport them. Iron, while in seemingly endless supply to date, 
perhaps has the end in sight. Most of the plastics have their origins in the petrochemical 
industry. Aluminium is a limited resource that requires a great amount of electric power to 
produce. Having cheap electric power and ample resources, aluminium has been economically 
viable for casual purposes. 
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The region is at a stage in which its comparatively limited resources are being exhausted by the 
many demands placed on them. This, within an international context, with government 
becoming increasingly aware of the finite nature of the world's resources, and in which the costs 
of imported materials are rapidly rising. 
 
Indigenous systems represent hundreds of years of accumulated expertise on how to employ 
what is locally available to meet local needs economically, in monetary, energy and resource 
terms. To realise this potential would give the country greater self-sufficiency. 
  
The study revealed in Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR) such potential of existing building 
tradition and design form. Consider earth, stone, and tiles, which are widely used and have 
favourable thermal properties, which help to provide comfortable indoor conditions in the 
respective region. These have created a form, which is exceptional in the rural environment. 
There was a unity due to related forms and harmony resulting from a restricted range of 
materials. These geometric forms, seen in juxtapositions, create a genuine feeling of village 
scope. Together with its strong formal qualities, these buildings demonstrate several principles. 
Firstly, there was a direct participation of the local inhabitants in the creation of their homes. 
These are expressions of their personal and social needs. 
 
It is in a context such as this that one can see the close connection of culture, climate, economy 
and basic materials available, with the architectural forms, which have evolved. This vernacular 
style shows how building form and village layout have evolved in response to social structure 
and culture, the material and psychological needs of the individual, family and group, the 
environmental requirements of the climate (insulation), economy and materials available, etc. 
 
The optimum design methods are abandoned through the impact of outside and colonial 
influences, thought to be more modern and superior. But, due to increased wealth and the 
incidence of new technology, the traditional patterns of building, planning and social 
organisation are changing even though the change in life style is slow and there are still good 
economic reasons continuing traditional forms. 
Many of the old traditional houses are now being abandoned. Where new buildings along 
traditional lines are still being erected, superficial changes are being made, and materials 
substituted as a display of wealth and a sign of a modern attitude. 
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5.2.2 Building Materials and Techniques 
Climate plays such an important role in construction that it is imperative to discuss in some 
detail how climatic factors help influence the technologies involved. 
 
The possibility of several functions for a specific construction element cannot be overlooked; 
walls of stone or mud blocks are heavily constructed for obvious climatic reasons as well as to 
provide the structural strength necessary to support the weight of the normal vaulted masonry 
roofs (Figure: 5.25).  By the same token, roofs, in terms of structure, should be as light as 
possible, yet in NM roofs are weighted down by a heavy layer. This, it would seem, is only to 
increase the time lag involved in the penetration of the sun’s heat being a stocked absorber as 
well as a thermal insulator. Clearly the technology behind any system of construction cannot be 
attributed to climatic factors. 
 
The materials used in constructing courtyard stone have high absorption qualities, which delay 
the heat from entering the rooms adjacent to the court until evening. Through the night, the heat 
radiates into the sky and by morning the house is cool again. 
 
 
 
Figure 0.25: construction of vaulted roofs of vernacular architecture  
 
In NMR, the building process is a social occasion in which men of the village cooperate and 
work together erecting the house, with the help of neighbours. The culmination of perhaps 
several weeks spent by the man building the house, will also involve his family preparing the 
necessary building materials. With very little division of labour, with the need to use essentially 
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voluntary manpower, and with every house conforming to the same type and custom, one would 
think that construction techniques would have to be extremely simple as shown in (Figure 5.26). 
In fact, getting any sort of dwelling to stand up using the limited materials that are available, 
requires a good deal of skill. 
 
   
 
 
Figure 0.26: The sample of construction techniques of vernacular architecture.  
 
The house construction comprises five distinctive stages: 
- The foundations; 
- The construction of the walls; 
- The construction of the roof; 
- The attachment of the door; 
- The interior disposition and decoration of the house. 
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5.2.3 Materials  
This section deals with natural and fabricated materials that were used in Vernacular Dwellings 
(VDs) in the NMR. 
 
The most distinctive factor for the formation of the houses is the material as well as the most 
characteristic factor for the usage of the material is climate and environment. The climate affects 
the creation of natural material and houses are designed appropriate for climatic circumstances. 
It is not a coincidence to build a masonry house in NMR, in which timber is rare and stone is 
generous. Also, masonry building supports to create inner spaces with natural ventilation and 
suitable for the regions’ climatic conditions. The main materials for the houses are mostly wood 
and stone. The types of wood and stone may vary according to the region and they play a great 
role in the construction system (Günay, 1998) as shown in (Figure 5.27). 
 
   
Figure 0.27: The types of wood and stone a great role in the construction vernacular dwelling in NMR.  
 
5.2.3.1 Stones 
These consist of rough and/or coarse blocks with variable dimensions, quarried out from the 
regular state of white limestone and used after a simple rough cutting in the site (Figure 5.28). 
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Figure 0.28: Simple rough of white limestone.  
5.2.3.2 Limestone (Aimsham) 
Traditional plaster/cement made of grey limestone, which is mixed with friable gypsum and 
cooked in the oven after 24 hours' time. Ordinary plaster: The mixture of gypsum and lime 
brought at the same calcinations as Aimsham see (Figure 5.29). 
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Figure 0.29: How to prepare cement made from limestone gray (Aimsham). 
 
5.2.3.3 Wood  
The whole components/elements of the palm and olive trees are used. 
- The trunk is sawn in large planks for doors and shutters or it is cut into two or four pieces 
and used for principal beams or secondary beams at the maximum length of 3.20 metres, this 
is the widest length seen on site. 
- The branches are used as initial support roofs lintels, and the nervures bent and tied to form 
permanent cantering for arches are domes and vaults. 
- The sheath of the palm tree is used as initial support for roofs as well as the nervures. 
The stalk is used as paintbrush as shown in (Figure 5.30). 
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Figure 0.30: Components of the palm tree used in the construction of vernacular dwellings 
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5.2.4 Foundations, Walls and Ceilings Construction 
5.2.4.1 Foundations 
The depth of the foundations is usually 30 to 40 cm. It is dug by the utilisation of a sand head. 
The infrastructure of the walls is made of stone, where the large stones are selected and 
cemented together by the Aimsham Stone walls: 
Geologically, NMR is situated on the Precambrian invasive or marble and limestone. In these 
areas, the houses are built of stone. The impression from the outside is that the stones are laid 
together. 
5.2.4.2 Roofs and ceilings  
Because of the scarcity of materials, the inherent constructions of masonry led to the 
development of vault, dome and arch systems to solve the problem of planning the seemingly 
infinite variety of spaces arising from the various requirements of Vernacular Architecture 
(VA). 
5.2.5 Sun, Light and Ventilation/Climate 
In the NMR, the climate is characterised by hot and dry air in summer and cold in winter. The 
NM dwelling is one well adapted to the climate of the Libyan countryside. The climate on the 
mountains is humid and cold in winter. Thus, care is needed in the thermal design of the house. 
All the family activities such as resting, cooking, eating, sleeping, are transferable from one 
space to another, depending upon the time and season.  
 
The courtyard dwelling is completely open to the sky and orientated preferably to the south to 
benefit from the winter sun and the coolness of the summer night This has been resolved by 
using local materials such as earth, stone and timber, which have sufficient coefficient of 
thermal insulation to conserve the heat of sunny days and by lowering the house in order to 
reduce the air volume to save heating energy. 
 
In addition to this, the dwelling shelters humans, animals, tools and products under the same 
house. The light and the air current, create a high-pressure zone (high density of cool air). In 
this way, cool air deposits the courtyard and flows into the rooms surrounding it, cooling the 
structural elements, walls, roofs and floors, which work as a store of coolness until quite a late 
hour of the day. 
 
The sun’s rays do heat the courtyard in the early morning, which is not the case in say Tripoli 
or Tunis courtyard houses. In addition, the sun’s rays do not heat the courtyard until late in the 
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day, owing to the Mediterranean's dwelling conception. On the other hand, the air on the terrace 
is overheated (low-pressure zone). Airflow sets up freely between the two zones from the high 
pressure to the low-pressure zone-by trapping at the same time the narrow streets air, which is 
relatively cool to the terrace, crossing, ventilating and cooling the house all at the same time. 
 
It is clear that climate conditions have always determined the building form, style and materials 
used of traditional towns. A basic influence of climate is that construction should be an 
adaptation of the climate of a region and its domination. 
 
As already explained, material and context influence each other, and this influence is 
particularly visible in relation to environmental and sociocultural variables. Building materials 
are linked to the environment, given that the surroundings determine material availability and 
climate suitability. In addition, material choices are also influenced by practical choices related 
to cost, flexibility and durability. Moreover, social and cultural factors unrelated to practical 
aspects can also be a prime reason for certain choices of material, independent from their 
suitability. 
All of these factors must be taken into account in a study of VA. In addition, the physical 
properties of the material should also be evaluated; a consideration of building techniques is 
also crucial to understand the buildings. 
For this reason, it is an essential part of any methodology researching VDs to employ checklists, 
surveys and drawings to record materials, construction techniques and structural elements 
consistently, as well as house layout and room distribution. The way in which the material 
affects the development of the building throughout time can then be studied. 
Consequently, a methodology for the study of VDs in NMR needs to acknowledge the 
importance of the reciprocate relationship between humans and buildings, and the way that this 
relationship reflects on the material form of the VDs, thus facilitating a synchronic and 
diachronic analysis. With these aims in mind, the following methodology has been developed. 
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5.3 THE RESULTS FROM THE OBSERVATIONS OF VERNACULAR 
DWELLINGS IN ANCIENT SETTLEMENTS OF NAFUSA MOUNTAIN 
REGION  
5.3.1 Introduction 
:ميركلا نآرقلا نم لولأا لاثملا 
 :ىلاعت الله لوقي  مَُكأ ََّوبَو﴿  َث َعت َلََو ِ َّاللَّ َءَلَآ اوُرُك ذَاف ًاتُوُيب َلَابِج لا َنُوتِح َنتَو اًروُُصق اَهِلوُهُس  نِم َنُوذِخََّتت ِض  َر  لأا ِيف ِض  َر  لأا ِيف ا  و﴾َنيِدِس فُم فارعلأا[ :74.] 
The first example of the Holy Quran: 
((And remember how he made you vicegerents after ‘Ad and established you in the earth, so that ye took 
for yourselves castles on its plains and hewed out mountains into houses; and remember the benefits of 
God, and waste not the land, despoiling it)).’ 
 
The beehive Vernacular Dwellings (VDs) of ancient settlements of Yifarn municipality in 
Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR), Libya were studied from the point of view of historical 
origin as shown in (Figure 5.31).  It is a return to the roots, or fundamentals. The vernacular 
represents a truth of fundamentals and is more at home with the landscape (Eben Saleh, 
2000). The factors like climate, social and urban   structure, spatial organization, construction 
and materials which effected the form of the buildings were considered. In this manner 
Brunskill divide Vernacular Architecture (VA) into domestic, agricultural and industrial 
fields. (Brunskill, 2000).  
Moreover, Rapoport, categorized the VA according to the content and subject.   It has been 
discovered through this study that VDs of NMR can be built rapidly like tents, with Natural 
stone and gypsum. Vernacular architecture of NMR illustrates the concepts of flexible building, 
climatic building design and re-usable building materials concepts. As he mentioned, these 
studies can be illustrative, descriptive, pictorial, and verbal or combination of them. 
 Also, some studies are in relation with analysing, classifying or comparing. (Rapoport, 1969). 
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Figure 0.31: The distribution of vernacular dwellings in the city of ancient settlements of Yifarn municipality in NMR 
Source: Geographic Military (Italian Army Survey) scale 1:100.000 and 1:50.000 maps drawn in 1935 by means of aerial photography surveys. 
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5.3.2 Case Study and Selection Criteria 
 
As pointed out in chapter three, Libyan VDs may be categorised into three different prototypes, 
the underground dwelling, the courtyard dwelling, and the multi stories dwelling. These 
examples are addressed as case studies of the research as they represent the three different 
types of VDs, with the largest population of the region, and well-preserved vernacular 
architectural forms.  
 
In addition, the selection of the dwelling  form  studied  in  NMR  is  basically determined by 
a number of criteria, such as the similarity in terms of size in the three different types, 
resemblance within space arrangement and organization as spaces around a large room, and 
still in use by its inhabitants. Thus, one VD is from each selected type. The selected sample of 
buildings has been chosen among free running houses with the following criteria 
 
•       The layout of the house has its original layout with no modifications. 
•       The house should be free running house, naturally ventilated. 
•       The owner of the dwelling is an indigenous population (Amazigh). 
•       The building material should be of the traditional local variety. 
 
5.3.2.1 Underground Vernacular dwelling. 
The Underground Vernacular Dwellings (UVDs) or the troglodytes in ancient settlements of 
Yifarn are very simple in design and most of them were built around a century ago. They are 
formed by digging a huge cube in the clayey ground, which forms the UVDs of the dwelling, 
(Figure 5.32). Each troglodyte presents a house for number of related families;  
Ranging from 3 to 10. In other words, each dwelling consists of 3 to 10 large rooms were each 
room is a family’s house for one family. The house investigated did not include many rooms 
for several functions such as bed rooms, living room and guest room. The room is used for 
most of daily activities as it is a self-contained unit for each family. The big area of the UVDs 
allows enough air circulation and sunlight to the rooms; besides using simple lighting means at 
night if necessary.   
In general, UVDs in ancient settlements of Yifarn are distinguished by a minimum use of 
construction materials, where the only ones used were at the entrance area. Troglodytes are the 
only houses that do not depend on any built structural elements. Hence, in reality there are no 
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walls built in the rooms, although, in some troglodytes a wall is sculptured while the room is 
dug, to divide the room into two parts, as shown in (Figure 5.33).   
Most UVDs have storage areas for grains located above the rooms, these areas are normally 
accessible using ladders made of olive branches. The grain is poured into the storage spaces 
from the top through a vertical hole/shaft in the rooms. The various features of the house are 
tabulated in Table 5.1.  
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 Figure 0.32: The distribution of underground vernacular dwellings in the city of ancient settlements of Yifarn municipality in NMR 
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Table 0.1: Various features of the underground vernacular dwelling. 
  
A
rc
h
it
ec
tu
re
 d
ra
w
in
g
s 
Dwelling Type Location  Date of construction  
Vernacular Underground Ancient settlements NMR 500 years 
Plan  Sections & Elevations  Images  
 
  
ItemNo:1  
 
Features   Description  
01  Layout 
a)  Underground dwelling Dimensions vary from 8m to10m deep and 9m by 10m width.   
All the rooms open into the courtyard.  
b)  Rooms  Dug deep with a nearly trapezoidal shape.  
The shortest dimension is in the entrance area, about 1.5m to 2m wide. It then 
gets wider towards the inside, where it reaches a width of about 5.0m to 7.0m.  
Curtains or fabric stretched between walls used to divide rooms into two areas, 
the sleeping area, at the rear of the room, and the living area.  
c)  Fenestration  No frontal windows. Dimensions of the doors of approximately 75cm×175cm.  
The main entrance door is wide enough to provide access to the cattle of the 
residents when necessary.    
02  Structure  
a)  Walls   Entrance bearing walls, about 50cm to 70cm thick and 2.5m to 3.5m high.  
b)  Roof decks  The ceiling height is about 2.0m to 2.5m at its highest point, and it is shaped as 
a barrel vault.  
c)  Staircase   Located at the entrance, with landing about 1.5m to 2.0m deep and leads to the 
courtyard inside the house.  
The area of the hallway depends on the presence of cattle.  
03  Construction Materials  
a)  Hard limestone  Used to construct the bearing walls and foundations of the entrance. 
b)  Rubble stone  Also, for the walls of the entrance. 
c)  Wood  Olive tree branches were used to construct the ceiling of the entrance and the 
staircase.  
d)  Small stones  To construct the roof placed over the branches.  
e)  Clayey soil and lime  Used as mortar and plastering of the walls and roof, and also used in decoration 
work in the rooms.  
04  Utilities and Services 
a)  Electricity   Installed recently  
b)  Gas   Not existing 
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Description Figure 
Dividing the room by curtains in 
underground vernacular dwelling. 
 
The entrance of the room viewed from 
inside and outside of the underground 
vernacular dwelling. 
 
The front and side views of the main 
entrance to the underground vernacular 
dwelling.    
 
 
 
c)  Plumbing   Simple toilets partly exist outside the house, at the surface level; and inside as a 
small cave about 1.5m2 to 2.5m2 accessible from the courtyard.  
No water supply in the house and the water is carried from a well outside at 
some distance from the house.  
d)  Sewage System  Not existing 
e)  Light  Natural through courtyard by the doors    
f)  Ventilation   Natural through courtyard by the doors    
05  Auxiliary spaces  Small caves “niche” about 2m2 exist inside some rooms and used as sleeping 
area for children or storages.  
Other auxiliary spaces of about 2m2 are placed between the rooms, without 
shutters at the entrances; these spaces are used as kitchens, toilets and/or 
storage.  
Small storage areas placed above the rooms about 2m over the ground level of 
the courtyard to store grain 
 
S
p
a
ti
a
l 
A
n
a
ly
si
s 
Zoning Analysis  Inside-Outside Relation   Built up/ Open  
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Section in underground vernacular 
dwelling NMR. 
  
Barrel vaulted ceiling of rooms in 
underground vernacular dwelling NMR.   
    
The staircase of the underground 
vernacular dwelling NMR.                                                             
            
 
  
Ceiling of the main entrance of 
underground vernacular dwelling NMR. 
     
Location of and plan of the kitchen in the 
underground vernacular dwelling NMR. 
     
 
 
 
Figure 0.33: General layout of the underground vernacular dwelling. (Elwefati, 2007) 
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Figure 0.34: Interior sculptured partition walls in some underground vernacular dwelling. 
 
          
Figure 0.35: Dividing the room by curtains in underground vernacular dwelling. 
 
           
  
Figure 0.36: The entrance of the room viewed from inside and from the underground vernacular welling.  
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Figure 0.37: The front and side views of the main entrance to the underground vernacular dwelling.  
 
 
             
 
Figure 0.38: Section in an underground vernacular dwelling. (Bagnid, 1989) 
 
   
Figure 0.39: Barrel vaulted ceiling of underground dwelling.   
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Figure 0.40: View of the staircase from the underground vernacular dwelling.  
   
Figure 0.41: Ceiling of the main entrance of underground vernacular dwelling.  
        
Figure 0.42: Small entrance of the children sleeping area inside a room of the underground vernacular dwelling 
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Figure 0.43: Location and section of the kitchen in the underground vernacular dwelling.  
 
 
 
Figure 0.44: The storage place of the underground vernacular dwelling.  
 
5.3.2 Courtyard Vernacular Dwelling   
The Courtyard Vernacular Dwellings (CVDs) studied was built at least a century ago and can be 
classified as a medium in size; total floor area is about 250m2 and having all modern utilities. Gas 
services are not available in the ancient settlements as (Figure 5.44). Other than that, the occupants 
provide their needs of gas by buying liquid gas bottles.   
The dwelling is located at the edge of the mountain. It has more than 4 rooms distributed around 
the courtyard, which usually presents the center of the house as (Figure 5.45). According to the 
owner’s statement, the courtyard provides air circulation to interior. The modest depth of rooms 
with their tall widows and high ceilings, allows natural sunlight to penetrate into all the rooms. 
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Courtyards are a successful feature that plays several roles. Certainly, introverting the house 
provides privacy of the residents from the exterior realm. 
The structural system of the CVDs depends on connected load bearing walls for the whole cluster; 
it provides more strength and support to all courtyard dwellings that were built next each other. In 
some CVDs in ancient settlements, iron-rods between the walls are used to increase the rigidity 
of the structure.  
They also give a special spatial significance to the interior of the house in addition to providing a  
small garden inside the house. Most important of all, these courtyards regulate the climate inside 
the house.   
The first climatic advantage of these courtyards is the fact that they allow daylight into the house. 
This daylight penetrates all the rooms, since they are all arranged around this atrium.    
The extensive deterioration seen throughout the ancient settlements was also observed in the 
vicinity of the case study house, where most buildings were in a dilapidated condition while some 
had nearly collapsed. The owner of this particular house had done extensive repair work. 
Contemporary building materials and structural elements were used also to repair the dwelling, 
such as concrete blocks, cement plaster and pre-cast concrete tie beams to keep the walls together 
and to prevent the house from collapsing, as shown in (Figure 5.46). The various features of the 
house are tabulated in Table 5.2.  
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 Figure 0.45: The distribution of courtyard vernacular dwellings in the city of ancient settlements of Yifarn municipality in NMR 
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Table 0.2: Various features of the courtyard vernacular dwelling. 
A
r
c
h
it
ec
tu
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e 
d
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in
g
s 
Dwelling.  Type  Location  Date of construction  
Vernacular Courtyard Ancient settlements NMR   
Plan  Sections & Elevations  Images  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Item: No Features   Description  
01  Layout     
a)  Courtyard   Semi-square in shape dimensions about 6.5m×5m.  Most windows overlook the courtyard, and 
all rooms are accessible from it.    
b)  Rooms  Roughly rectangular in shape, not governed by a strict geometric grid.  
Longer side overlooking courtyard, Dimensions range from 2.5m to 4m wide and 3m to 9m 
long.   
c)  Fenestration  Windows are classified as medium size, being about 0.8m to 1m wide and about 1.6m high.   
Door dimensions of approximately 1m by 2.2m.   
02  Structure   
a)  Walls   Internal walls thicknesses from 25cm to 35cm. External ones about 50cm to 60cm.   
b)  Roof decks  Ceilings are quite high at about 4 m.  
03  Construction Materials  
a)  Limestone  Blocks of sizes 80cm × 40cm × 45cm, used for foundations and walls.  
b)  Sandstone  For construction of roofs and also foundations and walls.  
Same dimensions as for limestone.  
c)  Timber  Wood from palm and olive trees were used for ceiling joists, beams and joinery work.  
04  Utilities and Services   
a)  Electricity   Installed in the last four decades  
b)  Gas   Provided by buying gas bottles recently  
c)  Plumbing   Upgraded later in the eighties of the last century.  
d)  Sewage 
System  
Upgraded later in the eighty’s and connected to the nearest city sewage system network.   
e)  Light  Natural through courtyard   
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Zoning analysis  Inside-outside relation   Built up/ open  
  
 
 
Description Figure 
Layout of the vernacular courtyard 
dwelling. 
 
Section of the courtyard dwelling. 
   
Concrete block and cement plaster 
used for repair work in the vernacular 
courtyard 
   
Timber ceiling in the vernacular 
courtyard dwelling 
   
Water supply pipes added later to the 
courtyard dwelling. 
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Figure 0.46: The plan and view of rooms distributed around the courtyard 
    
                           
  Figure 0.47: Contemporary building materials used to repair the dwelling 
 
Figure 0.48: Layout of the vernacular courtyard dwelling. 
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Figure 0.49: Windows and door open inside courtyard dwelling 
 
        Figure 0.50: Section of the courtyard dwelling. (Beniamino Polimeni.2008) 
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                    Figure 0.51: Timber ceiling in the vernacular courtyard dwelling. 
 
   
 Figure 0.52: Concrete block and cement plaster used for repair work in the vernacular courtyard dwelling.  
 
             
Figure 0.53: Water pipes and electricity supply added later to vernacular dwellings 
 
 
5.3.3 Multi Stories Vernacular Dwelling  
The Multi Storey Vernacular Dwellings (MVDs) studied was built at least two centuries ago 
and it is classified as medium in size with its total floor area is about 100m2 and three stories 
as (Figure 5.53). Same as most MVDs in Nafusa Mountains, the MVDs consisted of 8 or 4 
rooms with a variety of floor areas, some were small and some very big. The large living area 
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which is positioned centrally in the house, resembles in its location and function to the MVDs 
in Tripoli. There are no standards or specifications of the room areas from one house to another; 
the areas depend on the needs of the house owner. On the other hand, about 16% of the floor 
area was used for storages spaces as shown in (Figure 5.54).  
  
The structural system is the same as in the traditional dwellings in Tripoli depending on 
connected load bearing walls for the whole cluster. All MVDs are separated from each other 
by thick party walls. This system makes the MVDs attached to each other for increased support, 
and also provides isolation from the outdoor climate. In some MVDs the stone bearing walls 
could extend to the first floor only; depending on the financial capabilities of the owner, and 
proximity of the dwelling to the quarry.   
Windows are rare in number or do not exist at all in most of the MVDs, there are small and 
high windows overlooking the street in most of them. 
All MVDs are provided with septic tanks, which are used for to collect rainwater. These wells 
are unsuitable in modern time because of health and environment reason. In other words, the 
problem was that the new plumbing is incompatible with the sewage system of the MVDs and 
the nature of the building materials used which are not resistant to water. 
The various features of the MVDs are tabulated in Table 5.3.  
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Figure 0.54: The distribution of Multi Storey vernacular dwellings in the city of ancient settlements of Yifarn municipality in NMR
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dwelling. vernacular Various features of the multi stories : 3.0Table  
A
r
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s 
Dwelling.  Type  Location   Date of construction  
Vernacular Multi stories   NMR- Ancient settlements    
Plan  Sections & Elevations  Images  
 
 
 
Item :No  Features   Description  
01  Layout    
a)  Rooms  Sizes range between (1.4m by 2.6m to 1.8m by 6.2m).  
The largest room which is the central hall is two stories high; measuring 
4.7m×4.0m.  
b)  Fenestration  Doors of the house are quite small in size about 0.8m by 1.7m. 
Windows are few and exist in many shapes, such as a rectangular 
opening with 15cm×25cm, and a triangle shape with 
20cm×20cm×75cm, there is no glass or shutters for the small openings.  
Windows are generally located at the upper floors but in this house, they 
were located on the third floor at level 4.75m.  
The important opening of the house is the largest one, positioned on the 
ceiling of the living area; it is about 1m by 1m and it is the only source 
of light.  
Small openings overlooking the living area about 25cm×25cm exist in 
the rooms.  
02  Structural   
a)  Walls   These walls are built on top of strip foundations; the minimum height of 
foundation is about 60 to 80cm above the ground level.  
The thickness of the external and internal walls is nearly the same in 
many houses; about 40m to 60cm.  
b)  Roof decks  Ceiling height differ from one room to another; the living area can be 
two stories high up to 5m, (Figure 7.96), while the bedrooms, are 1.8m 
high and storage rooms can be as low as 1.6m.  
03  Construction Materials  
a)  Hard stone  ( Sawwan, as called locally) for foundations.  
b)  Natural Stones For constructing wall, about 40cm×30cm×10cm in dimensions, the sizes 
are almost standard.  
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c)  Timber  Palm wood and olive trunks (Sunnour) for ceilings, beams and for the 
fenestration system.  
d)  Filler materials  Used as fillers for ceilings such as small stones, mud, and lime.  
04  Utilities and Services  
a)  Electricity   Installed in the last three decades  
b)  Gas   Not exist  
c)  Plumbing   A simple toilet room is available, without any water supply, located at 
half way up from the ground floor accessible from the landing; the 
room's dimensions were about (0.7m by 1.9m) wide and 2m high. 
(Figure 7.102)  
A modern plumbing system was added recently within the last five or 
seven years, located at the ground floor, with limited facilities.   
d)  Sewage System  The commode is just a hole in the ground connected by a channel to a 
sump pit, which is like a small closet opened from the street, of 
dimensions about 0.7m wide 1.5m high that is filled with sand to 
absorbs the organic waste.  
Septic tanks are used here.   
e)  Light  Natural through the top opening by reflecting light through the rooms 
f)  Ventilation   Natural through the top opening to all rooms.  
 Zoning analysis  Inside-Outside relation   Built up/ Open  
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Description Figure 
Section and plans of the multi stories 
vernacular dwelling. 
 
Concrete block and cement plaster used for 
repair work in the multi stories vernacular 
dwelling. 
 
Local Hard stone of the multi stories 
vernacular dwelling. 
 
Design wall in side room of multi stories 
vernacular dwelling. 
 
 
 
 
  
Wooden door of the multi stories 
vernacular dwelling. 
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             Ground floor plan                             First floor plan                           Roof floor plan 
 
Figure 0.54: Layout of the multi stories vernacular dwelling. 
  
     
Figure 0.55: Section of the multi stories vernacular dwellings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
    Figure 0.56: Section and plans of the multi stories vernacular dwellings. (Beniamino Polimeni.2008) 
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Figure 0.57: Concrete block and cement plaster used for repair work in the multi stories vernacular dwellings 
  
Figure 0.58: Small windows in the multi stories vernacular dwellings. 
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     Figure 0.59: Local Limestone /Sandstone /Hard stone / Volcanic rocks. 
          
     Figure 0.60: Palm and olives tree wood beams used for supporting the ceiling of the MVDs. 
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                        Figure 0.61: Wooden door of the multi stories vernacular dwelling.  
 
     
Figure 0.62: Mud, stone, mortar and timber ceiling of the multi stories vernacular dwelling. 
 
     
Figure 0.63: Design wall in side room of the multi stories vernacular dwelling.  
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Figure 0.64: Toilet room of the multi stories vernacular dwelling. 
 
 
Figure 0.65: Section and plans of the Multi stories vernacular dwellings. 
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Typical walls in both types of vernacular dwellings.: 4.0Table  
Types of VDs Main building 
material 
Binding material Plastering 
material 
Additional 
material 
courtyard dwelling Lime stone Lime / mortar Lime / Mortar  Steel bar between 
spans 
underground 
dwelling 
Sand stone / 
Rubble stone 
Mud / mortar Gypsum/ mortar   
- 
Multi stories 
dwelling. 
Hard stone / 
Volcanic rocks 
Mud / mortar Lime / Gypsum Lintel wood for 
fenestration 
 
Typical roofs and ceilings in both types of vernacular dwellings. : 5.0Table  
Types of VDs Main building 
material 
Binding 
material 
Plastering 
material 
Additional 
material 
courtyard 
dwelling 
Lime stone /Timber Lime / Cement 
mortar 
Lime / Mortar 
cement 
Steel bar between 
spans 
underground 
dwelling 
Rubble stone /  
 
 
Mud / Mortar  Gypsum /Mortar  - 
Multi Stories 
dwelling. 
Rubble stone / 
Olive branches/ 
palm branches 
Mud / Cement 
Mortar 
Lime / Gypsum - 
 
 
 
5.4 SUMMARY  
 
Ancient settlements of Yifern municipality with its alternative solutions within the same context, 
exhibit a distinctive character among VDs in the world. Nafusa settlement has kept its locals 
without reflecting the changes on socio-cultural tendencies of the context. 
Although, Nafusa VDs life style is mainly based on, social life, cultural experiences and 
geographical constraints, and existing rigid natural form of the VDs, the identity of the settlement 
itself is developing occupation, traditions, routines, politics, meaning and roles to the locals. In 
order to provide quality of life with certain concepts, that the relationships between the locals 
and the nature is achieved successfully. 
Moreover, the recent way of living, is consequences of their past, which are carried out until 
today by having almost untouched cultural issues that is the main distinctive characteristic of 
them. Although, ancient settlements of Yifern municipality are negatively affected the general 
changes, it is identity of using it by the original shape of the nature is kept as the main idea of 
their socio-cultural background. Belongingness to the context as the main distinguished character 
of the locals is appreciable. 
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Identity of use of internal and external design in Nafusa dwellings are essential, which brings 
comfortable living conditions, to the buildings. Creation of spaces is with consideration of 
climatic land geographical factors and also the availability of the building material within the 
context in order to get rid of practical failure in living conditions. Occupants are capable enough 
to solve natural problems within the context by considering their culture. 
In fact, there are several concerns on fundamental backbones of the village like, different 
approaches in the similar conditions, failure of having privacy within the neighborhood, not 
having standards for living spaces because of rigid form of the VDs, failure of tendencies to have 
comfortable living environment, imbalanced space organizations and difficulties of solving 
transportation paths, occupants have adapted themselves to these failures to keep their culture 
alive. 
 
In the appearance of the buildings, there is the response of them to the identity of the nature. 
They are mainly restricted in terms of reshaping and reorganising; however, they have been 
formulated in a way to have the highest profit of using the spaces. Spaces are like piece of nature 
that locals have chosen those pieces as their “dwellings”. 
 
Dwellings or in other word residences, were designed in a way to fulfill the needs of the users. 
The way, which they have been built by the way that the VDs were organized, is the 
representative of their culture, religion, background and social life.  Their typical life style is 
within the spatial organizations inside the buildings.  The furniture, colors, materials and texture 
inside the units all provide a specific character, which was directly related to their culture. 
Although, the orientation of the VDs was developed in accordance with the nature, they tried to 
use the interior spaces in a particular way in order to get more light inside the building . Mostly 
the dwellings are faced to the East direction for achieving more sun light inside. They have 
minimized the size of the openings in order to be protected from wind and the other climatic 
issues. 
 
Role of the female users inside the house is clearly perceivable in the whole settlement; they 
have a specific place as “Matbak” or kitchen to have it specifically for them. They are using 
these spaces for different functions and it is also a place for cooking, resting, working and 
weaving. Therefore, in the spatial organizations, although, they don’t have a chance to balance 
the interior spaces in their ideal way, they give more attention to the place and size of the kitchen. 
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Privacy is one of the main factors in the settlement, they have some cultural impacts, which are 
directly related to their religion and beliefs, and therefore, using spaces in more private manner 
is vital in every unit. Formation of the buildings are in a close manner; therefore, they don’t have 
any private area around them. Therefore, inside the buildings they tried to organize spaces to 
have more private rooms and sections mostly for women. 
 
In general, social comfort inside the VDs are directly related to the privacy of the users, which 
has religious background, in order keep women far from public. Different dwelling form and 
different dwelling type have the similar interior solutions that reflect importance of the religion 
and culture. 
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CHAPTER SIX: ANALYSING QUALITATIVE DATA 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents an analysis of the qualitative data obtained from the interviews, the 
exploration of organisational documentation, and the observations undertaken by the researcher. 
In presenting this analysis, the chapter focuses on the factors that emerge as crucial for the 
effective conduct of Conservation Processes (CPs) of Vernacular Architecture (VA) in the 
Responsible Institutions of Historic Cities (RIHCs) in the Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR). 
The data are discussed in three key categories: 
 
•    Documenting VA values and conditions 
 
•    Deciding the level of intervention in VA  
 
•    Conservation process in VA. 
 
6.2 THE DECISION-MAKERS INTERVIEW DETAILS 
The case study involves conducting 20 interviews with senior managers, middle managers, 
junior managers and non-manager personnel, who are all in decision-making situations. The 
sample is selected on the basis of these management levels in order to obtain the best possible 
representation of the overall organisational population. The distribution of these interviewees 
is shown in Table 6.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 0.1: Number of the participants in the interview 
   
6.3 DATA ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN STUDY  
The first analysis was made using descriptive statistics, considering the frequency of the 
variables in the demographics data section of the questionnaire. The findings are presented 
by means of pie charts. Reliability analyses using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 
(SPSS) as well as univariate analysis were then carried out. Multivariate analyses such as 
Management Level Number of Participants 
Senior Manager 2 
Middle Manager 5 
Junior Manager 5 
Non- Manager 8 
Total 20 
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Factor analysis and multiple logistic regressions were also undertaken. All the previously 
mentioned analytical techniques were performed using SPSS. 
6.3.1 Descriptive Analysis of the respondents 
• Gender Analysis 
Figure 6.1, shows the distribution of gender where 100% of respondents are male. This is not 
surprising as the RIHCs in NMR has traditionally been male dominated. 
 
 
Figure 0.1: Gender Distribution 
 
• Job position of respondents 
 Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of the respondent ‘s position by percentage, 40% of 
respondents are non-manager personnel who execute the plans and the policy of the upper 
management level under the direct supervision of junior managers. 
 
 
Figure 0.2:Position of Respondents 
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• Education levels of respondents 
Figure: 6.3 shows the distribution of qualification level of respondents. (6/20) of the respondents 
have university qualifications, (10/20) have a high college education, and (4/20) have medium 
college level as possible as shown in Table 6.2. 
 
Table 0.2: Education level of the participants 
Education level of respondents 
University Qualification High college Medium college 
6 10 4 
 
     
Figure 0.3: Education Level Distribution 
 
•  Experience of respondents 
 
Figure 6.4, shows the distribution of the respondents work  experience.   Ninety percent of 
the respondents have an experience in the RIHCs area of less than 15 years. This means that 
most respondents have relevant experience to contribute to this study as possible as shown in 
Table 6.3. 
Table 0.3: The experience level of the participants 
Respondents Experience 
0-5 Years 5-10 Years 10-15 Years 15-20 Years 20-25 Years 
20% 35% 35% 8% 2% 
 
30%
50%
20%
Education level of respondents
Education level of respondents University
Education level of respondents High college
Education level of respondents Medium college
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    Figure 0.4: Distribution of Participants Work Experience 
 
6.4 THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSERVATION PROCESS OF VA IN RIS 
The 20 interviews were analysed by manually coding the concepts emerging from the text, then 
visualising a conceptual framework in order to identify recurrent constructs.   The findings from 
the interviews are supported by the most relevant quotations from the participants.  
6.4.1 Importance regarding documenting 
Within the VA assessment and documentation, three conservation activities were identified, 
these being: assessing and documenting VA values (architectural, historical, economic and 
social), and architectural surveying (diagnosing existing VA condition) as shown in Table 8.2.  
 Almost three quarters (14/20) consider assessing and documenting of VA values and 
conducting the architectural survey to be the most important factor in supporting the decisions 
regarding the intervention level in CPs of VA. In this respect, the head of the RIHCs in NMR 
(SM/R1) said: 
“Increasing the focus on the architectural and historic studies is crucial to avoid 
surprises during implementation work. In this way, a technical annex for the 
required studies in the ancient settlements of NMR.”  
Traditionally, the appraisal of the value of VA is connected with its location within an area of 
historical conservation. In this regard, it is the actual siting of a building that denotes its historic 
value; for example, all of the buildings in the historic core of NMR are of historic significance 
(NM/R20). Certain of the patterns of Vernacular Dwellings (VDs) in NMR were commented 
upon by NM/R18, who said: 
“Proficiency in the historical reading of references which directly or indirectly 
mention some VA provides facts about these buildings, when they were built, 
who used them, and what important historic events they present. Furthermore, 
old photographs and their dates tell us about what is old and new in the VA, 
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and also the alterations that negatively affect VA. This helps us to conduct the 
restoration process correctly.” 
Additionally, MM/R3 stated: 
“The most significant data is regarding historic research methodology; how to 
study a VA, how to find its history, where did the materials (stone, wood, lime, 
gypsum and clay) come from. For example, historic researchers in the 
vernacular settlement in NMR can start from the Islamic period, and then go 
back to older ages. Some art crafts such as pottery, textile and metal work give 
an idea about who made it. Some old Libyan families had this work and are 
known to have worked on some stages.” 
Moreover, NM/R18 gave an estimation of VA age as: 
“Some Berbers (Amazigh) buildings were built in the before Islam, Islam 
period, Ottoman period, and Italian colonization they built some buildings. 
These buildings are considered to have more historical value because they are 
older and had a role in the reconstruction of Libya.”  
In architectural terms, the data concerning VA relates to its design and aesthetics, specifically 
with a focus on arches, columns, decorations, external cornices, traditional floors, and windows 
and doors. Speaking on this issue, NM/R20 said: 
“The design of buildings such as the Qasr al-Haj (Figure 6.5), is significant 
architecturally in terms of the volume of the building and the proportion of their 
components.” 
 
 
Figure 0.5: Qasr al-Haj (granary) in a vernacular settlement in NMR  
Three of the participants actually came from an architectural background, and indicated that they 
had insufficient detail concerning the architectural style of VA in NMR, as they had begun to be 
involved with VA throughout the country. NM/R14, for example said that most architectural 
studies are descriptive in nature, and that it was only a small minority that focused on analysing 
VA and identifying its component parts. Some studies concentrate on the building use, and the 
art played by the building owners in this respect.  
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Two of the twenty (2/20) interviewees, considered the VA’s value in economic terms, possibly 
because of the fact that the institution they represented is a governmental one, and because of 
the actual character of the VA. This economic perspective was seen in the comments made by 
one of the architectural faculty staff members NM/R20 who was supported by (NM/R18). 
“We would expect a financial return from HCs, the return is mainly cultural. 
However, what should be considered is how to find a financial sponsor that can 
bear the costs of VA refurbishment. For instance, the restoration of the HC of 
Ghadames in Libya was financially sponsored by UNESCO.” 
The social value of VA was mentioned by a small number of interviewees (2/20). In this 
connection, NM/R17 believed that VBs should be studied socially, specifically because 
traditions and customs are influential in the design of dwellings in NMR. At the same time, it 
was mentioned by NM/R20 that “emotional values draw us to VBs; these buildings are 
protected by their cultural identity and history, and by people who love them and are keen to 
conserve them”. And lastly, the data gathered in respect of VA values is helpful in supporting 
conservation efforts as the dissemination of such information throughout society builds 
awareness. As argued by NM/R14, the findings from a “study about VA values should be 
disseminated among all officials, employees in relevant institutions, general people and also new 
generations”. 
In terms of the architectural surveys and preparing drawings of VBs, exactly half the participants 
(10/20) indicated these activities as constituting the most important foundation upon which VA 
conservation work depends. They considered the identification of the site of VA as the first piece 
of information required. JM/R4, the head of the Architectural Studies Section, mentioned the 
importance of the “spatial assignment of target sites for conservation and alerting the planning 
authorities to take care and protect them”.  A small number of participants (2/20) were keen to 
see vocabulary and artwork in detail as part of the basic data generated by the architectural 
survey, since this level of detail is testimony to the significance of the architectural value of VA 
as shown in Figure 6.6. These participants also referred to the need for this data to indicate the 
cracks and type of materials in the building. In particular, NM/R20 was of the opinion that:  
“In the field of VA conservation, the details are significant in the study of VBs, in 
presenting their values and in deciding the type of intervention”. 
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Figure 0.6: The multi stories vernacular dwelling in NMR, details of the main entrance  
It is necessary to use certain instrumentation when performing an architectural survey and 
preparing drawings, as highlighted by just over a third (6/20) of the participants. Particularly, 
they referred to surveying instruments, and other instrumentation concerning the assignation of 
sites. Other participants brought up the issue of the role of IT (computers) in drawing, and that 
of digital cameras, which were both considered indispensable in VA conservation work. 
Specifically, such equipment facilitates the production of high quality drawings in detail, as well 
as providing 3D drawings, and facilitating digital documentation. 
NM/R10 made the point that conditional survey data provided substantial know-how that had 
great value for technical staff in VA conservation institutions. Making a correct evaluation of a 
given situation is essential in order for the architects or structural engineers to contemplate the 
type of intervention required in buildings, and to determine whether the VBs can be used without 
alteration. In this connection, many types of defect were highlighted by the interviewees, such 
as for instance, floor defects, wall and roof cracks, and the presence of humidity on the walls 
and roofs as shown in Figure 6.7. NM/R10 said in this respect: 
“Because of lack of information, misdiagnosis leads to wrong treatment. For 
instance, the source of humidity in a wall: is it internal or external? The wrong 
diagnosis leads to the wrong treatment, causing the continuation of the same 
problem. However, previous experiences of wrong treatment are a source of 
data.” 
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Figure 0.7: Humidity in walls, the Suleiman Pasha Al- baronial home in NMR  
Table 0.4: Data Regarding Assessing and Documenting VA 
Data Regarding Assessing and Documenting VA Values Mean% No14/20 
Architecture value AR/V 14% 2 
Economic value EC/V 14% 2 
Historic value HI/V 14% 2 
Social value SO/V 14% 2 
Architecture survey AR/S 44% 6 
 
 
Figure 0.8:Data Regarding Assessing and Documenting VA 
6.4.2 Importance regarding intervention plans 
Almost three-quarters (14/20) of the participants stressed the importance of experience when 
determining the level of intervention in VA. They believed that because of the nature and 
sensitivity of VA, it was the institution’s architects and technical team who should determine 
the nature of the work, whether it be of the repair or restoration type, rather than the contractor 
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or his engineer. NM/R20 gave his opinion, saying: “technically, if anything is removed from a 
VA, there is no way to replace it. It is something related to group memory”. The two participants 
with architectural experience (2/20) supported the need for education respecting the way to 
remove all deformations within VA such that it can be restored to its original state. In this 
respect, JM/R17 considered the restoration work under way at the Qasr al-Haj stores stating 
that: 
“During its life, the building has been refurbished several times. Some 
partitions, which were built recently, will now be removed. The doors will be 
replaced by the doors like the old original doors. Finding the original plaster 
material by removing layers of old plaster using natural materials has been 
conducted.” (Figure 6.9) 
 
Figure 0.9: removing layers of old plaster in the Qasr al-Haj stores, NMR  
NM/R14 stated that the principal concern was “how to repair or restore, not renew, VBs, for 
instance, conserving the wood doors in the Qasr al-Haj stores” as shown in Figure 6.10 
 
Figure 0.10: Conservation wood doors in the Qasr al-Haj stores, NMR  
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That said, as identified by JM/R4, the absolute priority was to prevent the deterioration and 
collapse of VBs, in which respect, he said it was essential to safeguard “the temporal support of 
VBs which are in a very bad condition until the real work starts…” This he argued, required 
“good understanding about vertical and horizontal support”. 
In addition, it was considered essential to supply the technical staff within VB conservation 
institutions, with accurate information concerning the re-use of VBs and their related activities 
and studies, for example, in respect of adaptations to buildings to support a new function, or 
investigatory studies to restore such a building to its original historic function. JM/R14 felt that 
ideas concerning how to re-use VBs could be created during “the study of existing buildings and 
the lives within it, as both contribute to the absorption of VBs and help to choose the proper 
function”.  Two different points of view were expressed by the participants, the first being that 
VBs should be repaired in their current state, and then a decision as to what function they could 
perform be taken; and the second that VBs should be adapted to suit a pre-determined, new 
function. In support of the first opinion, NM/R12 said that “the function should not control the 
conservation process”.  And an architect interviewee (R17) stated that: 
“The purpose is to conserve VA; the function adapts to the VBs not the 
opposite. There should be criteria for the function of VBs following their repair. 
This can be conducted by studying the building from two aspects: firstly, the 
areas and dimensions of VA spaces, and the nature of their function. Secondly, 
the use of the site land on which the VA lies. This leads to VA having a proper 
and successful function in such environment.” 
The second school thought concerning the re-adaptation of VBs by alteration or redesign of the 
buildings if necessary to suit a new function, was given support by NM/R14 who said “different 
opinions occur regarding the restoration, such as whether the building should be considered 
according to one or other function that the building had in the past. However, in all cases, the 
re-use of VBs includes the supplying of services as water, sewage and electricity.” And a 
supervisor of the project in NMR (NM/R20), stated: “The significant information in our work 
is how to provide electricity, water and a sewerage system within the VBs without negatively 
affecting their value”.  Some projects are good opportunities for developing services in VBs 
since as electricity, water and sewerage systems are renewed, the chance is made available to 
install a modern air conditioning system at the same time. All underground services as shown in 
Figure 6.11.  
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Figure 0.11: Services in the underground museum in NMR  
Other interviewees brought up other issues concerning the level of intervention in VA, among 
which was the need to design complementary services for tourist monuments/sites, without 
causing any negative impact upon the VA value. And the matter of how certain modern 
constructions could be made inside the VA while keeping the external elevations exactly the 
same was also raised as important. 
Furthermore, VA conservation principles were mentioned by a small number of interviewees 
(2/20) while they were giving their opinions about construction materials and/or the conservation 
process. In respect of protecting VA, MM/R6 emphasised that: 
“The golden rule is using the same materials, distinguishing old and new 
materials and repairing, not using replacement materials. In addition, there are 
criteria for colours, which are informally used in the old city of Ghadames. For 
example, white for external walls, dark yellow for cornices and green for doors 
and windows.” (Figure 6.12) 
            
Figure 0.12: The colours, which are informally used in the old city of Ghadames 
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Furthermore, the principle that ‘repairs should be reversible’ was mentioned by NM/R17, who 
said: 
“In the case of the use of new materials for refurbishing VA, its life becomes 
longer but it loses its value. Materials of VA should be left as they are. If the 
expertise of how to repair them is not available, we should leave them to future 
generations who might find solutions.” 
It was observed that these principles are known to some extent among architects and others, but 
they are not applied formally, as there is no guide or reference available in the RIHCs. 
In most of the projects, the principles were not applied correctly, possibly because of a lack of 
prior study of the sites, and also because “the policy of conservation in the RIHCs [is] to avoid 
repeating repair works in the same VA, so the work tends to be refurbishment not just 
maintenance or repair” (MM/R5). 
A small number of interviewees (4/20) mentioned relevant VBs regulation. NM/R19 who was 
working in the RIHCs as an inspector checking violations or works being undertaken without a 
permit in the HCs of NMR stated that: 
“Guidelines that are essential in our work are those about relevant VA 
regulations and types of offence, including deformations or changes that occur 
in VA such as changing the door or window of a VA or abusing the specification 
of material or colours of external painting. Also, we need to know how to apply 
regulations against offenders.”  
Furthermore, NM/R20 stated that “research in VA should be part of the conservation process if 
it is done correctly”. 
Another point made by a small number of interviewees (2/20) regarding intervention related to 
technical terminology. In this respect, a discussion with a group of technical employees 
regarding some technical terms, such as preservation, repair, restoration and maintenance, 
illustrated that these terms were used one instead of another. This lack of precision and 
universality calls for the unification of technical terms used in the field of VA conservation. 
Furthermore MM/R4 stated, “in the CPs, a clear meaning of technical terms should be 
illustrated.” And additionally, NM/R17 claimed that “the technical terms that are used in the 
RIHCs are not understood by all the relevant individuals as having the same meaning”. 
All human resources that are relevant to VA conservation work, for example, employees, 
specialist consultants, contractors, construction materials traders and craftsmen, are part of the 
conservation process. However, no explicit details of their CPs and details are provided in the 
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RIHCs.  Reporting on this, MM/R4 stated that “when we get stuck in some problem, we look 
for a consultation. Sometimes we depend on ourselves to identify and contact them informally”. 
Furthermore, the criteria for choosing a maintenance technician were considered by NM/R20 
who stated: 
“According to what happens in some current projects, the work without the 
keenness of choosing the most suitable, someone with experience in restoration 
or maintenance of the vernacular architecture, it becomes easier and less risky. 
Also, details should be provided regarding the abilities of craftsmen which 
could be divided into two categories: a craftsman who knows the result of his 
work and the other one who knows how to apply what he is ordered to do.” 
The head of the supervision and implementation section MM/R5 stated: 
“Maintenance and restoration vary between small local firms and international 
companies. Often a small firm (sometimes one comprised of family members) 
is ordered to maintain the buildings that belong to the RIHCs or another small 
VA. On the other hand, some projects are implemented by international 
companies, for example, the National Heritage Museum project or Qasr al-Haj 
stores in NMR. Supervision of these huge restoration projects requires data 
regarding everything relevant to the experience in restoration or maintenance 
of the vernacular architecture.” 
Evaluating the quality of the contractors is crucial in the field of restoration or maintenance of 
the AV, as those contractors should have previous experience of working on similar projects, 
with efficiency and skill.  However, the qualification criteria for contractors for the RIHCs are 
similar to those applying in new construction projects. Regarding the categorisation of 
contractors, SM/R1 stated. 
In conservation work supervision: all interviewees who have previously conducted supervision 
work on VA (4/20) were convinced that tacit study and experience are essential for the 
supervisors of a VA conservation work site. Distinguishing poor work and making decisions is 
a key to supervisors’ tasks. The restoration projects require a team of technical staff to decide 
the type of required work and supervision of the restoration work. The coordinator of protecting 
VBs (NM/R12), who is a supervisor of such work, stated that the “RIHCs supervision staff are 
the responsible team for controlling the executing of companies’ work in VA restoration 
projects. They should be able to recognize both right and wrong work regarding this point.” 
MM/R5 who is responsible for such work in the RIHCs stated that: 
 “The type of work has changed as in the past our institution was an executive 
organization, our work in this section was completely refurbishment projects 
include everything relevant to the project: workers, materials, in addition to 
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technical supervision of the work. This situation continued up to 2017, and 
since this date, we have started work with private organizations interested in 
historical cities. Now, our task is supervision of CPs of VA work, and we are 
the responsible for adopting the materials and the quality of work.” 
The decision making regarding the restoration work is a crucial task for supervisor’s in decision 
making is captured by practice and experience, in addition to qualifications in the field of 
conservation of VA. The author has observed a case that a supervisor made a quick decision 
during the continuity of work; the supervisor of the famous landmarks in the area, NMR such as 
old mosques and public buildings such as museums, schools, markets, some craft shops and 
vernacular dwellings for known personalities in the region in the last century such as a house of 
Suleiman Pasha Al-baroni founder of the Republic of Tripoli in 1918 (Figure: 6.13).  
          
Figure 0.13: House of Suleiman Pasha Al-Baroni in Yefren 
A NM/R20 stated that: 
“The supervisors should be able to manage the project and recognize the defects. 
Works during the project period are changed and construction materials should 
be adopted, and this requires making fast decisions.” 
Furthermore, findings regarding dealing with archaeological findings was mentioned 
particularly by supervisors who have an archaeology background. The head of the society for 
protecting MM/R7 stated that: 
“Who works in the field of CPs of VA should have archaeological sense. When 
the person is alerted about this point his point of view will be changed and 
become more careful about archaeological findings.” 
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NM/R18 emphasized that “supervisors should have principles of dealing with   archaeological 
findings.  The sites of HCs are often proper places for archaeological findings.” Furthermore, a 
supervisor of JM/R16, NMR, stated about his supervision experience: “an old olive mill was 
found underground in ancient settlement of NMR, to know its age. This olive mill is more than 
200 years old. It is now adopted to be one of the masterpieces of NMR exhibits” (Figure: 6.14). 
  
Figure 0.14: The old olive mill found underground in NMR 
As VBs and their sites commonly produce historical building findings, the principles of dealing 
with them is essential in conserving of VA work. Historical buildings findings have an impact 
on restoration work as they provide evidence of a buildings’ age, the historic function of an VA 
and emphasize its value. On the other hand, archaeological findings cause delay on these 
projects.  
Moreover, regarding safety, one NM/R10 stated that “dealing with VBs is risky work. These 
buildings are very old and likely to fall (Figure 6.15).  
  Also, deserted old buildings often are not healthy dealing with safety and health within VBs is 
important in this work.”     
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Figure 0.15: Some restoration work of historical buildings 
Moreover, the head of MM/R5 stated, “supporting VBs particularly, the deteriorated ones is 
not an easy work. It requires care while working. Mostly, VA restoration sites are risky sites.” 
(Figure 6.16) as shown in Table 6.5. 
 
Figure 0.16: Vernacular dwelling in NMR, showing the risk of falling during work  
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Table 0.5: Data Regarding to the Level of Intervention 
Data Regarding to the Level of Intervention Mean% No12/20 
Technically TE 17% 2 
Education ED 17% 2 
Violations VI 17% 2 
Supervision conservation work SCW 32% 4 
Construction Materials CM 17% 2 
 
 
Figure 0.17: Data Regarding to the Level of Intervention 
 
6.4.3 Importance regarding restoration process 
Restoration processes can be divided into methods and, construction materials and equipment. 
1. Data regarding operational work includes the old construction methods that were used to build 
VA.  A small number of interviewees (4/20) mentioned old methods MM/R5 pointed out that 
data regarding the old construction methods of VA is captured during the supervision of previous 
refurbishment work. A NM/R12 mentioned that there is some similarity of VBs’ construction 
systems, as he stated: 
“In our reports of VBs inspection, we consider the type of building method. 
Generally, all VBs that we dealt with are wall-bearing systems (thick walls) with 
stone columns and arches. The main difference appears in the roofing; for 
example, the roofs of VBs include domes or vaults, whereas residential and other 
buildings have flat roofs.” 
Furthermore, the main problems that require for repairing them are cracks, collapses and 
humidity in VA walls (Figure 6.18).  
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Figure 0.18: Monitoring the wall cracks in the vernacular multi stories dwelling in NMR 
During a visual survey, one example for treating cracks in VA’ walls was observed. It was 
conducted by checking the movement of walls through monitoring the cracks (Figure 6.19).  
 
Figure 0.19: The cracks in some historic buildings in NMR 
If the crack is stable, the treatment process starts, and if not, the situation requires diagnosis of 
the settlement of foundations and is treated by a continuous foundation. One example is 
supporting the foundations of some homes of the Libyan resistance (Jihad) leaders and religious 
scholars as Amer al-Shamakhi house (Figure 6.20). 
 
                           Figure 0.20: Supporting the foundations of Amer al-Shamakhi home in NMR  
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“The process of dealing with wall cracks requires knowledge according to the 
situation, for example, large crack treatment includes digging longitudinal holes 
(niches) parallel to the wall and fixing a stainless-steel bar (dowel) in each niche. 
Stainless steel bars are the suitable material because it does not impact on the 
plaster layer. A fiber mesh or galvanized mesh is used to avoid split of thick filling 
layer of epoxy material (non-shrinkage mortar).” 
Moreover, the experience in how to solve the problem of humidity in the walls is limited. The 
MM/R5 stated that the “real solution for the problem of humidity in VBs’ walls has not appeared 
yet.” One example of dealing with humidity in VA walls was illustrated by a (JM/R16): 
“This problem was solved by removing two meters of old plaster on the lime stone 
wall. Then, it was plastered with three layers: pozzolana mortar, fiber mesh 
covered by mortar containing polymers, and lastly a metal mesh (to prevent 
cracks between the old and new plaster) covered by a thin layer of lime plaster.” 
Lastly, some interviewees (4/20) mentioned that more data should be provided, such as how to 
repair: details of VA elevations, cornices, deteriorated floors, columns and arches. The MM/R5 
claims that “a guide for VA repair is not available in the RIHCs, and this negatively affects our, 
particularly new employees.” However, the author has observed that new studies and more 
research on how to solve the problems of previous wrong physical interventions in VA is 
required. 
2. Construction materials and equipment includes four subjects:  
• Old construction materials 
• Current local construction materials 
• Recent construction materials 
• Equipment.  
The half of interviewees (10/20) emphasized that data regarding construction materials is 
considered the most important issue in VA conservation process. 
Moreover, old materials are essential because it provides evidence for assessing VA value. For 
instance, quality construction materials were used in public buildings or officials and rich 
people’s buildings in ancient ages.  The JM/R15 stated that: “data regarding these materials is 
the first step to find proper treatment. Restoration calls for the use of the same original 
materials.” Some of these materials still exist, such as (Local limestone /Sandstone /Hard stone 
/ Volcanic rocks). However, old materials should be studied carefully, as the head of the SM/R1  
stated: 
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“Some of the problems are related to certain old materials for example, when 
deteriorated lime stone, which has aged several hundreds of years, come into 
contact with similar plaster materials used for treating or plastering it, some 
problems may occur, as the condition of this stone may negatively affect the 
quality of work.” 
The NM/R9 mentioned that “more details about tests of old construction materials and the 
laboratories or organisations that provide these tests is essential.” Also, the director of the 
MM/R3 stated that “it is signified that the university laboratories can conduct materials tests 
for diagnosing the materials’ condition.” 
Furthermore, some old materials are not available now, such as some types of gypsum. This 
means that a certain amount of this material has to be reproduced. As the NM/R14 stated, “the 
experience of reproducing an amount of a special type of gypsum based on a sample of the 
original gypsum was a rich source of data. However, distinguishing between the old and new 
materials was achieved” as shown in Figure 6.21. 
        
               Figure 0.21: The traditional type of reproducing an amount of gypsum 
Moreover, regarding conserving old doors and windows in VA, a NM/R20 affirmed that “old 
doors and windows must not be changed because they have cultural value Sometimes repairing 
a door is better than changing it in terms of cost, too.” as shown in (Figure 6.22).  Moreover, a 
NM/R9 called for “Re-using old materials from destroyed buildings.” However, this idea is 
inconsistent with VA conservation principles.  
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               Figure 0.22: Some traditional type of doors and windows in historical buildings 
In addition, local construction materials are very significant to conduct the work economically, 
but some current construction materials are not suitable for use in VA restoration work. For 
instance, cement is one unsuitable material that has been used in previous projects achieved by 
the RIHCs in the last two decades. A NM/R12 stated that: 
“We get more details about the harm of cement by observing the results in 
previous refurbishment work. However, some reasons for causing this condition 
are that the proper materials for repairing VA were not provided by the 
institution, and this situation negatively affects our understanding about these 
materials and their use.” 
In addition, NM/R4 mentioned that there was a lack of studies regarding materials and their use 
in VA, as he stated that:  
“The result of previous refurbishment work in VBs gives the feeling of new 
buildings (an VA looks like a new one). This was attributed to using available 
materials such as cement and paints. We lack study regarding proper VA repair 
materials.” 
A (NM/R9) stated that “cement is the only material that was provided” However, lime and 
Gypsum has recently been infrequently used. This was explained by one interviewee MM/R3 
who stated, “Although using lime was known locally, it has not been used because Portland 
cement is provided, and its use becomes safer and easier.” However, the head of the RIHCs 
protection society stated that “It is essential to recognize what materials for supporting VA 
foundations is significant; now reinforced concrete can be used for this operation” as shown in 
(Figure 6.23).  
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               Figure 0.23: The concrete used for historical buildings in NMR 
Furthermore, understanding of the use of recent repair materials and their relation to old materials 
is limited in the RIHCs because their use is limited. For instance, the SM/R1 stated regarding 
paint that: 
“A material such as paint that includes resin is another reason why walls keep 
humidity. It important to know how to provide and use a paint that does not 
include resin in its mixture as VB’s walls should breathe.” 
Regarding new repair material, NM/R13 stated that the “lack of repair materials such as 
hydraulic lime is a result of it not being available locally. This led to a lack of understanding 
regarding their use.” However, this problem still continues as the SM/R2 stated that: 
“In the current maintenance of some VA that belong to the RIHCs, suitable 
materials for maintenance are not available locally. This situation forced the 
RIHCs to import the materials from abroad. Because these materials are not 
available, our regarding their use is limited.” 
Some materials that are used in VA restoration work has observed by author (Appendix3), for 
instance, cement-based rendering (S641) for restoration (Figure 6.24). Other materials that were 
used in some of VBs in NMR are: 
•    KB 13 EN 998-1 general purpose rendering mortar for internal /external use 
•    B 550 M Fibre-reinforced mortar for repairing walls 
•    Gypsum lime plaster 
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               Figure 0.24: The imported materials used for repair and maintenance of VBs. 
 
Additionally, data regarding the equipment and machines that are used in VA restoration projects 
was mentioned by some interviewees (5/20) who worked as supervisors of VA refurbishment 
sites. For instance, NM/R19 mentioned the importance of facts regarding equipment that could 
be used in the VA repair process, such as the equipment to inject mortar into cracks. Also, ability 
in designing forms is required for restoring cornices in VA elevations. Furthermore, the MM/R5 
mentioned that support equipment is used to support VA vertically and horizontally to prevent 
their failure (Figure 6.25). 
 
Figure 0.25: Some equipment is used to support historical buildings 
Finally, the current head of the SM/R1 stated that: 
“There are chances for benefitting from UNESCO’s branches such as ICROM. 
They have experts, but their services are not free. UNESCO does not provide 
work, but it can commission the work to consultancy offices.” 
A (NM/R20) stated that “the fees are paid by our government to UNESCO; some VBs should 
be registered as international heritage.” Furthermore, the MM/R3 stated that: 
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 “We cannot contact UNESCO or other international organisations directly. We 
have to deal with Ministry of Foreign Affairs. However, during a former contact 
with UNESCO they offer some links such as giving their name to the conferences 
that will be arranged in Libya regarding conservation. This will encourage the 
specialists in this field to share in such conferences.” 
The lack of benefit from UNESCO or its branches was previously attributed to political reasons 
in the 1990s. Libya is a member of UNESCO and has been paid for this participation. This 
organisation can provide knowledge particularly when the buildings are registered as 
international heritage.  Some contribute such as by subscribing to UNESCO’s publications 
according to the charter of the UNESCO regarding the conservation of VA. In addition, 
conferences could be arranged in Libya conducted under the auspices of UNESCO. This will 
encourage the specialists in this field to share in such conferences. The tools for sharing 
information include training courses, conferences and subscriptions in the documents of 
international institution. However, the main constraint in dealing with UNESCO or other 
international organisations is that the contact is not direct, as the RIHCs has to deal with Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs. 
Vernacular settlement in NMR in the western of Libya has significant values, the natural beauty 
of flora and fauna and includes the cultural remains of various communities which indicate their 
presence in the region from past to present. In this respect, the region is hosting an original 
vernacular settlement. A field survey in order to determine the current situations and functions 
of the registered Nafusa Mountain historic buildings and site conducted by Daecer institution for 
Tourism and Heritage (NOG) in (2010) reveals that there are the historical, architectural, 
aesthetic, and economic values of Nafusa Mountain.  
Table 0.6: Data regarding VA restoration processes 
 
 
 
 
Data regarding VA restoration processes Mean% No18/20 
Construction Methods CMe 22% 4 
Construction Materials CMa 50% 9 
Equipment Eq 28% 5 
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Figure 0.26: Data regarding VA restoration processes 
Table 0.7: Data regarding VA restoration processes 
Data regarding Mean% No20/20 
Assessing and Documenting VA Values AD/V 70% 14/20 
Level of Intervention LI 60% 12/20 
Restoration processes RP 90% 18/20 
 
 
Figure 0.27: Data regarding VA restoration processes 
 
6.5 SUMMARY 
The objective of this chapter was to explore in depth and analyse the essential study for 
conserving VA in RIHCs in NMR. This body of information categorized mainly into three main 
categories: assessing and documenting VA value, level of intervention and restoration processes.  
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Assessing and documenting VA value, including data regarding: studying and assessing VA’ 
value, an architectural survey and diagnosing existing VA condition (conditional survey). 
Studying and assessing VA values historically and architecturally supports the decision making 
of intervention in VA. Studying historic value includes assessing the site historically and when 
VA were built, who used them and events they witnessed. Additionally, regarding assessing and 
documenting VA architectural value includes the design style and aesthetic features. Moreover, 
the common view among interviewees was that VA have a social value not an economic one. 
The context of a government institution showed less interest in the economic value of VA. 
Moreover, the task regarding architectural surveys and preparing drawings is essential for VA 
conservation. This includes preparing detailed drawing for VA and using latest technology to 
identify VA sites, in addition to processing photos. Finally, the main defects that were observed 
are cracks and humidity in VA walls and roofs. Conditional surveys on the other hand includes 
how to conduct the right diagnosis, which leads to the right intervention. These values include:  
An intervention plan, in terms of deciding the level of intervention in VA, includes the type of 
remedies that the VA require and rehabilitating them with/out alteration. These tasks require also 
data regarding VA conservation principles and relevant regulation. Furthermore, it observed 
that new do mentation of how to solve the problems of previous wrong physical interventions in 
VA is required. The main effect of lack of study regarding deciding the intervention in VA is 
misdiagnosis leads to wrong treatment, causing the continuation of the same problem. 
Finally, the operational processes of restoring VA include data regarding methods and 
construction regarding materials. Background on old construction methods is essential for 
current restoration. Also, do mentation on defects’ remedies is crucial. 
The RIHCs suffers from the lack of a guide for VA repair and this negatively affects technical 
staffs know how, particularly juniors. Study regarding construction materials and equipment 
includes old and current construction materials, recent repair materials and equipment. Old 
materials provide evidence for assessing VA value, as quality construction materials were used 
in public buildings or officials and rich people’s buildings in ancient ages. The lack of study 
regarding proper materials for repairing VA is attributed to the unavailability of these materials. 
Also, tests should be done on old construction materials and the laboratories or organisations 
that provide these tests are essential. Furthermore, experience in new repair materials and their 
relation to old materials is important in the case of their use. These materials are not produced 
locally and are also very expensive in comparison with local materials. Their use is limited, and 
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information regarding them is limited too. Guiding that should be available is how the used 
materials for repair are compatible with old materials. Finally, information regarding equipment 
that could be used in VA repair processes is also needed, such as the equipment to inject mortar 
into cracks and support equipment. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN:  ANALYSING QUANTITATIVE DATA  
 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this chapter is to analyse the quantitative data that was collected from the 
questionnaire and documentation records regarding to Conservation Processes (CPs) of 
Vernacular Architecture (VA) from experts in the Responsible Institutions (RIs) in Nafusa 
Mountain Region (NMR). 
This chapter is divided into seventh sections; the first section introduces the chapter, and the 
second includes respondents’ details. The third demonstrates the importance of conservation 
process of VA and its availability in the RIs. The fourth analyses the extent of applying CPs 
techniques in RIs. The fifth section studies information technologies and their application in 
RIs. The sixth analyses RIs circumstances and the factors that affect CPs of VA in the RIs in 
NMR. Finally, the chapter ends with a summary: 
 
➢ The importance CPs of VA in the RIs. 
➢ The extent of applying CPs of VA in the RIs. 
➢ The current use of IT and the barriers to its use in the RIs.  
➢ The circumstances and the effective factors influencing CPs of VA in RIs. 
➢ The factors influencing of VA in NMR. 
 
7.2 RESPONDENTS’ DETAILS 
 
One hundred and twenty questionnaires (Experts) were distributed and 75% (90/120) of them 
were returned. Less than half of the respondents (40/90) were Responsible Institutions of 
Government (RIG) employees; (30/40) working in the technical department, and (10/40) 
working in the historic studies department. On the other hand, more than half of the respondents 
(50/90) did not work in the institutions of government such as other organisations that have a 
link with the HCs as members of the society for the protection of NMR architectural heritage 
as (NGOs, Consultancy offices) and academic sectors university staff members in (The field of 
architecture, civil engineering, archaeology, history and fine arts departments) as shown in 
Table 7.1. 
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Table 0.1: Respondents of the institution responsible in conservation of the historical sites 
 
 
Twenty (20/90) (10/20) of them were members of the society for the protection of NMR 
architectural heritage NGOs, and ten of them (10/20) were working in construction firms and 
engineering consultancy offices were thirty (30/90) respondents were academic sectors 
university staff members in the field of architecture (12/30), civil engineering (4/30) and fine 
arts (6/30) departments. Furthermore, (6/30) respondents worked in the archaeology department 
and two (2/30) worked in the history department (Table 7.2, 3, 4 and 5) as shown in (Figure:  
7.1, 2, 3, and 4). 
Table 0.2: The rate of respondents of the RIs  for the conservation of the historical sites  
Respondents of Responsible Institutions  Rare Percentage 
Respondents Institutions Government (RIG) 40/90 45% 
Non- Respondents Institutions Government (NIGOs) 20/90 22% 
Academic University (AU) 30/90 33% 
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Figure 0.1: Respondents of responsible institutions 
Table 0.3: The rate of respondents of the governmental institution 
Respondents of IG Rate Percentage 
Technical Department 30/40 75% 
Historic Studies 10/40 25% 
 
               
Figure 0.2: Respondents of   Institutions Government 
Table 0.4: The rate of respondents of the governmental institution 
Respondents of NGOs Rate Percentage 
Members of Society 10/20 50% 
Consultancy Office 10/20 50% 
 
 
Figure 0.3: Respondents of   NGOs 
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Table 0.5: The rate of respondents of Academic 
Respondents of AC Rate Percentage 
Architecture 12/30 40% 
Civil Engineering 4/30 13% 
Archaeology 6/30 20% 
History 2/30 07% 
Fine Arts 6/30 20% 
 
 
Figure 0.4: Respondents of   Academic 
The experience of the respondents was varied (Figure 7.5), with (15/90) of respondents having 
less than five years’ experience in the field of HCs conservation (25/90) of respondents had 
experience of between 5 and 10 years. The majority of respondents (50/90) had more than 10 
years’ experience of work or interest in the field of HCs and their conservation as shown in 
Table 7.6. 
Table 0.6: The experience rate of respondents 
   Experience of Respondents Rate Percentage 
<5 15/90 17% 
5-10 25/90 28% 
>10 50/90 55% 
 
              
Figure 0.5: Experience of respondents of responsible institutions 
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This variety of experience presented the opportunity for different opinions to be gathered, and the 
majority of answers came from experts. 
The ages of respondents varied. The minority of respondents (15/90) were younger than 30 years old, 
and most of these were institutions of government experts. The half of   respondents (54/90) were 
aged between 30 and 45 years and the remaining (30/90) were more than 45 years. Finally, the 
percentage of male respondents was (45/90), whereas females comprised (45/90) as shown in (Table 
7.6 and Figure 7.7). 
 
Table 0.7: The ages rate of respondents 
Ages of Respondents Rate Percentage 
<30 15/90 17% 
35-45 30/90 33% 
>45 45/90 50% 
 
 
Figure 0.6: The ages of respondents of responsible institutions 
 
7.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSERVATION PROCESS OF VA IN RIS  
Questions were directed to all experts working in the responsible institutions of government, 
NOGs and according to their CPs regarding the importance and availability of VA in NMR. 
Results less than (50/90) are low rank; results (25/90) are medium rank; and results more than 
(15/90) are high rank as shown in (Table 78 and Figure 7.7). 
 
Table 0.8:The respondents of VA conservation process in responsible institutions 
Scale Mean 
Low Medium High N 
Rate 50 25 15 90 
Percentage 55% 28% 17% 100% 
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Figure 0.7: The Rate of VA conservation process in responsible institutions 
 
7.3.1 Importance regarding values 
The values of most aspects of VA in CPs that were included in the questionnaire is relatively 
high. Only regarding regulation, environmental values, equipment, machines of VA and the 
equipment, and machines that are used in VA restoration obtained very low percentage of the 
importance in RIG and private in NMR as shown in (Table 7.9 and Figure 7.8). 
 
Table 0.9: The ranking of VA conservation data importance in the RIs of NMR 
Data Regarding Importance Per% 
 
Rank of Importance Data 
Environmental values 1% 1 
Social value 4% 4 
Economic value 8% 7 
Architecture value 9% 8 
Historic value 12% 11 
Architecture survey 11% 10 
Regulations Art Relevant 2% 2 
Equipment and Machines  3% 3 
Evaluate Existing Structural 6% 5 
Required Treatment 3% 3 
Maintenance, Repair or Restoration Methods 6% 5 
Old Construction Methods (Local Method) 9% 8 
Current Local Construction Material  6% 5 
Recent Construction Material  6% 5 
Supervision conservation work 3% 3 
Repair and Restoration Processes 4% 4 
Alteration and Re-using 3% 3 
Principles of Dealing 3% 3 
The Average of Means 100% 90 
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Figure 0.8: The importance of VA conservation Data in RIs of NMR 
7.3.2 Importance regarding documenting 
 
As in the Table 7.10, the architectural values, historic values and architectural survey of VA 
obtained relatively high results the mean is between (45/90) and (55/90). Furthermore, the 
social, economic and environmental values of VA obtained medium importance information 
between (60/90) and (45/90) and the diagnosis the existing structural obtained very low 
percentage in the rank of conservation process importance in the interested institutions of 
government, private and academic sectors in NMR as shown in (Figure 7.9).  
 
Table 0.10:The rank of assessing and documenting the existing situation of VA values 
 
Data Regarding Documenting of VA  Importance 
High Medium Low 
Architecture Values 45 25 20 
50% 28% 22% 
Historic Values 55 20 15 
61% 22% 17% 
Economic Values 20 45 25 
22% 50% 28% 
Environmental Values 10 60 20 
11% 67% 22% 
Social Values 15 40 35 
17% 45% 39% 
Architecture Survey 45 25 20 
50% 28% 22% 
Evaluate Existing Structural 15 35 40 
17% 39% 45% 
 
0.00%
20.00%
40.00%
60.00%
80.00%
Conservation process regarding assessing
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                                              Figure 0.9: The rate of assessing and documenting of VA Value 
 
7.3.3 Importance regarding intervention plans  
 
All information aspects regarding deciding the level of intervention in VA Table 7.11 obtained 
the relatively medium grade of importance between (60/90) and (45/90). 
The rehabilitation, alteration and Re-using of VA and regulations are relevant obtained 
relatively medium results between (60/90) and (45/90). Furthermore, the required conservation 
work of VA and principles of dealing with CPs of VA obtained low importance information 
between (55/90) and (45/90) percentage in the rank of CPs importance in the interested 
institutions of government, private and academic sectors in NMR as shown in (Figure 7.10). 
 
Table 0.11:The ranking of intervention plan information importance 
Conservation Process Regarding Intervention Importance 
High Medium Low 
Alteration and Re-using 20 45 25 
22% 50% 28% 
Required conservation work 15 20 55 
17% 22% 61% 
Principles of Dealing with VBs 20 25 45 
22% 28% 50% 
Regulations Art Relevant 10 60 20 
11% 66% 22% 
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Figure 0.10: The rate of conservation process regarding intervention VA 
 
Table 0.12: The place of work of conservation process regarding intervention VA 
 
Data Regarding Work Place of VA IN-RIs/ 40 OUT – RIs/50 
Required Conservation Work  10 15 
25% 30% 
Rehabilitation and Re-Use  10 13 
25% 26% 
Principle of Dealing with VA 5 7 
13% 14% 
Regulations are Relevant to VA 15 20 
38% 40% 
 
  
Figure 0.11: The rate of conservation process regarding intervention VA 
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7.3.4 Importance regarding restoration process 
All items of conservation data regarding the old construction method and materials of 
conservation work in VA (Table 7.13) obtained relatively low grades of importance between 
(45/90) and (44/90). However, data regarding the recent construction materials that were used 
to repair and the equipment and machines that are used in restoration that is used in VA 
conservation work obtained low grade of importance between (51/90) and (65/90) as shown in 
(Figure 7.12). 
Table 0.13:Ranking of the importance of restoration conservation process 
 
Data Regarding Documenting of VA Importance 
High Medium Low 
Maintenance, Repair or Restoration Methods 15 25 50 
17% 28% 56% 
Recent Construction Material 17 22 51 
19% 25% 57% 
Old Construction Methods (Local Method) 15 31 44 
17% 35% 49% 
Old Construction Materials  20 25 45 
22% 28% 50% 
Current Local Construction Material  15 32 43 
17% 36% 48% 
Equipment and Machines 10 15 65 
115 17% 72% 
 
 
Figure 0.12: The rate of conservation process regarding restoration process 
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7.3.5 Importance regarding place of work 
Other VA conservation data mentioned by the questionnaire respondents was information 
regarding: 
 
A. Safety and health 
B. Dealing with archaeology, historic and architecture findings 
C. Survey instruments skills 
D. Computer skills 
E. English language. 
 
Although few respondents mentioned these information aspects were relevant to some extent to 
VA conservation data, whereas computer and English language were deemed basic skills that 
might affect VA conservation data obtained the low grade of importance in RIs of NMR as 
shown in (Table 7.14 and Figure 7.13).  
Table 0.14:Ranking of the importance of place of work 
 
Data Regarding Work Place of VA IN-RIs/40 OUT – RIs/50 
Maintenance, Repair or Restoration Methods 33 20 
83% 40% 
Recent Construction Material 20 15 
50% 30% 
Old Construction Methods (Local Method) 10 10 
25% 20% 
Old Construction Materials 10 15 
25% 30% 
Current Local Construction Material 10 20 
25% 40% 
Equipment and Machines 15 10 
38% 20% 
  
 
Figure 0.13: The rate of conservation process regarding place of work 
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7.4 THE AVAILABILITY OF VA CONSERVATION PROCESS OF  VA IN RIS 
The availability of more than half aspects of CPs of VA in institutions of government is relatively 
low. Only regarding architectural survey and preparing drawings of VA obtained relatively low 
grade of availability in the institutions of government as shown in (Table 7.15 and Figure 7.14). 
Whereas data regarding: Supervising VA conservation work, regulations those are relevant to 
VA, architectural values of VA, conditional survey, historical values of VA, repair processes, 
and re-using VA including alteration obtained medium grade of availability in the responsible 
institutions.  
The average percentage of total VA conservation process availability is in medium grade 
(45/90). This percentage indicates the lack of VA conservation process in the IG. For more 
details, the availability of VA conservation process was discussed in three key categories:  
7.4.1 The availability of data regarding documenting  
Most conservation information aspects regarding documenting VA as shown in Table 7.15 and 
Figure 7.14 obtained low to medium grades of availability (between 20/90 and 25/90). Only data 
regarding architectural surveys tended to have relatively a high grade of availability in the 
institutions of government (45/90).  
 
Table 0.15: Rank of availability of VA conservation data regarding assessing and documenting VA 
 
Data Regarding Assessing and Documenting of VA Importance 
High Medium Low 
Architectural survey  
 
15 25 50 
17% 28% 56% 
Architectural values 
 
17 22 51 
19% 24% 57% 
Historic values 
 
15 31 44 
17% 34% 49% 
Conditional survey 
 
15 32 43 
17% 36% 48% 
Social values 
 
15 31 44 
17% 34% 49% 
Economic values 
 
20 25 45 
22% 28% 50% 
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                                         Figure 0.14: The rate of conservation process regarding  
7.4.2 The availability of data regarding deciding the level of intervention plans  
 
All data aspects regarding deciding the level of intervention in VA conservation as shown in 
Table 7.16 and Figure 7.15 obtained low to medium grades of availability (mean between 20/90 
and 51/90). 
Table 0.16:Ranking the availability of data regarding VA conservation  
 
Data Regarding Level of Intervention Plans Importance 
High Medium Low 
Historic Buildings Relative Regulations 
 
20 25 45 
22% 28% 50% 
Rehabilitation and Re-Use of VA  15 20 55 
17% 22% 61% 
Required Conservation Work of VA 
 
20 25 45 
22% 28% 50% 
Principles of Dealing  
 
10 20 60 
11% 22% 67% 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 0.15: The rate of conservation process regarding 
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7.4.3 The availability of data regarding restoration process  
All items of CPs aspects regarding restoration process as shown in Table 7.17 and Figure 7.16 
tended to have low to medium grades of availability in the RIs between 10/90 and 31/90.  
 
Table 0.17: Ranking the availability of conservation data regarding the restoration process in VA 
 
 
 
     
 
Figure 0.16: The rate of conservation process regarding 
However, to determine the gap in Conservation Process (CPs), the results, which include the 
importance of conservation aspects, were compared with the results of the availability of CPs 
aspects in the RIs. These comparisons indicate the gap in CPs in VA according to its 
importance in the responsible institutions as shown in (Table 7.18 and Figure 7.17). The first 
four in the rank, which indicated with slight differences a gap in CPs, were conservation low 
data regarding:  
•    Recent repair materials used to repair VA 
•    Old construction methods used to build VA, 
Data Regarding Restoration Process in RIs Importance 
High Medium Low 
Maintenance, Repair or Restoration Methods 
 
15 25 50 
17% 28% 56% 
Recent Construction Materials  17 22 51 
19% 24% 57% 
Old Construction Methods (Local Method) 15 31 44 
17% 34% 49% 
Old Construction Materials  20 25 45 
22% 28% 50% 
Current Local Construction Material  15 32 43 
17% 36% 48% 
Equipment and Machines  
 
10 15 65 
11% 17% 72% 
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•    Identifying the required treatment that should be done in VA 
•    Environmental values of VA. 
 
Table 0.18: Ranking the availability of conservation data regarding the restoration process in VA 
 
 
            
                    
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.17: The rate data regarding of conservation process  
Furthermore, the following nine VA conservation data as shown in (Table 7.19 Figure 7.18) 
aspects indicated with slight differences in some of them and availability medium in the responsible 
institutions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Regarding Conservation Process of VA Importance 
High Medium Low 
Environmental Values 
 
10 15 65 
11% 17% 72% 
Old Construction Methods (Local Method) 17 22 51 
19% 24% 57% 
Urgent Works 15 32 43 
17% 36% 48% 
Recent Repair Materials  20 25 45 
22% 28% 50% 
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Table 0.19: Data regarding of restoration conservation process in IRs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.18: The rate of conservation process regarding 
Finally, the remaining data aspects which indicated less gap in VA conservation in the 
responsible institutions as shown in (Table 7.20 and Figure 7.19) were VA conservation 
regarding:  
 
 
 
 
Data regarding of restoration conservation 
process in IRs 
Importance 
High Medium Low 
Architecture Values of VBs 
 
15 50 25 
17% 56% 28% 
Current construction Materials 
 
17 51 22 
19% 57% 24% 
Diagnosing Existing Structural Situation 
 
20 50 25 
22% 56% 28% 
Economic value 
 
15 65 10 
17% 72% 11% 
Equipment and Machines  
 
15 43 32 
17% 48% 36% 
Historic value 
 
25 45 20 
28% 50% 22% 
Re-Using VA Design 15 44 31 
17% 49% 35% 
Principles of Dealing 
 
15 50 25 
17% 56% 28% 
Preparation of Project Documents 
 
17 51 22 
19% 57% 25% 
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Table 0.20: Data regarding to indicated less gap in VA conservation process in IR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.19: The importance of VA conservation process and its availability in the RIs 
 
7.5 TECHNIQUES AND THE EXTENT OF THEIR APPLICATION IN OF VA 
CONSERVATION PROCESS OF  VA IN RIS 
7.4.1 The Extent of Applying Techniques  
This question was directed to all staff who were working for the Responsible Institutions of 
Government (RIG), and NOGs, according to their knowledge regarding the application of CPs 
techniques in their responsible institutions. The results indicate the extent to which CPs 
techniques were applied in the responsible institutions. The results reflect a shortage in applying 
CPs techniques in the Responsible Institutions (RIs), as medium of all results, (see Table 7.21 
and Figure 7.20).  
 
 
 
 
Data Regarding Conservation Process of VA Importance 
High Medium Low 
Architecture survey and Preparing drawings 
 
43 32 15 
48% 36% 17% 
Managing and Supervising VA Conservation 45 32 15 
50% 36% 17% 
Social Values 65 15 10 
72% 17% 11% 
Relevant Regulation  51 22 17 
57% 25% 19% 
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Table 0.21: The ranking of applying CPs techniques in the responsible institutions 
 
The four top ranked techniques that were applied in the RIs as shown in (Table 7.21 and Figure 
7.20) obtained the following results: trial-and-error (50/90), discussion (51/90), asking for help 
during daily work (44/90), and self-reading (45/90) of applying in the responsible institutions. 
All these techniques were done by the respondents themselves without the intervention of the 
organisation except for group tasks, as the work order was issued formally in this institution. 
In the middle ranking of the techniques that were applied in the RIs were: external training 
and workshops managed by professional organisations or experts 48%, attending conferences 
(51/90), meetings (45/90), internal training, where seniors train juniors within the organisation 
(55/90), rotation systems, where an employee works for a period of time in one section, then 
transfers into another to learn the work in all sections (55/90). 
No Applying of CPs Techniques in RIs 
 
Importance 
High Medium Low 
1 Trial and Error Policy 50 25 15 
56% 28% 17% 
2 Discussion with Others 51 22 17 
57% 25% 19% 
3 Asking for Help During Daily Work 44 31 15 
49% 35% 17% 
4 Self-Reading (Books-Journals-other Publishes) 45 25 20 
50% 28% 22% 
 
5 External Training Managed by Professional 
Organisations or Experts 
32 43 15 
36% 48% 17% 
6 Attending Conference 15 65 10 
17% 72% 11% 
7 Constructive Brainstorming Meetings for Problem 
Solving 
25 45 20 
28% 50% 22% 
8 Meetings to Exchange Constructive Ideas for Problem 
Solving 
20 55 15 
22% 61% 17% 
9 Rotation Systems 25 45 20 
28% 50% 22% 
 
10 Contribution in Preparing a Conference Paper or a Journal 
Article 
10 20 60 
11% 22% 67% 
11 Contact and Observing Old Builders 
 
17 22 51 
19% 25% 57% 
12 Lectures about Previous Experience  
 
15 31 44 
17% 35% 49% 
13 Mentoring New Employees 
 
15 32 43 
17% 36% 48% 
14 Presentations for Post Project Review and Lessons 
Learned 
31 31 44 
35% 35% 49% 
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Finally, the bottom ranked CPs techniques that were applied in the RIs were: contribution in 
preparing a conference paper or a journal article (60/90), contact and observe the work of elderly 
builders (51/90), lectures about previous experience (44/90), mentoring in terms of providing 
guidance and support to new employees (43/90) and post project review presentation (44/90). 
 
Figure 0.20: The means of applying CPs techniques in the responsible institutions 
7.4.2 The role of the Library in providing information  
 
As shown in (Table 7.22 and Figure 7.21) (51/90) of respondents tended to consider that the 
library did not provided useful information for CPs. 
Table 0.22: The  role of the Library in providing information of CPs  in the RIs 
 
 
 
 
A correlation test of the respondents’ answers showed that there was a weak reverse relation 
between respondents who responded that their absorption ability from reading was high, and 
respondents whose opinion that the library provides useful information. However, the 
significance of this result was very low. 
 
 
Figure 0.21: The useful information in the library RIs. 
Scale Importance 
High Medium Low 
Frequency 15 25 50 
Percentage 17% 28% 56% 
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7.5 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR APPLICATION IN THE 
RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTIONS 
 
7.5.1 The importance of information technologies  
 
The rank of results as, shown in Table 7.23 and Figure 7.22, shows that the contribution of 
Information Technologies (IT) to preparing VA drawings (50/90), providing relevant 
information (51/90) and reducing the use of paper forms (44/90) were in the top rank of 
importance as the majority of respondents agreed that IT contributed actively to these 
processes. Furthermore, providing an information/ conservation knowledge base (43/90), saving 
time of retrieving and reviewing (44/90) and providing secure records (45/90) was in the medium 
rank of importance. The online discussion forum was at the bottom rank of importance (50/90). 
Table 0.23: Rank of importance of IT contributions in VA conservation work in the RIs  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.22: The mean of the importance of IT in the field of VA conservation 
Rank of Importance of IT Contributions Importance 
High Medium Low 
Helpful Tool for Preparing VA Drawings 25 50 15 
28% 56% 17% 
Providing the Use of Paper Forms 22 51 17 
25% 57% 19% 
Providing an Information/Conservation Data Base 31 44 15 
35% 49% 17% 
Saving Time of Retrieving and Reviewing  31 44 15 
35% 49% 17% 
Providing Secure Records 25 45 20 
28% 50% 22% 
Providing an Online Discussion Forum 25 50 15 
28% 56% 17% 
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7.5.2 Type of storing work documents  
All respondents used computers in their work and store their documents in different way. 
The majority of them (50/90) preferred to store their documents in both paper and electronic 
formats. Very few respondents (32/90) stored their documents electronically solely, and only 
eight respondents stored his documents in paper form. The tendency to store documents in 
paper and digital forms together could be attributed to difficulties that they have faced, as 
shown in (Table 7.24 and Figure 7.23).  
 
 
Table 0.24: Type of Storing work documents in the responsible institution 
 
 Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always 
E-mail Frequency 0 4 6 20 60 
Percentage 0% 5% 7% 22% 67% 
IG-Web Site Frequency 0 6 19 33 37 
Percentage 0% 7% 21% 37% 41% 
Search Engines Frequency 0 11 19 33 27 
Percentage 0% 12% 21% 37% 30% 
Online 
Discussion 
Forum 
Frequency 29 22 13 15 11 
Percentage 32% 25% 15% 17% 12% 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.23:  Storing work documents in the responsible institution 
 
7.5.3 The internet services  
 
Most internet services were used as shown in (Table 7.25 and Figure 7.24). However, search 
engines were used ‘often’ by (27/90), ‘sometimes’ by (19/90) and ‘rarely’ by (11/90) of 
respondents, whereas the institutions of government website and e-mail were mostly used. 
Moreover, the online discussion forum was mostly few used in the institutions of 
government as just (11/90) of respondents used it often or sometimes and (15/90) used it rarely. 
These findings reveal that the extent to which internet services were used in the RIs were very 
few. 
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Table 0.25: The extent of the use of internet services in the responsible institution 
 
Paper Form Electronic Form Both Paper and Electronic Forms 
8 32 50 
9% 36% 56% 
 
 
         
 
             Figure 0.24: The extent of the use internet services in the institutions of government 
 
However, the explanation of the rare use of internet services in the institutions of government 
might be attributed to obstacles to the use of IT in the institutions of government, particularly 
telecommunication problems, as shown in the next section. A few opinions on the benefit 
of internet services were mentioned by respondents, such as they are used to know what is new 
in the field, to see new events in such projects, to see beautiful VA, and the most significant. 
7.5.4 Obstacles to the use of information technologies 
The main obstacles that respondents faced when using Information Technologies (IT) in the 
institutions of government, as shown in Table 7.26 and Figure 7.25 were viruses, as (10/90) of 
respondents had faced this obstacle, telecommunication problems, as (15/90) of respondents 
had faced this obstacle, and hardware failure, as (7/90) of respondents had faced this obstacle. 
Furthermore, (6/90) of respondents had faced a software failure and (3/90) suffered from a lack 
of computer data.  The more important obstacles were program changes, electrical problems 
and theft of data and equipment, as the percentage of respondents who had faced these 
constraints was between (20/90) and (25/90). 
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Table 0.26: The obstacles which respondents faced when using IT in the responsible institutions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 0.25: Frequency of facing IT constraints among respondents in the RIs 
 
 
7.6 THE RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTIONS CIRCUMSTANCES AND THE 
EFFECTIVE FACTORS IN DEVELOPING OF CONSERVATION PROCESS  
 
7.6.1 Responsibility of conservation process  
 
The results, as shown in Table 7.27 Figure 7.26 show that the majority (70/90) of respondent’s 
opinion was that development Conservation Processes (CPs) responsibility should be shared, 
although a few respondents (15/90) thought that it was the organisation’s responsibility. This 
result reflects the respondents’ view that achieving the goal of CPs in the institutions of 
government should be a result of cooperation between the employees in institutions government, 
academic university and NGOs. 
 
Table 0.27: Responsibility for CPs development in the RIs 
 
Scale Individuals 
Responsibility 
Organisations 
Responsibility 
Shared 
Responsibility 
Frequency 5 15 70 
Percentage 6% 17% 78% 
 
Rank Main Obstacles Percentage Frequency 
1 Viruses 2% 10/90 
2 Telecommunication Problems 17% 15/90 
3 Hardware failure 8% 7/90 
4 Software Failure 7% 6/90 
5 Other Lack of Computer Knowledge 3% 3/90 
6 Program Changes 5% 4/90 
7 Electrical problems 22% 20/90 
8 Theft of Data and Equipment 28% 25/90 
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Figure 0.26: Responsibility for CPs development in the RIs 
 
7.6.2 The extent of satisfaction with sharing data  
Regarding the extent of satisfaction with the content of CPs Data shared in the RIs of VA, as 
shown in Table 7.28 and Figure 7.27, (15/90) of respondents were satisfied or very satisfied. 
However, a significance percentage (20/90) when removing neither results) of respondents 
(20/90) were dissatisfied or completely dissatisfied, with (26/90) being neither. This result 
indicates that there was a shortage in the quality of existing shared data. 
 
Table 0.28: The extent of satisfaction with the content of CPs data within the RIs 
 
Scale Very Satisfied Satisfied Either Dissatisfied Completely Dissatisfied 
Frequency 10 10 20 26 24 
Percentage 6% 6% 22% 29% 27% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 0.27: The extent of satisfaction with the content of CPs data within the RIs 
 
7.6.3 The Knowledge that relevant to conservation of VA  
The average information that respondents working in the RIs felt they had was (60/90) thought 
that they had relatively low information, (3/90 felt they had relatively medium and (23/90) 
relatively high information, as shown in Table7.29 and Figure 7.28. The results were distributed 
normally and indicated that these employees’ data in the field of VA conservation was at medium 
grade. The results indicated that more than (60/90) of the respondents working in the technical 
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affairs and historic studies departments in the RIs had medium or lower information in the field 
of VA and their conservation. 
Table 0.29: The extent of obtaining VA conservation information in the RIs 
 
Scale Completely 
Not Interested 
Not Interested Neither Interested Very Interested 
Frequency 0 4 3 23 60 
Percentage 0% 5% 4% 26% 67% 
 
 
Figure 0.28: The extent of obtaining VA conservation information in the RIs 
 
7.7 SUMMARY 
The objective of this chapter was to analyse the quantitative data that was collected from the 
questionnaire and organisational records regarding: 
• The importance of CPs of  VA in RIs 
• The availability of CPs of VA in RIs 
• Techniques and the extent of their application in CPs of VA in RIs 
• Information technologies and their application in CPs of VA in RIs 
• The responsible institutions circumstances and the effective factors in developing of in 
CPs of VA in RIs 
 
1. The findings regarding the importance and availability of VA conservation data in the RIs 
demonstrate that the importance of most aspects of VA conservation data that were included in 
the questionnaire is relatively low (the average is 55%). On the other hand, the average 
percentage of total data availability is in medium grade (around 28 %). This percentage 
indicates the lack of VA conservation data in the RIs. A comparison of the means of data 
importance with its availability in the RIs showed that there is a significant gap in data in the 
majority of aspects of data particularly data regarding: 
 
•    Recent repair materials used for repairing VA 
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•    Old construction methods that were used for building VA 
•    Identifying the required treatment that should be done in VA 
•    Environmental values of VA. 
 
2. The findings regarding the extent of applying CPs techniques in the RIs indicated that 
the majority of CPs techniques suffered from a lack of application in the RIs, as the mean of 
such application in the RIs was between low (67%) and medium (72%). Four top ranked 
techniques that were applied in the RIs were done by the employees themselves without the 
intervention of the organisation. 
These techniques were: trial-and-error, discussion with others, asking for help during daily 
work, and self-reading. However, a group task (the third highest rank) was the only technique 
that was applied formally in the RIs. 
The results also illustrated that the greatest gap in  applying CPs occurred in activities that 
should be organised by the organisation itself such as: presentations, lectures, meetings, 
mentoring for new employees, external training and internal training. Also, the rotation system, 
conferences and seminars and workshops do not elicit sufficient interest in the RIs.  However, 
the findings demonstrate that individuals were not interested in applying some techniques such 
as: contact with expert builders and preparing a conference paper or a journal article, in addition 
to insufficient self-reading. 
3. The statistical findings regarding the importance of IT for conservation work illustrated that 
it was a helpful tool for preparing VA drawings, providing relevant information, and reducing 
the use of paper forms. The previous three contributions of IT were top ranked. Furthermore, 
IT provided a platform from which individuals had access and shared VA conservation 
data, a safe time for retrieving and reviewing explicit data and facilitating secure records. The 
lowest rank was assigned to the online discussion forum. However, comparing the results from 
RIs employees and other respondents outside the RIs demonstrated a significant difference 
between the two groups regarding the role of IT in reducing the use of paper forms, providing 
secure records, providing an online discussion forum and providing information and a data 
base. Low importance was assigned by the RIs employees, and this reflects the extent to 
which these services were not provided in the RIs and their lack of their use by RIs 
employees. 
Furthermore, the majority of RIs employees preferred to store their documents in both paper 
and electronic forms together to avoid their loss. This is attributed to difficulties that they faced 
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when dealing with IT. Also, the statistical findings indicate that internet services, such as 
search engines, the RIs web site, E-mail and the online discussion forum, were not used 
sufficiently in the RIs. One reason for this may be the obstacles to the use IT in the RIs. 
The main obstacles to such use of IT in the RIs were viruses, telecommunication problems and 
hardware failure, as the majority of respondent had faced these obstacles. Furthermore, the 
minority of respondents had faced software failure and suffered from a lack of computer data. 
The least important obstacles were program changes, electrical problems and theft of data or 
equipment. 
 
4. The results regarding the RIs circumstances and institutional and individual factors affected 
the development of CPs in the RIs show that the great majority (78%) of respondents’ opinions 
regarding data development responsibility in VA conservation institutions was that it is a shared 
responsibility. This result reflects the respondents’ view that achieving the goal of CPs in 
such institutions should be the result of cooperation between the employees and their 
institution. 
Regarding the extent of satisfaction with the content of data that is shared in the RIs, although 
( 46%) of respondents were satisfied, a significant percentage (40%) of respondents were 
not. This result indicates that there was a shortage in the quality of existing shared data. 
 
Moreover, the majority of respondents (77%) stated that they faced difficulties when requesting 
documents from other departments. 
Regarding the culture of collaboration and sharing data, the majority of respondents 
(83%) agreed that it was acceptable to ask for help in their work environment. The result 
reflects a positive point about encouraging the development of a CPs initiative in the RIs. Also, 
more than half of the respondents (66%) agreed that it was reasonable to make mistakes in 
their work environment. This result shows the extent of encouraging learning by doing, and 
also accepting a trial-and-error policy in the RIs. However, the debate still continues regarding 
applying this to restoration work. Furthermore, about ( 63%) of respondents agreed that it 
was possible to share lessons in a culture of continuous improvement in their work 
environment. The result is a strong point, which encourages the development of CPs initiatives 
in the RIs. However, more motivation for the technical and historical researchers is essential. 
Moreover, fewer than half of the respondents (46%) agreed that individuals in their jobs 
actively sought and applied new learning in their work environment. On the other hand, (29%) 
disagreed, in addition to (26%) stating neither. Although the result reflects that the balance 
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inclined to agree, the opinions of others should be considered. Seeking and applying new 
learning requires interest in a CPs initiative as it is a way to learn by doing. Finally, more than 
half of the respondents (63%) agreed that senior employees had been transferring their 
data to junior employees in their work environment. This result is a positive point for 
encouraging the development of a CPs initiative in the RIs. However, an average number of 
respondents’ responses regarding the absence of senior employees who had left the RIs had a 
high negative effect. This result reflects the threat of the continued departure of seniors and 
others who have significant data to develop employees’ data, and also the essential need for a 
CPs initiative in the RIs to avoid data leakage as a result of employees’ leaving. 
Reviewing relevant documents or references came second. However, contacting managers 
and using the internet were the last choices. Also, the findings demonstrate that the majority of 
respondents (89%) were very interested or interested in having data management formally in 
their institution. This positively affects the development of CPs in the RIs. The statistical 
results regarding factors influencing this development demonstrate that suitable places for 
sharing data and, individuals’ competence, experience and absorption abilities were available 
and would positively affect the development. Furthermore, the collaboration culture, 
organisational policies regarding pay for data, and staff motivation and retention tended to 
positively affect development data of PCs in the RIs. Moreover, the statistical results 
demonstrated that the opinions regarding the vision of the leadership and IT were balanced. 
Lastly, the respondents’ opinions demonstrated that the current organisational structure and 
coordination between departments negatively affected data development. 
However, these statistics do not reflect the availability of experts in the RIs. This institution 
suffered from a lack of architects and engineers, with just four architects and three engineers 
working in the RIs. More than half of technical staff (17/30) was surveyors and draftsmen in 
addition to six technicians. 
Furthermore, statistics on previous technical employees illustrate that the number of technical 
employees who had left the RIs between 1986 and 2015 was 56, including 25 architects, 17 
civil engineers and 14 surveyors/draftsmen. The percentage of total technical staff leaving was 
(65%). The significant rate of departure was for architects (86%) and civil engineers (85%), 
whereas among surveyors and draftsmen, the rate was (45%); no technicians left the RIs. 
Architects, engineers, surveyors and draftsmen had left the RIs with the data that they had 
built from years of work experience in the field of VA conservation. This situation presents a 
threat against managing data in the RIs, not only because of data leakage (what they have in 
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their minds and explicit data may they have or have access to) but also the institution lost time 
and money spent on developing the skills and data of employees. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: DISCUSSION OF THE KEY FINDINGS 
 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The main aim of this research is: to investigate the concept of Vernacular Architecture (VA) in 
the Libyan context and to understand issues related to its conservation, with specific reference 
to Vernacular Dwellings (VDs) in the Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR), and to develop a robust 
knowledge of the VA conservation in the NMR suitable to support the preparation of a set of 
recommendations for Responsible Institutions (RIs) of VA. The research questions that should 
be answered to achieve the aim include: 
 
1. How the concept of VA is currently understood in the Libyan context and what is its relevance 
to Libyan RIs? 
2. What factors influence the VA in the NMR context?  And what is their impact?  
3. What are the key issues, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the conservation 
of VA in the NMR? 
Answering these questions, the problem of how to support effective conservation of the VA in 
the NMR is understood, leading to the development of recommendations targeted to the RIs for 
the conservation. 
8.2 THE CONCEPT OF VA IS CURRENTLY UNDERSTOOD IN THE LIBYAN 
CONTEXT AND WHAT IS ITS RELEVANCE TO LIBYAN RESPONSIBLE 
INSTITUTIONS? 
 
8.2.1 The concept of vernacular architecture in Libya context  
The Vernacular Architecture (VA) term has many interpretations, its core definition suggests 
structures made without the intervention of professional architects, an indigenous but 
anonymous architecture, it is “Architecture without architects” Rudofsky (1978). Vernacular 
architecture all around the world are facing serious problems of dilapidation and are extremely 
vulnerable (Charter on the Built Vernacular Heritage, ICOMOS, 1999). The definition of 
vernacular architecture that has been derived from several scholars (Section 2.2.3) and (Fathy, 
1986). Similarly, Rudofsky (1965), throughout his exhibition with regard to "vernacular, 
anonymous, spontaneous, indigenous, or rural architecture," he stated: Vernacular 
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architecture does not go through fashion cycles. It is nearly immutable, indeed, unimprovable, 
since it serves its purpose to perfection. The importance of conserving this VA has been accepted 
as an important expression of culture, a reflection of society that is characterised by its original 
surroundings and territory, built in a traditional and natural way that represents its local 
distinctiveness. This is also expressed in the Burra Charter (2013): 
The majority of interviewees in (Chapter 6) mentioned that the participation of local people in 
addition to the continuity in use and maintenance by the occupants are essential for the successful 
protection and appreciation of VA. In order for this to occur, however, any fundamental problem 
should be addressed not only by local people but also has to be supported by a multidisciplinary 
group of stakeholders, including, for example, governments, professionals (architects/planners), 
professional bodies and non-professional organisation. 
The key literature review findings regarding VA in (Chapter 2) Rudofsky (1964) called this 
type of architecture: vernacular, anonymous, spontaneous, indigenous and rural. literatures 
focused on various attitudes concerning the subject of VA forms and disagree in others, so the 
most agreed items are discussed in the following in (Tebal:2.4). However, the VA in this 
research was investigated  in  the  VDs conservation context. 
8.2.2 The relevance of vernacular architecture to Libyan RIs. 
Vernacular architecture is a broad, grassroots concept which encompasses fields of architectural 
study including aboriginal, indigenous, ancestral, rural, and ethnic architecture 
(Chapter 3) and is contrasted with the more intellectual architecture called polite, formal, or 
academic architecture just as folk art is contrasted with fine art. 
 As per the ICOMOS Charter for Vernacular Heritage (1999), the vernacular heritage is 
important; it is the fundamental expression of the culture of a community, of its relationship with 
its territory and, at the same time, the expression of the world’s cultural diversity. More 
importantly, the static preservation of VA is in understanding the building traditions, their 
knowledge systems and skills that have continuously evolved to adapt themselves to the 
changing environment and yet have remained distinctive to a speciﬁc place (Oliver 2003). 
8.2.3 What is its relevance to Libyan institutions? 
• Historical relevance: What the site has to tell us about the course of human history, 
or the history of a group or culture. The site may conserve important physical fabric or other 
evidence of the past. It may be associated with important events, people and developments. 
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• Aesthetic and artistic relevance: The intellectual or emotional impact of a place. 
This may be the emotional association or the mood or feeling of a site. It may be a 
demonstration of a particular design, style, artistic development, or high level of 
craftsmanship. 
• Scientiﬁc and research relevance: The capacity of a place to provide signiﬁcant 
knowledge of value to humanity. 
• Social and identity relevance: The degree, the way in which a place is now, or 
was in the past, a focus of spiritual, political, national, or other cultural activity to a majority 
or minority group. 
 
8.3 THE FACTORS INFLUENCE THE VA IN THE NMR CONTEXT? AND 
WHAT IS THEIR IMPACT 
 
Numerous organisational and individual’s factors affecting VA in Responsible Institutions (RIs) 
were included in the proposed theoretical model for studying and understanding VA in RIs 
(figure 2.10). These factors were investigated in addition to other factors emerged during the 
field research. However, the factors that were investigated include the accountability, 
organisational structure, governmental regulations and organizational policies, working places, 
VA technology, culture of collaboration, awareness regarding VA, the role of leadership, and 
individuals in the organization’s context. 
8.3.1 The factors influence the VA in the NMR 
Various architectural concepts have certain factors hindering their conservation of VA in NMR 
is no exception, some of the factors are; human neglect such as neglect of heritage buildings, 
forgetting and ignoring of traditional architectural element Osasona (2009), Ibrahim (2015); 
socio-economic conditions such as financial wherewithal factor, and high cost of maintenance 
of traditional buildings Egenti (2014), Ejiga (2012); modernization such as replacement of the 
old buildings with new ones using modern building materials, poor social acceptability of 
traditional buildings, and societal advancement somehow had downgraded these practices of 
using traditional building materials in favoring the machine intensive Egenti (2014), Khalil 
(1999 ); discontinuity such as lack of qualified artisans and master builders, disappearance of 
traditional buildings in the cities, and many of the traditionally significant buildings of earth have 
weathered badly and are partially derelict Egenti (2014), Osasona (2009 ); weather and climatic 
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conditions such as surface erosion, partial crumbling, unhealthy conditions due to constant 
humidity and hollowed bases and wear and tear of the buildings, constant humidity, and moisture 
from underground Egenti (2014), Lourenco (2005).   
8.3.2 The Accountability and the Organisational Structure of the RIs 
The Responsible Institution of Historical Cities (RIHCs) is a government organisation, which 
cares for Historical Cities (HCs) as the core business activity. Such an organisation aims to 
conserve VBs, not only to present cultural values but also to perform a function (Section 3.2.3). 
The accountability of the RIHCs at present is to the historical cities department, which is in turn 
accountable to the Ministry of Local Government (MLG). The accountability of RIHCs since 
its establishment in 1986 has changed five times. These changes impacted on the organisational 
structure and caused seven changes in the RIHCs head according to the plan of each 
governmental board that the RIHCs was accountable to.  
According to a review of organisational documents and interviewees’ opinions (Section 3.2.3), 
the accountability of the RIHCs transferred in 2006 from the facilities ministry to the tourism 
ministry and then in 2013 to Ministry of Culture (MC) and lastly in 2014 transferred to the MLG. 
Because of this change, the RIHCs became a managerial-oriented instead of implementation-
oriented organisation, and its responsibilities have extended to cover all the HCs and buildings 
in Libya. This change affected the RIHCs performance as it led to the need for different data or 
information such as data or information regarding contracting processes. Also, three 
interviewees stated that it has affected some technical staff, who left the RIHCs carrying with 
them their data or information (Table 3.2). However, the current accountability of the RIHCs 
to the HCs department and the ministry of local government might be a positive effect according 
to the relation or the integration of MLG and HCs with the field of VA conservation. This 
provides an opportunity for contact with specialists and access to relevant documents in these 
institutions. However, according to the author’s literature review, it seems that the effect of 
organizations’ accountability in the field of maintenance management has not been mentioned 
previously.  
The organisational structure supported personal interactions and communities of practice 
between sections. This complies with the broad literature (Section 2.5) that calls for a flexible 
organisational structure for the successful conservation of VA (Bishop, 2009). 
However, it was observed that the presence of historians in the technical affairs department is 
very limited and vice versa (Section 7.6.3). This is proved statistically (Section 7.5.4), as more 
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than 78% of respondents mentioned that they had faced difficulties when contacting employees 
in other organizations as NGOs and academic institutions (Universities and technical 
institutes). Also, approximately the same percentage points out that the current organisational 
structure in terms of the relation between RIs did not support sharing data or information 
activities in the RIHCs. 
Furthermore, technical documents are stored and managed by the documentation section which 
is accountable to the planning and historic studies department. The majority of respondrnts 
mentioned that this caused the technical staff difficulties in getting documents and led to an 
unwillingness to submit their documents for storing in this section (Section 7.5.2). This is proved 
statistically as the majority of questionnaire respondents (77%) stated that they have faced 
difficulties when requesting documents from other institutions (Section 7.7). The difficulties 
regarding contact between employees and exchanging documents in different departments in the 
RIHCs that affected its performance can be attributed to organisational structure.  
However, the situation of the organisational structure in the RIHCs at the level of departments 
contradicts with the ideal situation mentioned in the wider literature (Section 3.2.3.2). 
Government decision number 125, article 8  GPC , (2006): 
“The organization should have a structure which facilitates personal interactions and supports 
communities of practice to capture tacit and explicit knowledge within the organization and this 
structure should be extended to virtual teams and outsourcing personnel in applicable areas 
through appropriate communication tools”. 
Finally, the majority of interviewees in the RIHCs responsible for creating particular data or 
information regarding, for instance, repair materials and restoration work. A research section is 
available in similar organisations responsible for conserving VA, for instance, the National Built 
Heritage Centre (SCTA, 2012) was established to be a home of technical expertise in the field 
of urban heritage, achieving the development of local materials (mud and stone, for example) 
with the encouragement of traditional builders and traditional building artefacts (Section 6.4.3). 
8.3.3  The Effect of the RIHCs Policies and Governmental Regulations on CPs of VA 
In the RIHCs, some policies contribute to developing knowledge, expertise (Sections 7.5.1). 
For instance, the organisation’s policies and governmental regulations permit or support: 
• Providing IT facilities, such as a database system to store and retrieve data or information 
in the RIHCs 
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• Cooperating with local experts to provide data or information, expertise 
• Organising conferences and symposia to acquire conservation data 
•  Arranging workshops and training courses for developing national skills (employees’ 
skills, expertise) in the field of VA conservation 
• Allocating an annual budget to buy references and fund training. 
However, there are constraints on contacting foreign institutions, consultants or sending staff 
abroad for training (difficult procedure and governmental approval is required). Statistically, 
although approximately 60% of the questionnaire respondents agreed that the organisational 
policy positively affected the development of CPs of VA and staff retention in the RIHCs 
(Section 7.6.3), a significant percentage did not. Dissatisfaction appeared in approximately 60% 
of technical staff, who had left the RIHCs in the last 20 years (more in section 7.6.2). 
This situation contradicts with the wider literature as one CPs of VA goal is to ensure that 
knowledge-workers stay with the company through staff motivation policies (Beijerse,1999). 
Scholars in the field of VA conservation call for appropriate outsourcing policies to ensure that 
the organisation has the required skills available (Dann and Wood, 2004). 
On the other hand, Rowley (1999), and Murthy and Panchal (2011) state that developing 
organisational norms and values which support the creation and sharing of knowledge is essential 
for successful CPs of VA in organisations. Some norms or policies have been mentioned by 
Vector (2008), such as making content submission mandatory and incorporating rewards into 
performance measurement plans. However, Bishop (2009) in (Chapter 3) stated that CPs of 
VA activities should be seen as a useful aspect of work rather than something that is required 
and, therefore, the policies and procedures approach should be minimised. 
8.3.4  The Effect of Headquarters Location and Working Places in CPs of VA 
The RIHCs headquarters is a refurbished VA in the city of Kakala in NMR (Figures 3.4); this 
is helpful for reaching VBs easily. That the employees in the RIHCs coexist with VBs makes 
them have a good common data of them. Also, staying in this VA provides the chance to observe 
what occurs in the building for periods of time after refurbishment. 
The working places of the technical staff in the technical affairs department are in the same area. 
Moreover, a lecture room with IT facilities was provided in the RIHCs headquarters for formal 
meetings, lectures and presentations. Statistically, 50% of respondents (Section 7.5.1) agreed 
that suitable places for sharing data in the RIHCs were available. This shared context provides 
a good environment for sharing data among employees. This situation complies with the wider 
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literature. Scholars emphasize that sharing a working place supports transferring data or 
information and provides face-to-face contact and offers a common language that enables 
individuals to understand each other’s actions and the background (Brown, 1991; Dougherty, 
1992; Shin, 2001).  
8.3.5 The Effect of Information Technologies in CPs of VA 
According to interviews and observations in the RIHCs, some IT facilities were provided. There 
is approximately a personal computer for each employee and database system (established 
recently), in addition to internet services, telephones, data show and digital cameras. However, 
it was observed that the software used in the RIHCs was mainly general computer programs, 
which have not been contributed effectively in CPs (Section 5.7.7). Furthermore, because of the 
technical difficulties that the RIHCs employees had faced when dealing with computers most 
preferred to store their documents in paper and digital forms to avoid their loss. 
The statistical findings regarding the importance of IT in the VA conservation work context 
(Section 5.2.1) illustrated that at the top ranks were: helpful tools for preparing VA drawings, 
providing relevant information, and reducing the use of paper forms. The medium ranks 
included: facilitating storage and retrieval of information. The bottom ranks included: providing 
secure records and an online discussion forum. 
However, internet services were neither used sufficiently nor efficiently in the RIHCs (Section 
6.5.3, figure 6.7). Computers were not connected to each other or to the database, and emails 
were not adopted for communication in the RIHCs. Also, the RIHCs website provided limited 
utility because it was neither up to date nor connected to the RIHCs database system. 
Furthermore, the online discussion forum was rarely used for asking questions and getting 
answers. Finally, the limited use of search engines for acquiring VA conservation data might be 
attributed to the limited information on Arabic websites. Also, the benefit from other sites, for 
instance those in English, was limited because of different contexts and language difficulty 
among the RIHCs employees. The other causes for rarely using IT services is attributed to the 
technical obstacles which have been faced the majority of respondents in the RIHCs particularly: 
• Computers prone to malfunction, as there was no technical support for fixing computers 
in the RIHCs. 
• Frequent internet communication problems; this external cause is attributed to the 
supplier. 
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The existence and use of IT facilities for managing data or information in the RIHCs do not 
sufficiently comply with IT’s role as mentioned in the wider literature (Section 2.8). IT plays 
an important role in facilitating conservation processes (Section 2.6); it is required for effectively 
codifying, storing, and retrieving data or information. Also, it supports accessing existing 
information and connecting or directing a user that has a problem or question to data or 
information repositories or experts (Hahn et al., 2000). 
8.3.6 Culture of Collaboration in the RIs 
In the RIHCs, there was not collaborative climate in the technical and maintenance department, 
with other organizations as NGOs and academic institutions, there is no sharing data or questions 
regarding work in any HCs in NMR (R, R2 and R3) (Section 6.2). The statistical findings 
(Section 7.3) demonstrated that employees tended to contact colleagues as a first choice for 
getting data when facing a problem in their daily work. The head of architectural studies 
explained that in lectures, presentations and meetings, effective discussions occur formally 
between participants (Section 7.6.1). 
This situation was supported statistically (Section 6.6) as the majority of respondents (83%) 
agreed that it is acceptable to ask for help and (66%) agreed that it is reasonable to make mistakes 
in their work environment. Also, about (63%) agreed that it is possible to share lessons and the 
same percentage agreed that seniors have transferred their knowledge to juniors in their work 
environment. These results indicate positive points that this context provides data sharing among 
employees in the RIHCs. However, the majority (70%) of respondents mentioned that they 
obtained a medium or less amount of knowledge skill in the field of VA conservation (Section 
6.6). Also, a significance percentage of respondents (39%) disagreed that individuals in their job 
actively seek and apply new learning in their work environment  and (47%) of respondents were 
dissatisfied with the content of data shared in the RIHCs. 
As mentioned in (Section 7.6.2), to create a culture of data sharing and encourage recipients of 
information, listed four points that should be provided in organisations: 
• It is acceptable to ask for help 
• It is reasonable to make mistakes 
• It is possible to share lessons in a culture of continuous improvement 
• People actively seek and apply new learning. 
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In the RIHCs, it was acceptable to ask for help, reasonable to make mistakes in the work 
environment, possible to share lessons, and seniors had transferred their data to juniors in their 
work environment as employees tended to contact colleagues as a first choice for getting data. 
These results comply with the wider literature. However, the results indicate that there is a 
weakness in the content of existing shared data or information and employees did not sufficiently 
seek and apply new learning in the RIHCs. Furthermore, although accepting   that   employees 
make mistakes in the work environment is necessary to create a culture of data sharing and 
encourage the recipients of this data, this might cause a problem when dealing with VBs, whilst 
also contradicting the principles of working with VBs. 
8.3.7 Awareness Regarding VA in the RIHCs Context 
In the RIHCs context, although individuals did not have a background regarding CPs of VA, 
the interviewees’ definitions regarding this expression (Section 6.4.3) indicate some awareness 
and reflect the point of view regarding the term VA itself ‘is it tacit or explicit knowledge’. 
Furthermore, the great majority (94%) of questionnaire respondents agreed that data or 
information development is a shared responsibility between the institution   and   individuals 
(Section 7.6.3). Moreover, the majority (89%) of respondents thought that CPs of VA is needed 
formally in the RIHCs (Section 6.6.9). These findings indicate that the RIHCs employees are 
aware of the need to develop their data or information, CPs of VA is required in the RIHCs 
formally and achieving the goal of CPs of VA is a result of cooperation between the employees 
and their institution. This complies with the wider literature which mentioned that an awareness 
that knowledge and experience transfer has occurred or is needed is essential for VA (Newell, 
2006). 
8.3.8 The Role of the RIHCs Leadership in Managing data or Information 
In the RIHCs the current head was keen to develop staff abilities and information. This can be 
seen in providing IT facilities, some specialized training courses and encouraging discussions 
(Section 5.1.3). This to some extent complies with the wider literature (Section 3.2.2). 
Leadership supports the acquisition and dissemination of information and knowledge in daily 
work processes. Also, they can secure funds and provide IT to achieve CPs of VA objectives. 
For instance, Anantatmula (2008: 457) stated that: 
“The leader plays a critical role in securing funds and building technology infrastructure to 
accomplish CPs of VA goals and objectives. Capable leaders garner the support of the top 
management and influence the collaborative culture”. 
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However, no leader/s assigned to guidance CPs of VA in the RIHCs. Also, three seniors 
mentioned that the directors of departments in the RIHCs are not filled with proper persons who 
are interested in developing employees’ data or information, expertise. 
Statistically, the respondents’ opinions (Section 7.6.3) were balanced regarding the effect of 
leadership in developing CPs of VA in the RIHCs. This contradicts with the role of leadership 
as mentioned in the wider literature, which emphasizes leadership’s guidance of data or 
information workers to facilitate CPs of VA processes within the organisation. For instance, 
Murthy and Panchal (2011) stated that a competent and committed leader/s should guide a 
group of know-how workers who “facilitate, curate, and data or disseminate information within 
the organisation”. Also, Anantatmula, (2008) stated “organizations will experience better 
results if they choose a leader before a detailed plan for CPs of VA initiative is developed and 
implemented”. 
8.4 THE PHYSICAL FEATURES OF VA IN THE NMR AND WHAT ARE THE 
KEY ISSUES IN THEIR CONSERVATION PARTICULARLY WITH RESPECT 
TO THE ROLE PLAYED BY THE RIS? 
8.4.1 Data Regarding Assessing and Documenting VA Value  
The responsibilities of the technical sections in the RIs (Tables 5.2) include: 
preparing studies regarding VA values (assessing VA values); conducting architectural studies; 
preparing the drawings and details of VBs (architectural survey) and conducting technical 
studies and research regarding assessing VDs’ structure and elements (structural survey). 
Furthermore, the majority of interviewees (Section 6.4.1) mentioned that data or information 
aspects regarding assessing and documenting VDs are significant for deciding the intervention 
in VDs. The statistical results (Section 7.3.1) demonstrated that although data aspects regarding 
assessing and documenting VA values and their conditional survey have a relatively high rate of 
importance in the RIs, their availability is in a medium rate. 
The most available data or information in the RIs is regarding architectural surveys, which 
obtained a relatively high rate of availability. Data regarding VA architectural value, historical 
value and conditional surveys obtained a relatively medium rate of availability, whereas data 
regarding social, economic and environmental values obtained a relatively low rate of 
availability in the RIs. 
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The importance of assessing and documenting VBs values and condition information aspects in 
the RIs do not contradict their importance in the wider literature (See more in sections, 3.3 and 
3.7.1). For instance, regarding documenting VBs, ICOMOS (1990) emphasizes the need to 
thoroughly record VBs before any type of intervention to make the interpretation of VBs 
available when and where it may be needed, and to keep this knowledge and information for 
future work and future generations. 
8.4.2 Data Regarding Deciding the Level of Intervention in CVA. 
In the RIHCs, one of the technical department’s responsibilities is conducting the architectural 
and structural studies for repairing and reusing VA (Table 7.11). More than half of the 
interviewees (12/20) emphasized that the institution’s technical team should decide the type of 
work in VA (Section 5.2.2). This is attributed to the nature and sensitivity of VA in addition to 
the need to comply with conservation regulations and principles. The statistical results (Section 
8.3) demonstrated that knowledge aspects regarding deciding the level of intervention in VA 
obtained a relatively high rate of importance in the RIHCs. 
However, data regarding identifying the required treatment, the principles of dealing with VA, 
and rehabilitating VA, obtained a relatively low rate of availability, whereas data regarding 
relevant regulations obtained a relatively medium rate of availability in the RIHCs. 
The importance of data aspects regarding the intervention in VA comply with their importance 
in the wider literature (Section 7.3.3). For instance, according to BS7913 (1998), intervention in 
VA means any action which has a physical effect on the fabric of historic buildings. 
8.4.3 Data Regarding Supervision of VA Maintenance and Restoration Work  
The technical staff’s tasks in the RIHCs include technical supervision and inspection of 
implementation work in historic sites, particularly: 
•   Providing the VA’ owners with technical consultants for restoring their buildings 
•   Supervising the implementation of restoration works and preparing progress reports 
•   Adopting the equipment, instruments and machines used in restoration work 
•   Adopting the samples of construction materials according to contract’s specifications 
•   Supervising urgent maintenance work (supporting buildings that are on the verge of collapse 
to avoid risk). 
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Data regarding these aspects is required for technical staff. A minority of interviewees (4/18) in 
the RIHCs context added that the supervisors also should have data regarding: recognizing work 
defects, security and safety, dealing with archaeological findings, complying with all the details 
of the contract, and decision making regarding the restoration work (Section 6.4.2). Also, the 
observation of repair works (Section 6.4.3) in VBs in NMR demonstrated that knowledge 
regarding the main defects, such as cracks and dampness in walls, is required. However, the 
observation indicated that new data is required regarding the know-how to deal with previous 
wrong treatment, particularly the incorrect use of cement mortar and concrete in VBs walls.  
Statistically, all data aspects regarding restoration work in the RIHCs obtained a relatively high 
rank of importance. However, most of them obtained relatively low ranks of availability in the 
RIHCs (Section 5.2.3), particularly data regarding recent repair materials and old construction 
methods. According to some interviewees, the unavailability of this data in the RIHCs context 
could be attributed to the rare use of recent repair materials for repairing VA (unavailable 
locally). Also, there was no guide in the RIHCs to provide data for restoration work in terms of 
materials, methods and equipment, in addition to tests for old materials. 
The importance of supervision data aspects does not contradict with their importance as 
mentioned in the wider literature.  This data is essential for ensuring complying with VBs 
conservation principles and dealing sensitively with VBs (Section 3.7.4). For instance, 
ICOMOS (1999) stated that supervision is required at all stages of VA restoration. Also, at the 
managerial level, the planning and supervision for the restoration process requires knowledge, 
expertise, and practical know-how (Mullins, 1986). 
8.5 THE KEY ISSUES, STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES AND 
THREATS IN THE CONSERVATION OF VA IN THE RIS, NMR 
8.5.1 The Strengths and Opportunities in the conservation of VA in the RIs, NMR 
The strengths that were derived from discussion of the key findings include numerous points. 
The RIHCs is a Libyan governmental organisation where the care for VBs is the core business 
activity. 
Another strength point is that the pattern of working places facilitated meetings and exchanging 
information between the employees of RIHCs and other organizations as NGOs and academic 
institutions (Universities and technical institutes). Furthermore, essential IT facilities such as 
computers and the database system were provided in addition to internet services. This facilitates 
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inputting relevant information into the data system. Moreover, explicit data that is relevant to 
VA and their conservation is available to some extent in the government organizations, NGOs 
and academic institutions documents in forms of books, regulations, journals, procedures, 
studies, reports, drawings, photos, audio and, video recordings. 
The library is other strength point contributes to the dissemination of these publications and 
relevant references to the staff and interested people. Moreover, the local publications in the field 
of VA conservation provide indirect data regarding details for the specialists in this field. 
Finally, regarding the activities in the context the formation of a work team that is applied in the 
RIHCs in terms of architects, structural engineers, historians and surveyors have been ordered 
to conduct a comprehensive VA conservation study. 
This method does not insure the response of experts on time and this causes delays in VA 
conservation work. The current accountability of the Ministry of Local Government (MLG( to 
the Historical Cities (HCs) department and the ministry of tourism might have a positive effect 
according to the relation or the integration of tourism and HCs within the field of VA 
conservation. This provides opportunity for contact with specialists and access to relevant 
documents in these institutions. Another opportunity is that the governmental decision regarding 
establishing the RIs, and MLG policies might contribute to the development of knowledge, 
expertise, and practical know-how, such as consigning an annual budget for buying references, 
providing a database, and organising conferences and training, in addition to permitting 
cooperation with experts. 
This is supported by the keenness of the current management to provide training courses, IT 
facilities and encourage discussions. These opportunities could contribute in developing CPs 
of VA process in the RIs. Furthermore, some activities provide opportunities for developing 
CPs of VA in the RIs. Because of a shortage of architects and engineers, most technical staff 
tried the work in many tasks in different technical sections. Also, there was an opportunity to 
benefit from experiences that were obtained from solving problems by trial and error, even those 
that had been proven false. On the other hand, external sources provide an opportunity to 
cover the shortage of internal ones and a variety of information in the field of VA conservation 
is important. Specialists in the field of heritage conservation, and local people who are interested 
in VBs, are often willing to introduce their data or information regarding the history of VBs, 
particularly the elders.This is also the situation for civil society groups interested in VA. Some 
beneficial activities from them were applied a little in the government institutions. 
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Also, expert builders and craftsmen who have worked in the field of VA conservation can have 
their information documented and explained scientifically for acquiring knowledge and  skills 
from their experiences. Finally, there is an opportunity to benefit from architects and engineers 
who have left the government institutions after significant years of practice (particularly, those 
who have willingness to share their knowledge), such as by providing lectures, mentoring 
juniors and providing internal training courses. 
 
At the level of the local institution, some universities  (architecture,   civil engineering, fine 
arts, archaeology, tourism and historical studies departments), research institutions and 
local scientific societies could be sources of experts and documents in the field of VBs 
conservation (Section 6.3). 
In addition to acquiring data through relevant documents from relevant institutions, there are 
opportunities for acquiring or exchanging data from individuals separately or in agreement with 
their institutions. The co-operation with these local organizations will contribute to the exchange 
of knowledge, information and provision of publications, training courses and consultants in 
some fields of VA conservation, in addition to sharing in organizing symposia on special topics 
such as VA restoration materials. 
 
Furthermore, at the level of international institutions, Libya is a member of UNESCO. The 
charters in the field of heritage conservation call for the dissemination of information. This 
means an opportunity that information can be acquired from such organisations according to 
this participation. Acquiring data or information could include subscribing to UNESCO’s 
publications, conferences, training courses and visiting. For instance, the branch ICCROM 
organises regular architectural conservation trainings courses. Also, conferences can be 
arranged in Libya under the auspices of UNESCO; this will encourage the international 
specialists in this field to share their knowledge in such conferences. 
8.5.2 The Weaknesses and Threats in the CPs of VA in the RIs, NMR 
The weaknesses and threats regarding CPs of VA in the RIs, NMR context includes issues 
relevant to: the accountability and organisation structure, regulations and policies, working 
places, IT, and, the individuals’ movement in the RIHCs, in addition to conservation processes 
and techniques. However, some weaknesses and threats are intertwined. 
1- The weaknesses that were derived from discussion of the key findings include numerous 
points. The organizational structure and relation between departments suffers from many 
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weaknesses. Technical documents are stored and managed by the documentation section, 
which is accountable to the planning and historic studies department. Technical staff face 
difficulties when getting documents and information from this section; 
Lack of coordination between the employees of RIHCs and other organizations as NGOs 
and academic institutions during the work, which contradicts sharing data among the team 
members. This can be attributed mainly to restrictions between institutions and no 
coordination between   them. Moreover, there is no research and development section in the 
RIs that should be responsible for creating particular knowledge regarding repair materials, 
and restoration work. Finally, a gap in applying conservation techniques occurred in 
meetings, lectures and presentations, mentoring new employees, external and internal 
training. This indicates that most conservation techniques tend to occur informally in the 
RIs. Meetings occurred rarely, as no meetings are scheduled or programmed in the RIs. 
Senior technical staff and historians were not motivated to produce lectures, and there 
was also a lack of inviting external experts for exchanging knowledge, expertise, and 
practical know-how or producing lectures. Lastly, the individuals in the RIs context were 
not interested in contacting or observing expert builders and craftsmen for acquiring 
knowledge and data or information. 
2- The threats that are derived from discussion of the key findings include numerous points. 
The changes of the RIHCs accountability to different governmental boards caused a type of 
instability, as the RIHCs responsibilities changed from implementation to management 
organization. The other causes for their departure are: the nature of work in terms of 
unhealthy and risky places in old buildings and disagreement between some employees and 
their heads in addition to insufficient motivation policies in the RIHCs contributing to a 
significant number of technical staff leaving. Furthermore, because of the limited number of 
architects and structural engineers, they were replaced by unqualified technicians who 
became decision makers. This rotation work that the RIHCs was forced to apply might cause 
some threats against VA. 
Finally, governmental regulations include constraints against contacting foreign institutions 
directly for consultations or training. Also, the complex  procedure  for foreign  training is 
the prevailing. Furthermore, dealing with local experts for consultation in the RIHCs 
depends on an ad-hoc method. This method does not insure the response of experts on time 
and this causes delays in VA conservation work. 
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8.6 DEVELOPING THE THEORETICAL MODEL FOR STUDYING VA IN RIS 
 
The factors that were included in the proposed theoretical model for studying and 
understanding VA in RIs in NMR, Libya (Figure 2.9) were identified according to reviewing 
the wider literature in VA subjects and discussing different aspects relevant to CPs of VA in 
the RIs. These factors were considered in this investigation of VA in the RIHCs context. 
However, many points emerged during the study, which contributed to the development of the 
model. 
Throughout the research it appears that both the main approaches, the people-based (tacit 
information) CPs of VA approach, and the explicit knowledge-based VA approach, were 
essential for CPs in RIs. This supports their position in this model. Furthermore, some factors 
appeared throughout the research which could contribute to the development of the model and 
which could be added as main factors or sub-factors. In particular, this includes the site of VBs, 
the organizations’ accountability, the external sources of VA, and social factors. 
The proximity of the VBs organisation to historic buildings was useful in facilitating work 
on the buildings and providing an easy platform for engaging between worksites. The location 
of the branches or offices of headquarters at a historic site provides the chance to observe what 
occurs in the refurbished buildings for periods of time. That the employees coexist with HCs 
makes them have a good common and experience information of them. This calls for the need to 
accommodate this factor in the theoretical model. 
Furthermore, organisational accountability is a factor that can affect managing of IT in RIs. 
The changes of the organisation from implementation to the management-oriented organisation 
according to the changes in its accountability led to the need for different information, such as 
data regarding CPs of VA. According to the literature review, it seems that the effect of 
organizations’ accountability in managing IT has not been studied previously. This calls for the 
need to accommodate this factor in the theoretical model. 
Moreover, regarding the external sources of information, another point of view emerged from 
the investigation of this point in the VA conservation organisation context. Organisations dealing 
with historic buildings use online IT to highlight and preserve the cultural value of an VA rather 
than solely its economic value. Also, the value of architectural heritage overrides the country to 
be international heritage. This facilitates the chances for the exchange of information between 
institutions locally and internationally. 
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8.7 SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS (TRIANGULATING THE METHODS)  
There are several findings that have resulted from this research such as: 
 
1.   Identification of the organisational structure variables that have high impact on the CPs 
of VA. 
 
•     Central has a negative impact on the issuance of instructions and maintenance order this has 
a negative impact on timely maintenance; 
 
•     Complex processes have a negative impact on the accuracy and timeliness of CPs of VA; 
 
2. Cultural variables have a significant negative impact on quality CPs of VA. 
 
•   Culture variables: teamwork culture, trust environment, and empowerment have a high 
positive impact on the accuracy, usefulness, and timeliness of information exchange. 
3. Efficient information technology infrastructure increases the rate of information exchange 
and promotes CPs. 
4. Effective training programmes increase employees' capacity and promote CPs. 
 
5. Recruiting the right candidate in the right position enhance communication interaction 
between employees and promote CPs. 
6. Identification of the characteristics of CPs of VA. 
 
•   Accuracy: is the degree to which staff members feel information relayed to them is true and 
reliable 
•   Usefulness: is the degree to which information is relevant and comprehensive 
 
•   Timeliness: is the degree to which the information needed is relayed promptly 
 
7. Identification of the factors that promote CPs and contribute to increase knowledge of 
employees and help the responsible institutions to achieve the objectives on time and cost 
deadlines. 
8. Identification of the factors that inhibit CPs and contribute to preventing duplication of efforts 
and reducing cost. 
9. Identification of successful CPs practices that result in increase in the protection of the VBs. 
10. Poor implementation of instructions that result in duplication of works, additional rework 
costs, and failure of the responsible institutions to achieve its objectives within time and cost 
schedules. 
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11. Organisational structure and culture share a n d  reciprocal information have high impact 
on the CPs and are the main determinants of organisational success. Human, organisational 
and environmental factors are mainly responsible for promoting/inhibiting CPs. 
12. IT is a powerful tool in responsible institutions. It has the ability and capacity to 
transmit/receive, store, and retrieve a high quantity of data with high accuracy, on time, to the 
right person and overcomes the barriers of time and space. It is a major contributor for the 
implementation of effective CPs. 
13. Training courses programmes influence employees ‘knowledge and skills and support them to 
communicate and exchange information confidently. 
 
14. There is immediate urgency and desperate need for effective and rapid solutions to solve 
the problems of the CPs of VA in responsible institutions of NMR, Libya. This research 
provides a solution in the form of guidance and recommendations for implementation effective 
CPs of VA which may be used as a tool to assist decision makers and government officials in 
setting realistic and achievable strategies and policies for solving the problems of the protecting 
the VA. 
 
In the (Table 6.1), it is noted that 74% agreed that the government has played a prominent role 
in the conservation of HCs. In NMR, there are hundreds of historical sites - some deconstructed, 
others subject to deconstruction and still others in a good state suitable for tourism use 
(Economic value).  
It was difficult for the MLG to record all the locations and understand the benefits of 
Conservation of Vernacular Architecture (CVA) due to the variety of the locations and their 
importance. There was no accurate counting done by the MLG, no existing criteria for selecting 
and classifying of the locations nor experienced decision makers in CVA that could allocate 
professionals to perform rehabilitation or final deconstruction. 
The identified obstacles in the CPs of VA were that there were too many locations all over the 
NMR and that most of them were owned by multiple indigenous people and multiple 
inheritances. It was only after the RIHCs, with NGOs interested in the VA who were able to 
perform the following with the support of the experts of RIHCs in NMR:  
a- Suggestion of classification and selection criteria for the VBs in NMR.  
b- Suggesting different solutions for handling the VBs owned by the indigenous in NMR. 
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c- Designing and generalizing a form by RIHCs, which is distributed to the Municipalities in 
NMR to count the significant locations that they see as fit, depending on the level of each zone 
and to assess its results with the previous surveys in order to prepare a primary list of the most 
important VBs   locations owned by the indigenous in NMR. 
 
There have been minimal laws governing the CPs in NMR and it has only been in the last 7 
years that Nafusa society has begun to realize the quality and the specificities of its rich VA. 
A new awareness has developed throughout the NMR of the need to conserve the rapidly 
vanishing vestiges of the past and this is noted in (Table 6.1), where 74% of those surveyed 
agreed that government should play a prominent role in conservation of the historical cities and 
in Table 6.2, where 93% of those surveyed agree that the governmental institutions are 
concerned.  
The pioneering efforts of MLG and a growing number of national organizations and individuals 
has led to the definition of new urban policies and strategies and the development of a new 
proposal for the management and care of the Cultural Heritage in Libya. 
Ministry of Local Government stated in Khabar Libya website that Libya is witnessing an 
exceptional era and making great strides in local and international arenas. There are partnerships 
forming between the government, regional municipalities and educational which are mentioned 
below: 
-  Partnership programs with municipalities and institutions civil society interested in 
architectural heritage 
- Cooperation programs with universities  
It stressed that the proper development and performance of the various government bodies is 
very important. 
In the (Table 6.1-6.3) between 85 - 74 % strongly agree that the MLG is responsible for the 
RIHCs in the administration of municipalities throughout Libya, the development of policies 
and planning of HCs and the development of roads and basic infrastructure and the management 
and maintenance of services to keep historical cities clean and good condition.  
This GRI does not, however, have a specific department for heritage buildings within its 
organizational structure. The most important activities MLG has achieved in the historical cities 
and towns are: 
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-  Urban historic programs that aim at protection and repair of historic buildings as well as 
cultural of local architecture; 
- Development of historic buildings with a view to restoring their role as the centric 
commercial, tourism and cultural;  
- Involvement of municipalities and local people in increasing environmental awareness. 
 
In accordance with the resolution of the Arab Council of Tourism Ministers in its sixth session 
held in Egypt from 27-28/2002 H., the Arab Council called for the preparation of a draft charter 
for urban heritage in Arab countries to be considered by the council. The Supreme Commission 
for Tourism and Antiquities was charged with the drafting of this charter, and the Commission 
has accomplished this with the participation of specialists from other Arab countries, including 
Libya, Jordan, Morocco and Egypt. This charter was made and referred from the Arab Council 
of Tourism Ministers to the Arab League for finalizing the necessary measures and has since 
been implemented. 
These examples show what has been done in urban conservation in some of the HCs in Libya: 
a-  the preparation of the draft for to Rehabilitation and Restoration of Historic Buildings 
(RRHBs) of the old city of Tripoli which will be implemented by Mira company from Italy 
under the authority of the Ministry of Local Government (MLG). 
b- the development and rehabilitation of historical buildings (Old markets) are being done by 
the Municipality of NMR under the authority of Governmental Institution Responsible (GIR) 
of historical cities with the assistance of Consulting Engineering Group (CEG). The diagrams 
below show the relationship between all the departments and the proposed plans these 
departments are working on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rehabilitation and Restoration of Historic Buildings                               (RRHBs) 
Ministry of Local Government                                                                 (MLG) 
Consulting Engineering Group                                                                  (CEG) 
Governmental Responsible Institution                                                        (GRI) 
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The MLG and the CEG, which work together directly, have a proposed three plan for the 
conservation of built heritage: 
 
Regional Plans for Conservation of Vernacular Architecture                     (VA) 
Comprehensive Plans for the Conservation of Vernacular Buildings         (VBs) 
Segment Plans for the Conservation of the Vernacular Cities                    (VCs) 
 
There will always be the threat of a loss of a significant part of the built heritage. Nevertheless, 
this does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the world is moving towards complete 
homogeneity in cultural matters. To some extent, this depends on each country’s policies in 
protecting and enhancing cultural heritage. On the other hand, the success of these policies is 
closely related to whether conservation and spatial planning are coordinated, and do not lead to 
opposite and conflicting directions (Delafons,1997). 
It is noted that (Table 8.4) shows a very close correlation between the agreed and disagreed, 
even though both GRI and MLG have worked together in the rehabilitating of VCs and VBs. 
The GRI has the following initiatives for VA conservation: 
First General Commission for GRI and MLG Initiatives for Protecting and Preserving VCs 
The Commission’s initiative involves in this respect several guidelines, including the following: 
 
1- Putting an end to the unplanned removal of VBs. 
2- Establishing a system for protecting, preserving and developing the VBs. 
3- Listing the sites of VBs that are fit for VCs. 
4- Classifying and registering the national VBs. 
5- Organizing a program for learning about distinguished international experiments in the 
field of preserving the VBs. 
6 -  Holding seminars, conferences and cooperation agreements between the commission 
and several Libya governmental and non-governmental bodies in the field of VBs 
preservation. 
In the (Table 6.5) shows 91% felt urban conservation include all the sites elements but in Libya, 
historic settlement conservation deals with conserving building, and not the whole project, as 
seen in the abandoned historical cities in NMR.  
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In the last decade, urgent measures were taken to save these historic settlements from 
disappearing. This conservation approach deals mainly with the role of GRI in preservation, 
maintaining traditions and cultural preservation efforts. 
One of the important laws allows the private owner to sell their property to individuals or 
governmental institution s but enforces the following of the regulations on how to conserve and 
revitalize the heritage site. On the other hand, incentives were also given to private owners to 
encourage them in conserving their heritage sites. 
The institution responsible in NMR of conservation has made some progress in the last decade 
in built urban heritage, even though changes have been slow to materialise. 
These changes have helped bring to light the benefits of conserving-built heritage to this part of 
the region. There are however many difficulties, hardships and challenges facing the projects of 
conserving-built heritage in the NMR that hinder the efforts aiming at conserving architectural 
heritage.  
When we refer to these difficulties and obstacles, we hope for centrally based efforts and 
initiatives for the conservation of the architectural heritage in the NMR. These are the findings 
of this research are summarized below. 
8.7.1 The risks identified in these findings included: 
• Lack of recognition for simple VBs and thus lack of legal protection; 
• Fragility of traditional materials and loss of traditional building skills; 
• Ownership changes/confusion and loss of function, leading to lack of maintenance; 
• Redundancy, neglect, abandonment or imposed modernisation. 
8.7.2  The major threats faced by 20th -century heritage places included: 
• Lack of awareness of their heritage values; 
• Lack of expertise for specific materials repairs; 
• Pressure from urban growth and redevelopment; 
• Pressure from application of uniform building codes. 
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8.8 FINDINGS OF RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTIONS: 
8.8.1 The Findings of Experts Discussions 
During the interviews, the key issues were enumerated and discussed. The RIHCs tried to 
categorize these issues under four previously identified areas of need in the successful 
management of VCs generally and of VBs in particular.  These include: 
• A strong governance and legislative framework;  
• Policies that provide guidance on and trigger actions that implement the legislative 
framework;  
• Economic instruments and tools that address market failures and secure conservation actions 
where these occur; and  
•  Education, communication, and mechanisms for public engagement to inform people about 
the values of heritage places, how to care for them and how to provide for the public’s active 
involvement in the process.  
 
It was noted that even if those four areas of need are met, the ongoing conservation and 
management of the historic area is not always successful.  The solutions do not clearly reside in 
one of these four areas; they are inter- and intra-dependent, meaning that these four areas need 
to be addressed simultaneously. The actions in each of these four areas also need to be balanced.  
An overreliance on legislation, for example, without addressing economic issues will have 
limited success.  
 
The participants acknowledged that there is now broad recognition by VBs professionals of the 
need to better integrate them and conservation into the broader planning and VCs management 
framework; however, there is a lack of knowledge about how to achieve this.  
Having discussed the urban conservation challenges of growth and decline and recognizing the 
impact of these conditions on the historic environment particularly over the last forty years the 
discussion focused on who the essential players are, what is needed to address the challenges 
(tools), and how this could be achieved (actions).  
 
This thesis summarises the discussion held over the two years and concludes with a list of actions 
identified during the interviews, which would assist in advancing the conservation of the 
vernacular architecture.  
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8.8.2 The Findings of Responsible Institutions 
The following specific actors were identified, and their roles, responsibilities, and spheres of 
influence discussed.  
8.8.2.1 Political decision makers 
Decision makers are not usually trained in the field of heritage conservation and they rely on the 
various technical departments in the responsible institutions to manage, development and 
conservation VCs.  Politicians often perceive heritage conservation and management as a barrier 
to development and economic advancement. Heritage can connote the past, while politicians are 
often elected on platforms of improving the historic environment through change and 
development; therefore, they look to the future rather than the past, to short-term actions rather 
than long-term planning.  Politicians seek out strong, powerful, highly-visible actions. They 
often associate development and regeneration with iconic new buildings or other bold and 
obvious signs of progress that can be linked to their names. It is important to link conservation 
actions with visible and recognized improvements so that actions can be achieved within shorter 
timeframes and can complement political cycles. Balancing short- and long-term actions 
potentially meets broader aims. 
 
Conflicting objectives between different levels of government further complicate both the 
decision-making process and the implementation of heritage policies. Priorities and interests 
between different levels of government are not always shared, further isolating of conservation 
processes in the historic cities.  Strong local leadership is key to insuring the integration of 
conservation planning needs with other strategic planning demands, to establishing official 
conservation mechanisms that meet various governance requirements, to engaging with the 
population and other entities that can affect conservation outcomes, and to securing and directing 
the necessary resources to implement actions that will serve as a catalyst in the conservation 
process. Ongoing education and support for constantly changing elected government officials is 
important to secure long-term measures. Overarching mechanisms at the local government level 
that secure long-term initiatives against short-term actions are also critical. 
 
8.8.2.2 Planners in historical cities, architects, interested and responsible for conservation 
Because buildings and historic cities are almost always administered by local governments, and 
because of the rapid cycle of change that occurs at the political level, creating and maintaining a 
robust and effective administrative structure is critical.  Establishing and retaining professional 
conservation expertise within the core of a historic cities planning and management structure is 
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therefore essential in order to protect the historic environment and provide for the continuity of 
dynamic conservation processes, from planning to implementation. Given that historic urban 
environments are subject to continuous evolution and change, conservation becomes an ongoing 
process that requires periodic revision and adaptation to keep pace with planning processes. 
 
However, because they are often considered to be experts representing separate cities of practice, 
historic conservation professionals and urban planners are frequently located in separate areas 
of the city’s governance structure.  Furthermore, heritage conservation professionals and 
departments are often located at levels in municipal institutional hierarchies where their 
influence is meagre or where they do not have direct access to the decision-making paths 
necessary to influence good conservation outcomes.  Weak or poorly implemented legislation 
and policy, or a lack of policy guidance, can exacerbate this situation. 
Conservation practitioners do not always agree on the fundamental concepts of heritage 
buildings conservation and are not using a common language within the profession.  Coupled 
with the fact that the field uses conservation-specific terminology that is not well understood 
outside of the conservation sphere, the ability to integrate heritage buildings conservation into 
the broader framework is hampered. 
 
8.9 THE FINDINGS OF CONSERVATION CHALLENGES OF VERNACULAR 
ARCHITECTURE IN THE RIHCs OF NMR 
In this section, the findings were explained and grouped into several concepts such as:  
• Lack of awareness, appreciation of heritage and changes to vernacular dwelling form  
• Lack of government support, special budget and maintenance routine   
• Lack of materials and traditional skills    
• Lack of insufficient documentation  
8.9.1 Lack of Awareness, Appreciation of Vernacular Heritage  
This concept was the most frequent answer given by the experts and reflects the lack of 
awareness amongst the new generation to appreciating heritage. The issue of abandonment of 
traditional houses, especially in rural areas (Nafusa Mountain), had begun to take hold during 
the early part of the 1900s.  
From the case study, observed ‘Unfortunately, most Nafusa (Amazigh) vernacular buildings 
more than 100 years old have been neglected intentionally or unintentionally. In the last 48 
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years, many historical and beautiful buildings have been dismantled by their owners and no one 
is taking action to save them. Therefore, this country has suffered such a great deal of loss’  
From the interview data gathered during the fieldwork, which was conducted in various locations 
and regions, most of the experts were in agreement with the statement that the abandonment of 
houses is nowadays becoming a crucial issue in terms of societal change and changes to the 
social fabric and culture of the Amazigh community and their perceptions towards conserving 
this heritage. 
They do not have strong sentiments about their historical background, tradition and heritage 
outside a loose sense of belonging to their own places. Local people intended to demolish houses 
without any consideration for the future impact. 
Additionally, to R1, R5, R11 and R13, claimed that the biggest challenge is lack of awareness 
and sense of appreciation of heritage amongst the owners, including the young generation. 
The young generation was not interested because they have no passion for heritage. They never 
appreciate what has been done by previous generations and the uniqueness of this intelligent 
architecture developed with traditional skills, the origins of which nobody was aware. This is the 
evidence and witnesses of the civilisation of the NMR in the past, stressed R1.  
8.9.2  Lack of Government Support, Budget Constraints and Maintenance   
a)  Lack of Government Support  
According to R1 in (Chapter 6), it was quite difficult to get funding and support from the 
government agencies related to heritage. Even the authority of NMR was not particularly 
interested in the protection and conservation of their traditional houses. According to R1, created 
a special fund to look after their heritage, including VA in NMR. He also added that it would be 
better if something could be made available. According to R12 too, money is the main challenge 
in this context. There was no funding from the government because they have never seen the 
value of contributing to the NMR economy. 
b)  Budget Constraints  
Any conservation work may require a significant amount of money, depending on how well it is 
managed. It is pointless to continuously invest in maintaining these houses if no one has any 
intention of living in them, and this was becoming one of the reasons why the VBs were sold or 
rent it to businessman to adapt as shops or tourist agencies, as mentioned by R5. 
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As a second-hand material, stones and gypsum still has its own demand. That is why there is a 
particular company who only collect, buy and sell old second-hand materials purchased part by 
part in NMR. The existence of this company will encourage those local people with no passion 
for conserving their houses as the best solution for them to sell their house that would otherwise 
be left abandoned, instead of maintaining it. 
c)  Maintenance Routine  
According to R5 and R13 in (Chapter 6), it is quite difficult to maintain a VA in a Mediterranean 
climate like that of NMR (cold and hot). It needs people who are really interested in looking 
after the house with proper care whilst at the same time living in it. If the house is bequeathed to 
the wrong person, then there is a potential for it to become a burden to that person if it does not 
fit in with their needs, and therefore also the risk of the house being left abandoned. 
  The best way to preserve ceiling, doors and windows timber, especially in a traditional context, 
is to protect it from insects and water, its natural enemies. If both can be avoided, then there is 
no problem, as stated by R20. Most of the experts agreed that new practice now is to use recycled 
engine oil to protect from rotting, which helps reduce the costs to the house owner. Other than 
that, keep the house dry all the time and avoid any water leakage, especially from the roof.  
8.9.3  Lack of Materials and Traditional Skills   
a)    Lack of resources of local materials  
Most respondents reported that there was no problem of diminishing resources because most 
physical sources were available in the nature of the region. This was not why they used modern 
materials. In the past, it was easy to get wood, gypsum and stones, but nowadays it can be 
expensive. Although there is no problem in this context, there may be a problem of illegal 
logging elsewhere and the absence of gypsum-specific plants, the main component of the 
maintenance of VBs, as claimed by R1, R2 and R5. 
b)  Lack of Traditional Skills  
Lack of traditional skills was another of the reasons cited as to why people were no longer 
interested in building VBs. Furthermore, as mentioned in R7, it is difficult to find traditional 
carpenters, blacksmiths and builders and there was no persistence of traditional skills, especially 
among younger generations. This statement was also supported by R2, R4, R5, R9, R11 and 
R13 in (Chapter 6) that there were no more traditional it was not easy to find them. 
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 Any that remained tended to be in NMR, where, in any case, most were too old. They have not 
passed on their traditional skills to their children, who may no longer take up traditional 
carpenters, blacksmiths and builders, but rather modern construction or wood carvings only. 
According to R6, nobody was interested in promoting the skill and patrons were busy with other 
things. 
This could have been a starting point to document it for future references. Moreover, nowadays, 
it is not only modern construction that has seen an influx of unskilled yet cheap workers, but also 
industrial materials construction as well. Local people were reluctant to become involved in this 
area of employment, probably because of the low pay or no need for work because the state pays 
salaries and loans to the entire population.    
8.9.4  Insufficient Documentation  
Lack of documentation was also part of the challenge in the conservation of the VA in NMR. 
As stressed by R11, insufficient records are kept regarding our buildings. We need to ensure 
proper documentation is kept and that records are updated as needed, which can then be shared 
and made available for students, researchers, academics and professionals to use in their projects. 
This documentation should eventually be centralised in the form of Libyan VA database.  
Even when a listed building has been measured, the owner does not get any copy of the survey, 
which they may use if they need to restoration or maintenance properly their VDs. Moreover, 
R10 also noticed that the information was not properly collected and was hard to locate, except 
in books as a visual aid only. In reality, reference books on these VBs are also very limited, 
especially with regard to the detailing part. 
8.10 VALIDATION OF THE GUIDELINES 
Validation is confirmation and provision of objective evidence that the particular requirements 
for a specific intended use are fulfilled (Jacobson and Johansson 2004). Validation is the 
process by which the reliability and relevance of a procedure are established for a particular 
purpose. Parekh (2005), suggests that validation is a process of finding out if the product being 
built is right? i.e., whatever guidance document is being developed, it should do what the 
researcher expects it to do. The guidance document should functionally do what it is supposed 
to, and it should satisfy all the functional requirements set by the researcher. Validation is done 
during or at the end of the development process in order to determine whether the content of 
the product is comprehensive easy to understand, the structure is logical and easy to follow, 
user-friendly    and satisfies specified requirements. In this research the guidance is validated 
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by sending a postal questionnaire to the managers of the four management levels of RIHCs. 
Results of data analysis reveal the content of the guidance is easy to understand and 
comprehensive, the structure is logical and easy to  follow,  user-friendly  and  benefit  
employees  and  organisation  (See Appendix-6). The respondent’s comments were taken in 
consideration in the final guidance document. 
8.11.1 Administration of the Guidance Validation Questionnaire 
Since managers are responsible for preparing plans and policies in the organisation at all levels, 
the researcher believes all managers in the three management levels can provide useful 
information and contribute to the guidance development. The total number of the respondents 
is (20) managers, and because this is not too large, the total respondents was adopted as a 
sample to validate the guidance document. 
 
The final draft of the postal questionnaire, enclosed with a covering letter and the proposed 
guidance was mailed on 8th January 2018 directly to senior managers, middle managers and 
junior managers of RIHCs. The target respondents of all 20 managers personnel were taken as 
a sample to validate the guidance document.  
The covering letter contains an introductory page, the objectives of the guidance, the benefits 
of the guidance to the respondents and organisation, and a self-addressed envelope with pre-
paid stamp to help stimulate the response. 
 
Respondents were asked to return their responses within two weeks from the date of receiving 
the postal questionnaire. After a period of three weeks the returned questionnaires numbered 
10 (50%), and this was considered insufficient for the guidance validation. 
 
Having the names and contact addresses of all participants, and also, as each questionnaire was 
reference coded (see top right-hand of the questionnaire), it was possible to target reminders to 
non-respondents. 
 
The first reminder was sent on 29th   January 2018 to the remaining sample. These people 
were targeted after deducing those who replied and those whose addresses were found to be 
incorrect. The procedures followed the suggestion of Dillman (2000), who noted that at least 
one follow-up to a questionnaire is required; and who also asserted that for the return rate to 
increase, there are two   necessary   conditions   -   motivation   and   opportunity.   By   enclosing   
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a   replacement questionnaire, the respondents have another opportunity to return something. 
A copy of the follow up letter is appended. The recipients were again requested to return the 
completed questionnaire within two weeks. 
 
 (11%) fully completed questionnaires were received after a one-week period and a substantial 
number of questionnaire recipients declined return the questionnaires for various reasons, the 
main one being the conflict in Libya. Some managers declined to complete the questionnaire 
because they felt depressed because security was out of control. Managers who had not returned 
their fully completed questionnaire could be sent a second reminder letter with a copy of the 
questionnaire. This, it was proposed, should be followed by a phone call to each of them. 
 
The second reminder was sent  on  8th    February  2018  (about  4  weeks  after  the  first  sets  
of questionnaires were sent out).  
Many more recipients still did not complete the questionnaire; their reasons pertained to the 
conflict in the country and the loss of control in the organisation. 
The total accumulated questionnaires after six weeks were 20, but 2 were considered null 
because they were incomplete, and these were excluded from the study. The total usable 
questionnaires numbered was (18) as shown in Table 8.1. 
After analysing the received usable (18) questionnaires, the researcher obtained a number of 
comments from the respondents that were very helpful in the design of the final draft of 
guidance. 
Based on the response rate calculation as suggested by Bryman (2004), the response rate was 
39%, which is believed sufficient for this study. 
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Table 8. 1: Respondents of the Guidance Validation. 
 
Managers Levels Senior Managers Middle Managers Junior Managers Total Usable 
Questionnaires 
No of respondents 2 6 10 18 
 
8.11.2 Refinement of the Recommendations  
In the previous section, the validation process of the recommendations was discussed and 
presented. To refine the recommendations, the interviewees were questioned about the 
appropriateness of the recommendation, and to check whether they were classified appropriately 
under the different research themes. 
A positive response was obtained combined with some amendments that were suggested to refine 
the recommendations related to the endowment of equipment, tools, and infrastructure, 
coordination, the planning process, employees' rights, financial resources, and law activation. 
All the interviewees were satisfied with the classification under the different research themes. 
Feedback was received from 18 experts in order to reshape the draft of the recommendations, 
and the final sets of recommendations were finalised after this validation process. The final 
recommendations, after validation, are shown below 
8.11.3 Final Recommendations 
It can be seen from the recommendations below that few comments from experts suggested any 
improvements or changes; in fact, the experts felt that this was a true representation of the context 
of Libya, thus the recommendations were clear and realistic, for Libya context. This is an 
important point because there are different views expressed in the primary and the secondary 
data. For example, the experts suggested centralisation with some flexibility in decision making, 
and this has been adopted in the final recommendations. Where there were suggestions made, 
these have been incorporated and the recommendations modified to become the final 
recommendations as shown below. The following, therefore, are grouped into themes, for each 
of the final recommendations, and these are underlined below. 
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Table 8.2: Summary of key validation that limit the effectiveness of CPs of VA in NMR 
 
Theme/Concept Key validation 
Main Recommendations All respondents highlighted the main recommendations limiting the 
implementation or effectiveness of conservation processes practices 
within the RIHCs, including the lack of knowledge and experience 
among practitioners, a lack of senior management support, resistance to 
change, the lack of structured training plans, a lack of coordination and 
cooperation, and the lack of a management system. 
Recommendations due 
to the unstable security 
and political situation 
 
Most of those interviewed mentioned a list of security and political 
factors that influenced RIHCs, limiting the effectiveness of 
conservation processes practice in particular. These factors included 
limited financial resources, the departure of companies and of experts 
from Libya, loss of access to the RIHCs facilities, poor project 
performance and corruption. 
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CHAPTER NINE: THE KEY CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENDATIONS 
 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Before presenting the key conclusions and recommendations, a brief summary of how this thesis 
has unfolded is provided. 
 
Chapter One presented the background to the study and a statement of the research problem. 
From this the research questions and the study objectives were developed, from which the 
key areas of the research were made clear. The scope of the research and its overall significance 
were discussed, and finally the structure of the thesis was indicated. 
Chapter Two investigated the concept of Vernacular Architecture (VA) in general, providing 
a definition. It explored the objectives of VA and the different types and sources. In addition, 
Conservation Processes (CPs) and the main approaches to conservation of VA in Responsible 
Institutions (RIs) were discussed. The chapter also highlighted the techniques and technologies 
used in the CPs associated with VA. And finally, the factors affecting those CPs in the VA 
context as they are seen in RIs were discussed in order to gain a better understanding of VA in 
organisations. 
Chapter Three studied the nature of Vernacular Buildings (VBs) and the key issues in their 
conservation by the RIs in Libya. It explored the concept of VBs and presented a definition. 
Additionally, the need for CPs, the types of organisation involved in VA conservation, and the 
relevant individuals in the field of Vernacular Dwellings (VDs) were discussed. Furthermore, 
the chapter highlighted the regulations and principles relating to VA conservation, and 
discussed the key CPs associated with VA at the level of responsible institutions. Finally, it 
demonstrated the required information for conserving VA in RIs. 
 
Chapter Four identified and discussed the research methodology and the techniques chosen 
to answer the research questions. A mixed methods approach involving the collection of 
qualitative and quantitative data was articulated. Specifically, reviews of the relevant 
literature, and empirical work consisting of interviews and the use of questionnaires with 
appropriate personnel, and the researcher’s observation and analysis of organisational 
documents were discussed. 
Chapter Five provided the background to various study patterns in respect of VDs in Nafusa 
Mountain Region (NMR). These can be used to categorise both the materials and methods of 
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construction for this study, which is part of an investigation into the early VD typologies that 
existed among Amazigh settlers who moved into the NMR. A review of the building materials 
and techniques used in the construction of VDs in the NMR, and the results of visual 
observations of the three types of VDs in ancient settlements of the NMR is presented. 
Chapter Six analysed the qualitative data collected from the interview exercise conducted with 
decision-makers in the RIHCS in NMR, and from consulting the documented records 
regarding the CPs of VA. 
Chapter Seven analysed the quantitative data obtained from the questionnaire regarding the 
CPs of VA that was completed by experts in the local governmental, non-governmental and 
academic institutions in the NMR, Libya. 
Chapter Eight triangulated and discussed the key findings of the research in the light of the 
wider literature on the subject. It investigated the current CPs in the RIs and pinpointed the 
key issues, strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and associated with these processes. Finally, 
the factors affecting VA in the RIs were discussed and a model for studying and understand the 
CPs in use within the RIs in respect of VA was proposed. 
Chapter Nine, bringing the thesis to an end, includes the key conclusions drawn by the 
researcher, and the recommendations that flow from these. The limitations of the study are 
also discussed, as too is the contribution to knowledge made by it. From the limitations, 
opportunities for further research are identified, and the author presents a final statement. 
 
 
9.2 RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS 
From the investigation into conservation of VA with decision-makers in the RIHCs and 
experts in the local governmental, non-governmental and academic institutions in the NMR, a 
number of conclusions are drawn which serve to respond to the research questions 
presented in Chapter One. These conclusions are grouped around three main 
themes as follows:  
•   The essential know-how at the level of the VA conservation organisations 
 
•   The factors affecting VA conservation organisations 
•   The way CPs are managed in VA conservation organisations 
 
 
9.2.1 The Essential Data and its Availability in the RIs in NMR 
 
In considering the data which is necessary for the RIs to have available, it is important to 
remember that the information obtained in one particular context may not be the same as in 
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another, and therefore each situation has to be approached as though it is unique. What has 
emerged is the most significant requirement of the VA conservation organisations is to have in 
place processes that enable them to assess and document VA values and conditions, to decide 
on the level of intervention in the VBs, and to effectively contract for and supervise the 
maintenance and restoration work. The types of data or information that are essential for such 
conservation activities, and which need to be managed in the relevant organisations or 
institutions include: VA values data or information, VA conservation technical data or 
information, and VA conservation management data or information. However, the 
importance of, and the need for certain data or information is not static and according to 
changes in an organisation’s circumstances and work priorities, this importance could vary.  
 
Where the relevant organisations/institutions in the NMR were seen to possess insufficient 
data or information relating to the various aspects of VA conservation, this reflected in its 
poor performance. In these cases, this insufficiency can be largely attributed to inefficiency in 
respect of the CPs in respect of VA. That said, it was found that these CPs were affected by 
many factors within the relevant organisations/institutions in the NMR. 
 
9.2.2 The Factors that Affect CPs of VA in RIs 
 
In this connection, several important factors emerged as influencing the CPs of VA within the 
RIs, these being: information technology, accountability, organisational structure, 
governmental regulations and organisation policies, the location of the headquarters and 
working places, the culture of collaboration, and the role of leadership and individuals in the 
organization’s context. These are now discussed. 
The first major factor affecting the CPs of VA appears as the sharing of information in the 
organisation responsible for historical cities at the local, international and global level. The 
degree of importance accorded to certain data or information within organisations was seen to 
change according to changes occurring in those organisations’ accountability. Such changes 
haves caused the RIHCs to become management-oriented rather than implementation-focused, 
and consequently, the managerial approach has led to a request for different data or 
information such as information regarding CPs. 
The second factor identified as influential is the organisational structure, since an 
inflexible structure that prevents employees from communicating and interacting with other 
institutions such as non-governmental and academic bodies, has created a restrictive 
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atmosphere and led to limited information-sharing. Moreover, the change in accountability of 
the RIHCs from one government ministry to another has caused confusion and bureaucracy. 
Also associated with this factor is the fact that within the organisational structure of the RIHCs, 
there is no Research and Development (RD) section and this shortcoming has had a negative 
effect on the storage of useful data/information regarding conservation work as no 
comprehensive databases have been developed. 
The third factor is concerned with policy and regulation, specifically the organisation’s 
policies and governmental regulations. Theoretically, these support: the provision of IT 
facilities, co-operation with local experts, the organisation of conferences, and arrangement of 
workshops and training courses to develop national skills, but in practice these things are 
difficult to implement as the absence of attention to policies aimed at motivating and rewarding 
staff, has led to dissatisfaction and large numbers of technical staff have left the RIHCs. It has 
also emerged that constraints are placed upon staff in respect of their ability to contact foreign 
institutions for consultancy advice and/or training. 
The fourth factor is seen as the headquarters and its location, which to be effective must 
be in close proximity to the historic cities of the NMR to enable the relevant employees to make 
contact with VBs easily. The employees within the RIs co-exist with VBs and this means they 
possess and share good information about them. Furthermore, it is important for these staff 
(and the headquarters) to be located close to the VA since this provides the opportunity to 
monitor the outcomes of refurbishment, and to observe what occurs in the building for periods 
of time thereafter. 
The fifth factor is seen as being Information Technology (IT). In the RIs, no specific 
computer programs were used to manage explicit information or data, there was insufficient 
and inefficient use of internet services, and technical obstacles led to ineffectiveness in the use 
and management of information or data. 
The sixth factor emerges as the role of leadership. The head of the RIHCs was seen to 
play a leadership role in some circumstances, as for instance by providing IT facilities, 
mounting some specialised training courses, and encouraging discussions, but the absence of 
any specific person or indeed formal role within the organisations to lead information or data 
management contributed to inefficient CPs in the RIs. 
The seventh factor emerged as employee movement out of the organisations, which had 
the effect of losing expertise that had been built up through years of experience. This loss of 
talent takes away valuable information to which the employees concerned have had access, and 
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leaves the RIs weakened. In comparison with other businesses, the loss of any seniors from a 
VA conservation organisation is an irreparable loss, because there is a general lack of 
specialists in this field, and these personnel cannot be replaced in the same way as they can in 
other organisations or commercial enterprises. The departure of such staff has caused the non-
continuity of information transfer and represents a waste of the resources (time and money) 
that were spent on developing their skills and knowledge. However, the reasons for the 
departure of technical staff seemed to be valid, as the administrative changes, disagreements 
with their heads of department, and the need for them to deal with old buildings that were often 
unsafe which made their jobs more risky than normal ones, were all demotivating for them.  
 
 
9.2.3 The Current Condition of Dealing with Data or Information   
In respect of the way in which data/information was handled within the RIHCS, the distinction 
was drawn between tacit, explicit and external information, all of which were managed via 
several techniques and processes now discussed. 
 
A. Tacit data/information was managed via trial and error, presentations and lectures, rotation 
work system, and training. 
 
The debate still continues regarding the risk of applying the trial and error technique in 
conservation work. Although data/information can be created (acquired) from previous 
experiences, even those proven to have been bad ones, the RIHCs did not document or 
disseminate these experiences and therefore, there was no opportunity for lessons to be learned. 
This is a genuine failure since there is a need to precisely report any action relevant to VA 
conservation. The fact that such information was not preserved is a severe shortcoming. 
  
Regarding presentations and lectures in the RIHCs, it was the norm not to invite specialists to 
attend events when the achievements of the organisations were being presented. Nor was it 
the practice to invite such specialists to give lectures or make presentations themselves. 
Likewise, senior technical staff and historians were given no motivation to give lectures or 
make presentations. Such a culture completely frustrates the process of exchanging data or 
information. It makes for an insularity that means the organisation does not benefit from the 
knowledge of its own employees or that from external consultants. 
    Moreover, because of the shortage of architects and engineers within the RIHCs, the 
organisations were forced to implement work rotation, which although theoretically useful in 
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efforts to transfer know how among staff, can also have negative outcomes where those rotated 
are completely unqualified for the job. In the case of the RIHCs, there were many cases where 
technicians wrongly became decision-makers, with the resulting poor effects on the decisions 
made. 
Finally, on the issue of communication within the organisations, it was seen that the 
constraints in respect of training in the RIHCs had negative effects, since training opportunities 
were limited comprising only local training courses in the field of VA conservation. 
Simultaneously, there was no information regarding the types of training course that were 
required, or where these might be sourced from. 
 
B. Explicit data/information was managed by certain procedures that had evolved over time, 
simply through the experience of using them. However, these were not comprehensive, and they 
did not embody the requirement to consult relevant previous studies to learn from them, or even 
to update studies by articulating how restoration work was being conducted, and what lessons 
might have been taken from the experience of conservation work.  
 
Furthermore, in respect of the capturing of data/information, there were no set criteria to guide 
employees in deciding what to include in the RIHCs’ databases. For instance, no information 
was gathered about restoration processes, or how technical problems had been resolved. Nor 
were staff CVs available meaning that there was no record of the specialist knowledge they 
possessed. 
 
Moreover, documents which included explicit data or information were scattered throughout 
the RIHCs so all the accumulated explicit data or information that had the potential to assist 
in the overall mission, was not in a form where it could be mined and used. Documents were 
neither organised nor stored effectively and employees often did not know where to find those 
that included required data or information. This haphazard arrangement prevents the efficient 
retrieval of data/information and wastes time and energy. 
 
In terms of the dissemination of the accumulated data/information, the organisations’ libraries 
do contain relevant documents and up-to-date references which are available for staff and other 
interested parties, and IT is in place to support access to individuals who want to read and 
documented information. Moreover, the RIHCs themselves have produced some of their own 
publications, but most employees were not interested in contributing to the preparation of 
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conference papers or journal articles. This is a reflection of the fact that in comparison to 
university staff members or researchers, these employees are not required to publish for the 
development of their careers. Consequently, reading and reviewing relevant documents was 
only done by employees when they were facing problems in their work, and the number of 
employees who used the library or archive was very low. This could be attributed to most 
references being neither relevant nor up to date, and the difficulty of retrieving data or 
information from the archive. 
 
C. External data/information sources in the field of VA conservation were managed in a similar 
way to all other business organisations. That is to say, the data was not considered as an end in 
itself, but as a means to being certain advantages that include enhancing performance, improving 
the capabilities of the organisation’s human resources, problem solving, learning, strategic 
planning, and decision-making within the organisation. However, commercial or competitive 
gains are not seen as advantages for VA conservation organisations, as their mission is cultural, 
and not profit-oriented. Accordingly, dependence on external data or information sources is 
common. Also, the value of one country’s architectural heritage can increase by becoming of 
international heritage value. This brings the chance for institutions to exchange data or 
information locally and internationally. 
 
In the RIHCs, the acquisition of external data or information is mainly to cover internal 
shortages in respect of the expertise required.  Local conservation experts were scattered and 
there was no database of their CVs or contact dealings, so all dealings with these individuals 
depended on an ad-hoc methods which do not ensure the timely response of experts and access 
to information that would help to solve problems.  
 
Furthermore, a great opportunity was wasted in that unique to the field of heritage preservation, 
there are many volunteers, local people and academics with an interest in, and willingness to 
share their information and experience about, the field of VA conservation. None of this huge 
resource was properly accumulated because of the lack of management in this respect. The 
data/information available from these individuals represents valuable sources of external data, 
and should be effectively managed. 
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Moreover, local institutions such as universities, research institutions, the Archaeology 
Department, and local civil society groups can all contribute to the provision of publications, 
and training courses, and co-operation with these institutions can identify consultants in the 
field of VA conservation, and promote a fusion of information from these various sources. 
However, there is no real co-operation between any of these organisations and the potential for 
accumulated and properly-managed knowledge is lost. 
 
In respect of the interaction with international organisations in the field of architectural heritage, 
insufficient benefit was derived, largely because of regulatory and political reasons, which 
require the RIHCs to use the MLG as a mediator in any co-operative venture. This 
represents a missed opportunity to acquire data/information/expertise since these international 
organisations mount conferences and training courses, and publish useful materials which the 
RIHCs could access, and which would enable them to operate and perform much better. 
 
Finally, the effects of the way in which IT is currently managed within the RIHCs is 
detrimental to their performance as can be demonstrated by four outcomes: the delay in 
conducting VA conservation work, the delay in starting new projects, the effects of technical 
employees, and the repetition of mistakes in conservation work. 
 
9.2.4 Observations of vernacular dwellings in NMR 
The owners of vernacular dwellings demonstrated difficulties in understanding the question 
being posed by the researcher, largely because these individuals were old and had hearing 
problems and because their age had clouded their memories of past experiences. Consequently, 
it was not possible to obtain more detailed explanations relating to the survival of their properties. 
That said, from the analysis of the findings obtained from these VDs owners within the NMR, 
various perceptions become evident towards the understanding, awareness, appreciation and 
challenges regarding the conservation of their houses. This variety of perceptions serves to 
highlight the reasons behind what had happened to their dwellings and their current state. 
 
Although some of the owners did have some knowledge about the history of their dwellings, 
they were unable to relate this understanding to aspects of conservation. Consequently, it is 
concluded that they show little knowledge, and lack awareness and appreciation, and that 
this ignorance applies not only to themselves, but also to their heirs, which is not surprising, 
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since they do not have the information to pass down through the generations. This evident break 
in the chain of information processing is part of the challenge facing the conservation of the VDs 
of NMR, because without an appreciation of the past, there can be no real record of what changes 
have been made to the original dwellings as there is nothing to make comparisons against. Hence, 
changes made to the original dwellings, how the owners value their dwellings and how they 
maintain them have become problem areas. Not only have these owners misunderstood the 
typology of their dwellings, but they are also unaware of the basic characteristics of the VDs of 
NMR architecture, which they identified as architectural identity of NMR. 
 
Education in heritage is considered critical in any context (as in this one) when the evidence on 
site shows that changes are being made without reference to the original style. Such education is 
required to appraise these owners of concepts like form, function and fabric, and how their needs 
can be properly met by changes that are sensitive to these underlying issues but at the same time 
within their budget. It must also acknowledge the availability of materials and construction 
techniques employed or available in the NMR at the time. An associated problem arises in that 
it is also difficult nowadays to find builders with traditional skills in the NMR.  
 
These are the reasons why conservation at the VA level has a relationship with the RIs in the 
NMR, with the head of the RIHCs being the main player. The Amazigh represents the 
Indigenous and is expected to share the spirit of the National Heritage Act with them so 
that they will become aware of conservation activities related not only to their VDs but also 
to the whole VA in the NMR. This kind of approach does not currently fall within the RIHCs’ 
priority actions and was not highlighted and discussed with the Indigenous population. 
Furthermore, most of the owners wanted the government to support the maintenance of 
their VDs because they could not afford to do so themselves and without assistance. Money 
is the main problem in this context as it is difficult to help conserve these houses without a 
steady stream of finance. The indigenous population also feel uncertain about the future of the 
houses, since their existence cannot be guaranteed when they themselves as owners are no longer 
around. And some owners took their current house situation for granted, being unable (or 
unwilling) to see the importance of their dwellings, either now or in the future. Furthermore, they 
were unaware of the existence of the RIHCs. That said, whilst the appreciation of heritage was 
indeed low, the fact that some of the owners agreed to have a RIHCs manual to provide some 
guidance on how to protect and conserve this heritage was a good starting point.  
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It can be understood therefore, that not everybody had a good understanding of the value of 
vernacular architecture and consequently, their actions in changing their dwellings to suit their 
circumstances had sometimes led to a loss of the sense of place, the historical context. 
 
9.2.5 ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDY OBJECTIVES 
 
Table 9.1: Summary of research objectives and findings 
 
Objectives Key Findings 
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Vernacular architecture represents a morphological response to both environmental and climatic 
constraints, as well as to the socio-economic and cultural characteristics of societies. Additionally, 
the materials and architectural components used are climate responsive and tailored according to 
distinct locations, and have therefore adapted to geographic and topographical features, as well as 
to local climates . Vernacular architecture is also cost-effective, both in economic and social 
terms, self-sufficient as regards natural and knowledge resources and with a low environmental 
impact, and therefore, with a sustainable input (Correia et al. 2014, p. 17) 
 
Study the history and development of the VA in the NMR 
Mountain vernacular architecture in the Nafusa Mountain Range has a unique natural identity and 
character that has evolved from the amalgamation of influences such as natural mountain 
topography, climate, and geography, along with cumulative cultural, social, religious and historical 
factors. 
 
Provide an understanding of the typical features of the VDs  
There is harmony and homogeneity between buildings and nature because of the use of local 
natural resources as building materials. As the famous Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy used to 
say, a building dwells in the land to which it belongs (Ultav & Sare, 2004). 
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Three types of data or information that are essential for conserving VBs and which need to be 
managed in relevant RIs: VA values knowledge, VA conservation technical data or information, 
and VA conservation management IT. The importance and the need for some data or information 
aspects in RIs changes according to changes of organisational circumstances and priorities of 
work (Chapters 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7). 
- The changes within the organisation from one focused on implementation to one with a 
management orientation has led to the need for different data or information.  
- the inflexible organisational structure has led to limitations in the of sharing data or 
information 
- The regulations and organisational policies permit or support the development of skills 
within the workforce. However, the absence of motivation policies has led to high rate of 
attrition among technical staff, leaving the organisations weak on expertise. Moreover, 
regulatory constraints prevent interaction with foreign institutions. 
- The locations of VA conservation organisation headquarters should be close to 
refurbished VBs in historic areas so that they can monitor the outcomes effectively, and 
employees can develop valuable know-how in terms of the refurbishments. 
- The absence of a formal leadership role in respect of managing information within the  
conservation organisations means that the IT investment is going to waste as it is not 
being used efficiently or effectively. 
- The departure of individuals with expertise from the conservation organisations has caused a 
loss of data or information that had been accumulated within those people from the experience 
gained over years. This loss of senior staff seems to have been irreparable loss because of the 
general lack of specialists in this field who could have replaced them. It has caused the non-
continuity of data or information transfer and wasted the time and money spent on developing 
skills and expertise (Chapter 5). 
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- Although expertise can be created (acquired) from a  trial and error approach, there is still a 
strong debate regarding the risks of this approach in conservation work. 
- Rotation in the workplace has brought negative as well as positive effects since while it has 
contributed in some cases to increasing knowledge, there are cases where unqualified 
techncians have been placed in decision-making positions without the necessary expertise. 
- Unlike as is the case with university staff members or researchers, conservation 
organisation employees are not compelled to publish learned articles if they wish to develop 
their careers and consequently, they do not take part in such activities as will enhance their 
personal knowledge and understanding. 
- There are no set criteria regarding what should be included in the RIs’ databases and therefore, 
details and outcomes of the CPs are lost. 
- VA conservation organisations are not commercial, and therefore the CPs are mainly in place 
to address cultural goals rather than business ones.  Additionally, a country’s architectural 
heritage can become of value internationally, and this brings opportunities for knowledge 
transfer between institutions locally and internationally but such opportunities are lost through 
regulatory interference. 
- The impacts caused by the absence of CPs in VA conservation organisations can be seen in 
four areas: the delay in conducting VA conservation work, the delay in starting new projects, 
the effects of technical employees’ departure, and the repetition of mistakes in conservation 
work (Chapters 5, 6, 7). 
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- Collaboration, communication and co-ordination with stakeholders in various other agencies 
(Ministry of Local Government, Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Economic and Ministry of 
Education, and Ministry of Labour and Rehabilitation) is required to successfully conserve 
vernacular architecture in Libya.  
- The protection of the built heritage must be among the important points within the Libyan 
Constitution. 
 
9.3 RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS  
9.3.1 Final Recommendations for the RIHCs  
➢ The RIHCs should establish appropriate short and long-term objectives and associated 
implementation plans for the conservation and development of Libya’s heritage and historical 
sites. All the stakeholders must be involved in decision-making processes associated with this 
objective setting and planning. 
➢ The RIHCs should establish their objectives and policies according to scientific research, and 
reliable data, statistics and information, and these should be firmly recorded in the official 
database making effective use of IT within the RIHCs.  
➢ The RIHCs should ensure quality in local material production and must therefore, establish 
their own quality control departments.  
➢ The RIHCs should support the small and medium enterprises involved in conservation work 
within the sites of HCs and should encourage these enterprises by enabling them to surmount 
the various obstacles and problems facing them during their work within the conservation sites. 
The RIHCs should establish marketing strategies and policies appropriate to different markets 
and tourist needs.  
➢ The RIHCs should train and develop human resources to improve employees’ performance, 
and to drive their success.  
➢ The RIHCs should develop urgent action plans to protect Libya’s heritage, and historical 
sites, in co-operation with all stakeholders.  
➢ The RIHCs should implement effective control plans for the maintenance of the historic 
buildings within their areas to ensure the performance of these buildings, and to provide high-
level services. 
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➢ The RIHCs should protect their historical sites by carrying out regular maintenance and 
conducting exploratory and excavation studies.  
➢ The RIHCs should design and implement tourism initiatives to promote their sites as cultural 
destinations, and do so particularly in the main tourist markets. Simultaneously, they should 
improve local awareness of the importance of tourism for historical sites.   
➢ The RIHCs should develop and encourage traditional and national producers and craftsmen 
in order to increase the level and quality of knowledge and skills, and to diversify the income.  
➢ The RIHCs should collaborate with tourism police officers to establish an appropriate 
systematic approach to protect historical cities, and to ensure that legal action is taken against 
offenders. 
➢ The RIHCs should not take critical decisions (relating to, for example, demolitions, 
additions, and investment) without taking account of all stakeholder opinions and attitudes.  
➢ The RIHCs should take all decisions and act in a carefully considered manner since 
conservation is a complex and sensitive process; additionally, they should arrange meetings with 
national, local and international organisations and with the NGOs and academic experts. 
 
9.3.2 Final Recommendations and Suggestions for Practicing CPs of VA in the RIs of 
NMR, Libya 
 
 
1- In order to make better use of the existing explicit data or information there is a need to: 
 
• Facilitate access to documents and encourage employees to read and develop their personal 
knowledge, making any explicit data or information retrieved personally meaningful. 
 
• Establish criteria for what should be included in the organisations’ databases. 
 
• Encourage online discussion of VA conservation issues in an effort to secure informal 
discussion and the sharing of data or information between employees, and others interested in 
this field. 
 
2. Develop and implement appropriate staff motivation policies that encourage employees to 
share data or information, and remain loyal to the organisation rather than leaving for better 
jobs.  
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3. Update the procedures for conducting VA conservation studies to include the requirement to 
consult previous reports by the organisation, and to include the need to document in written 
and visual forms, the lessons learned, including the rich context data. 
 
4. Enhance the interest in conservation techniques, which calls for: 
 
• A revision of the organisational structure to promote more flexible communication and 
sharing of data or information. 
• The organisation of more formal/informal events for transferring and exchanging data or 
information with respect to VA conservation principles 
• Contact with and observation of the work of expert builders and craftsmen who have worked 
on VA restoration, in order to acquire specific data or information. 
 
5. Acquire external data or information to cover the internal shortage of expertise, which calls 
for: 
 
• The identification of what experts should be provided and what data or information should be 
held within the organisation. 
• The identification of architects and engineers who have left the RIHCs or retired after 
significant years of practical experience, and local people (particularly, elders) who are willing 
to share their data or information regarding VBs. Once identified, these people should be 
commissioned to help develop the knowledge base of employees. 
• The development of governmental regulations regarding co-operation with international 
organisations for consultancy or training. 
 
9.3.3 Final Recommendations for VA of Nafusa Mountain Region in Libyan Context 
9.3.3.1 Legal (Policy) Recommendations 
• Undertake planning policies that foresee threats and find other solutions so urban conservation 
can included in the earliest stages of the planning process in Libya. The role of heritage players 
and agencies must be clear and the institutions, whether governmental, NGOs or voluntary 
should be encouraged to share resources and expertise, which will strengthen the proposed 
framework. 
• Propose a flexible a framework in which the guidelines for policy and legislation are well 
considered by the diverse VA players. 
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• Establish inspection organisations with those authorities responsible for the VA regions so 
that they may undertake the mission of preventing the decline of these regions and removing 
forms of destruction before they affect those regions permanently. 
• Identify the field of protection of the VA regions, regulations, laws and legislations, organize 
the interaction with these regions, and set principles for the design of the areas and buildings 
surrounding the heritage regions and architecturally. 
• Make the conservation programme a priority in the Ministry of Local Government plan, 
activate the principle of decentralisation in the management of historical cities, transfer the roles 
currently accorded to the Ministry to the local administrations in the historic regions, and 
stimulate the spirit of competition. 
• Give the legislative and executive authorities the necessary enforcing laws and executive 
regulations to ensure their continuity and good performance. 
• Form temporary committees of members who are qualified and experienced in historical 
studies and design, especially local engineers and specialists in zoning ordinance. 
9.3.3.2 Social (Culture) Recommendations 
• Promote public interest in, and support for the protection of Libya’s heritage sites through 
heritage centres and voluntary associations already operational in the country that have the 
ability to contribute significantly to public awareness. 
• Establish an integrated system of conservation that does not rely on and cannot be affected by 
individual decisions that may later be contradicted. Conservation of Vernacular Architectural 
(CVA) suffers from delays because of the contradiction of reliable decisions by other public 
authorities that disagree, and this potential must be eradicated. 
• Spread public awareness through the media and the school curriculum of the importance and 
significance of conserving the architectural heritage. 
• Raise public awareness at the national level through the organisation of lectures, conferences, 
exhibitions and more festivals in various regions of the country to present the products. 
Additionally, the media should be used to show documentary films on TV. This requires co-
ordination between The Ministry of Local Government and The Ministry of Culture. 
• Promote the CVA to the professionals via architectural competitions and the award of prizes 
for projects which follow conservation guidelines and are successful, irrespective of whether 
these are in heritage zones or entirely new projects. 
• Establish national societies to conserve VA and inform individuals about its significance. 
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• Establish a programme to activate co-operation with government agencies and the private 
sector, in order to increase awareness of the importance of VA conservation, and stimulate 
positive behaviours that maintain the integrity of the environment. 
• Establish continuing stakeholder collaboration and the institutionalisation of agreed 
processes. It is hoped that the evolving local governance system will be able to address the 
concerns around the issue of responsible and sustainable development. 
9.3.3.3 Financial (Economical) Recommendations 
• Study tourist requirements and activities since international and domestic tourism are of 
cultural and economic importance but simultaneously they may influence the architectural 
regions negatively as well as positively. These tourist needs should not be overlooked. 
• Provide new opportunities for builders, artists and local craft workers to ensure sustainability 
of handicrafts which play a vital role in economic and community development, and poverty 
reduction. This requires a partnership to be built between the Ministry of Local Government and 
the Ministry of Economics, and governmental and NGOs. 
• Invest more resources and funding into the development of crafts and other projects, and 
create another centre/academy for arts and crafts in other regions of the NMR. This has 
implications for both the governmental and private sectors. 
• Encourage the private sector to invest in learning facilities concerned with conserving and 
revitalising the country’s architectural heritage. 
• Launch a programme aimed at conserving the architectural heritage through the involvement 
of local actors (government, NGOs, private sector) in the management, development and 
conservation of that heritage. 
• Establish a local company to invest in heritage buildings owned by the government and the 
private sector, and facilitate the funding process. 
• Establish a programme to finance architectural heritage projects through the Bank of Credit 
“loan interest-free”. 
• Establish a programme concerned with “Amazigh houses” “Nafusa vernacular dwellings” 
to encourage the local population and visitors to participate in the charity work. 
9.3.3.4 Educational (Academic) Recommendations 
• Study the social conditions in the historical regions and their impact, and find human solutions 
appropriate for dealing with these conditions that directly impact upon the heritage regions. 
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• Educate the young generation about the importance of traditional crafts and conservation as 
part of Amazigh culture/heritage. This should be begin in academic establishments and be built 
on a partnership between the Ministry of Local Government, and the Ministry of Education in 
collaboration with governmental and NGOs. 
• Establish a training programme to encourage the local community to participate in the 
conservation of architectural heritage. 
• Establish programmes to education children in schools about the importance of their 
architectural heritage. This should be done by the Ministry of Local Government in co-operation 
with the Ministry of Education. 
• Establish summer vacation programmes to raise awareness among college students about the 
architecture, history and archaeology of the country. This can be done by the University of 
Aljabal Algharbi. 
• Establish “Heritage and Folklore” programmes to encourage and educate the community in 
participating in the conservation of the architectural heritage. Again this can be done with the 
co-operation of the University of Aljabal Algharbi. 
• Publish educational books in the field of architecture heritage and its importance for children, 
and incorporate the subject into the school curriculum. 
• Design cartoons and posters addressing the process of conserving the architectural heritage as 
part of the awareness-raising exercise for children. It is important to reach these young people 
as they are the future of the country and the custodians of its heritage. 
9.3.3.5 Technical )Equipment’s (Recommendations 
• Provide training workshops/capacity building to help in the effort to improve the production 
and design of craft work and make it attractive to the market. This should involve the 
Governmental Institution responsible in co-operation with NGOs and the private sector. 
• Encourage the production/development of materials and good quality traditional crafts using 
traditional skills, and encourage product innovation design to ensure continuity and sustainability 
of crafts, in a modern society. This should result from a partnership between the Ministry of 
Local Government, and the Ministry of Labour and Rehabilitation in co-ordination with 
governmental, NGOs and artisan syndicates. 
• Establish advanced workshops using experienced trainers, for locals and other interested 
people so that they can connect with the architectural heritage conservation process. 
• Developing building codes and specifications for each historical city in the NMR, Libya. 
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• Create a body to preserve and develop the traditional handicraft sector so that it does not fall 
into extinction, and through this body launch a national project in the NMR, Libya. 
• Work with the Technical Colleges and Institutes to provide training aimed at developing and 
improving the quality of the contracting companies in the field of VA conservation. 
• Develop the idea of “The National Laboratory” for the built heritage, to conserve traditions 
and handicrafts and prevent them from extinction. 
 
 
Figure 9.1: The Mapping of Stakeholder Collaboration  
 
9.4 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE OF VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE 
 
It is believed that the thesis adds to the literature in the field of architectural heritage and VA 
conservation, as well as raising questions which require further consideration and investigation. 
Generally, the research has made the following contributions. 
 
9.4.1 Contribution to knowledge of factors affecting of VA and their Conservation 
 
• This study could be considered as a foundation for the deeper exploration of the issue of 
data/information requirements in VA conservation organisations. It has raised several issues 
concerning VA conservation, and fills a gap in the literature, while also adding support to 
previous research in the field of VA. 
• The findings and recommendations of this study provide guidelines for decision-makers 
and others concerned with managing information in VA conservation organisations. 
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• The findings reveal that there are national sources of data or information in the field of VA 
conservation that are not being tapped, such as individuals who have left conservation 
organisations and who still possess that knowledge which they cannot pass on to other 
institutions because it has special relevance to conservation. This finding provides oganisations 
with the chance to benefit from such people by employing them as consultants when needed. 
 
 
9.5 AUTHOR'S FINAL STATEMENTS 
Having conducted this research and been rigorously immersed in the subject matter, the author 
concludes that successful conservation of Libyan VBs requires the co-operation of all officials, 
stakeholders, owners, and local people. This means that the dissemination of data or 
information should occur on a wide scale, including all local people in order to  create a 
genuine awareness of Libya’s cultural heritage, the need for its conservation, and how to ensure 
that. 
9.6 REFLECTION ON PROBLEMS FACED IN CONDUCTING RESEARCH 
There are many common difficulties and challenges faced by researchers, but different 
researchers also encounter different problems depending on, for example, the cultural context 
in which they are working, the level of education of the research sample, and the political 
systems in force. Conducting research in a diverse cultural environment where research is not 
really valued, makes it difficult for researchers to access information, and sometimes it may be 
impossible. It usually takes a long time to obtain information, and in many cases, it is difficult 
to secure the particular information which is vital to a study. Oher problems include not 
being certain that the information supplied is accurate. In this study, many such problems 
were encountered but it is unlikely that these are unique to the Libyan context. Rather they 
are likely to be shared with, and indeed common in many Third World countries. 
 
In this era of modern technology and the world of the internet, a vast amount of information is 
available online and can be obtained using new, sophisticated technology and powerful 
engines. Yet, in many parts of the developing world, information remains controlled by 
governments, and research as an academic activity is not taken seriously. In Libya, for 
example, accessing any data or information even for research purposes is considered a sensitive 
and high security issue. Only a few certain trusted people have the authority to access 
organisational data and files. As a result, many scholars and researchers struggle in securing 
data and information which is relevant, and indeed crucial to their research. Accessing any 
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type of information about the organisation and its work-related matters (figures, charts, 
statistics, etc.) is considered a violation of the organisation’s privacy. And in some cases, 
researchers have to go through tedious and lengthy processes to obtain special permits to allow 
them access to the information they need. This is characteristic of developing countries where 
bureaucratic systems are in place, and even having navigated these many different bureaucratic 
channels, a researcher may still only secure basic information because this is all that is typically 
made available. The culture is not to value the change that research tries to bring, and therefore, 
governments do not promote it seriously. 
 
The security issue was another problem faced by the researcher when administering the 
questionnaire. Many participants refused to complete this, despite every possible assurance 
being given to them about their anonymity being guaranteed, and the information they disclosed 
being confidential. Indeed, neither their names nor those of their organisations were asked for 
on the questionnaire. Additionally, they were assured that no other person except for the 
researcher would have access to the questionnaire. As a final assurance to motivate participants 
the researcher suggested that in order to complete the questionnaire, they needed only to tick 
the answers and not add any comments. This was said to convince them that the questionnaires 
could not be traced by anybody, not even the researcher himself. With these assurances, came 
the statement that all participation was voluntary and no person was placed under duress to 
complete the questionnaire. 
 
Another challenge faced by the researcher was that employees had no prior ideas or experience 
in terms of survey studies, as this study was the first to be conducted in the NMR. As a 
consequence, considerable effort was dedicated to explaining the purpose of the research and 
to make instructions clear and understandable to participants so that they could complete the 
questionnaire. In some cases participants were given more than one questionnaire before they 
managed to produce a final copy. Consequently, the administration of the questionnaire was a 
time-consuming and expensive process. The high power distance culture characterizing Libya 
meant that participants suffered from a fear of the unknown and the potential repercussions of 
completing the questionnaire. 
 
Finally, the Libyan conflict during the Arab Spring made for a very dangerous environment, 
and it was difficult to retrieve completed questionnaires as many public organisations were 
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simply closed. The researcher had no choice but to contact all the participants via mobile phone, 
requesting their participation and explaining the importance of their contribution to this study. 
This was also a tedious and time-consuming process. 
9.6.1 Challenges faced the Responsible Institutions of Historic 
This section explores the current challenges limiting the adoption of effective measures to ensure 
the Conservation of Vernacular Architecture (CVA) in the Nafusa Mountain Region (NMR) in 
the Libyan Government Responsible Institutions and Non-Governmental Institutions (GRIs and 
NGRIs). By doing this, it addresses the objective of this research project. Through his 
understanding of the current challenges facing the VA, the researcher can confidently provide 
recommendations concerning the best ways to overcome these challenges and to implement 
conservation processes practices effectively. Most respondents highlighted certain key 
challenges that limit the implementation or effectiveness of the practices involved within the 
conservation processes, including the lack of knowledge and experience among practitioners, 
the lack of support from senior management, resistance to change, lack of structured 
training plans, lack of co-ordination and cooperation, lack of a management system (e.g., a 
conservation processes strategy), and the unstable security and political situation in Libya 
(Appendix7). 
 
 
Figure 9.2: The Challenges faced the Responsible Institutions of Historic 
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9.6.2 Challenges and threats to vernacular architecture’s environment 
Due to the homogenisation of culture, and global socioeconomic transformation, vernacular 
structures all around the world are very vulnerable nowadays, facing serious problems of 
obsolescence, internal equilibrium and integration. 
1)   Unprecedented growth and change – i.e. more population concentrating in cities 
 2)   Pressure from competing high value activities – i.e. land prices 
 3) Impact of major infrastructure programmes – i.e. that means building more 
superhighways, connecting newly-developed and urban centres 
 4) Environmental pressures – i.e. uncontrolled carbon emission and polluted industrial waste. 
 5) Carrying capacity – i.e. excessive use of water and deforestation for human habitats. 
 6) Natural cause - earthquake, typhoon, ﬂood, tidal wave, humidity, and insects. 
 7) Human cause - such as war, theft, neglect, illegal trade, public works, and ignorance. 
• The absence of political reforms and the administration’s instability may present an obstacle 
to conservation of historic buildings in the long term.   
• Libya, like most Arab countries, is still under threat from Al-Qaeda, ISIS and extremists.    
• If Libya does not differentiate itself from its competitors and protect its heritage and culture, 
it will lose its identity. 
Much preservation and conservation activity has been concerned with buildings of different 
types - big buildings, important buildings, religious buildings, civic buildings, and not so much 
concerned with the vernacular. In a sense, this scenario is understandable because traditionally 
the vernacular does not last as long as the big buildings. Houses go up, houses come down. 
Houses are built of less permanent materials. 
9.7   RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 
Any research, and particularly a doctoral study in its very nature, has a number of constraints 
and so there are certain limitations associated with this research in relation to time, cost, and 
the political situation. The study was carried out only with regard to one issue (vernacular 
architecture) due to the uniqueness of the RIHC in the NMR. A doctorate degree is defined 
by a constrained cost and timeline; therefore, it was required that all the research stages 
were completed within this period of time. This research is funded by RIHC and aimed to 
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solve the problems caused by CVA issues exclusively in VA in the NMR. Therefore, all 
activities and processes could not exceed the allocated time and fund. Time and cost issues, 
in addition to the Libyan conflict, have had a major impact on the activities/processes of the 
research. 
 
This study has suffered from several limitations, and all possible efforts were made to avoid 
their influence on the research results. Some of the limitations that affected the data collection 
were mentioned in the methodology (Section 4.8). One was that employees feared that there 
might be an impact on their career; the other was how to conduct interviews with female 
interviewees in a conservative society. The major limitations are indicated as follows: 
• The study focuses on one case in depth, rather than multiple cases. It concentrates on the 
decision-makers in the RIHC and experts in the local governmental, non-governmental and 
academic institutions in the NMR, Libya.  Studying one organisation did not permit 
comparisons with other organisations, and limited the generalisation of results. However, this 
was because the RIHC is the only organisation responsible for managing HCs in NMR, 
Libya.  The research results may be capable of generalisation if the study is replicated in 
numerous other VA conservation organisations in similar contexts. Indeed, Yin (2009) stated 
that a single case study “can be the basis for significant explanations and generalisations.” 
Also, Routio (2007) argues that the accumulation of case studies that have been conducted by 
different researchers can provide a basis for generalising the research results. 
• The event of the revolution and the war in Libya during the period of research (2014) 
severely affected the researcher’s ability to proceed in the planned way as it was dangerous to 
collect the data, the research participants were themselves extremely wary of whether 
repercussions would come their way, and the researcher himself was deeply affected 
psychologically by the fact that only minimum production was possible at the time. 
• The hardest experience, and therefore a limitation, was when interviewees expressed grief 
and horror about terrorist attacks, about people being killed and injured, the Government 
buildings being looted and burned, and other such horrific incidents. This affected normal sleep 
patterns and caused upset to the researcher. 
9.7.1 Limitation of the Study 
The first limitation of this study is VA, which is referring to mountain architecture, buildings 
without architects. However, it is limited in the field of VDs not all kinds of VA around the 
world. Specifically, it focuses on VDs in the NMR, Libya. The next limitation is identification 
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in tderms of the ideas of the design, and not other aspects, such as building and architectural 
styles. Hence, the research limits itself to the identity of vernacular features in architecture. 
Another limitation is that of place, that is the ancient settlements in the NMR in Libya called 
Nafusa Libyan Berber and related to the Amazigh, Therefore, the focus is precisely on that 
neighbourhood and no other places and no other examples were explored 
 
9.8 FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
The subject is very wide, and this thesis covers a significant part of VA in the RIHC but other 
studies are needed to provide more detail. It is suggested that such studies could be conducted 
as follows: 
• Due to the uniqueness of the RIHC in the NMR and in addition to the time constraints 
and scope of the study, the investigation of the factors that impact on the CPs of VA was carried 
out using only one case study (Vernacular Dwellings). However, it would be desirable to 
perform more rigorous/extensive studies with other cases from different parts of Libya, in order 
to increase confidence and reliance in terms of functionality, accuracy, correctness, reliability, 
integrity, etc. 
• The literature reveals that increasing the number of case studies will be beneficial and 
may lead to discovering and revealing other areas of improvements, strengths, weaknesses, 
etc. This could eventually improve the guidance to implement effective CPs that would 
promote more effective, comprehensive, and accurate decision-making in respect of the 
strategic planning for the conservation of historical cities. 
 
• Three important areas are closely related to conservation of vernacular architecture; these 
are data  or  information training programmes, information technologies, and recruitment 
processes, and these require in-depth investigation. In terms of training, CPs strategies and 
policies require a sustainable supply/availability of leaders/know-how and skilled 
professionals. Public organisations in Libya do not include training programmes in their 
strategic plans to develop leadership skills or job skills among the employees. Thus, in order 
to increase the employees’ skills, strategic plans for short and long-term training should be a 
priority in the annual conservation process development plans. Consequently, research focusing 
on the development of an effect training model to increase the number of skilled employees 
and know-how is required. 
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9.9 BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH 
The research addresses the issues of conservation of VA in NMR and is the first such study 
conducted in the NMR, Libya. This development of recommendations strategy for 
implementing effective CPs is the first and only one addressing the problems of VA 
conservation in the RIHC in the NMR, Libya. 
•         The results of the study could assist the RIHC in the selection and recruitment of the 
right staff. Recruiting specialists in VA with appropriate skills and knowledge should help the 
implementation of the CPs of VA. 
•              Housing organisations could become more knowledgeable about sustainable processes 
and may become more attuned to stakeholders’ needs. 
•             Producing awareness and promoting the acquisition of relevant skills and knowledge 
for sustainable housing should result in an outcome of value to individual architects as it could 
lead to a better environment. 
• An understanding of the characteristics, difficulties and demands of conservation processes 
will assist in both the identification of responsibilities, and the level of training provision in the 
RIHC. 
• The identification of potential barriers and difficulties facing the CPs and systems that 
obstruct the achievement of effective RIHC systems in the NMR, Libya could lead to 
improvement in recommendations strategies and plans in the governmental as well as non-
governmental institutions. 
 
The implications of this study are important and significant for the researcher, decision- 
makers, academics and other parties who have an interest in the VA. 
 
9.10 SUMMARY: 
This study has revealed that the governmental institution responsible for conservation is limited 
in its legal and administrative perspective to a concern for Vernacular Buildings (VBs) of special 
importance, abandoned historical sites, VBs and other significant public buildings that are 
owned by the government. 
 
Attention is focused primarily on the individual VBs, considered in isolation from their urban 
surroundings. The policies and procedures written pertain only to this type of VBs conservation. 
These abandoned or somewhat abandoned historic sites have a diverse cultural factor that has 
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to be identified as an integral part of the traditional urban fabric and the CPs should seek to 
conserve this aspect. 
 
The Burra Charter, which is based very closely on the Venice Charter and established in 
Australia, covers the development of conservation policy and strategy and is closest in character 
to what is taking place in the NMR, Libya. This Charter deals with VA conservation and can 
be used by the conservation professionals in the NMR, Libya as a model for conservation 
guidelines to inform practice in the care of moveable heritage and the natural environment. 
 
The RI for conservation in the NMR has made some progress in the last decade in built heritage, 
even though changes have been slow to materialise. These changes have helped bring to the 
benefits of conserving VA to the attention of people in this part of the region. There are however 
many difficulties, hardships and challenges facing the projects of conserving VA in the NMR 
that hinder the efforts aimed at such conservation. When we refer to these difficulties and 
obstacles, we hope for centrally based efforts and initiatives for the conservation of the VA in 
the NMR. The findings of this research are now summarized. 
  
➢ The defective nature of policies and methods of architectural planning, and the system 
of building, demolition and erasing that ignore VA. 
➢ The objective of saving heritage is evident but most of the institutions work individually 
and independently with hardly any co-operation between them. To manage these different 
efforts, there is a need to establish a network that will link these heritage players and actors for 
the purpose of saving what is left of the NMR, Libya VA. 
➢ As of now, there are public legislations, regulations and policies that force the 
establishments and individuals to conserve the VA and that point out how to deal with at this 
issue at all levels, but they are in the proposal stage and will only be implemented into law at 
the end of this fiscal year. 
➢ There is a shortage of information available about the sites, dimensions, details of the 
historical areas and buildings and the surrounding conditions in addition to the historical 
information about these areas. 
➢ The defective nature of administrative and organisational aspects. In addition, there are 
no departments in the Ministry of Finance, or Ministry of Education or Ministry of Local 
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Government concerned with monitoring, implementing and follow up of the conservation of the 
urban built heritage inside the municipalities. 
➢ No clear severe penalties for vandalism, destruction and demolishing of historical areas 
and VBs at conservation sites have been put into action as of yet. 
➢ The national government is only just realising the importance of registering historical 
sites and has so far only registered the old city of Tripoli and Ghadames. Ancient settlements of 
the NMR are being put up for registration again. 
➢ The national government has only in the last 7 years allowed international organisations, 
such as UNESCO and foreign countries, to come into Libya to assist in the CPs. 
 
Vernacular architecture conservation must not be seen as an isolated process but as an on-going 
issue, with social, cultural, economic and political factors. For these reasons, Libya’s policies 
for VA conservation should include community support, cultural and socio-economic 
development programmes, commercial, and tourism potential in order for the CPs being 
undertaken to be successful. The country’s approach to VA conservation and revitalisation must 
emphasise co-operation with highly committed representatives (governmental as well as non-
governmental institutions) of the local community.  
 
In order to protect and conserve our rich cultural and architectural heritage the elements of VA 
should be incorporated in the contemporary planning and architecture. The provision should be 
made to incorporate VA and traditional knowledge in the policies. The policy-makers, planners 
and architects should consider this in their work for the betterment of society.  
“Quality of life is enhanced through good architectural design which responds to the needs and 
wishes of users and use of natural materials and good urban design which allows the creation 
of green spaces and reduction of noise and pollution.” Birkauser (Tipnis, 2012).  
 
Finally, the thesis concludes by learning and appreciating the principles of VA and integrating 
them with the contemporary knowledge and technology . 
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During the course of this research, a number of research papers and articles have been made, 
which are based on the work presented in this thesis. They are listed here for reference:  
CONFERENCE (2016-2017):  
Mohamed Milod1 and Dr. Claudia Trillo2. "Key Vernacular Architecture, Heritage 
Architecture, Nafusa Mountains Regio, Libyan ", accepted paper to IPGRC2017, International 
Research Conference Shaping Tomorrow's Built Environment Construction and Design for the 
Modern World1 14-15 September 2017, School of the Built Environment, University of 
Salford, UK. 
www.conference.org.uk/international-research-week 
 
Laith Hady and Mohamed Milod. (2017), "Key Influences and Constraints of LTA Efficiency: 
Evidences from Iraqi land Authorities", accepted paper to IPGRC2017, International Research 
Conference Shaping Tomorrow's Built Environment Construction and Design for the Modern 
World1 11-12 September 2017, School of the Built Environment, University of Salford, UK. 
  www.conference.org.uk/international-research-week 
 
POSTERS (2017-2018):  
Workshop 
- Workshops: 
  Preparation of an H 2020 bid on cultural landscape 30th November to 2nd December 2017. 
- GTS workshops: 
• Theories of learning & teaching 
• Technology enhanced learning 
1st  to 15th  January 2018 
- GTS workshop: 
• Assessment & Feedback (for GTS students engaged in assessment) 
13th to 18th  May 2017 
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APPENDIX 3: BOOKS AND BOOKLETS THAT WERE 
AUTHORED IN THE RIHCS 
 
Author and Date 
 
Book title 
(Abozbeda,2002) Dar Alghadi: The study includes section for identifying the location of a building, 
describing the building architecturally, the alterations and the existing situation and 
its use. 
(Bosiefi, 2002) Alkharuba Mosque the location and description of architectural features 
(Abo Zbeda,2004) The former American consulate in the old city of Tripoli: historic study of the 
building and regarding relation between Libya and America. Part includes a 
description of the building and its location based on historical evidence, its use 
historically and its situation now (alteration and deformation) 
(Jubran, 2005) The Former French Consulate in the old city of Tripoli: historic study regarding 
relation between Tripoli and France and architectural analysis of developments and 
alteration of building’s components. The importance of its location. Date of 
construction. Alteration based on maps 1857, 1865, 1873 and 1912. 
(Jubran, 2010a) The markets of the old city of Tripoli: economic and historical study 
(Jubran, 2010b) The old hotels of Tripoli 
 
 
 
 
Book title 
   1998 Ornamentations on entrances, doors and windows 
1998 Al – Maharib (niches) 
1998 Ceramic tiles and plates 
1998 Ornamentations on woodwork and metal work 
1998 The tomb stones 
1998 Gypsum Ornamentations 
2002 Guide of the old city of Tripoli features 
2004 Tripoli, history and civilization 
2007 Libyan administrative law number 3 (1994) about the protection of historic 
 cities, neighborhoods and historic buildings and its implementing regulations 
 
 
Symposium under title: towards general strategy of architectural and urban conservation 
for historical cities in Libya  
Author(s) Paper title 
(Wafa, 2007) Tripoli university Architectural heritage conservation: the purposes and the 
principles 
(Salama, 2007) Tripoli university Conservation of historic and architectural heritage 
(Jubran, 2007) Law no. 3 regarding HBs conservation (1994) between theory 
and practice 
(Itaiem, 2007) Tripoli university Developing historic cities, Tripoli old city as a case study 
(Ghmati, 2007) Architectural composition in the old city of Tripoli 
(Madi, 2007) The effect of environment on architectural spaces 
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(Abojenah, 2007) Tripoli university Using Maslow’s theory for deriving strategic indications 
(social study) 
(Mousaui, 2007) Damp and the method to minimize its impact on historic 
buildings (Bashemam, 2007) NGPLAH society Use of advanced technologies in HB restoration 
projects 
Symposium under title: Conservation of historical cities 
(Bashemam, 2004) NLGPLAH 
society 
Methodology of VBs restoration: case study of in red castle 
Tripoli 
(Alhashmi, 2004) Zawia university The architectural style of the old city of Tripoli 
Bashir Azlitni , 2004) Tripoli university The Renovation and development of the old cities 
(Abulghasem, 2004) Tripoli university Towards sustainable development for old cities 
(Shawesh, 2004) Tripoli university Analysis study of architectural heritage 
(Awedh, 2004) Tripoli university The old city of Tripoli between the past and present: 
analysisstudy of structural and morphological 
properties 
Omar al Mukhtar University Architectural heritage between economic feasibility 
and historic memory: study in heritage tourism 
 
Timeline of Historical Events in Libya & North Africa 
640- 641 AD 
The arrival of Islam in Libya: in 640 AD the Arab general Amr ibn al-Ās took Egypt, followed by Barqah in 
641 AD. 
642- 647 AD 
Amr ibn al-Ās moved on towards Tripolitania, where he removed the remaining Byzantine garrisons and took 
control of Tripoli in 647 AD. Sends Uqba ibn Nafi (O'qba ibn Nafea’) toward Zwilah. 
663 AD Uqba ibn Nafi moves towards Fezzan and takes Germa. 
670 AD 
Foundation of Kairouan (Qairawan). Uqba ibn Nafi (Oqba Ben Nafea’) claims the Roman province of Africa 
in 670 AD and establishes his military base at Qayrawan; where he built the Great Mosque of Kairouan, the 
oldest mosque in Africa, widely regarded as the fourth holiest place, after Mecca, Medina and Alqudus 
(Jerusalem). 
700-705 AD 
Creation of the Province of Afriqya; the Maghreb (North Africa) was incorporated into the Islamic empire. 
706-710 AD 
Islamic influence spreads to various parts of North Africa, as far as the Sanhaja Amazigh south of Mauritania; 
forcing the Sanhaja to start their trans-Saharan journeys from Wadi Draa to reach Senegal by means of camels, 
and thus were considered to be the first to make full use of the "ship of the desert". 
711 AD 
The Amazighs general Tariq Ben Zeyyad (Tariq Ibn Ziyad) conquers the Kingdom of Spain with a Berber 
army and advisors. Tariq's commander, Musa ibn Nusair, followed with substantial reinforcements. 
927 AD 
War in northern Morocco between Umayyads and Fatimid and their Amazigh allies (the war continued for 
more than 70 years). 
1017-18 AD 
The Zanata Amazighs took Tripoli; Arabs seized Barqa; the massacre of Ismaili officials. 
1031 AD 
End of Umayyad dynasty. Period of Little Kings, rulers of city states led by Seville (Andalus). 
1049 AD 
Tripolitania and Tunisia broke away from the Fatimid. 
1052 AD 
Mu'izz defeated by the tribes of Banu Hilal. 
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1085 AD 
Capture of Toledo by Castile; Muslims appeal to Almoravid Yusuf ibn Tashfin. 
1100 AD 
Bani Hilal take control of eastern Algeria and Tunisia, the Zirid princes still holding out in Bougie and 
Mahdiya. On the other side, Banu Salim are taking control of Libya (only Cyrenaica and Tripoli). 
1118 - 1120 AD 
Ibn Tumart forms Almohads in High Atlas (Morocco); Almohads is a political and religious movement of 
the Zenata Amazighs of the Atlas; Death of Ibn Tumart in 1130, succeeded by his caliph Abd al-Mu'min. 
1145 - 1147 AD 
Almohads defeated Almoravids and took Morocco and Spain; death of Tashfin ibn Ali ibn Yusuf ibn 
Tashfin; Norman conquest of Tripoli; Almohads capture Seville; flight of Almoravid lbn Ghaniya to 
Majorca; Andalus substantially independent. 
1147 - 1163 AD 
Moroccan Marrakesh captured by Almohads; Almohad Abd al-Mu'min annexes Central Maghreb; 
Almohads conquer Afriqya, drive Normans from coastal cities in Afriqya; Death of  Abd al-Mu'min, 
successor son Abu Ya'qub (Morocco). 
1172 AD 
Murcia taken by Almohad Abu Ya'qub; Andalus, Morocco and Afriqiya united in Almohad Empire - 
capitals Seville and Marrakesh. 
1195 - 1199 AD 
Almohads defeat Castile at Alarcos; Invasion of  Afriqya by Almoravids from  Majorca; Death of  Almohad 
Abu Yusuf, successor son al-Nasir. 
1203 - 1207 AD 
Almohads (Amazighs of Zenata) conquer Majorca from Almoravids; Defeat of Almoravids by Almohad 
al-Nasir; Abu Muharnmad al-Hafsi made viceroy at Tunis. 
1700s AD The authorities in Tripoli, Tunis and Algiers enjoyed a state of near independence. 
1711 AD Ahmed Karamanli captures Tripoli. 
1714 AD Tripolitania establishes complete independence from the Ottomans. 
1780s AD 
The slave trade reaching its peak: 100,000 Africans are kidnapped and sold a year. By 1800 AD about five 
million Africans were sold to the West. The population of black Africa increased sharply to about 60 million 
as opposed to 10 million living north of the Sahara.  
1811 AD Tripoli took Fezzan and gained control over the Tripoli-Bornu route.  
1832 AD The Ottomans re-establish control over Tripoli. 
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 APPENDIX 4: PHOTOS RELEVANT OF FIELD STUDY 
TYPE OF DOORS OF VDS IN NMR 
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THE INTERIOR DESIGN OF VDS IN NNMR 
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DATA COLLECTION AND OBSERVATION SURVEY OF VDS IN NMR 
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APPENDIX 5: - VALIDITY INTERVIEW GUIDELINES 
 
Recommendations to Enhance  of Responsible Institutions on the Conservation of 
Vernacular Architecture in Nafusa Mountain Region, Libya 
Vernacular Architecture in Nafusa Mountain Region, Libya is often a low priority; infrastructure, 
economic development, and new environmental sustainability requirements are more likely to 
be considered higher priorities. 
Vernacular Architecture conservation, particularly when involving a vernacular heritage site, 
often operates at the regional or national level. Conflicting objectives between different levels 
of government further complicate both the decision-making process and the implementation of 
heritage policies. Priorities and interests between different levels of government are not always 
shared, further isolating conservation practice. Vernacular architecture conservation 
professionals and urban planners are frequently located in separate areas of the city’s governance 
structure. 
Furthermore, heritage conservation professionals and departments are often located at levels in 
the institution's responsible for historical cities hierarchies where their influence is meagre or 
where they do not have direct access to the decision-making paths necessary to influence good 
conservation outcomes. Weak or poorly implemented legislation and policy, or a lack of policy 
guidance, exacerbates this situation. 
The heritage zones are areas of a continuous life affected by the surrounding human changes 
throughout history. In this respect, I would like to propose the following recommendations for a 
future Proposed General Components for Libya Charter: 
(table on the next page) 
 
Interview Participants 
The proposed participants represent the experts who are involved with the conservation of 
historical cities response.  
The identified participants the organisation of this case study it will be average of 20 interviews, 
representing senior managers, middle managers, junior managers and non-manager personnel.  
In order to get useful information, the researcher, selected the sample on the basis of management 
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levels in order to get as the best possible representation of the management levels as possible as 
shown in Table --. 
Table --.: Number of the participants in the field of interviews 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Confidentiality 
All data and information gathered shall be used for research purposes only with the informed 
consent of the organization involved and from the participants themselves. 
Recommendations 
Sets of recommendations have been suggested through the analysis of information obtained from 
the interviews and other sources of evidence collected, within the context of the research themes. 
The aim of such recommendations is to overcome or minimise the weaknesses and challenges 
faced by the current Institution Responsible for Historic Cities (RIHC) and the response 
practices in order to enhance the overall process to effectively respond to conservation processes 
of vernacular architecture. 
The sets of recommendations based on interviews, documents, and pertinent literature on 
Institution Responsible for Historic Cities are presented below for validation, firstly to check 
the appropriateness of the recommendation, and secondly to check whether they are classified 
appropriately under the different research themes. 
Recommendations Experts 
remarks 
Recommendations and Suggestions for Practicing CPs of VA in the RIs of NMR, Libya 
1 For better use of the existing explicit data or information there is a need to:  
➢  Facilitate access to documents and encourage the employees to read to develop their data 
or information and make personally meaningful any explicit data or information retrieved. 
 
➢  Support existing IT facilities with a technical team and relevant conservation processes.  
➢  Establish criteria for what should be included in the organisation’s database.  
Management Level Number of participants 
Senior Manager    (SM) 2 
Middle Manager   (MM) 5 
Junior Manager    (JM) 5 
Non- Manager     (NM) 8 
Total         20 
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➢  Encourage online discussion of VA conservation issues to contribute to informal discussion 
and the sharing of data or information between employees, in addition to others interested 
in this field. 
 
2-The high departure rate  of  architects  and  engineers  calls  for  appropriate  staff 
motivation policies goals to share data or information, and aid staff retention. 
 
3. There is a need to update the procedures for conducting VA conservation studies to 
include the consulting of previous reports by the organization. Also, there is a need to 
document in written and visual forms the lessons learned, including the rich context data. 
 
4. The insufficient interest in conservation techniques calls for:  
➢  A revision of the organisational structure to promote more flexible communication and 
sharing data or information. 
 
➢  The organisation of more formal/informal events for transferring and exchanging data or 
information with respect to VA conservation principles. 
 
➢  Contact and observation of the work of expert builders and craftsmen who have worked on 
VA restoration, as a technique for acquiring data or information. 
 
5. The acquisition of external data or information to cover the internal shortage requires:  
➢   Identification of what experts should be provided and what data or information should be 
carried. 
 
➢  Architects and engineers who have left the RIHCs or retired after significant years of 
practical experience and local people (particularly, elders) who are willing to share their 
data or information regarding VBs should be considered for developing employees’ data 
or information. 
 
➢  The development   of   governmental   regulations   regarding   co-operation   with 
international organisations for consultancy or training. 
 
Recommendations Proposed General for Nafusa Mountain Region in Libya Charter 
(Constitution) 
Legal (Policy) Recommendations  
➢  Undertake planning policies that foresee threats and find other solutions so urban 
conservation should be included in the earliest stages of the planning process in the Libya. 
 
➢  Propose a flexible a framework in which the guidelines for policy and legislation.  
➢  Establish inspection organizations with authorities appropriate for the vernacular 
architectural regions undertaking the mission of preventing the decline of these regions and 
removing forms of destruction before they affect them permanently. 
 
➢  Identifying the field of protection of the VA regions, regulations, laws and legislations.  
➢  The program of conservation occupies a priority in the plan of Ministry of Local 
Government, which comes as a tool to activate the principle of decentralization in the 
RIHCs. 
 
➢  Give the legislative and executive authorities the necessary enforcing laws and executive 
regulations to ensure their continuity and good performance. 
 
➢  Form temporary committees, the members should be qualified and experienced in 
historical studies and designs especially the local engineers and the specialists in zoning 
ordinance. 
 
Social (Culture) Recommendations  
➢  Promote public interest, support and protection in heritage sites through heritage centers 
and voluntary associations. 
 
➢  Set an integrated system of conservation away from individual decisions.  
➢  Spread public awareness, importance and significance of conserving the architectural 
heritage through the media and the school curriculum. 
 
➢  Raise public awareness on the national level through the organisation of lectures, 
conferences, exhibitions and festivals. 
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➢  Promote the conservation of the VA in the practice of a profession through architectural 
competitions and dedicate prizes for projects. 
 
➢  Establish national societies to conserve VA with the mission of informing individuals about 
its significance. 
 
➢  Promote and activates cooperation with government agencies and private sectors, in order 
to increase awareness of the importance of VA conservation. 
 
➢  Continuing stakeholder collaboration and the institutionalization of agreed processes.  
Financial (Economical) Recommendations  
➢  Promote the international and domestic tourism have cultural and economic importance 
that should not be overlooked in influencing the architectural heritage regions negatively 
or positively. 
 
➢  Provide new opportunities for builders, artists and crafters of local people to ensure 
sustainability of handicrafts. 
 
➢  Invest more resources and funding into crafts development and projects.  
➢  Encourage the private sector to invest in learning facilities concerning with conserving and 
revitalizing the architectural heritage. 
 
➢  Launch programme to aims the conservation of the architectural heritage and its 
development through the involvement of local actors. 
 
➢  Set up a local company to invest in heritage buildings owned by the government and the 
private sector, and facilitate the funding process. 
 
➢  A program financing the architecture heritage projects through the Bank of Credit “loan 
interest-free”. 
 
➢  The program “Nafusa a house” “Amazigh vernacular dwellings” to encourage the locals 
and visitors to participate in the charity work. 
 
Educational (Academic) Recommendations  
➢  Study the social conditions in the archaeological regions and their impact on them and find 
human solutions appropriate. 
 
➢  Educate the young generation about the importance of traditional crafts and conservation 
as part of Amazigh culture/heritage at academic educating. 
 
➢  Establish a training program to encourage the Local community to participate in the 
conservation of architectural heritage. 
 
➢  Establish programs   by Ministry of Local Government in cooperation with the Ministry 
of Education to educate the children at schools and raise their awareness of the importance 
of their architectural heritage. 
 
➢  Training programs for college students of the architecture, history and archeology, which 
are implement in the summer vacation. 
 
➢  The establishment of the programs “Heritage and Folklore” to encourage and educate the 
community in participating in conserving the architectural heritage with the cooperation of 
the University of Aljabal Algharbi. 
 
➢  Publish educational books in the field of architecture heritage and its importance for 
children and incorporating it into the school curriculum. 
 
➢  Forming and developing cartoons and posters that are about process conserving the 
architectural heritage. 
 
Technical )Equipment’s (Recommendations  
➢  Provide training workshops/capacity building to help improvement of crafts 
product/design in market (Governmental Institution Responsible in cooperation with 
NGOs and the private sector). 
 
➢  Encourage the production/ development of materials and quality traditional crafts using 
traditional skills and encourage product innovation design to ensure continuity and 
sustainability of crafts. 
 
➢  The rehabilitation of engineering offices and contractors working in the field of restoration, 
maintenance and design of historical buildings. 
 
➢  Establish advanced workshops for locals and interested to be in contact with the 
architectural heritage conservation process, with the prevision of experienced trainers. 
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➢  Developing building codes and specifications for each historical city in NMR, Libya.  
➢  Forming a body that manages the traditional handicraft sector to preserve it from extinction 
and to develop it, so it will be the framework of a national project in NMR, Libya. 
 
➢  Working and training with Technical colleges and institutes to develop and improve the 
contracting companies in the field of VA conservation. 
 
➢  Developing the idea of “The national Laboratory” for the build heritage, to conserve our 
traditions and handicrafts from distinction. 
 
 
Thank you for your time and cooperation. For any clarification and queries regarding this 
study, you can contact the researcher or the supervisor of the researcher as set out below: 
PhD Researcher:                                                                 Supervisor: 
Mohamed Milod                                                                 Dr. Claudia Trillo 
School of Built Environment                                               School of Built Environment  
Manchester M5 4WT                                                           Manchester M5 4WT 
United Kingdom                                                                   United Kingdom  
Email:                                     Email:   
Telephone:                                                 Telephone:    
Fax:                                                             Fax:  
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APPENDIX 6: REMARKS OF EXPERTS 
 
Remarks of  Experts of Responsible Institutions of Historic Cities about 
Recommendations  
1-  Lack of knowledge and experience 
Regarding the lack of knowledge and experience among practitioners, the majority of those 
interviewed considered this to be one of the most important challenges within CVA. As 
conservation of VA falls under the broader umbrella of Responsible Institutions of Historic 
Cities (RIHCs), the lack of knowledge and experience of both concepts by practitioners and 
managers affects the entire Conservation Processes (CPs). Most respondents demonstrated this, 
indicating that, although qualified technical experts are present within the RIHCs, the overall 
maturity level and the knowledge about these concepts is limited among practitioners:  
‘The maturity level concerning maintenance management in general is still very 
low; the way RIHCs deal with CPs issues has to do with the degree of maturity 
and the level of knowledge among employees, which needs to be upgraded and 
developed due to the fact that maintenance management is Administration of 
knowledge that is constantly being updated and is keeping up with these 
developments’. 
2- Lack of support from senior management 
Alongside the lack of knowledge and experience discussed in section 1, Most respondents 
mentioned a lack of support from senior management as one of the main challenges in 
implementing an effective CPs within the RIHCs; and some of those interviewed specified this 
as the most important factor. For example, R2 and R7 noted that senior management has the 
ultimate responsibility and authority in any decision-making process within the RIHCs, as they 
sit at the top of the pyramid. R12 supported this perspective, declaring that ‘The most important 
challenge is the lack of senior management support in establishing effective maintenance 
management practices. 
3- Resistance to change  
Meanwhile, resistance to change was considered by few respondents to be one of the important 
challenges that limit the effectiveness of maintenance management practices in the RIHCs. This 
resistance to change comes from senior management or from a traditional resistance among 
engineers towards the implementation of new tools, techniques and technologies. In this context, 
most respondents observed fear of change to be one of the challenges that limited the 
effectiveness of maintenance management practices also described resistance, mainly in 
association with limited knowledge on the part of senior management:  
‘The main challenge is knowledge, especially the limited knowledge among 
senior management, also the fear of applying new technology. This fear arises 
from the fear of their limited knowledge and their incomplete understanding of 
the concept of challenges. Here they don’t know how challenges are understood 
elsewhere; they are very traditional, having a purely commercial mentality in that 
they only care about Investment.” 
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Moreover, shared the opinion that, due to limited knowledge or to cultural factors, many 
engineers are content with traditional methods of managing projects. This resistance to change 
could be avoided if effective maintenance management were applied to a project from the 
beginning. 
‘We also have a problem with the culture; there is always a very old culture in 
terms of traditional engineering, always trying to avoid becoming involved in 
new, modern science and technology because they think it is a waste of time. Even 
the culture in the engineering team is always against these things.’ 
4- Lack of structured training plans 
Few respondents identified the absence of structured training in RIHCs as one of the challenges 
they are face within the conservation of VA and   agreed that they have a problem with the 
development of training plans, as it is presently very difficult to get proper training plans  
approved, whereas previously, many governmental, academic and private institutions had 
offered various  training programs and added that most training programmes at present relate 
only to technical skills, without offering any intensive exposure to maintenance management , 
and noted that many participants only care about financial returns rather than skill development:  
‘We do not have structured annual training programmes that are specifically 
designed to teach analysis of vernacular buildings  or maintenance management 
t; this area is still very weak … I think our human resource management practices 
are very weak in establishing strong, effective and structured training 
development programmes.’ 
In the same context, another important point was mentioned, that there are not enough qualified 
personnel to provide maintenance training. Those who might technically be well-trained and 
valuable are usually attracted by other institutions. 
We don’t have enough professionals to deal with training issues, and we also face 
another problem, namely that our highly-valued technical personnel are always 
attractive to other institutions. We find them working in the   international 
institutions – we put so much effort into training them and developing their skills 
just to find them being recruited by other academic and private institutions, this 
is a very important issue: 
5- Lack of coordination and cooperation   
A lack of coordination and cooperation between individuals and departments is considered to be 
one of the main challenges facing the RIHCs and limiting the effectiveness of maintenance 
management practices. Most respondents share a concern with the lack of cooperation among 
team members. According to this results from bureaucracy within the RIHCs, while describes 
the situation in greater detail, providing examples where bureaucratic practices inhibit 
communication with the Libyan Governmental, academic and private institutions:   
A lack of coordination between the departments … when there is no effective 
coordination between the department's everything will be a disaster. This is the 
main challenge we face in the RIHCs. For example, when you send a letter or a 
request they delay the process by 2-3 months, 2-3 weeks, 1 month – they don’t 
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care about the importance of things, because that is nature of the institutions. 
Since it is owned by the government, not a private institution, so even if each one-
minute delay costs money, they don’t care about that.’   
Therefore, this lack of coordination and cooperation affects the maintenance management, as 
an effective process requires the establishment of communication channels through coordination 
and cooperation, as well as the efforts of all team members to ensure the accurate identification, 
assessment, communication. 
6- Lack of a management system (e.g., a conservation processes strategy) 
The lack of management systems to set rules and regulations, assigning responsibilities and 
establishing monitoring and accountability, is considered to be a factor limiting the effectiveness 
of maintenance management within the RIHCs. For instance, most respondents pointed out 
that many people working in the RIHCs in Libya, especially at a senior management level, still 
do not appreciate the benefits of maintenance management:    
 The concept still not clear for people, but we are working on it. It takes time to 
implement – it is difficult because it needs cultural change and training for 
managers and senior management ... If these people are not convinced by this 
approach, they will just go through the motions and it won’t be effective. Some 
institutions in Libya have ISO certification, but on the ground, the maintenance 
management system is not running because senior management does not care 
about it. Also, line managers should have knowledge and training for this system 
so that they appreciate its value when they practice it.’    
 Clearly, the absence of a management system that would establish defined frameworks and 
procedures for effective maintenance management procedures will make it difficult for 
individuals in the RIHCs to make effective use of these practices. 
7- Unstable security and political situation  
The current, unstable security and political situation in Libya has significantly influenced the 
country, with an incontestably negative effect on all business activities. The RIHCs is no 
exception; in fact, because of this sector’s strategic contribution to the Libyan tourism, the 
tourism industry has suffered from the ongoing, unstable security and political situation. 
Most of those interviewed mentioned a list of security and political factors that influenced the 
RIHCs, limiting the effectiveness of maintenance management practices. These factors included 
limited financial resources, the departure of companies and experts, loss access to field locations 
(facilities), poor project performance and corruption, as shown in Figure. The following 
subsections will provide details for each of these factors and how they affect the maintenance 
management process.   
7.1- Limited financial resources  
The closure of many oil and gas fields and ports has paralysed the export of Libya’s vast 
hydrocarbon resources, resulting in a pronounced decrease in financial returns. In parallel with 
this, the sharp decrease in world crude oil prices has had a drastic negative effect on the Libyan 
financial returns. Most respondents, therefore, emphasised the limitations of financial resources 
among the challenges the Libyan governmental institutions currently face. 
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 ‘You know, the last 4years has been very difficult due to the country’s unstable 
situation, the political conflicts and limited financial resources, as the closure of 
many oil fields have affected this, and as a consequence, this will have an effect 
on governmental institutions, including the institution responsible for historic 
cities.”. 
Moreover, R1, confirmed these arguments, adding that the current situation in Libya has a direct 
impact, limiting the effectiveness of maintenance management practices: 
 ‘One of the most important challenges our institution is facing is security and 
stability in the country, in addition to the lack of financial resources and 
experienced staff; these factors, in turn, may reduce the effectiveness of 
maintenance management in addition to their direct impact on conservation 
processes’. This participant added: “The security situation has led to an 
additional decrease in financial revenues.’   
7.2- Departure of companies and experts  
The departure of companies and experts was considered by most of those interviewed to be one 
of the most significant effects of the deteriorating security and political situation. Many 
respondents gave an account of the situation after the Libyan revolution in 2011, and the seizure 
of All government institutions by militias after  2011, terms of their negative impacts. Most 
international contractors and service companies left the country,  compared the situation before 
and after 2011, acknowledged:   
Before the revolution 2011, we had some activities and projects (restoration and 
maintenance), we faced a few problems but achieved some maintenance. After 
the revolution, and let me say specifically since 2014, the projects have almost 
gone dead and many companies and contractors have had to suspend their 
activities. Most companies and contractors have left the country, which I believe 
has affected our projects significantly. I think upon their return, these companies 
will play an important role in developing the restoration and maintenance of 
Historic cities such as the ancient city of Tripoli and Ghadames and Gat.  
Similarly, added:  
‘The biggest challenge is the security situation of the country, which led to the 
result that good, skilled labour, both Libyans and non-Libyans, has left the 
country. Also, we lost the participation of effective contractors; again as a result 
of the country’s security situation’. 
  The departure of many foreign companies and experts will naturally have a significant, negative 
impact on the effectiveness of maintenance management practices, as many of the most 
experienced staff (both Libyans and non-Libyans) left the country, leaving a huge shortage in 
personnel qualified to manage the country’s projects and thereby limiting the application of 
effective maintenance management practices. 
7.3- Access to field locations (Historic cities)    
The security situation has also influenced the ability of the RIHCs to control its facilities and 
premises, as well the ability of personnel to travel to the work sites. The inability of personnel 
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to conduct site visits has a direct impact on the effectiveness of maintenance management 
practices, leading to incomplete information, which in turn affects the accuracy of buildings 
assessments and thereby leads to incorrect conclusions. From his experience, R1 discussed this 
situation in detail: as the RIHCs cannot control its premises and work sites, it cannot even 
conservation of vernacular buildings on a large scale or exploitation it. R1 also suggested a 
solution to this problem: uncontrolled areas should be controlled by security forces to exclude 
these buildings and sites from any political conflicts:  
We are now in an uncontrolled area, the RIHCs cannot control its own facilities 
and work sites, which are controlled by militias, so it cannot even restoration or 
maintenance because of the political situation … these facilities should be tightly 
controlled by the security forces to exclude these premises from any political 
conflicts … political conflicts can happen anytime, but they should be kept out of 
these facilities so that restoration and maintenance is carried on easily”.   
7.4- Poor project performance  
The unstable security and political situation has had a huge effect on the performance of many 
of projects in the conservation of historic cities. According to most of participants, the current 
status of Libya had limited the ability of the RIHCs to successful projects. In this context, stated 
that poor project performance has resulted from the unstable security situation that led many 
projects to be halted:  
‘The political and security situation have a direct impact on the performance of 
any organisation and also on the success rate of any economic projects. The best 
example of this is the poor performance record of our projects as a result of the 
unstable security situation, which has led many projects to be discontinued.’ 
 also that the limitations of financial revenues and the losses of many project’s assets as a result 
of theft, all of these factors resulted in the seizure of many of RIHCs projects.   
7.5- Corruption  
The appointment of unqualified personnel based on favouritism is considered to be a factor 
affecting the conservation processes of HCs in Libya and one of the challenges limiting the 
effectiveness of applying maintenance management principles. These unqualified people are 
understood to lack the knowledge and experience needed to manage maintenance; rather, their 
selection was based on their connections regardless of their qualifications. This form of 
corruption has been observed within the Libyan oil and gas industry; for example, R1,R and R8 
mentioned that:  
‘One of the challenges we face is the appointment of unqualified people. Before 
the revolution, there used to be a limited sort of favouritism and appointment 
outside of the legal framework.   
 Meanwhile, the appointment of unqualified people to leadership positions, as a result of 
corruption, also has negative consequences and limits the effectiveness of conservation 
processes, because these individuals often lack the required skills or even awareness of the 
concept.   
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Recommendations Experts remarks  
Design and architectural studies 
• Prepare technical studies and research regarding identifying Vernacular Buildings (VBs) 
and Historic Cities (HCs) according to the regulations 
 
• Architectural surveys and assessment of VBs elements; preparation of drawings and 
details 
 
• Studies regarding economic visibility and the environmental impacts in the rehabilitation 
projects of VBs and HCs   
 
• Prepare technical studies and research regarding a Vernacular Dwellings (VDs) structure 
and use of the VBs in the HCs. Prepare technical reports and drawings regarding 
rehabilitation and reuse of the buildings   
 
• Prepare procedures for studies, research and designs relevant to conservation projects 
and do it by themselves or in cooperation with others  
 
• Help the owners of VBs and provide them with technical consultation for the restoration 
of their buildings 
 
• Provide technical consultations regarding the re- use and rehabilitation works of VBs in 
the HCs  
 
• Prepare technical studies and research for restoration projects  
• Prepare drawings for registering the VBs that are owned by persons in real estate 
documenting institution 
 
• Issue permits for building, restoration work and reuse of VBs in HCs  
• Contribute to developing the plans of the HCs  
Supervision the Implementation work 
• Technical procedures for contracting and implementing restoration projects  
• Maintenance work for the RIS headquarters and other dependent buildings  
• Supervision of the implementation restoration projects that are contracted and prepare 
technical progress reports 
 
 • Identify traditional construction materials and similar materials that have the same 
specifications as the original for the purpose of maintenance, restoration and rebuilding 
 
• Identify the equipment, instruments and machines used in restoration work  
• Adopt the samples of construction materials according to contract specifications  
Urgent 
• Urgent maintenance work in terms of support buildings and arches for buildings and 
walls 
 
that are on the verge of collapse  
• Support buildings and arches to protect people  
• Remove failed buildings and transfer ruins.  
• Urgent maintenance of water supply and sewage systems  
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APPENDIX 7: QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
C.1- Letter of Postal Questionnaire of the Main Study 
 
School of Built Environment 
The University of Salford 
Return Address: 
Mohamed Milod 
The University of Salford 
Greater Manchester, M5   4WT 
Telephone: ,   Fax:  
 Mobile: 07473558511 
Email  
Research title: STUDY OF VA IN LIBYA, CASE STUDY VDs OF NMR 
Dear, Participant                                                                                     Date: 03/08/2016 
 
I am Mohamed Milod a PhD student at the School of the Built and Environment, The University 
of Salford, I am currently conducting a research programme, the subject of which concerns the 
Conservation Process (CPs) of Vernacular Architecture (VA)  in Responsible Institutions (RIs) 
for efficient working in Historical Cities (HCs) (Heritage) projects and for improving RIs 
performance in Libya. 
The research objectives focus on the challenges associated with the CPs that affect the of VA in 
RIs . It is our view that since the main activities of CPs  rely to a great extent on the skills and 
competencies of their workforce in order to establish and achieve their goals, there is need to 
develop a greater appreciation of this area. 
Having and being aware of the relevant skills and knowledge on for improving CPs  to achieve 
enhanced performance should be of value in your day to day job activities. However, for such a 
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research programme to be successful, we need your support. A questionnaire is attached for 
completion within three weeks of reception (Send on or before 5th  May 2018) and should be 
forwarded to Mr. Mohamed Milod at the University of Salford. 
Please be assured that both your identity and that of the organisation you work for shall remain 
strictly confidential. 
Your assistance and co-operation in this research programme would be welcomed and gratefully 
received. If you would like a summary of the survey results, free of charge, please indicate on 
the 
last page of the questionnaire. 
 
Yours faithfully 
Mohamed Milod 
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• Overview of the Research Project: 
 
The survey is based on an on-going research project which aims to investigate and document the 
main factors that impact on the CPs in VA in Responsible Institutions of Historical Cities 
(RIHCs), the impact of CPs on the main activities of the RIHCs; and to provide an appropriate 
recommendations and guidance for implementing conservation processes of vernacular 
architecture in this regard. 
Conceptual definitions used for the study: 
 
• Completion of the Survey: 
 
There  are  no  or  right  or  wrong  answers  to  the  questions  in  this  survey.  Select  the  most 
appropriate answer for each question based in your view/experience. 
There may be questions which appear irrelevant or impertinent. However, it is necessary in this 
study that all questions are answered, as the questionnaire is designed to achieve particular 
research objectives, and it is hoped not to offend respondents in any way. If there are questions 
which you are unwilling or unable to answer, skip them and continue answering the remainder 
of the questions. Remember that both your identity and that of the organisation you work for will 
remain strictly confidential. 
Please send the completed questionnaire by post to the researcher at the above address before  
5th   March  2018.  
This survey forms the basis of an on-going research project which aims to investigate and 
document the main factors that impact on the conservation processes in Responsible Institutions 
of Historical Cities in Libya (RIHCs). It specifically targets the VA activities in RIHCs.  It 
addresses the impact of conservation processes of VBs in the RIHCs, and to provide appropriate 
recommendations and guidance for implementing conservation of VA.  
Thank you for your participation in this study.
 
 
C.2- Questionnaire of the Main Study 
 Ref:   
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PART 1.  General Information 
Please tick (√) as appropriate 
Your Current Job Title/Position: 
 
 Senior Manager 
 Mid-Level manager 
 Junior Manager 
 
-    Gender 
  
 
-    Years of experience in current position: 
 
5-10yrs 10-15yrs 15-20yrs 20-25yrs 25–30yrs 30–35yrs 
      
 
-    Education level 
 
University High 
college 
Medium 
college 
Secondary school Preliminary compulsory 
school 
Others 
      
 
PART 2:  The main characteristics of conservation processes and the extent to 
which they are impacted by RIs (data and information). 
Q.1 Redrawing on your  position  and  experience  working  in  vernacular buildings  
please  indicate  (by circulating the appropriate number) the extent to which the listed 
factors promote or inhibit conservation processes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Female Male 
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Scale: 4 (Very High impact), 3(High impact), 2(low impact), 1(No impact) 
 
Organisational Structure 
 
Level of Impact 
1.  To  what  extent  does  centralisation  of  decision  making  at  the  top 
management level without employees‘ participation negatively impact on the data 
and  information exchange in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
 
2. To what extent do high levels of formal procedures employed in your work 
negatively impact on getting the data and information you need in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
3. To what extent does a structure where there is a substantial number of 
status,  layers  and  levels  of  professional  roles  negatively  impact  on receiving 
the data and information you need in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4. To what extent does a complex structure where there is a substantial the number of 
(architecture, design, archaeological and quantity survey department etc.), negatively 
impact on the data and information exchange in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
 
 
Culture 
 
Level of Impact 
 
 
5. To what extent does positive recognition of employees for what they do well 
positively impact on conservation processes  in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
6. To what extent does encouraging creativity and dynamism, amongst employees 
positively impact on conservation processes in terms of: 
 -     Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
7. To what extent is does the high level of emphasis placed on employees‘ of 
maintenance management results and outputs negatively impact on conservation 
processes in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
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8. To what extent does open corporation between you and your a colleague on the work 
you have done positively impact on conservation processes in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
9. To what extent does high level  of formality inherited in the work 
negatively impact on conservation processes in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
 
10. To what extent does taking decisions without approval from top 
management in solving problems that occur in your work according to your 
responsibility positively impact on conservation processes in terms of? 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
11. To what extent does existence trust in employees‘ competence and 
credibility to perform  their assigned work as planned positively impact on 
conservation processes in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
 
12. To what extent does encourage organisation ‘s surveyors and quantity surveyors 
to work in team positively impact on information access in 
terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
 
PART 3: to investigate the factors those promote or inhibit the conservation processes in 
RIs. 
Q.2  Redrawing  on  your  position  and  experience  working  in  vernacular buildings  
please  indicate  (by circulating the appropriate number) the extent to which the listed 
factors promote or inhibit conservation processes. 
Scale: 4(Very High impact), 3(High impact), 2(low impact), 1(No impact). 
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Factors that promote or inhibit the conservation processes (CPs) 
 
Level of promote or 
inhibit 
 
 
13. To what extent does  existence of trust between the senior management and 
employees promotes conservation processes in terms of: 
 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
14. To what extent does poor relationship between the employees 
working together in vernacular buildings sector inhibit conservation 
processes in terms of: 
 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
15. To what extent does well organised periodic meeting between the 
managers and employees promote conservation processes in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
16. To what extent does communication skill promote data and information exchange 
in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
 
17. To what extent does positive timely feedback promote data and information 
exchange in terms of? 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
18. To what extent does effectively of email to disseminate vernacular architecture 
information to different parts of organisation conservation processes in terms of: 
 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
19. To what extent does high interpersonal communication skill promotes 
conservation processes in terms of? 
 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
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20. To what extent does employees‘ empowerment without prior 
approval from top management promote conservation processes between 
employees in terms of: 
 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
21. To what extent does using formal communication channels in 
communicating urgent information inhibits conservation processes in terms of: 
 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
22. To what extent does difficult access to information sources to get 
information need to do your work inhibits conservation processes in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
23. To what extent does well organised training programmes to enhance 
employees‘ skills promote conservation processes in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
24.  To what extent does encouraging people to complete 
their tasks in teams  promote conservation processes in the RIs in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
25. To what extent does work overload inhibit conservation processes 
between employees in terms of? 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
26. To what extent does encouraging people to do their tasks in open 
communication manner promote conservation processes in terms of? 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
27. To what extent does effective use of internet to disseminate a large 
volume of information to different parts of vernacular buildings sector 
promote conservation processes in terms of? 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
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28. To what extent does employees‘ motivation encourage them to 
interact and exchange information to do their jobs properly help to 
promote conservation processes in terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
29. To what extent does ineffective use of training programmes to enhance 
employees‘ capacities to execute strategies and plans inhibit conservation 
processes in terms of? 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
30. To what extent does existence of reliable tele-communication 
infrastructure and availability of modern IT promote information exchange in 
terms of: 
-    Accuracy of information? 
-    Usefulness of information? 
-    Timeliness of information? 
 
 
 
 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
4      3      2        1 
 
PART 4: The impact of poor and successful communication practices on the main activity 
of CPs of VA in RIs. 
Q.3 Please indicate (by circulating the appropriate number) the level of impact of these 
following variables on the main activities of CPs of VA in RIs. 
Scale: 4(Very High Impact), 3(High Impact), 2(Low Impact), 1(No Impact) 
 
The successful/unsuccessful communication practices on the main 
activities of CPs of VA in RIs. 
 
Level of impact 
1. To what extent does the precise estimation of the project budget positively impact 
on delivering the buildings on the specified time? 
 
4       3      2      1 
2. To what extent does holding early participative meeting between the 
client‘s experts and designer to elicit the project‘s requirements impact 
positively on producing an effective briefing report? 
 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
3. To what extent does comprehensive site investigation on selecting the 
right site from available sites positively impact on reducing the total cost of the 
project? 
 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
4. To what extent does receiving complete approval from the  protection environment  
authority positively impact on avoidance of any illegal issues 
in the project‘s handover phase? 
 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
5. To what extent do receive late and changed design drawings from the designer 
office negatively impact on the safety of execution and conservation processes? 
 
4       3      2      1 
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6. To what extent does clear specification aided by drawings and sketches 
positively impact on the estimation of the contract value of the project before 
tender invitation? 
 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
7. To what extent do the site inspection and survey report positively impact on 
finding out if there are any imported or local materials to the maintenance or 
restoration site? 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
8. To what extent does carrying out early public surveys to know the 
inhabitants‘   socio-cultural   needs   positively  impact   on   implementing housing 
units required no future modifications? 
 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
9. To what extent does carrying out early public surveys to know the conservation 
processes needs positively impact on implementing the processes maintenance or 
restoration required no future modifications? 
 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
10. To what extent does incomplete or ambiguous information on drawings 
negatively impact on CPs? 
 
4       3      2      1 
11.  To  what  extent  does  sending  clear,  complete,  and  understandable 
information from design office to quality surveyors by online positively impact 
on carrying out the assessment of the work done? 
 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
12. To what extent does periodic site visits to inspect the work before deciding on a 
course of action positively impact on the following works in the processes of 
maintenance or restoration? 
 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
13. To what extent does unclear, incomplete, and inaccurate information in feasibility 
report negatively impact on the processes of maintenance or restoration? 
 
 
4       3      2      1 
14. To what extent do conducting early quantity surveys of the finished 
works  in  the  maintenance or restoration project  positively  impact  on  
immediate  carrying  out  the invoice payment? 
 
4       3      2      1 
15. To what extent do uses of internet/intranet in the maintenance or restoration of 
vernacular buildings positively impacts on getting complete information needed in 
the survey phase? 
 
4       3      2      1 
 
Thank you once more for your valued input and completing the questionnaire.  
 
If you would like a summary of the final survey report to sent to you, kindly tick (√) 
 
□ I would like a summary of the final report. 
 
Name: ………………………………………………………………………………… 
Address:……………………………….……………………………………………… 
Email: ………………………………………………………………………………… 
